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or REAL Es-rArE,,
Thc Counselors of Real Estate, established in 1953, is an international
group of high profile profes.irrnals including members of p(rminent real es-

on important topics such as instihrtional
investmcnt, sports and the communitv
real estatc ethics, tenant represr'ntation,

brt'ak-even analysis, the environment,
cap rates/yields, REITs, and c..rpital formation. Members also benefit from the

tate, financial,legal and accounting firms

as well as leadcrs of governm.'nt and
academia who provide r.\pert, r)biectiv(.
advice on complcx real propertv situations and land-related mattersMembership is selective, cxtended
by invitation only on either a sponsoftd
or.tclf-initiated basis. The CRE Desig-

various areas of specialization such as
litigation support, asset management,
tions/d i(posihons and gt'ncral analysi'.
CRES achieve results, acting in kev
roles in annual transactions and/or real
estate decisions valued at over M'I.5 billion. Over 300 of the Fortune 500 compa-

em, invesk)rs. atk,rneys, accountants, fi-

nancial institutions, pension funds and

and forcmost in any.-rd\,ice providr'd,
rcgardless of the method of compcnsa-

advisors, govemment institutions, health
care facilitics, ancl developers.

i

chue

n

t

Through N e ho ork h g,

Education I Publications
Networkin8 continues as the hallmark of
The Counselor organization. Throughou t
the year, pro8rams provide cuttinS-edge

education.rl opportunitic:' for CREs in
cluding seminars, workslrops, technology sessions, and busincss issucs forums
that keep members abrcast of le.ldin8 industry kends. Meetings on both the local and nntional lt'vels also promote interaction betwecn CREs and members
from key user groups including thosc
specializing in financial, legal, corporate,

and government issues.
CRE members b€ncfit from a u.ealth

of information publishcd in Thc Coun-

t

-annual ara,ard-winning ioumal
R.r/ Esfdl.lssr/.s which offcrs decisive reporting on today's changing real estate
industry. Recognized le.1dels contributc
c tical analyses not otherwise availablL,
selors'

brokerage sectors. Once invited into
membcrship, CRES must adhere to a
strict C()de of Ethics and Standards of

interest is resolv.\C before acceptance of
an assignment. ln any cvent, thc Counselor places the interests of thc client first

clude public and private propcrty o$'n-

Etr

player in the technological revolution,

clients. Compt'nsation is often on an
hourly or total fixed fec basis, although
partial or total contingent fee arrangemr'nts an'somctimes ustd. Any possibility of actual or perccived conflict of

nies retain CREs for advice on real estate
hol,.lings and inve*tments. CRE clients in-

I

services.

The mc,mbership includes industry cxperts from the corporate, legal, financial,
institutional, appraisal, academic, gov-

Whatis a Counselot ofRealEstate (CRE)?
A Counselor of Real Estate is a real estatc professional whose primarv businoss
is providing expert advisory serviccs to

!aluation, feasibility studies, .rcquisi-

of all providers of counseling

bi-monthly member newsletter, T/le
Coarrsefu,r, and .r rvide range of books
and monographs published by The
Ctrunsclor ('rga n izdtion. A ma jor
the CRE regularly accesses the most advanced methodologies, techniques .rnd
computer-generated evaluation procedures available.

nation (Counselor of Real Estate) is
awarded hr all mcmbers in recogniti()n
of superior prohlcm solving abilrty in

and fiduciary responsibility of the clicntcounsekrr relationship.
Thc extensive CRE net\a,ork stays a
stcp ahcad of the ever-changing real estate industrv by reflecting the diversity

tion. CREs have acquired a broad range
of experience in the real estate field and
possess technical competency in more
than one real estate discipline.
The client relies on the counselor for
skilled a nd obje,ctive ad vice in asstssing the
client's rcal estate needs, implying both

trust on the part of the client and trustworthin(5s on the part of the couns€lor.
Whether sole practitioners, CEOs of
consulting firms, or real estate depart-

ment heads for major corporations,
CREs are seriously committed to apply-

in8 their extensive knowledgc and resources t() craft real estate solutions of
me,asurable economic value to clients'
businesses. CREs assess the rral estate
situation by tathering the facts behind
the issue, thorcughly analyzinB the collected data, and then recommtnding key
courses of action that best fit the client's
goals and obrectives. These rcal estate
pnrfessionals honor the confidcntiality

c,rnment, Wall Street, management, and

Professi()nal Practice.
Use/s ol Counseling Sef ices
Thedemand continues to incrcase for ex-

pert counseling services in real estate
matters worldwide. Irstitutions, estates,
individuals, corporations and federal,
state and l(xal Bovernments have recoSnized tho necessity and value of a CRE's

objectivity in providing advice.
CREs service both domeshc and foreign cli(,nts. Assignments havc been accepted in Africa, Asia, the United Kingdom, thc Caribbean, Ccntral and South

America, Europe and the Middle East.
CREs have been instrument.rl in assisting the Eastern Europcan Real Property
Foundation crcate and devclop private
sectot market-orientcd real estate institutions in Central and East(,rn Europe
and the Nen'ly Independent States. As a
member of The Counselor organization,
CREs have the opportunitv to travel and
share their expertise with real eitate practitionerc from several developing coun-

tries including Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, Ukraine, Czech Republic, Slovak
Rcpublic, and Rursia as thev huild thcir
rcal estate businesses and develop standards of professional practicc.
Only 1,1 00 practitioners throughout
the world carry the CRE Designation, denoting the high(,st recognition in the real
estate industry With CRE members avcra8ing 20 years of experience in thc real
.ritate industr,v, individuals, institutions.

corpordtions, or govornmcnt entilies
should considcr consulting rvith a CRE
to define and solve thcir complex realtrtate problems or mattors.REr
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by R. Michael loycc, Esq,
Who sets the limitation on property development and how far can the limits Bo? Inher€nt in the controversy is the
intercst of state and local governments to exercise land use controls. Limiting the right to exercise the,se controls is the
Constitution's Fifth Amendment which prohibits the takinS of private property without just compensation. This article will examine the Del Monte Dunes case, the most recent United States Supreme Court decision in the area of
regulatorv takings and the remedies of a p vate landowne h,hose property rights have been appropriated through
excessive governmental cont()1.
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Toxrc Tlx Assrssvrr.rrs: rrre Ao Valonrpr TaxarroN or ContaprrNnrro Pnoptnrv
by Robert P. Can er, Estl. & Anthony W. Crowell, Esq.
In tax assessment review proceedin8s involvin8 contaminated property, taxpayers typically contend that property
value is substantially impairt\l or er;rsed by the presence of environmental contamination. Some taxpayers contcnd
contaminated prope y has no value even when it is fully usable and thc taxpayer is liable for the cleanup. These cases

Wnosr Pnorrnrv Is Ir? THr Lnrtsr oN Rrcuuronv TexINcs

I
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RrsolvrNc RE,c.L EsrlrE Drspurrs by Cerald 7v1. lg1ty, CRE
Traditionally, real estatc industlv disputes rely on negotiation; if netotiation fails, litigation is initiated. This survey
article details gcneric real estate disputes that fit into this common framcwork. A subsequent examination of negotiation-thc core nrethod of conflict resolution- -emphasizes a range of strategies, tactics, behaviors, and processes u,hich
permeate a wide range of other dispute resolution methods that are delineated.

present courts lvith difficult and competing questions of lan, equity, and public policy conceming the interplay of dd
.dlorefl taxation and sound environmental poliry. This manuscript reviews and analvzes the reasoning of the courts
when addressing these issues in the lcading tax asscssment review cases involving contaminated property nationwide.
It addresscs issues affecting the marketability of contaminated property in the face of environmental liability statutes;
reviews the methodologies adopted by the courts in adjudicating claims of assessment overvaluatioU and considers the
effect of the usability of contaminated property, the cleanup obligation of owners and purchasers of contaminated
property, and the public policy conccrns of taxing authorihes on the outcome in tax assessment review litigation.
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As the adage goes, "the only constant is change." For 24 years,
Real Estate Issres has been a constant source of ideas, insights, and methods,
assisting industry experts in meeting the challenges of a changing market.

Why not give the gift of a REI subscription to a colleague or
business associate? Real Estate Issrres publishes four times per year
(Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter). Place vour order today!
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Single copies @ $15 (+ shipping: $3 U.S.;$6 foreign).
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AwARDs As Purrrc Porrcv rN INvERSE CoNorruNenoN LrttcenoN by Chester C. Mccuire, CRE
Inverse condemnation rrccurs u'hen a govemment My effc'ctivelv takes private prcperty without iust compensation,
usually by a regulatory process. This is referred to as a "regulatory taking" which can be litigated as an invcrse
condemnation. The number of landowners claiming regulatory takings has increased .-rs the number of environmental
and other regulations have pmliferated over the past two decades. Howevet plaintiffs claiming inverse condemnation havc not been especially successful in pressin8 these claims. Courts have bc'en reluctant to award monetary
damagcs, espc,cially claims for lost profits from land developers. There ar€ t$,o reasons for this. First, the landmark
cases defining the judicial remcdies for regulatory takings have not centered on business issues. Second, plaintiffs
have not usually made compelling .lrgumcnts for lost profits.

(14)
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U 2-year $80 (8 issues)
Q 3-year $95 (12 issues)
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Call for foreign and facultylstudenl subsffiption rates.

SuulrerroN or Evrorxnenv Rutrs ron Rt,lL Esrnrr Exptnrs MnNnrrro sv
Deunrnr v. MennrLt Dow Pnr.nNa,c.crurtcnls, INc.
by Dat'irl G. Mckan, lolm F. Kilpahick, I Bill Mundy, CRE
Rcal estatc professionals who are prospective expert witnesses face a new set of rules in gaining admissibility of their
evidence and opinion into court. For many years, the credcntials (',f the real estate expert were the primary criteri()n to
qualification as an expe.t, and a single testimony often "validated" one as an expert in court. Seven decadcs after the
initial standards rvere established, the U.S. Supreme Co]utl in Daubert u. Merrell Dot, Phortnaceuticals announced that
the Federal Rulcs of Evidence were to be the standard for admitting expert scientific testimony in a federal trial, a
standard since adopted by many state courts. Expansion of the Daubert principal by the U.S. Supreme Court this year
to non-scientific cxpetts, includitlg r.al estat? t'aluntitlt profcssiorai s-, changes thc landscape and raises the admissibility
bar for appraiser opinions. With real estatc l,aluation increasingly being litigated, the criteria for experts today is
particularly important. This article outlines the foundations for admission of evidence and opinion to court, and offers
guidelincs for real est.rte professionals who seek to have such evidence admitted.
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Anr Ltrsr ReNrweL OrnoNs A GooD

IDEA? hy Lloyd D. Hanforrl,lr.. CRE
Landlords frequently grant lease renewal options to tenants but is this practice wise from the viewpoint of tht'property owner? Lease renewal options induce a host of compler issues, which would lead to the logical conclusion that,
all things being equal, the granting of such options is not a good idea.

CoNrnt guron Iuronunrror.t
publishes four times annually (Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter). The journal reaches a lucrative
segment of the real estate industry as well as a r(,presentativc cross section of professi<xals in related industries.
Subscribers to Rcal Eslate lssues (REI) are primarily the owners, chairmen, presidents, and vice presidents of
real estate companies, financial corporations, property companies, banks, management companies, libraries,
and REALTORo boards throu8hout the country; professors and university personnel; and professionals in S&Ls,
insurance companies, and larv firms.
Real Estafr Issr./.s is published for the benefit of the CRE (Counselor of Real Estate) and other real estate professionals, planners, architects, developers, economists, government personnel, lawyers, and accountants. It focuses on providing up-to-date information on problems and topics in the field of real estate.
Real Estate lssues
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RE.AL EsrArr Exprnrs: Sonr FunrHun OnsrnvnrroNs iy Rocky A. Tarantello, CRE
Shrtin8 with the first offering of CNMA securities in the early 1970s, the real estate industry has been in a state of rapid
change. The securitization of thc mortgage markets, instituhonal ownership, investment trusts, globalization, and
information t(hnologv have fostered a new era in valuation analvsis and the peoplt'$ho do it. The scopc of real estate

43

valuation has grown beyond the original boundaries defined by traditional appraisals. The parallel growth in Iitigation
counseling has created demand for real estate analysts who bring specialized knowledge of valuation theories, capital
markets, and other c'merging rcal esLlte issues to the litigation proceis. The traditional use of appraisals is not
diminished, but merely used only when and where appropriate. The Counselors of Real Estate is a unique organization
composed of real estate experts from num.,rous disciplines. Manv members of The Counselors come from these
emerging real estate market segments and can offer the legal community an enhanced array of economic, financial, and
real estate valuation methorls.

REVIEW PROCESS
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Member and non-member authors are encouraged to submit their manuscripts to:
Real Estate lssues, c f o The Counselors of Real Estate, 430 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 6061t. All
manuscripts are reviewed by three members of the editorial board with the author's name(s) kept anonymous.
When accepted, the manuscript and any recommended changes is returned b the author for revision. If the
manuscript is not accepted, the author is notified by letter
The policy of Rlal Eslote lsstics is not to accept articles that directlv and blatantly advertise, publicize, or promote the author or the author's firm or products. This policy is not intended to excludc any mention of the
author, his,/her firm, or their activities. Any such prcsentations however, should be as general as possible, modest in tone, and interesting to a wide variety of readers. Potential conflicts of interest between the publication of
an article and its advertising value should also be avoided.
Every effort will be made to notify the author on the acceptancc or reiection of the manuscript at the earliest
possible date. Upon publication, copyri8ht is held by The Counsc-lors of Real Estate (American Society of Real
Estate Counselors). The publisher will not refuse any reasonable request by the author for permission to reproduce any of his/her contributions to the journal.
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REer Esrerr CouNsruNc IN LITTcATIoN: Irlusrnertn By EMTNENT Dov,rrl by Richtrd C. Sheytari, CRE
With thc increasing complcxities of real estate and its valuation, an experienced counselor provides added knowledgc
and flexibility to customizc the preparation and pr.'sentation of a case. While not all are suited and not all arc nilling,
appropriately qualified real estate counselors provide the needcd attributes. They must be disciplincd to the challenges of such litigation and be confidcnt in that role. Credibility becomes the real key in the courtroom.
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THE BALLARD AWARD MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION INFORMATION
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by Paul S. Rutter, Esq.
Building owners are in the position today to reap additional income and value from their buildings through the surge
in new telecommunications technologies and the demand for access k) building tenants and users by an expanding
number of telecommunications companies. The intersections between buildings and telecommunications are providint properw owners with the ability litcrally to turn copper into gold.

l.

The REI Ediiorial Board is accepting manuscripts in competition for the 1999 William S. Ballard Award. All .rrticles published in REl during the 1999 calendar year will be eligible for consideration, including member and
non-member authors. The $500 cash au,ard and plaque is presented annually each spring, during The Counselors' Midyear Meetings k) the author(s) whose manuscript best excmplifies the high standards of content maintained in the journal. The recipient is selected bv a three-person subcommittet comprised of members of The
Counselors of Real Estate. (The'1999 recipicnt will be honored at The Counselors 2000 Midyear Meetings.)

Dy Eric S. Lnscha,er, Esq.
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See Editorial Calendar on inside back cover for deadlines

MANUSCRIPT/ILLUSTRATIONS PREPARATION
Manuscripts must be submitted on disk (along h'ith hard copy) in IBM or PC:tormaLonly-Mac files cannot
be accommodated: .txt (text) file format or Word for Windows 6.0. All submitted materials, including abstract,
text and notcs, are to be double-spaced on one side only per sheet, $'ith rvide margins. Number of manuscript
pages is not to exceed 25. Submit five copies of the manuscript accompanied by a 50- to 100-word abstract and
a brief biographical statement. Computer-created charts/tables should be in separate files from article text.
2. All notes, both citations and explanatory, are to be numbered consecutively in the text and placed at the g41! of
the manuscript.
3. Illustrations are to be considered as figures, numbered consecutively and submitted in a form suitable for
reproduction. Illustrations must either be submitted camera-ready or computer-tenerated as I'C compatible
ONLY DO NOT submit colorized computer files -- the illustrations must be created in grayscale or black and
white onl If possible, save in all of or at Ie,ast one of the following formats: .emf; .eps; .tif
4. Number all tables consecutively. All tables are to have titles.
5. Whenever possible, include glossy photographs to clarify and enhance the content in your article.
6. Article title should contain no more than six words including an active verb.
7. For uniformity and accuracy consistent with our editorial policy, refer to the style mles in The Associated Prtss
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planning cann(,t address all the variable's necessary to change people's fundamtntal choicc of wlrere to live. The author
lfi)ks at the impact of Washington Statc's Crou'th Managt'ment Act and horr its successes and challenges can serve as
a model for thc rest of the country. He also examincs how federal laws such as thc lindangcred Species Act can oftcn
complicate and contradict state-mandated smart Broh,th initiatives.
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first manuscript, authored by General M, Lely, CRE, is an in-de'pth
discussion of the many and varied forms of arbitration, mediation, and
other forms of alternative dispute resolution (ADR). The second article,
which is equally comprchensive in scope, is a compilation and analysis
of case law across the nation dealing with property taxes and contamination. The authors, Robert P. Carver, Esq., and Anthony W. Crowell, Esq.,
provide a balanced presentation in an attempt to lend clarity and understanding to court decisions that arc sometimes contradictorv and often
raise more issues than they put to rest.

As part of its on-going effort to improve the format and content of Rral
Eslale Issrrcs, the Editorial Board has initiatcd several changes in this issue.
They include the introduction of new departments or columns that will
be authored by the same individuals on a regular basis. Some columns
will appear in every issue; others will appear in every second edition. The
columns will be known as "Inside/s Perspectives" and will focus on
REITs, tl.re economy, legal issues, research, the hospitality industry,
corporat!'real estate, etc. To inauBurate this program, Sam Zell and Hugh
Kelly. CRE, have authorcd columns on REITs and the economv, respectively. Some future contributors includt' Peter Korpacz and Raymond
Torto, CRE, (rcsearch), Biorn Hanson, CRE, (hospitalitv industry), and
Edwin Howe, Jr., CRE, (law). Other innovations will be introduce'd in the
Winter edition, which will mark the beginning of the 25th Anniversarv
year of Rr'a/ Esldfe Issres.
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Other articles deal with new, important evidentiary rules in qualifying
expert witnesscs (McLean, Kilpatrick, and Mundy), the countrv's evolving attitude toward property rights (Joyce, McGuire, Shepard), and a
number o( other intcresting k)pics.
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[lraditionally, real estate industry disputes rely on negotiation for
I solutions; if negotiation fails, Iitigation is often initiated. This
I survey article details generic real estate disputes that fit into this
common framework. A subsequent examination of negotiation
- the
core method of conflict resolution
emphasizes a range of strategies,
- permeate a wide range of other
tactics, behaviors, and processes which
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assets can be homogeneous or heterogeneous and, individually, can be
divisible or indivisible. The assets may be physically embodied or only
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GENERIC REAL ESTATE DISPUTES
Generic disputes include, but are not limited to, the following issues:
. The land value, percentage rate of return, and /or economic land rent
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Resoluing Real Eslate Disputes

" 9oin9 rafe" ;

The appropriate remedy for lease disputes involving revenue issues,

expense escalation reimbursements, and operational, occupancy,

.

and use issues;
The market value of land, improvements or both as provided in

a

I

lease agreement that grants the lessee a purchase

option at an unspecified price;
The market value of a partial interest in real
estate including a mortgage or an equity posi
tion, leased fee,leasehold estate, sandwich leasehold, sub-leasehold, air rights, transferable development rights, subsurface rights, easement,
and life estate and remainderman interests;
The market value of a fractional ownership interest in a property in orderto arrive at a "buyout"
price under the terms of a partnership or other
joint-ownership agreement;
The market value, if any, of a future purchase
option, right of refusal, right of last offer, and
similar features;
The appropriate remedy concerning a dispute
about the terms and conditions of a real estate
contract or partnership agreemenu
A decision in the construction phase of a real
estate development concerning timing, scope of
work, quality, and/or costs and the apportionment of obligations and benefits among the architect, owner, contractor, and tradesmen;
A decision on whether or not a real estate commission has been earned and is payable;
The appropriate remedy in a title dispute;
The appropriate remedy in a dispute about the
terms and conditions of a real estate loan or loan
default;
A decision rendered in a condominium, cooperativc, or owners' association dispute;
A decision in a tax certiolnri dispute;
A dccisiun eonccrning just compcnsation in a
property condemnation case;
The equitable allocation of a portfolio of real
estate assets among claimants arising from an
estate settlement, divorce settlement, the unwinding of a ioint-venture, or the dissolution of
a business entity;
Resolution of a dispute involving land use and
zoning issues;
The relative impact on real estale value of adverse environmental conditions;
A decision concerning a dispute involving hotels, motel, clubs, or casinos;
A decision in a dispute between real estate investors residing in different countries.r
THE NEGOTIATION PROCESS
Negotiation may resolve many of the generic disputes which have been categorized. It is an interestbased decision-making process with the participants
bargaining to resolve differenccs of opinion concerning the apportionment of responsibilities and
be'nefits. A great dispute resolution Practitioner,

Theodore W. Kheel has concluded, " lt is the primary te,chnique of conflict resolution."2 Negotiation is a frequently empkryed resolution method in
the economic, political, social, and personal spheres.

Litigatiofi Cot$ulting
Strate{!, continued
314.530.1337
fax 314.530.1356

Any specific negotiation often begins with no rules
and always with no accepted facts. The respective
negotiak)rs must rcach.r conscnsus concerning a
set of rules for conducting the negotiation; otherwise, confusion and chaos are Iikelv and the chance
for a positive outcome is much diminished.
Similarly, at the commencement of the negotiation
process there are no established facts or non-facts
(even if in the greater world beyond the negotiation
certain information is so classified). In a particular
negotiation, the conversion ofinformation toa "fact"
is dependent on its assertion as such by one of the
parties and whetheror not theotherparty accePts it,
implicitly concedes it, challenges it, or reiects it.
This dynamic is one that is constantly experienced
in negotiation. Relative degrees of power and persuasiveness determine which assertions become
recognized facts.
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The presentatiott and negotiatiofl phase con-

to achieve the'other party's understanding of your
point of view; to build trust; constructively question the opposing position; create doubt; and promote changes in points of vien,. Give and take has

hopefully begun and continues.
The intense negotiation pftase includes continual reframing of requirements, heary bargaining,
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Competitive, cooperative, integrative, and composite choice stratcgies may bc chosen by a party to a
negotiation for the communication of views and
implementation of actions that flow from a specific
negotiatinB positiun.
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sents his case in a constructive manner; supplies a
lot of information; employs seemin€ily moderate',
balanced, and feasible arguments; and may even
offer a minor initial unilateral concession. The governing assumption is that a constructive relation-
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gressive arguments variously embodying demands,
ultimatums, threats, tricks, and bluffs; and offers no
or few concessions. A compehtive strategy assumes
a zero sum game where one siders gain is the other
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and bidding leading to "the crunch" or "...that
point in a negotiation when no decision becomes a
decision. Until the crunch, the parties will most
often hesitate before making any significant
changes in their positions. The crunch signals that
the time for decision-making has arrived n'ith rewards for the right decision and penalties for the
wrong one."r
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ship embodying respect, reliability, and trust will
produce a fair and equitable solution for both parties. On a trusting basis, each side may be motivated
to re-consider its own position as well as the other
sidds views and make reasonable adiustments to
arrive at an agreement and maintain a future relationship.
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ln an integratioe strategy, the negotiators do
not assume a zero sum game and after initial presentations, may use "brainstorming" sessions to try
to provide maximum benefits to both parties. In

Resol?irig Rtul Eslate Disputes

m

st reach a consefisus concerning
a set of rulcs for conducting

the negotiation; othenlise, confitsion

brainstorming, the existing conflict paradigm is
broken down and ncw ways of thinking about the
problem are encouraged. This results in additional
options for solving the problem, including opportunities for value creation rather than each side just
claiming an existing finitc value. The basic guidelines of this strategy are: "1). separate the people
from the problem; 2). focus on interests not positions; 3). invent options for mutual gain; and 4).
insist on obrective criteria."rThe goal of an integrative strategy is a fair settleme,nt arrived at in a
fricndly and efficient manner. Both parties may
equitablv share in a larger arrav of benefits beyond
those initially contemplated by the parties.
Ulllizing a composite cltoice strategy a negotiator must decide at each stcp of the prrcess whether
he should employ a competitive, cooperative, or
integrative approach. A composite set of choices
may embody leverage and seeking advantage but
also involves problem solving, creative thinking,
and a convincint rationale combined with balanced iudgmcnt. As the parties feel more comfortable with each other and are more willing to modify
thcir positions, a variant of this composite choice
strategy may occur where.in tht' parties move together from a competitivr. strategy to a cooperative
and /or integrative mode. The end goal is a reasonable outcome for each side.i
THE NEGOTIATOR'S DILEMMA AND
THE NEGOTIATION DANCE
Two other concepts which are worth considering
are the Negotiator's Dilemtna and lhe Negotiatiotr
Dan ce. Consider: one could choose a cooperative,
inte'grative, or composite choice strategy and energetically think about thc existing issues in new
ways of creating value. The other side uses a competitive strategy and iust claims value. Will the
party having taken the high road, necessarilv lose in
the negotiating process? n

3

No, but they will have to employ tactics which
enable them to convince the other side that its
aggressive and competitive style will not be allowed to run roughshod over their position. Among
the tactics for deflecting an aggressive competitive
strategy are taking a breather to maintain one's
"cool"; listening, acknowledging, and agreeing,
when possible, thereby reinforcing respect for emotions and opinions; but requiring substantiation,
rcframing views and creating doubts that an aggrcssive strategy rvill achieve a total victory in the
negotiation. It is wise to leave the other party leeway for a dignified retreat and flexibilitv for the
concessions which are Iikely to accompany it.7
The Negotiation Dance consists of the pattern of
concessions by each side which attempt to close the
gap in substantivc positions. Negotiation tactics
include presentations, offers, probings of evidence,
and counter-offers, as well as more aggressive methods such as threats, ultimatums, bluffs, and tricks.
Cenerally, tactics lacking in credibility will work
against one's goal of reaching a satisfactory agreement.$

THE CONTEXT OF NEGOTIATION
No matter what strategy is selected, many negotiations occur in a complex context with dynamics that
may only be partially revealed at the bargaining
table. Besides the two or more partics negotiating,
there may be other covert factors at work in sidebar
conversations, intL'rnal constraints, and organizational dialogue.

Often in a sophisticated commercial negotiation,
the leader of e'ach negotiating team most also obtain

cooperation, support, and agreement from his own
team mt'mbers. Members of the team may be characterized as "stabilizers," "destablilizers," or "quasi-

mediators."' When a ntgotiation position is explained and backed up with persuasive data, stabilizers tends kr "go along" with the senior team
leader. Stabilizers tend to dislike conflict and are
flexible "good soldiers" in th€ir organizations.
Destabilizers are more headstrong and volatile. They
can disrupt both the other side and their own team
and usually believe they have all the right answers
and completely distrust the other party. However,
within bounds, they may serve a useful purpose in

strengthening resolve and in testing reality.
It is often best if the leader of the negotiatint team
is neither a stabilizer nor a destabilizer but a quasimediator who can build a good relationship both

.l
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with his/her own team and with the leader and
members of the other tcam. He/she must also keep
his/he'r own senior management informed, because,
after all, they havc. the authority to ratify and close

to

on an agreement; they should not be surprised
during the negotiation processSeruice Categories

The senior team member must work constructively with the othe.r side and the membt'rs of his/
her own team. Helshe periodically calls a recess
from negotiating to caucus w,ith his/her team before stating or agreeing to a change in position in
order to think out an issue and maintain and build
support among other team members. The team
leader must contribute continuously to a reasonable negotiating climate with systenatic creation of
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DISPUTE RESOLUTION METHODS
If one is aware of the activities embedded in each
phase of the negotiation process and is familiar
with typical strategies and tactics which can be
deployed in a complex and subtle negotiation
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try to obtain improvements; if one is unable to
obtain enhancements, exercise BATNA.'0

is unlikely.'r
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F.ntironmottal

Ironically, in order to achieve agreement, each team
lcader must be convinccd of the validity of some' of
the other party's arguments. He/she must become
the advocate of some opposing views; otherwise,
ratification and closure are unlikely since the leader
will fail to convince his/her own management to
make concessions.

The success of a negotiation is often dependent on
whethe'r there is an effective bargaining continuum
or an overlap in thr'"ask" and "settle" end points in
each side's formulated span of acceptable negotiation results. If there is overlap, there may well be an
agreement; if an overlap is not indicated, settlement

Ac quisit ions I Disposit

Acquisitions/Dispositions
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appropriate doubts about the cogency of the other
party's views by employing constant communication, education, and persuasion. He/she often encourages mutual concessions to reach an appropriate businesslike closure. In a dispute which has
public interest and visibility, the se'nior negotiator
must pcrform media and public relations functions
effectively.

Before commencing any negotiation, one should
formulate thc best alternative to a negotiated settlement (BATNA). What are the reasonable alternatives and which is the best one of them? The best
altemative is the BATNA. If the negotiated offer is
better than BATNA, consider accepting it; if worse,
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context, a professional has a foundation of knowledge for possibly choosing an alternative dispute
resolution method in a specific situation. Numer-

No matter uthat strategy is selected, many
negotiatiorls occur in a cornplex context

ous methods which can be selected are brieflv
described here:

with dynamics that maq only

Fact Finding is a neutral's determination of the
basic facts of a dispute and the identification of
areas of agreement and disagreement. Depending
on the scope of work agreed upon by tht'claimants,
the neutral may or may not make scttlement recommendations to the parties.

Mediation is a voluntary, non-binding method
of facilitated negotiation under the auspices of a
neutral third party. Its features include voluntary
exchange of information and presentations. The
mediator meets with both parties together and,

be

partially

reaealed at the bargaining table. Besides
the tzoo or ,flore parties negotiating, there

may be other cooert factors at TDotk
in sidebar conaersations, intemal

constraints, snd olganizational dialogue.

and organizational structure, togethcr with

improv-

inB information, communication, cooperation, and
consensus. The process often takes place before a
construction project begins.

subsequently, separately. The mt'diator can employ
"shuttlc diplomacv" in trving to reach an agree-

Dispute Reztieut Boaril (DKB) is particularly

ment. The process may feature a non-binding settle-

useful when there is a dynamic, fast moving situa-

ment proposal by the mediator, The mediator's
proposal may be accepted by the partic's or, under
the auspices of the mediator, thcy may reach thcir
oh,n settlement. An agreement, if achicved, is memorialized in writing and signed.

tion such as the construction phase of a rL'al estate
developmcnt. Each of the two or more parties involved chooses a panel member; jointly, those chosen pick one or more neutrals. The membc'rs of the
panel acquire knowledge about the particular development and are at,ailable as a group to resolve
early or subsequent disagrecments in the hope of
providing prompt decisions and avoiding the "snor,l'
balling" affccts of multiple layers of disagreemc.nt
causing a bac-l overall result for the re'al estate development.

Fact Finding-Mediation provides for a neutral
to issue a fact-finding report after using mediation
skills to obtain the parties acceptance of his conclusions prior to final issuance of the written document.

Conciliation is similar to mediation, but rvith a
stronger behavioral emphasis on restoring good
business relations among the claimants.
Facilitation consists of a neutral using negotiation and mediation skills to structure a process for
the mediation of complex bilateral or multilateral
disputes. At times, the facilitator's efforts are most
intense at the earliest stages of the process when
there is an emphasis on creating process rule.s acceptable to all parties.
Referee is a designated person who insures
compliance with agreed upon dispute resolution
rules. Helshe may or may not participate in the
formulation of the process.

Partneing is a non-binding collaborative process that focuses on activities keyed to preventing
proiect disputcs or reducing thcir scope. It is frequently used in the construction industrv and usually concentrates on role definition, team building,

&sollirrs Rral Eslat? Disllutes

Ombuclsperson is available to he'ar complaints
and formulates a recommended way of resolving
them. The ombudsperson considers "the facts" and
issues and providt's an advisory opinion leading to
a likely settlement of the matte'r. This method may
be particularly useful in landlord,/ tenant and emPloYer/emPloyee relations.

FairDiuision applies gamc theory to the allocation of a portfolio of assets. There arc a number of
different possibilities. In "Strict Alternation" the
parties takc turns choosing assets b,ith the first to
choose having an advantage. "Balanced Alternation" provides for variations in the'choosing pattem to balance the initial advantage of thc first to
choose. "Divide and Choose" calls for onc claimant
to divide the assets into two groups and the other
party to choose which group to acquire. "Buy or
Sell" calls for

a

party to state a price at which he will

willing to buy or sell a partnership asset.
"Adjusted Winner" consists of each party being
given the same number of points which they can
be equally

individually and privatelv allocate to the same array of assets; subsecluently, tentative winners are
identified for each asset based on the highest number of points allocated to the asset and adiustments
are then made to even out the total number ofpoints
each claimant assignc'd to assets he/she has won.
The tests of a wt'll-executed fair division technique
are proportionality, equitability, efficiency, and enw
freeness. The greater the variation in the relative
pricing perspectives of the claimants, the easier it is

to satisfy all thc claimants.'r

Appraisal Proceedizg is often a tripartite procedure. Each claimant chooses an appraiser; the two
professionals so chosen, agree on a third appraiser;
if they fail to agree on the selection, they may resort
to an outside selection mechanism. The decisionmaking process is often on a "documents only"
basis. Usually, the parties and the'ir legal counsel
arc not present.rnd, gcnerally, thcre is no provision
for depositions, discovery, or l+,itnesses. After informal dialogue and discussion, a valuation conclusion is reached by at least two of the three appraisers. This alternative provides less liability protection than arbitration.

Arbitration

is abitrding process in which

knowl-

edgeable professionals, after hearing the presentations of each side, reach a decision which is binding
on the parties and may be entered as a court order
to ensure enforcement. The arbitrator(s) may have

total or partial discretion or may be limited to a
"baseball clause" confining the scope of the decision to choosing the exact price submitted by one
party or the other. Arbitration often does not include discovery, depositions, a transcriPt, or strict
adherence to the legal rules of evidence or Procedure. As contrasted with litigation, arbitration often provides expeditious and inexpensive resolution of disputes by arbitrators possessing expert
knowledge acting in a process that maintains confidentiality in business relationships.
Non-Binding or Adtsisory Aftitration is a contradiction in terms. This process is the same as or a
constricted version of standard arbitration, e'xcePt
thc award is not binding on the parties but may be
accc.pted if they agree.

Mediation-Arbitration (MED-ARB) is, as the

The success of a negotiation is oftert

dependent on tohether there is an effectiae

bargaining continuun or afl oaerlap in the
"ask" and "settle" enil points in each side's
fonnulated span of acceptable negotiation
rcsults. lf there is ooerlap, there nay we Il
be an agreement; if an oaerlap is not
indic ate d, settl ernent is unlike Iy.

6
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decision.
M e di ati on- Arb i tr ati on - M e di a ti on (MED / ARB I

MED) is a three-stage process utilizing first phase
mediation w'hich mav narron' the issue. Yet, at
strong signs of an impasse, a second phast'arbitration process kicks in and serves as an educational

discor.ery experience for the disputants. Subsequently, they may have the motivation to pull back
and re-commence negotiations in a third phase
mediation process assisted by a mediator who may
have served as the arbitrator.
Case Eualuation is performed by a neutral experienced in the subject matter of the disPute. He

reviews the substantive case by listening to each
side's prescntation and by reading appropriate
documents and the posing of interrogatories. The
neutral highlights the strengths and weaknesses
of each position. Under his auspices, the Parties
may reach a resolution of the dispute. ln essence
this is a more abbreviated form of mini-trial procedure.

ludgellawyers Eoaluation Panel consists of a
credible judge and two lawyers specializing in litigation. Collectively they rendera non-binding opinion after hearing presentations from both sides.
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change in the inflation outlook.
What are thc lessons? The first is that we neL'd to
re-learn the nature of the inflation/ interest rate relationship. Our intellectual context needs to get be-

E
I

sqft.u5o4.fudh.r.q

Arbitr ation-Medi ati on (ARB -MED) consists of
a first phase arbitration which concludes in an
arvard undcr seal while the neutral attcmpts to
guide the parties to a mutual agreement settling
their conflict. Since the experience of the arbitration
procecding is informational and educational for
both parties, the chances of a successful mediation
are improved. If mediation fails, the arbitrator announces his award and the decision is final. The
underlying philosophy is that an agreement by the
parties is more satisfying to them than an imposed

market saw tremendous day-to-day volatility as investors, Wall Street analysts, and financial commentators continued to react to periodic signals of some

1

decision. Based on the agreement of the parties, this
arbitrator may or may not be the same person who
served as the mediator.

name implies, a blend of both mediation and arbi-

tration. The parties attempt to resolve the dispute
through mediation. If this phase fails kr produce a
settlement within a specificd time period, the issue
is referrt'd to arbitration for a final and binding

Figure

IAVrlIR

stayed basically stable, especially if wc use the thre'emonth bill rate as a benchmark. ln 1997, a drop in
sensitive materials prices causcd inflation to drop to

nearly the vanishing point. Short-term rates didn't
budge, though, as all of the so-called "managed
rates" (bankers' prime, the Fed Funds rate, and the
Fed discount rate) were held tight. I believe that our
central bankers recognized the combination of suddenly increased risks on the international scene and
the massive momentum sustaining the domestic
economy. The decision was to kcep U.S. "real" (inflation-adiusted) rates high to draw capital toward the
U.S. as a "safe harbor" while avoiding the untimely
stimulation of an already robust business cycle.
ln the autumn of 1998, of course, U.S. financirl
markets were quaking as a result of Asian banking
difficulties and the default in Russia's sovereign
bonds. The Fed adroitly engineered a three-steP
drop in rates, using thc flexibility afforded by the
immediately previous policy of keeping real rates
high, The concept was that the U.S. economy t'ould
be stimulated to forestall any potentialrecession and
that we would serve as the market of final resort for
the world's goods. The gambit worked, markets
stabilized, and the Fed (in due course) has moved
rates back toward the status q o arlle. Meanwhile,
inflation has stayed benignly in the same range it has
been since the start of 1997.
At this point, we should remind ourselves that
all of the post-1993 moves in interest rates caught
the financial markets only in a reactive mode. Stock
prices, in particular, failed to anticipate thc changes,
although they derived quite salutary effects once
the Fed's policies were put into place. Against that
general upward trend in stock prices, though, the
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yond the bounds of the 1967 - 1990 period, when
inflation was indeed the greatest of economic issues.
As we look at 2000 and beyond, the key issues will be
world economic stability as a platform for improved
living standards. Stability is the rcal;xrlilik of the
coming decade. Central banking policy will be driven
by this imperative.
The second lesson returns us to the fundamentals of supply and demand in determining the price
of money. Just as the huge federal deficits of the
Eighties and early Nineties bid rates upward, the
present and anticipated budget surpluses of the next
few years will enable theTrcasury to retire debt, This
will free capital for more productive use, Promoting
real economic growth, and putting downward pressure on rates.

This is not a prediction of unremitting decline
in interest rates. Such a forecast would be as foolish
as trying to beat the monte-dealers at their own
game. Although I fully expect levels of interest rates
in the coming decade to resemble those of the Fifties
more than those of the Seventies, a krt could go
wrong to thwart such a hopeful outlook. My point is
much more modest. In this era - now already six
years old - the direction and magnitude of interest
rate change will be primarily a tool of international
policy, and only secondarily about consumer prices.
Those who continue to read the traditional inflation
indicators will only leave the table shaking their
heads, wondering why they can't keep track of the
elusive cards. Those who base their investment strategies on the rate/price correlation will, I'm afraid,
also wonder why their wallets seem continually
Iighter.*u,
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sequently, the parties rcsume negotiation.

or cumulative dependinB on specific circumstances.

is a brit'f and informal "trial" conducted and presided over bv a neutral. The parties,
working with thc neutral, arrive at agreed upon
procedural rules; there may be limited discovery
and depositions. Each side presents its bcst case in

StasrLrry: rHE RrnlpolrrrK oF rHE CorrrNc Dncnor
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choose the alternative to be followed. Voting may

Mini-Tial

FOCUS ON THE ECONOMY

,

lnput from the panel provides predictability about
how the matter might be decided in litigation. Sub-

NL'w Y()rkers have their ou'n rules of economic forecasting.
One ironclad axiom is, "Betting your money on three-card monte is a
definite leading indicator of a personal recession." The game is all about
misdirection, and few are those who can penetrate the dealer's sleight of hand.
Most traditional economists have little better success in predicting the
direction and magnitude of interest rate changes. And for a similar reason. Fed
watchers, financial journalists, and the public markets continue to look intently
at widely-published inflation indicators, including thc monthly Corsr unu Pricr:
lrzJcr and Produm Prict hdr-r reports, expecting that AIan Greenspan and
company will use these as guides in adjusting the price of money.
Such an assumption is, of course, the result of received academic training
and learned experience. We have all been taught that interest rates are built up
from a base of risk-free return on capital, an inflation premium, and additional
compensation for the risk assumc.d regarding return of capital. This is the
classical pricing modcl for bond rates. Furthermore, most of us have grown up
in the business world since 1967, when inflation became a significant factor in
the economy. For more than a quarter of a ccntury, we have watched interest
ratt's rise and fall in consonancc with shifts in the level of consumer prices. Wt
have bought inb the notion of a necessary correlation between the two.
What has not becn generally appreciated, though, is the degrec to which
that relationship has bee'n severed in the middle- to late-1990s. With only
mcrdest exaggeration, I will state that since 1993 there has been tro rtlation
z{r,rfso{'1,c/ between the direction and size of interest rate swings and underlying inflation. Fi.grrre I is familiar to CREs, as it has been a regular feature in Tlrc
Counselor newsletter. Note how the slope of short-term Treasuries dropped
steeply between 1990 and 1992, follou'ing the CPI down to an interest ratc
trough in 1993 and early 1994. Over the same. period, the 10-year T-Boncl also
showed a decline in its yield, albeit in a more gradual trend.
Thc.n a peculiar thing happened: inflation remained stableand lowovcrthe
course of the next year, but both long and short Treasury rates shot up
dramatically. What was going on? Simply this: the Fed, during the early
Nineties, kept its discount rate low to enable banks to borrow cheap capital for
reinvestment in Treasury issues, allowing teetering financial institutt)ns to
rebuild their capital bases using the arbitrage on the rates. By 1994, all large U.S.
banks had sufficiently rebuilt their capital to m€'et the Bank of International
Settlements reserve requireme'nts, and the Fed raised ratL's to eliminate the
subsidized arbitrage. This was a quiet strategy, and some may think it was a bit
of a shell game. But it was, in my view, a brilliantly conceived and executed
policy of Greenspan and the Board ofGovernors; it rescued the banking system
when a repeat of the 1930s was a real possibility.
Between 1995 and 1997, the relationship between inflation and interest rates
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abbreviated form. A senior exeotive from each
firm is present and is empowered to reach a settlement. If the cxecutives initially fail to agree, thc
neutral may offer an advisory opinion. lf a final
agreement is reached, it is reduced to a written
document before the proceeding is concluded.

Pittate "ludge," generally a retired iurist,

is

hired to hear the presentation of both parties and to
issue an advisory opinion outlining how he would
have ruled in a formal court proceeding. This docu-

ment often motivates the respective claimants to
reach a settlement without engaging in formal litigation.
Summary lury Trial consists of an abbreviated
non-binding version of a jury trial utilizing jurors
drawn from the regular pool who are made available by a judge. After hearing abbreviated presentations from both sides the' jurors arrive at an advisory
decision. Subsequr.nt to thc verdict, the parties and
their counsel may ask the jurors questions about
their perceptions of positivc and negative aspects of
each prescntation. After that point the jurors are.
dismissed and the parties rcsume negotiation with
a more realistic vicw of u,hat an actual jury might
decide. Subsequently, if the process fails and a trial
takes place, there will be a ner.r, judge and jury.

Auctions provide a forum for claimants to bid
in dollars or in the allocation of a limited universc
of points. Such a process may be open outcry or by
sealed bid. In a two-staBe auction thc bidders may
modify their bidding in the second stage bast'd on
the education they have received in the first phase.
Bidding patterns are classified as English (bidding
in ascending order)i Dutch (a bid as prices descend); or Vickrey (winning bidder acquires asset
but at the second highest bidder's price, thereby
cncouraging highe'r bids by attempting to avoid
"buyer's curse" or remorse).
Election or Referendum may be called for when
there is a large number of parties in the same
dispute. After structuring onc or more recommended courses of action a vote may occur to

ResLtlt

ing Real Estql( Disltutes

be

dircct, preferentially ranked, proportional, and/

Real e'state industry conflicts which may require
this process include the reorganization or liquidation of a public real estate entity and the me.rger or
acquisition of such an entity.

Negotiated Rule Makizgis a governmental process inviting key parties in an industry rvho would
beaffected by a proposed regulatory rule b provide
data and points of view concerning disputed industry issues prior to the issuance of a regulatory rule.
The rule issued is likely to be more relevant and
effective after use of such a process.
Common Text Negotiation involves a neutral
who rvrites a draft of an agreement u,ith identical
copies submitted to each side. The clrafter of the
document does not ask for acceptance or reiection
but only for comments and suggestions for modifications. This process may be repeated many times
and progress continually made. This method avoids
a partial agreement beforc knowing thc entire structure of the agreement. Only r.r,hen the neutral believes that the revised draft is thc'most likc.lv outcome, does he/she look for agreenent and closure.

Litigation is a formal legal process, involving
the parties, thcir legal counsel, expert and fact witnesses, judge, and, possibly, a jurv. The process
almost always involves discovery and, possibly,
de.positions. Usc of this method signifies that the
parties will not make the ultimate decision in the
matter.Judgeor jury may decide

a technical dispute
their
outside of
knowledge base. Litigation is the

most c'xpensivc', lengthy, and pote'ntially aggravating method of resolving a dispute.

Dispute Resohttion System Desigtr is a process
of evaluating an existing dispute resolution system
by identifying typical conflicts, case volumes, resolution processes utilized, and the level of costs and
bcnefits of the existing system. In designing a new
system, a focus is put on interests, Iinks to negotiationJike processes, low cost procedurcs, and building in prior consultation and subsequent feedback
activities. Arraying dispute resolution systcms on a
low to high cost basis and describing the necessary
resources, skills, and motivations required for each
alternativt', providts the basis for choosing a new
dispute resolution system.r'

Dispute Preoetttion Prcgram provide's a revielv of modes of doing business and the process

7

which documents transactions and suggests
changes to reduce the volume of future disputes.
This program is accomplished in association with

In a classic negotiation each side retains control of
the outcome. In other methods, some or all control
is ceded to others. Yet, negotiation is at the foun-

legal counsel.r{

dation of all methods. If Clausewitz was right

An effective participant in any of these dispute
resolution methods should exhibit

a range of

cogni-

tive, behavioral, and process characteristics. An
individual's basic traits should include a considerable intelligence; a self-confident and balanced
ego; general business and specific industry knowledge; and a constructive focus on important isSUES.

when he said that: "War is regarded as nothing but
the continuation of politics by other means," then
all these dispute resolution methods are just the
continuation of negotiation by other means. One
goal of a civil society should be to provide peaceful
and sensible methods for resolving conflict.

ln lustica Without

Lau?, Jerold S. Auerbach provides us with a thought-provoking pcrspective for

considering the future of dispute resolution in
Useful behavioral dynamics include patience; ability to listen; tolerance of silence; coolness; forbearance combined with firmness in the face of provocation; credibility; reliability; discretion; trustwor-

thiness; ability to educate and persuade; and

America:

Among Scandinavian fisherman and the
Zapotec of Mexico, in Bavarian villages and certain African tribes, among the Sinai Bedouin and
in Israeli Kibbutzim, . ..the importance of enduring relations have made peace, harmony, and
mediation preferable to conflict, victory, and litigation. But in the United States, a nation of com-

a

respectful and dignified style.
Process skills include clear communication, effec-

tive note taking, cogent periodic summaries of

pctitive individuals and strangers, Iitigation is
encouraged; herc, the burden of psychological
deviance falls upon those who find adversary
relations to be a destructive form of human be-

progress, and a major contribution to the final ra'rit-

ten document.

Above all these traits, one must use power wisely:
"To resort to power one need not be violent, and to
speak to conscience one need not be meek. The most
effective action both resorts to power and engages
conscience."ri Sadly, not all participants will be
swayed by positions founded on conscience. We
must obtain the best result we can in an perfect
world.

CONCLUSION
Among these dispute resolution methods common
threads include opposing parties; conflicting goals;
differences in values and styles; varying degrees of
power and control; variations in methods for picking the neutrals; process design; and the binding or
non-binding nature of the results.

havior.ro

Although it is reported that only four percent of
cases ever reach the courtroom with 80 percent
being settled and 15 percent dismissed, why does
an overwhelming number of disputes pass so easily from negotiation to litigation?'7 The use of
alternative dispute resolution methods is, nonetheless and necessarily, gaining momentum in the
United States.nEr

1.

2.

specific dispute? One must first evaluate the nature
and relative importance of the issues in contention
and the dynamics of the individuals and entities

3.
4.

involved. Subsequently, one should select the
method rvhich provides the highest probability of a
cost-effective and timely resolution of the conflict
*'ith a minimum of disruption. Yet, it also must bc'
recognized that in many instances, the disputc resolution method to be cmployed has already been
chosen by the parties before any experts have had
an opportunity to provide counseling.

8

drive consolidation. Predictors of success include
customer satisfaction, ability to build a value-added
brand, and other performance measures associated
with operating company models.
The real estate marketplace is also far less Iikely
to sin again. The consolidation of the banking in-

dustry, well on its way to completion, has continued to diminish the sources of funding for new
projects. The reduction in the number of banks competing in any given market should preclude the
kinds of competition that in previous cycles resulted
in capital consumption, not capital investment. As
an industry tends toward fewer and more cautious
players, supply and demand imbalance decreases
and volatility diminishes.
This oligopolization will have very positive
long-term benefits for the commercial real estate
market. The revolution in progress lvill reduce the
number of participants, and create a transparent
marke't n'here both lenders and developers have a
much more realistic perception of the risks and rewards of the commercial real estate market.REr
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by SanruL'l Zall

fhe near-demisc of the commercial real estate industry in 1990 was a
I watershed in the evolution of the business. The excesses of the 80s
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significantly influenced by .James C. Freund, Sr,r/t N.tofi
athg: How lo Mnke Gool Deals it the Redl world, New York,
Simon & Schuster. 1992, pp.21-29.
See David A. Lax and James K. Sebenius Thc Monagrr as
N..qofialor, New York, Free Press, 1986, pp. ltl-182.
William Ury, C.tling Pns, Nor N.8olidli,r8 Your Way from
Cotlfrotllttliotl l() Coopcration, Revised Edition, New York,

not only resulted in the greatest losses ever suffered by the lending community, but they also eliminated the primary rolc'played by banks, insurance companies, and savings & loans in the financing of real estate.
With traditional sources of capital effectively out of the business, the
industry was forced to approach the public capital markets for both debt
and equity financing. The capital markets allocated funds to publicly
traded companies, but on terms no longer exclusive to the attributes of a
single asset class. The criteria for debt and equity execution shifted from
evaluation of a specific asset to the assessment of a company and its ability to execute its strategies.
The vehicles created were variations on the REIT template created in
1960 but not fully accepted until the early 90s. As these entities wcre
launched, easily accessiblc capital created public real estate companies
with size and sophistication not previously seen. Far from being merely
an evolution in financing, the shift to public owne'rship has set in motion
a process of consolidation that represents a revolution on the landscape
of commercial real estate.
Capital intensive industries have traditionally been dominated by a
few very large, very efficient players. Auto, steel, aluminum, and semiconductor manufacturing, as examples, all have evolved from higNy fragmented groups to oligopolies as capital requirements make greater
demands on ownership. The real estate industry although capital intensive by nature, has historically been highly fragmented and local in practice. This fragmentation contributed to wide, cyclical swings and the
excessive nature of development cycles as neither developers nor lenders had any ability to understand the "big picture." With the emergence
of public reporting, the vastly improved flow of information acts swiftly
to correct market imbalance, real or perceived, as capital market activities in fall 1998 vividly demonstrated.
This long overdue consolidation of the commercial real estate indusjust as other capital intensive intry represents a recognition that it
dustries
is oligopolistic in nature. Bringing scale and operating
efficiencies to the real estate community represented new challenges,
however, to building ownership and operation. As the definition of competition changed from the building across the street to a network of commonly owned buildings, economies of scale and scope have become more
and more relevant in the competitive environment. Tenants recognize
and benefit from operating efficiencies as professional management has
taken on extraordinary significance.
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'll. Gavin Kennedy,

Field Cuide lo Negoliation: A Glossary of
Essertial Tools dnd Cotrctpls for Today's MrrdScr, Boston,
Harvard Business School Press, 1994, pp. 30-31.
12- For those readers particularlv interested in this method see
StevenJ. Bramsand Alan D. Taylor, Fair Diuision: FronCakeCuttinf, TLt Dispt!c Resolrrlior, Cambridge (England), Cambridge University Press, t 966 and by the sarne c()-authorc,Ifte
V'lin Wh Solution: Gudrsnleeits Fair Slares To Et)erybody,
New York, W.W. Norton & Company, 1999. See also lack
Robertson and William Webb, Cab C tting Algorilhms: Be
Fair Il You Can, Natick (Massachusetts), A.K. I'eters, 1998.
Refer also to Sarah Boxer," For Birthday Parties or Legal
Parties: Dividing Things Fairly ls Not Always A Piece of
Cake," The Neu' Yotk Tirres, August 7, 1999,p.87.
13. william L. Urv,.Jeanne M. Brett and Stephen B. Coldberg,
C.tti gDisputes RpsolpeLl: DesignirgSysh'ms toCul lhe Costs of
Confli.f, San Francisco, rossey-Bass, 1988, prssirr.
14. A lottery may also be identificd as a dispute resoluhon
method butthewriterwould arguethat, in realty, itisan antimethod since it involves the abandonment of reason, logic,
and iudgment in favor of a random winner rarult. Yet, if all
else fails, it is available.
15. Barbara Deminp; as quotd in Herb Cohcn, You Ca, Nr8olr4ls
,4n-ytiinX, New York, Bantam Book,1980, p.239.
16. .ferold S. Auerbach, Iustice Withoul IitL'?: Resoll,itg Disptltes
Witlo lt uyers, New York, Oxford University Press, 1983,
PP.7-8.
17. As reported by Colosi, op.cit., p. 2.
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needed changes to attract the
firms.

Risk Analysis represents the
next horizon for the.rdvisorv industry. Although a Iarge amount of
current work is performed inside
institutions (pension funds and Iife
companics), considerable expertisc
rvill soon be demanded from con-

sultants,/counselors by private
trusts, limited partnerships, and

Toxrc Tnx AssEssMENTS:
rHE An VaroREM TaxauoN
or CoNTAMTNATED PnopERTY

public commercial mortgage pools

(CMBS). Our capital-rich nation
and the five percent who control T0
percent of the nation's real estate
will need superior advice. CMBS
pools are leaderless and have not
matured. Although investors in the
high-risk tranche may write off
losses,

by Robert P. Carpar, Esq.

€.r

fn tax assessment review proceedings involving contaminated
! property, taxpayer:, typic.rllv contend that propertv value is subI stantially impaircd or erased by the presence of environmental
contamination. Some taxpayers contend contaminated property has
no value even when it is fully usable and the taxpayer is liable for the
cleanup. These cases present courts with difficult and compding
questions of law, equity, and public policy concerning the interplay
of ad t slornn taxationand sound environmental policy. Consequently,
the legal premise of nd ralorem taxation, *'hich is to assess taxes
a8ainst property at a certain rate upon its value, and the public policy
concerning environmental cleanup, namely that the polluter pays,
are often seemingly at odds.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Robert P. Carver, Esq., and Anthony W. Crowell, Esq., art ,tllorueys at lht Nat' Yorl Cilu L.n , Dr
partmenl atd orc adiurcl t'aculty

ltu

members of Brooklyn
School and
Baruch College of the Citv Uritusitv

ol Nat, York. (Nttc: Anv ri"l,s or
ol,iuions t'rpress,tl itt lhis arlitlt bclong exclusitelrl to the authors and do
not reflect the t)itlLts or Ltltittions oftha

City of Nao York.)
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a

deep economic

troughwill

effect low-risk investors, prompting a need to review and re-price
portfolios within regional markets

Anthontl W. Croutell, Esq

Here, the authors review and analyze the reasoning of the courts
when addressing these, issues in the leading tax assessment review
cases involving contaminatcd property nationwide. The manuscript
first addresses issues affecting thc' marketabilitv of contaminated
property in the face of environmental liability statutes. Next, it
reviews the methodologies adopted by the courts in adjudicating
claims of assessment overvaluation. Finally, it considers the effect of
the usability of contaminated property; the cleanup obligation of
owners and purchasers of contaminated property; and the public
policy concerns of taxing authorities on the outcome in tax assessment revier,!' litigation.

ENVIRONMENTAL LIABILITY AND THE
REAL ESTATE MARKET
The impact of environmental liabilitv statutes on the marketability
and profitability of contaminated property is central to taxpayer
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and by product condition (occupancy, leasing status, and capital
needs).

Tu,o additional business lines are
considered, including forensic assignments (Figurt 3) and litigation
support.
Forensic Assignments are directly related to Risk Analysis
mentioned above. When an asset
or group of assets fails to meet expecta tions (f inancial or absorption),
individuals with appropriate skills
are directt'd to investiBate why intended goals were not achieved.
Real estate investment and/or
development is a complex mix of
ingredients, some of which can be
isolated while others are inextricably entwined with larger issues.
Regardless, thecommon or isolated
platforms for analysis include site
specific issues, exogenous (external) or market-related factors, and
project leadership.
Attention is usually directed
toward product design and location decisions that are identified
as errors. In some cases, both the

location and product are unsuitable for the market. Inappropriatc
project scale and amenities appear
to be major factors in the collapse
of projects.
Externalities may also lead tcr
failure, including poor timing with
respect to construction, renovation,
or acquisition. Betwt'r'n the decision to construct and the actual

delivery of the product, supplyside factors may worsen beyond a
plan's expectations.
Finally, tht' qualifications of the
developer or team leader may result in an asset's poor performance.
It is rare to find a developer with

solid credentials in the development, marketinB, and management
of all phases of residential, hotel,
retail, and office land uses, yet at-

tempts at such broad-reaching ac-

tivities are frequently madc. Occasionally, a homebuilder decides to
construct an office building. No
matter what the scale, something
in the design, timing of de'livery,
Iocation, ormarketing of the proiect
comes unglued in the process.
Moreover, developers have a tendency to overextend staff responsibilities, often resulting in delays
which cost the proiect lost opportunities.
ln other situations, marketing
materials completely miss the intended user. The promotion of a
project can be instrumental in its
success or failure. Moreover, advertising methods are very complex as consumers become more
sophisticatedLitigation activities have alwavs been profitable endeavors for
the counselor/consultant. However, support has moved beyond
testimony to the initial decision
whcther to litigate.
Beyond the scope of this article
is the growing use of GIS and its
impact on consulhng and site seIection teams used as vendors by
the grocery, food service, auto, and
communications industries.

CRE Perspective - The Chotrgitg Role of tlu Coutrsclor

CONCLUSION
What does thc future hold? Outstanding prospects lie ahead for
the real estate advisor if efforts are
made to increase skills, adapt to
changin2; technology, develop new
data sources, and enhance' global
perspectives. Dispute resolution,
portfolio risk analysis, and forensic assignments offer vast opportunities for counselors and consultants in the future.REr
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Figure

arguments for assessment reductions. It is generally accc'pted in the legal and appraisal communities that environmental contamination may affect
property value. The threat of liability for cleanup
imposed on contaminated property owners by the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA)r and its
state counterparts, clean up costs, issues of indemnification, and the stigma associated with the actual
or pcrccived risks involved with owning or using
contaminated property all yield this conclusion.

3

FORENSIC ASSIGNMENTS
Could be a portfolio or an
individual properly; regardless,
the counselor usually arriws
al the curb levelin front of
lhe non-perlorming victim.

Related to Bisk Management

Principles - ldentilication,

PROBLEM
IDENTIFICATION

Measurement, and Conlrol
Rid<s in Non-Performing

CERCLA, commonly known as the Superfund law,
is the principal federal statute designed to protect
the public and environment from the release of
hazardous substances, and to ensure that hazardous substances are cleaned up. Congressional in-

Assets

tent behind CERCLA is rooted in the "polluter
pays" principle which dictates that: 1). contaminated property which threatens public health and

lnvesl0alive

safety be restored to an environmentally acceptable
Ste
Specilb

Exlernallvhrkel
Fl€hlonshps

Leadership

Roducl DesEn

Delivery Tining
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condition; and 2). any parties benefitting from or
even involved with the use of hazardous substances
that ultimately contaminate property should bear
the cost of cleanup, starting though not necessarily
ending with the owner or operator of the contaminated property.

Propct

ftlor Sklls,

lvbrkelhg

l\ranagenEnl

i/hleflab and
iredh Seleclions

C€pabadies

CERCLA's liability scheme is strict, joint, several,
and retroactive. This means that the entire chain of
propertyowners, including both current and former
owners, and other potentially responsible parties,
such as le'nding institutions, other investors, and
even transporters who carried hazardous substances
to property that is contaminated, mav be liable for
costs associated with restoring that propertv to an
environmentally acceptable state. CERCLA imposes
liability on the current owner ofcontaminated property regardless of whether the owner caused the
contamination. And potential liability remains with
former owners who sell contaminated property,
even in cases where a purchaser agrees to assume
the risk of cleanup liability. Thus, acceptance of
liability by one party cannot absolve others of potential liability especially in cases where cleanup
costs exceed the financial capabilities of the party
assuming the risk.

OBSERVATIONS,

soLUroN(s), oR
ACTION PLAN(S)

I

Two decades of experience under CERCLA have
proved that it has a stigmatizing effect on property both before and after cleanup of contamination. In economic terms, stigma is a reduction in
value caused by the risk inherent in owning a
contaminated property. Thus, the level of risk involved in acquiring or even selling a contaminated

IMPLEMENT
COB

R

ECTIVE

ACrON(S)
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or formerly contaminated property

including the
of liability, as well as often unknown

uncertainties
cleanup and transaction costs, incrL'ased underwriting costs, litigation costs, indemnification, and
ultimately the threat of bankruptcy
- may outweigh any potential economic benefit of the transaction. Consequently, CERCLA may dramatically
affect the marketability and profitability of contaminated property.

Indeed, real estate investors and lcnding institutions are apprehensive about such purchases and
often demand extensive and costly site investigation before investment. And despite'recent ltnder
Iiability reforms enacted by Congress, lenders remain concerned about underwriting contaminated
properties because they view those properties as
having questionable collateral value even when the
property is fully usable.r Lenders fear they may be
held liable for cleanup in cases of foreclosure. Moreover, some owners of contaminated property, in an
t'ffort to avoid public detection of contamination
and liability, may decide not to sell their properties
at all, sometimes even opting to mothball them.
Consequently, the interplay of impaired marketability of contaminated property, with the statubry
scheme that obligates specific parties to clean up
contamination, has made the adjudication of claims
trI overdssessment particularly vering.
ASSESSMENT REVIEW LITIGATION
IN THE COURTS
Although the courts have not decided such cascs
with uniformity, it appears that most if not all courts
that have considered the question hold that cnvironmental contamination affects, or at least mav
affect, property value. Taxpayer challt'nge's to assessments on contaminated property are on the
rise, but there are relatively few reported decisions, and those focus on limited legal and policy
issues addressing very specific sets of facts. In all
the reported decisions reviewed, the taxpayersmade
one orboth ofthe following arguments: that cleanup
costs must be deducted from the value of their
property or that their property has no value at all on
account of its unmarketability. Some courts have
accepted these arguments, while others have rejected them squarely.
The review ofthe reported decisions below is aimed

at providing the real estate community and taxing
authorities with an analysis of the practical effects
that case law may have on methodologies used to
value contaminated property for the purpose of rd
?alorern taxation. Consideration is given to whether

Toxic Tax Asstssncnts: Tht Ad Valorem Taxation of Conlaninatui Property

these methodologies are mandated by law, or are
simply acceptable approaches to value, undcr the
facts of the case, when posited by credible experts.
This review looks behind the decisions to discern

T axp ay

ofl contafirinated ploperty are on the rise,
but therc are relatit,ely feu reporteil
decisions, and those focus ol limited legal
and policy issues addressiflg aery specific
sets of facts. ln all the reported decisions
reaiewed, the taxpayers made one or both
of the following arguments: that cleanup

n,hich facts might be said to dictate the results in the
litigation of a tax assessment of a contaminated
property, including the cost, timing, and probability of environmt'ntal cleanup; the usability of the
prop!.rty in its contaminated condition; the Iiability,
or potential liability, for cleanup of buyers, sellers,
and other parties; the stigma associated with a
property upon cleanup; and tax and environmental

costs ffiust be ileducted from the aalue of
their property or thflt tlreir property hfls

policy.

Califomia: ln Flrestone Tire ard Rubbar CLt. tt.

flo oalue at all on accourrt of its

Counttl of Montt'rry (1990),' the soil and groundwa-

ter were contaminated from chemical spills at the
taxpayer's tire manufacturing plant. Soon after the
valuation date, the taxpayer closed the plant for
reasons unrelated to the contamination. Then the
state health authorities apparently prohibited the
taxpayt'r from selling or using the propert), until it
was cle'aned.
The court upheld the property's assessment on
tht'ground that a purchaser of the property on the
valuation date would not have been aware of the
contamination. Accordingly, the court decline'd kl
address whether the cleanup expense would be an
appropriate measure ofvalue diminution. The court,
howevcr, rejccted the taxing authority's contention
that the value of the property would be unaffected
by contamination on account of the taxpayer's liability for cleanup.

Thereafter, Doninguez Energy, L.P. t'. Cttunty of
Los Arrgcles (.1997),' addressed the treatment of expenses for environmental cleanup. The taxpayer
had a property interest in an oil and gas lease and
performed and scheduled ongoing remediation of
oil contamination, despite no requirement to
remediate until a later date.
In valuing thc taxpayer's property interest, the
taxing authority took the cleanup cost as an expense in the income approach to value, but hypothetically postponed the remediation by allocating
the expense to the latest possible date. This approach diminished the effect of the expenses on the
present value of the taxpaver's property intcrcst.
The court rejected this approach. Under a standard
of prudent propertv management, the court found

that the cleanup costs should have been considered when actually spent by the taxpayer. Additionally, the court noted that it would be poor public

t2

er chall enge s t o asse ssments

unffiarketability. Sone courts haae
accepted these argwnents, while others
haae rejected them squarely.
policy to adopt a valuation methodology based on
imprudent management of environmental cleanup
which risked public responsibility for the cleanup.

(

lozua: lnBoekeloo tt. Bd. of Rt:rinL) of City of Clinton
1995),' the state's highest court rejected the taxpay-

L.rs'contention that their fully operational tavern
was unmarketable on account of groundwater contamination and without value. No government
agency required that the taxpayc'rs r€mediate the
contamination, and the cleanup cost was unknown.
The court found that the taxpayers failed to meet
their burden of proof, since thc testimony of the
taxpayer's real estate agents su88ested that if the
cleanup cost were known, the property could in fact
be sold.
Massachuselts: In Rc/tal[' Elcctront Fhrishing
Co., lrtc. r'. Bd. of Assessors ofCanton (1991),n a chemical spill, from the failure of a secondary containment system, contaminated the taxpayer's property. The taxpayer assumed liability for the cleanup
in a consent judgment and had bcgun some environmental remediation. Tht state's highest court
upheld the assessment on the ground that the taxpayer failed to meet its burden of proof. There was
no evidence of the contaminated condition of the
property on the valuation date, the anticipated cost
of cleanup, or how the contamination would affect
the property's value.
The Massachusetts court noted that had the
taxpayer established the effects of "proven environmental damage" on value, neither the owner's
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proposing or opposing sports
ir to engage consu ltants to illustrate the proposed
(or existing) stadium's effect on
the local community's quality of
life, regional emplovment fig-

stad iums

ures, and increased tax revenues.

The Public Sector and Public/
Private Joint-Ventures have proel uced this,.lecade's greatest dem.rnd for highly skilled and analytical professionals. Many studies are fiscal-related, addressing

employment, gross and net mul-

tiplier, and tdx revenue issues.
Tax increment financing (T.l.F.)
is f.rirly common when ajurisdiction seeks to offer its credit to
financc part or all oI a new development at a lon er cost by using
the {t.rtc's bond rating to sell tarexempt bonds. T.l.F. requires the
consultant vendor to project the
incremontal benefit to the community and bond holders to retirc the floatcd bonds. Moreover,
as the public sector seeks to enjoin the. development community
t(l revilalize neig hborhood s,
brown fields, waterfronts, and

associated with the staffing ofthese

departments encompass economics, engineering, architecture, construction and construction management, and finance. Although
real estatc. prices or values may be
impacted by the decision of the
panel, appraisers are seldom, if
ever, part of the process. Each case
is unique, and the dollar amount
varies from modest to millions. The
complexity of the cases and the
dollars at risk define the methods
used by the arbitrators to reach
equitable determinations. This sector is expected to offer great opportunities forcounselors over the next
decade.

REGIONAL FRAMEWORK
ASSIGNMENTS
Entities searching for a site require
a large geographic framework and
demand extcnsivc preliminary infrrrmatirrn bt'fore making a decision regarding a region's opportunities, assets, and viability.
C orp orations expanding and/
or relocating pursue a number of
avenues to obtain information on

abandoned rail stations, economic
and fiscal impact statements rvill

labor markets, public incentives of-

becomc more in demand.

cate, comparative land and

Certificates of N eed studies are
simil,rr to hotel franchise issues in
that standardized formats are nonexistent. Testimony is generallv not
required; however, as the general

public is at risk, legislative agendas of several states in the Northeast and Midwest dictate well-defined processes prior to issuance of
permits to build a wide range of
health c.rrc facilities. As with inju-

rious competition studies for
branch bank applications, the pres-

ence of adequate demand is required.
D i spu t e Re so luti on / Arbitrafior is an emerging industry that
produccs Sl00 million or more in
annual fees for the top five national
accounting firms. Skills usually

fered to induce companies to lo-

utility

costs, and transportation issues.
Thecontinuing pressure on increasing shareholder values implies
cost-effe'ctive site selection and ex-

pansion programs that meet facility budgets. In prioryears, thework
was completed by contacting and
traveling to the E.D.A. of the counties comprising the regions under
review. Today, almostall the work,
except for site selection, canbedone

remotely on the Internet. Not all
the factors listed are studied by
expanding companies. The firm
may be concerned only with labor
supply issues or access to new and
specific skills.
Merchant Builders or Deuelopers (especiallv national firms)
have an equally diverseset ofneeds,
only five of which arc illustrated in

CRE Perspective - Tlu Changing Role of the Counselor

the chart and some of which may
overlap. For example, a firm interested in sport and recreational activities may retain a consultant to

study regional participation rates
for golf, skiing, water sports, soccer, and tcnnis beforc considering
whether there is sufficient demand
to Beneratc further interest in their
project.

Market Segmentation and
Preference Surveys - Local and

national home builders qualify
markets with preference surveys
and segmentation studies. The
preference surveys can be posttransaction interviews of home
buyers to determine consumer
satisfaction. Segmentation studies uncover the depth and purchasing power of the market usu-

ally targeted to high-end products and different life styles.

The Prrblic Secfor offers the
greatest opportunities for consultants/counselors due to the need

for studies that relatc to ecunomic
base analysis, regi()na

I

competition

surveys and industry capture rates,
and land rcvit,rlization issues. figrrre 2 is relatively self-explanatory.

However, the RFP published by
the jurisdiction defines the scope
and deliverable. The public body
knows the problem, and the consulting vendor supplies the solution within the bid and scope.
Regional Studies are used by

cities, counties, and county
Sroups to.rssert or improve their
competitivc position in an effort
to inducc new.rnd relocating industries to select their community. Adequacy of serviced land,
schools, inexpensive transportation, resident employment skills,

and housing arc kev factors in
the site selection process. Ascommunities witness the capture of
neu,and relocating industries by
other regions, they seek to reposition and redefine the competitive odds by implementing
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liability under the consent judgment, nor theowner's
culpability, would be relevant factors in determining value for tax assessment purposes.

Figure 2

Michigan: ln Conmurtity Consrtlttttts, lnc.
REGIONAL FRAMEWOBK ASSIGNMENTS

I

I

operated as a domestic refuse and industrial waste
landfill. The property could not be put to any other

I

THE FOBTUNE l OOO
CORPOBATIONS

use because of the presence of hazardous waste. lt
was contaminated by PCBsand lead and u'as ranked
one ofthe state's top thrt'e most dangerous environmental contamination sites. The Michigan Tax Tribunal determined that the appropriate way to value
the property was through a market approach, but

I
I

t,.

BeLlford Tou'rrship (1985),t the property whose assessment was at issue was a vacant parcel formerly

-r----..
I

I

there was no ascertainable market by which value
could beexamined orextrapolated becauseof a lack
of comparable sales.

I

I

I

I

MENCHANT BUILDER
OH DEVELOPER
I

I

I

J
I

PUBLIC
SECIOF

The taxpayer contended that the property rr'as
unmarketablc. The taxing authority concedt'd, and
the Tax Tribunal found, that it could not conceive of
any knowledgeable, prospective buyer who would
purchase the property. Morcover, the Tribunal determined that the cost of remediating the site "exceeds even the most optimistic value of an uncontaminated sitcof similar size,location, and zoning."
Consequently, the Tribunal found that the property
had only nominal valuc, and established a brightline rule that a nominal value must obtain in cases
where former hazardous waste disposal sites remain contaminated on any given valuation date,
and cannot be used for any lawful purpose. The
Tribunal made clear, however, that this rule should
not be construed as an indeterminate exemption for
such properties, nor did it apply to hazardous waste
disposal sites in current lawful operation.

ln Comerica Bank-Dr:troit Lt. Mctamora Tounship
(1989),6 on the default of the taxing authority, the
Tax Tribunal dettrmined that certain agricultural
land, which supported crops, had nominal value
because of stigma that resulted from uncertainties
surrounding the site's contaminated status. The
groundwater had been contaminated by some three
thousand barrels dumpcd by unknown parties that
Ieaked PCBs and other toxic substances.
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The Tax Tribunal considercd the property's
inclusion on Michigan's priority list of contami
nated sites, which is the state's analog to the federal
Superfund National Priorities List. lt also considered evidence that cleanup costs would amount to
$1.3 million, and that the taxpayer had already
spent $393,000 on a clc'anup effort. Those factors,

tt
l
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with "the many unanpertaining
to liability, containquestions
swered
ment, and future uncertainties involving Ithe] property, situated as it is within the shroud of toxicity,
stereotype it as untouchable even for speculative
purpose." Finding the property "uncommonly
tainted with stigma certain to adverselv affect its
marketability," the Tribunal valued the parcels at
issue at only 5100.
the Tribunal found, coupled

ln

Sarrr?sft'r, lrtc.

t.

Tottnshilt ol Scit (J,996),'

a

fully-usable, 47-acre industrial sitc suffered from
groundwater contamination, forcing the closure of
one drinking well and the commencement of construction of another. The former owner, Chrysler
Corporation, paid for bottled drinking water at the
site, as well as the drilling of the new well, pursuant
to an indemnitv clause in the purchase agreement
for the property between Chrysler and thc taxpayer.
The taxpayer contended the property had zero
value, based on an cnvironmental engincer's testimony that it might cost from $10 million to $20
million to clean up the site, although no amount

could be determined with certainty unle'ss further
study was done. Thc' taxpayer's value of the propcrty, as if unaffected bv contamination, ranged
from only $2 nrillion to $3.3 million.
The Tax Tribunal rejected the taxpayer's analysis and affirmed a lower tribunal's adoption of the

taxing authority's analysis, which valued the property as follows. From tht'actual sale price of thc
property with the indemnity agreement in place,
the cost of subsequent improvements to the proPerty was added, and a 10 percent reduction in value
for stigma was deducted. The tribunal found that
the indemnit_v clause, which guaranteed cleanup,
prohibited any reduction from the purchase price
paid by the taxpayer. Anv risks of present or future
contamination, it reasoned, were reflected by the
purchase price.

Minnesota: ln Altnor Corp. r. County of Hennepirr
(1997),r0 the taxpayer's soil and groundwater were
contaminated by wastewater that migrated from a
nearby tar plant. The state's highest court reiected a
deduction of the cleanup cost from the value of the
taxpaver's property to account for the contamination. The court reasoned that no cleanup had been
taken or planned, there nas no legal requirement to
remediate contamination, and a third party was
paying for monitoring on the taxpayer's property.
The court did, however, approve the lower court's

deduction from value for stigma, using the sales
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comparison approach to value, and a heightened
capitalization rate when using the income approach
to value.

in Wcslling u. Coulty ol Milk Incs
1996),tt the same court approved the
tax court's finding of zero value for property, contaminated by the taxpayer, n,ho use'd a degreasing
However,

(Westling

lll,

chemical in the re-manufacturing of automotive
parts. The property was on the state Superfund list
and the taxpayer was named a responsible party
liable for cleanup by the state Pollution Control
Agency. To value the property as of -1992 and 1993,
which earned a substantial income, experts for both
the taxpaver and taxing authority took a deduction
from value for stigma and cleanup costs. The trial
court found the taxpayer's deduction, which exceeded the property's value, to be credible, and the
high court affirmed.
Previously, in Wcsllirrg L). Colottv of Milb lacs
(Westling l, 799q,11 the high court of Minnesota
reversed the tax court's finding of only nominal
value for the same property, as of 1991, grounded
on testimony that contaminated property was neither marketable nor mortgageable. The high court
held that the tax court determination of nominal
value was against the weight of the evidence because the property was purchased recently by the
taxpayers with money lent by banks for that purchasei the property's continued commercial use
generated an annual rental income; the presence of
a market for the property was never tested since the
taxpayers made no effort to sell the property; and
the taxpayers werc partly responsible for the
property's contamination. The court remanded the
case to the tax court to consider these factors, as well
as traditional appraisal techniques modified to account for the effects of environmental contamination on value.
On remand the tax court considered but gave
little or no weitht to the factors itemized by the high
court, and adopted the taxing authoritv's expert's
valuation analysis.'r That analysis deducted the
present value of the cost to cure, as wellas a 20 percent
discount for stigma, from the value of the property
as if unaffected by contamination. The resulting
values warranted an assessment reduction, but
n,ere substantiallv greater than the nominal values previously found by the tax court. The taxpayer
offered no alternativc valuation methodology.
Nezo Hampshire: ln rt Crcat Utkes Cortlniner
Corp. (1985),ra prescnted the high court of New

l.l

Hampshire n'ith the question of whether a former
barrel reconditioning plant that \,!,as contaminated
with hazardous waste, unusablc and the subject of
litigation to determinc liability for cleanup, was
entitled to an assessment reduction. The taxpayer
contended that the presence of the contaminants,
the pending lawsuit and the thrcat of liability to a
future owner, rendered the property unsalable and
thus untaxable. The taxpayer proffered anappraisal
report that found zero value for the property and
claimed that the circumstances did not allow for the
application of conventional methodologies for determining value.
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COBPORATE STFATEGIES

Payer marketed the property for an amount in
excess of the asscssed value. And second, because
the property lvould be cleaned up in the future, as
a result of the litigation, the propertv had the prospect of some future benefit. In response to the
taxpaycr's contention that potential liability for
cleanup effectively precluded any sale of the propertv, the court found that the taxpaver could have
sold the property with title transfer deferred until
after any court ordered cleanup was completcd,
thus freeing a future owner from potential liability.
The taxpayer offered no proof of the present value
of the property upon the judicial detcrmination of
liability for cleanup. Consequently, the court found
the taxpayer's evidencc insufficient to find that the

To better understand the high court's determination, a review of the procedural history of the
case is in order. The trial court disallowed a deduction of the cleanup cost from value on both properties. For the Superfund site sub,ect to CERCLA,
the trial court found that "no firm or fixed obligation" for cleanup had been incurred. For the property subiect to ECRA (a usable asphalt plant), the
trial court found the taxpayer's proof of the cost of
compliance with ECRA-mere estimates by the

A KNOWN

I

The court held that the contaminated property
did not have zero value for several reasons. First,
the taxpayer made no good faith attempt to sell the
property below its assessed value; in fact, the tax-

Neta lersey:The first challenge to a tax assessment of contaminated propertv to reach a state's
highest court was in NcwJersey. In Inmnr Associates
2,. Borough olCarlstadt (7988),1' two industrial properties were subject to government imposed requirements for environmental cleanup-in one instance,
CERCLA, and in the other, a state statute (ECRA),
that conditioned the sale of property upon environmental cleanup.
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Figure 2 (pages77
and 72) are an extension of the two

F(urc 1 and

tables illustrated on page 69. The
flow chart is not a data dump of all
known consulting activitics but a
representation of the most prevalent assignment types. Sitr"'specific

feasibility studics have bcen ignored in this effort as an adequate

number of publications already
address most land usesThe parallel blocks in the flow
chart have only a common thread

when corporate assignments are
involved. The two columns, however, concentrate on two different
situations. Figrrrr 1 illustrates a few

prevalent where the company's
objectives are to reduce business
costs, capturc lower wages for the
same skills, or achieve lower transportation costs for its products.
Impact Studies are, at least non,
and in the foreseeable future, keep-

ing vendor consultants much
busier than typical site-specific feasibility reports. What is intriguing
about these endeavors is that: a).

the c0ntractor has its own reporting guidelines; b). thc'scope of work
is defined by legal counsel; or c).
the work tasks and deliverable are
defined by legislative bodies.

New Hotel Impact S tatements - All hotel chains com-

assignments whcre there is a
known site, and Figure 2 presents
thosc assignments when there is

plete an analysis of the supply
and demand for room nights in

no specific parcel under study, but
where regional or national issues

markets where a new proposed
hotel of thc same flag might com-

are under review.

pete ivith exishng hotels of the

The explanation below is not
intended to be an exhaustive recitation of infinite detail. Rather, the
intent is to educate readers about
the breadth, depth, and diversity
within today's consulting /counseling industry and the opportunities for business expansion. Each
column offers only four primarv
clients (Figrirc 7) or study groups

samc franchise. Thc objective is
to assure the existing competi-

(Figure 2).

ASSIGNMENTS WITH A
KNOWN SITE
Corporate Strategies asa study
group frequently involve companies retaining outside vendors to
assist facility managers with decisions about both contraction and
expansion plans. Regardless of the

mission's nature, the consultant
vendor's participation is governed
by the needs of his or hcr client.
When plants are abandoned, thc
effort by the consultant may be
limited to recommend i ng an
agency to list the plant for sale. By
contrast, the consultant's role in a
pl.rnt erp.rnsion or reloc.rtion is
much more intensive and demanding. Relocation studies are more

7t)

tion that sufficient demand exists for the new facility to avoid
injurious competition among the
franchisees. The vendor (Marriott
seldom goes outside its company
to complete the analysis) must

comply with the due diligt'nce
and reporting requirements of
each of his or her clients.
All chains have different recommended processes and reporting requirements. As an example,
Holiday lnn requires a study re-

stricted to the proposed hotel's
impact on the occupancy levels
of c'xisting facilities; other chains
seek the vendor's opinion on both
occupancy and rates, and still
others require redistribution of
fair shares, rack rates, occupancy
Ievels, and cash projection calculations.
The hotel chains do not use a
common process for their competitive surveys. [n fact, the lnternational Society of Hospitality Consultants recently published a white paper for its members' review to bettcr clarify and

standardize the methodologies
relating to competitive impact
studies.
Branch Bank Applications Admittedly, some states have no
mandates regarding how and
where compcting branch banks
locate'. Moreover, consolidation
of tho banking industry has reduced the number of consulting
opportunities. In light of potcntial public harm, the objective in
the investigative work is to assure the banking commission
that adding a new branch will
not gcneratc inlurious compctition for deposits. Each state has
its unique lexicon and legislative
process for communicating the
vendor's trpinions and tcstimuny beforc the banling commission. Common threads crist a mong the stud ics; hou evcr,
therc are substantive variations
among the jurisdictions, making
the use o[ unilorm guidelincs ineffective.
Land Use lmpact - In regions
wherc land usc controls are complex and a developer or property
owner seeks t() obtain a special
excepti('n or variance from byright zoning, a number of studies
m.ry bc compltted by severalcrperts, and testimony may bt, required beforc approvalis granted
to change the by-right zoning.
Each land use appeal is different
and is orchestrated by the attorney responsible for presenting
the case to the pertinent Iand use
authority. Study methodologies
vary by case-"before and after"
and "echo sounding" methods
are commonly practiced by vendor cxperts. Propertv typcs include dog kcnnels; drive-thru,

taxpayer- corporation's real estate dircctor
to be
- on
insufficient to establish the effect of compliancc
value. The state's intermediate appellate court upheld the Iower court's disallowance of assessment
reductions on/ among other things, public policy
grounds: to allow an abatement of taxes through a
reduced assessment, it reasoned, u,ould contravene the statutory schtme requiring the cleanup of
contaminated property.
The state's highest court rejected the appellate

court's public policy rationalc, reversed and remanded for reconsideration the determination regarding the Superfund site, and affirmt'd the dctermination regarding the asphalt plant disallowing
an assessment reduction. The court acknolvledged
that federal and state environmcntal law may affect
the value of contaminated propertv, but rejected a
dollar-for-dollar deduction of thc cost to cure from
value as a mattcr of law. Instead, the court left to the
appraisal community the measure of lvhatever "adiustment" to value was necessary to account for the
cost of cleanup in the face of environmental regulation. The court further directed that "normal assessment tcrhniquc.s" were b beemployed to valuc prop
erfies in use, since thev have value to their owncrs,
notwithstanding any legal prohibition of their sale.
Subsequently, in Uniz,ersity Plazn Realty Corp.a.
intermediate appellate court approved a dollar-for-dollar deduction of
the cost of asbestos abate'ment from the value of an
Hackensack (1993),r6 thc state's

office building. The court distinguished this case
from lnrnnr on the ground that the asbestos abatement was discretionarv, subjtct only to market
forces, and not legally mandated.
Neru York: ln Cornrnlce Holditg Corp. t. Bd. of
Assessors of tht Totttt of Bnbylon ("l,996),r' the soil and
groundwater were contaminated by the metal plating operations of a former tenant in the taxpayer's

industrial building, which was fully operational.
The property was designated a Superfund cleanup
site, and the taxpayer entered into a consent order
with the Environmental Protection Agency to
remediate the contamination.

vice restaur.rnts; communica-

The state's highest court upheld a lower court's
deduction of the present value of the remaining cost
to cure the contamination from the value of the

tions structures; adult care facilities; all typcs of medical, surgicdl, detox, and drug rehab cr'nters; and more.
A growing practicc of entitics

property in an uncontaminatL'd statc. The court
rejected the taxing authority's contentions that public policy considerations and the prcsence of the
consent order precluded such a deduction as a
matter of law.

[ast-service rcstaurants; table-ser-
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While prescribing no particular methodology
to value environmentally contaminated property,
the court approved the use of cleanup costs to
quantify tht diminution in value attributed to contamination. Additionally, the court set forth thc
following factors to be considered in valuing contaminated property:
The propcrty's status as a Superfund sitr,, the
extent of the contamination, the estimated
cleanup costs, the present use of the property,
the abilitv to obtain financing and indemnification in connection with the purchase of the
property, potential liability to third parties, and
the stigma remaining after cleanup.

The court indicated, however, that property
capable of productive use should not have a negative value.
North Carolina: ln ApTtLttl of Cantl City Unnulnl
Co. (1996),'" the taxpayer's soil and groundwater
were contaminated by a prior owner's coal gasification operation. An appellate court rejected a deduction of the present value of the cost to cure from
value. That analysis resulted in a zero valut', which
the court held to be legal error n,hen a propertv is
usable. The court approved the taxing authority's
value-in-use approach, which consisted of discounting the unimpaired value of the property for stigma
and non-liquidity, through a heightened capitaliza-

tion rate in the income approach, and also subtracted from value thc' present value of remediation
costs that were amortized ovcr 25 years, which was
the useful Iife of thc'building on the property.
Ohio: ln V ogel gesa ng t'. C ECOS I n t' 1., Inc. (1993),1"
the groundwaterwas contaminated at the taxpayer's

hazardous naste facility. There was a history of
intervention by federal and state environmental
authorities at the site, including a consent order
undt'r which the taxpayer was required kr build
structures designed to prevcnt groundwater contamination. The costs of building these structures
were incurred after the valuation date. Additionally, after tht'valuation date, the taxpayer closed the
facility, lost its operating permits, and entered into
another consent ordcr under which the taxpayer
would permanently close the facility and retain
liability for closure and post-closure costs.
The court rejected the taxpayer's negative value
conclusion. The court found that the appeals board

below properly declined to deduct from value all
the remediation and related closurt'costs, and costs

Toxic Tax Assessnents: The Ad Valorem Taxaliorr of Conlami aled Prolrffty
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of compliance with the consent orders, in the absence of evidence of the effect of these costs on
value, or evidence of the amount or timing of the
costs.

Pennsylaania:In B -P. Oil Co. t,. Bd. of Assessnllrttt
Appeals o.f lefftrson County (1993),r'' the soil and
groundwater at a tmck stop were contaminated by
fuel leaks from underground storage tanks. The
lower court upheld the taxing authority's assessment of the property, finding that the taxpayer
failed to meet its burden of proof. An appellate
court reversed and remanded the case for a new
trial. The appellate court held that the taxpayer did
meet its initial burden of overcoming the presumptive validity of the assessment through unrebutted
expert testimony establishing i). the existence of
contamination; ii ). the cost and duration of cleanup;
and iii). a negative impact on value equal to the cost
to cure the contamination.
Earlier, in Monroe County Bd. of Asstssrnent Ap
pcals u. Miller (1990),'?r an appellate court affirmed a

lower court's finding of a nominal value for propcrty contaminated with benzene. The taxpayer's
appraiser testified that the contamination rendered
the property unmarketable. The appraiser's testimony was not only unrebutted by the taxing authority, but also corroborated by the taxpayer, who
testified that she was forced to abandon her residence on the property, and could neither sell nor
even list the property for sale.

Washington: ln Wtyerlmcuser Co. tt. Easter
(1995),rr a paper mill required pollution control
equipment to continue to operate in compliance
with federal and state environmental standards.
The mill also contained asbestos and PCBs, which
the taxpayer undertook to remediate voluntarily.
The state's highest court held that the anticiofthe pollution controlequipment represented an item ofcurable functional obsolescence to
be deducted as part of the cost approach to value.
The court also allowed a deduction from value of
the present value of anticipated remediation costs
for the asbestos and PCBs, upon proof of a business
necessity Ior such remcdiation.
pa ted cost

The court set forth the following three factors

to be proven by the taxpayer before a claim for
pollution control expenses, as a deduction from
value, could bc considered; l). the existence of
contamination; 2). the existence of a rc'quirement
for cleanup; and 3). a reasonably certain estimate of

l6

Histoicalhl, the lack of marketability
has not preclutled the assessmcnt of
property for ad oalorerfl taxation.
. . . Specialfu property rernains subject to
taxation eoen thouglt there are no
buyers for the property. The assessment
of specialty property appcars to
apply the general rule that the
,narket oalue standard for ad oalorern

taxation applies oflly zohen the propefi,
in fact, has a ,narket t,alue.
Absent a market for the property,

other tests of aalue must be used.
the costs of cleanup, including a formal plan and
timetable.

The Washington Board of Tax Appeals had
occasion to apply the Weyerhnuser test to determine
the value of a shipping terminal in Salmon Bay
Terminals z'. Noble (1996).:r The terminal, a former
plywood manufacturing facility, was contaminated
at the time of its purchase by the taxpayer in 1989.
The taxpayer negotiated a purchase price that re-

flected the contaminated condition. Thcreafter,
pursuant to a consent decree with the Washington
Department of Ecology, the taxpayer entered into
an e'nvironmental agreement with the seller to
remediate the contamination.

The Board found that, consistent with
Weyarlueustr, the taxing authority was required to
consider the environmental contamination in determining value, and had properly done so in valu-

ing the property at issue. The Board adopted the
taxing authority's valuation as of 7992, which reIied on the 1989 purchase price. To that amount,
the cost of capital improvements subsequently undertaken were added, as was the estimated cost of
cleanup, which presumably had becn undertaken
as well.
Previously, in Ljctland t,. Brtnut (1990),'?4 the
Board was presented with a challenge to the assessment of vacant land, used formerly as a log sorting
yard, that was contaminated with arsenic, lead,
copper, and zinc associated with that former use.
The property was designated a Superfund site, was
not in use, and would require l0 to 15 years to
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formal approaches to demographic
analysis wcre required to reduce
the risk inhcrent in rcal estate deci-

adapt during the 1990s as new financing products gained in prominence including CMBS pools; T.l.F.

sion-making. A number of white
papers, economic reports, books,
and demographic studies were
published on a wide variety ofsubjects, which elevated the awareness that economic data could, and
should, be employed to predict the
success of real est.rl('projects. (St'c
tht bibliogroTtlry for a list ofsonr ofthe
grou n d -breaki n g publ icat ions. )
Contemporaneously, a number
of universities established real estate programs chaired by highly
regarded professors, including
Paul F. Wendt, Arthur M. Weimer,
William N. Kinnard, Jr., CRE, the
late James Graaskamp, CRE, and
Homer Hoyt. One or two wellknown universities initiated degree-granting programs with aconcentration in real estate, and the
Urban Land Institute published its
Connnutlitv Buiklers Hrindbook in the
Iate 1960s, offering the best appro.rches to development of residential, industrial, and retail land

(Tax lncrement Financing); public,/ private joint-vent u res (6scal impacts); and MUDs (Municipal Utility Districts), all of which required
inno\,ative approaches to market
analysis and valuation. The rise in

uses.
Business opportunities forcon-

sultants and counselors evolved
more rapidly during the late 1970s
and early 1980s as their e\pertisc
began to transcend the typical feasibility study. Numerous forces
combined to promote the industry's
growth. For instance, more information became available for use in
analytical assignments, and rvelldefined paradigms were tested and
accepted by the advisory/consulting community, lenders, and developers in responsc to feasibility
questions. Further, the market
(traders and users) became more
sophisticated in its approach to

sophisticated land use controls and
related litigation also fostere,d a
dem.rnd for counselors. Emerging

new trends suggest that counselors must broaden their skill base,
increase their knowledge of indus-

try specialties, think globally, and
continue to maintain technological
and information resource awareNESS.

lting / advisory /
counseling activities generallv fall
into the following categories:

Today,

Consulting is the catch-all definition that may or may not include
allof the following: delivery of irr
formn

ti

on only, ndaice

nn

d recorntnen -

dafiors (action plans), and irnplementation.

Information delivery is considered consulting by manv in the
real estate industry- Market information vendors offer current stateof-tht'market reports without site-

specific recommendations; additionally, a number of vendors offer
intuitive observations about future

Counseling activities differ
from writing and/or expressing
opinions in that they concentrate
on implementation tasks. Although
the counselor may or may not have

been previously engaged in the
collection and analysis of information, the primary focus here is to
make the event occur to the satisfaction of, or on behalf oi the clicnt. Several practitioners in the real
estate industry rcfcr to implementation tasks as consulting.

The following tables reveal two
situations t)?ical of today's con-

market conditions. The reports concentratc on past trends and present
supply and demand factors. Some
vendors project future market conditions, but most merelv report the

sulting/counseling indusiry. Tdrle 1
describes four study types where a
site or sites are known to the parties, i.e., the client and vendor. Tnblc
2 assumes that no specific site is
under study, and four different client groups are listed.

Table

Table 2

decision-making, and lenders seeking to reduce collateral risks turned

to third-party vendors (consultants) for advice.

Structural changes in thr capital markets forced consultants to

co nsu

current market situation.
Advisory consulting assumes
that thc assignment's obiective is to
offer advice, opinions, recommendations, or an action plan for the
client. Issues such as whether to
lease, build, demolish, expand,
abandon, reorganize, o!!'n, renovate, arbitrate, and even litigate or
disengage the client from any one
of the above actions represent advisory assignments. The amount
of information, selection of its
source, and the analytical treatment
to support the advisor's opinions
are unbounded and result from the
complex nature of the work identified by the client's unique situation.

1

GIVEN A SPECIFIC SITE

GIVEN NO SPECIFIC SITE

Corporate Strategies
Impact Statements

Thc l;ortune 1000 Companies
Merchant Builder/Developer

Cerrificates of Need

The Public Sector

Dispute Rc-solution/Arbihation

Risk Analysis (lnstitutions)

I
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TnE CHarucrNc

Rolr or

tnn CouNsnon
by Onkkigh l. Thorne, CRE
The practice of consulting/counseling, whereby an

individual studies population, housing, employment, income, and consumer trends in advance of
formulating a real estate dccision, began in thc late
1920s. The first formal step in real estate analysis was
documented by William J. Reilly in his 1929 treatise

on the "Law of Retail Gravitation."' Reilly con-

cluded that there was an inverse relationship bet\,!'een relative population densities and the distance
consumers will travel to access retail goods and
services. Over time, more sophisticated efforts,aimed
at fostering a better understanding of retail markets
and consumer spending patterns, were promoted,
initially by national food store chains looking for
new grocery store locations. Although regional hardware and lumber (home improvement) stores folIowed the lead, advances in retail store analysis
were slow to deve'lop.
The first suburban shopping center was dtlivered in Dallas, Texas, in.1931, and the first enclosed
shopping mall was delivered in 1956 in Southdale,
Minnesota. The rudimentary information and untested methodologies used to select both locations
signified that efforts were being taken to better understand the household income and consumer
spending patterns observed in Reilly's work. After
the invention of the automobile which quickly gave
rise to suburban areas outside urban cores, "retail
vacuums" were created. In other words, demand
was presence as evidenced by the population shifts;
however, there were no corresponding retail sites
or stores in these newly developed areas to satisfy
consumer demand. Nelson (see bibliography) expanded upon Reilly's prior work and added to the
body ofknowledge about how to improve the drawing and analysis of suburban retail trade areas. As
retail developers gained operational experience,
increasingly detailed information and historical
data were used to locate and develop expansion
stores. Grocery and department stores relied on "productivity" numbers (sales per foot per year) from
existing operations to supply the grist for future
feasibility analyses, (nor.r, rtferred to as "volume

68

expectancy studies"), or projected sales volumes per

fod by merchandise line.
The budding advisory industry began to mature, and concepts were formed to define such factors as "primary and secondary trade areas" (formcrly known as "sectors"), "projection techniques,"

"travel time studies," "disposable household income," "absorption elements," and "site capture."
Large department stores were the pioneers, and
Macy's was the leader in acknowledging the benefits of investigating consumer spending habits and
demographics in order to control the best and most
successful locations. In the latc 1940s, J.C Penneys,
Hudsons, and Sears followed suit.
Following World War II, the advisory industry
evolved slowly. As real estate developers and lending industries gained experience and knowledge,
each group (the builders and thc lenders) developed
procedures to protect their specific interests, and
seldom was advisory talent sought- As long as real
estate market conditions moved forward and upward, the actual health of a specific project was of
little concern. Nevertheless, as general economic
business cycles waxed and waned, anxiety over
flawed real estate decisions became more commonplace, and attempts were made to safeguard against
repeated and potential future missteps. Most often,
rather than study the'causative factors leading to
failure, corrective action was taken and those involved moved on to other ventures. The deeper and
more prolonged the economic trough, however, the
greater the retrospective analysis. At some point in
the late 1950s, lenders began requesting "feasibility
studies" for proposed new construction. Most reports offered in response were market supply-oriented with a modest effort at fort'casting site-specific
absorption. Without access to computers, simple
cash flow projections resulted in the use of a singleyear pro forma.
During the early 1960s, lenders concerned about
their collateral in motels and hotels initiated requests for demand studies for new lodging projects
thereby giving rise to specialists with a concentration in hotel and motel feasibility analyses. Developers of retail proiects, on the other hand, were not
questioned about economics as anchor stores completed in-house tradearea consumer spending analyses for proposed locations. Likewise, lenders seldom required feasibility studies for proposed office,
residential, and industrial projects.
During the late 1960s and early 1970s, retailers
and other developers finally accepted that more
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restore to an environmentally acceptable state at a
cost well in excess of the taxing authority's estimate
of the property's value in an uncontaminated state.
The owner contended that the property was unmarketable and had no value.

The Board found that parties responsible for
cleanup other than the owner had been identified
and would pay for most if not all of the cleanup.
Relying on the principle of anticipation
- that
value is created by the expectation of benefits to be
derived in the future
- the Board found that the
property could derive income from fufure use upon
cleanup by the responsible parties, and accordingly, had some value in the present. Thus, the court

determined the present value of the property by
applying a l0 percent discount rate (sufficient to
account for the risks and stigma associated with the
.lS-year
contamination), for a
period, to an agreed
upon future value as if clean. Since that present
value was greater than the assessment at issue, the
taxpayer failed to sustain its burden of proof and
the assessment was upheld.
THE EFFECT OF USABILIry, LIABILITY,
AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ON
THE OUTCOME IN ASSESSMENT REVIEW

LITIGATION
Usability: ls contaminated property capable of
productive use really worth nothing? The case of
usable but non-marketable contaminated property
presents courts with a dilemma. When tht' cost of
t'nvironmental cleanup exceeds the value. of the
property upon cleanup, a taxpayer may legitimately
claim that the property has no market value, which
is the usual standard of value for ad talorcn taxation. If a property is not assessable for taxation,
however, it c'vades responsibility for contribution
to the pubic fisc for its impact on public health and
the public safety services that the municipality provides, including the police and fire protection that
directly bene'fit the property.
Furthermore, taxing authorities may argue that
if a property's value is rendered nominal by virtue
of the cost of environmental remediation, the tax
abatement resulting from a zero assessment would,
in essence, reward the worst polluters most, and
penalize careful taxpayers who kecp their property
free of contamination. Careful taxpayers are not
only ineligible for such a "polluter's abatement" of
taxes, but are burdened by additional taxes to compensate the municipal treasury for tax revenue lost
from the contaminated property.

As described above, the high courts of Iowa and

New York, and a North Carolina appellate court,
have rejected a zero assessment of contaminated
property that is in use, while the high court of
Minnesota has approved such a zero assessment.
Arguably, the New Jersey and Ohio courts n,ould
reject a zero assessment as well, brrt perhaps not
the Pennsylvania courts. The majority that reiects
a zero assessment seems to have the better argument.

Historically, the lack of marketability has not
precluded the assessment of property tor acl t alorcm
taxation. For instance, specialty property, which by
definition has no market, remains subiect to taxation even though there are no buyers for the property. The assessment of specialty property appears

to apply the general rule that the market value
standard for ad tnlorem taxation applies only when
the property, in fact, has a market value.'?- Absent
a market for the property, other tests of value must
be used.

One such test, promulgated by the lnternational Association of Assessing Officers (IAAO),
cited by the North Carolina Court of Appeals, considers a contaminated property's value in use, in
contrast to its market value, or value in exchange:
It]here is a tendency to discount Ithe unencum-

beredl value based on costs related to
remcdiating or isolating the environmental contamination. Fully deducting the costs may overstate the decline in value, because the value in
use concept would then be ignored. Value in
use suggests that a property which is still in use,
or which can be used in the near future, has a
value to the owner. This would be true even if
the cost to cure environmental problems exceeds the nominal, unencumbered value.:6
A value in use methodology sanctioned by the
IAAO, and used by the taxing authority's expert at
tial in Appeal of Camel City l-aundry Co., was approved by the North Carolina court, notwithstanding the market value standard for taxation enunciated in the state statutes. The NewJersey high court
said it would approve a value in use approach as
well.
Indeed, asse'ssing some tax on a usable property
better comports lvith the design of the real property

tax, which provides that e,ach taxpayer contribute
equitably to the public fisc. A contrary result seems
patently unfair.
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Liability: Does liabilitv for cleanup affect the
value of contaminated property? The various statutes that govern remediation of contamination often cast a wide net holding multipk, parties responsiblc for cleanup. When a responsible partv is sol-

vent, the cleanup cost itself should not lower a
contaminated property's value, since a purchaser
would not expect to bear that cost in its entirety.
However, the value of contaminated property may
still be affected by the contamination. Certainly no
rational purchaser would pay full price and "buy"
a lawsuit against a responsible party, particularly
when the purchaser, as a new owner, might also
become a responsible party by opcration of law.
Nevertheless, no rational seller o[ contaminated
property, rvho is a responsible party, would both
sell the property discounted by the cost to cure and
also expect to pay for the remediation. Clearly,
liability for environmental remediation would affect the amount that willing buvers and sellers
would agree to as the sales price for contaminated
property, and therefore affect value.

ln fact, some environmental st.ltutes preclude
the sale of contaminated property altogether. Taxpayers may argue that contaminated property sub,ect k) such a statute has no valuc whatsoevt'r; and
taxing authorities, in contrast, mav argue that the
value of such property is unaffected by contamination, since the property may only be sold upon cure.
But should a tax asscssment be.rffected by the
liabilities of particular inclividuals? The courts have

a split of opinion. As described above, the high
court of Massachusetts re,ected outright consideration of the owner's liability for cleanup in determining the assessment of contaminated property.
Similarly, an appellate court in California rcjtcted a
taxing authority's contention that the owner's li
ability for cleanup precluded consicleration of the
contamination in the valuation of the property.
In the same vein, the high court of Washington

approved a deduction of the cost of pollution control equipment from value even though the property owner assumed liability for such costs in a
consent order. In essence, this deduction nullified
the practical e'ffect of the consent order the
in
allocation of responsibility for cleanup costs
the marketplace. Similarly, the high court of New
York approved a deduction of environmental
cleanup costs from value in the face of a consent
order under which the owner assumed liability for
cleanup; but added that the ability to obtain indemnification in connection with a sale of the

lrt

property was at least a factor to be considered in
determining a tax assessment.
In contrast, the high court of New Hampshire,
and the Washington Board of Tax Appeals, have
held that when, as a practical matter, the cost of
environmental cleanup would not run with the'
land, a deduction of the cost to cure from value
would be unwarranted. These tribunals have upheld assessments that approximated the present
value of the contaminated property's value upon
remediation by the parties that would pay for the
remediation. And the Michigan Tax Tribunal reiected a deduction from value of cleanup costs
when the taxpayer had the benefit of an indemnity
from the former owner of the contaminated property. There, however, the value found by the tribunal was based on the sale price of the property with
the indemnitv in place.
Courts have good cause for their reluctance to
allow liability for cleanup by particular parties to
dictate the value ofcontaminated property. The real
property tax, after all, is assessed on thc property,
and not on individuals. Ordinarily, value for taxation is based on an objective standard; it is not the
value of the propertv in the hands of any particular
taxpaver, or the value of a particular taxpayer's
interest in the property. On the other hand, it would
be incongruous for courts to ignore the reality of
indemnities and liabilities in the marketplace, which
lift market values, while approving of zero or nominal values on the ground that property is unmarketable.

Enoironmertal Policy; Should environmental
policy override pure appraisal theory? Taxing authorities may argue that reductions in the assessed
value Of contaminated property that reflect cleanup
costs, effectively c'nable property owners responsible for cleanup to shift the cost of their cleanup
obligation to other taxpayers, contrary to the intent of environmental liability statutes to make
polluters and other privatc. parties-and not the
community-pay for cleanup. In cases where taxpayers seek a nominal or zero tax assessment,
which effectively exempts them from taxation, such
a result seems perverse, since contaminated property likely poses increased risks to public health as
well as an added burden on a taxing authority's
public safety resources, such as fire, police, emergency planning and response, and environmental
services- Such assessment reductions could be
viewed as a reward to owners of contaminated
property, some of whom may have caused the
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part of the transfer of all of its assets in a merger or
sale, and where the applicable FCC license is transferred.
Costs and Liabililies - The' owners of Class "A"
buildings can generally pass all costs of the telecom
installation, and the associated costs of any telecom
deals, including all installation costs, upgrades to
building svstems, permit fees, and operating costs
of the telecom system, through to the telecom companies. However, some CIass "B" building owners
who seek upgraded services for their tenants have
to pay CLECs to bring new telecom systems and
services to their buildings, since the CLECs are not
convinced that the tenant base will havc adequate
demand for their services. In a typical liccnse agreement, the building owner is generally not obligated
to make representations or warranties, or otherwise
assume any liability to the tenant or telecom com-

pany, other than to permit access by the telecom
user, on a limited basis, to the rooftop or other
designatcd equipment areas of the building. On the
other hand, the telecom licensee should give the
owner and manaBer full insurance for its activities
in and about the building, together with an indemnity in favor of the owner, the manager, their partners, ancl any lender on the building.
Credif - The credit of the telecom licensee must
be evaluated by the building owner and manager
before entering into a license agreement. Under the
agreement, the licensee's credit mustbe adequate to
assure the performance of its undertakings. Owners have learned that although there are some highly
capitalized telecom companies, there are also many

start-up telecom companies without any real net
assets, many of whom will not survive as the industry matures. Owners of Class "A" buildings, where
demand for access by providers is high, can be
selective in dealing, with telecom companies; owners of Class "8" buildings may not have the luxury

telecom companies to have access over thebuilding's

cabling infrastructure.
Increasingly, owners arc turning to telecom professionals, such as rooftop management companies, to
market and manage the telecommunications facili-

ties in their buildings. These professionals offer
expertise not available to most building owners,
allowing them to maximize the revenues from
telecom opportunities. Many Iarge property owners have brought the telecom expertise in-house,
and are undertaking regional or national programs
to increase the telecom revenues from their buildings. Real estate investment trusts (REITs) have
been permitted, undcr a series of recent Internal
Revenue Service Letter Rulings, to receive revenues
from telecom providers for providing their tenants
with a menu of non-customized telecommunication services that are customarily offered or provided to tenants of similar office properties located
in the same geographic markets where the REITs
own properties
- without losing their REIT status.
These Rulings will encourage REITs to explore
more revenue streams from offering telecom services to their tenants.
Real estate brokers and consultants can provide an
understanding of the marketplace so an owner can
accurately assc'ss the value of each part of the build-

ing to tenants and telecom providers. Real estate
lawyers should be consulted to assure that agreements wilh tenant5 and telecom companies are
drafted with proper protections for the owner.
Through these steps, building owners and managers have opportunities Iike never before to perform
the ultimate alchemy: turning their copper wire
into gold.*0,

of screening out the smaller providers, and thereby
take a higher credit risk.

TURNING COPPER INTO GOLD
Smart building owners and managers consult with
telecommunications experts to become familiarr.r'ith

the emerging telecom technologies and to determine how these technologies will intersect with
their buildings. Owners and managers can create
new revenue streams and add value to their buildings by leveraging off of the new technologies,
whether by providing a rooftop antenna site, leasing out unused basement or mechanical floor space
as a telecom equipment room, or licensing multiple
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antennae or cquipment is often not exclusive (i.e.,
several antennae can be located in an area of the
rooftop, multiple cables occupy the riser space, and
more than one telecom switch may be located in an
equipment room). If space is dedicated exclusively
to the telecom companv (e.g., where the telecom
provider takes possession of a dedicated equipment room or closet), the agreement is often structured as a lease. Whenever possible, the owner will
want to avoid creating a leasehold interest in favor
of the telecom company and will want to grant only
a license to use portions of the building for antennae, equipment, cabling, and the like, so the owner,
at least theoretically, retains the right to control the
conditions under which the space can be used and
to terminatc the license if the conditions of use are
violated, without the telecom company clriming
the legal protections available to tenants. However,
if the telecom agreement is structured as a license
but ends up giving the user rights equivalent to a
tenant, the agreement may be construed by a court
as a lease, with the telecom company having a
leasehold estate in the building.

Permits and Approoals - Building owners and
managers should require, in their license agrerments with tenants or telecom companies, that the
users assume all responsibility for procuring and
maintaining, in effect, all permits and approvals
required by any governmental authority for the
installation and operation ofthe antennae and equipment. Forexample, in many cities, the installation of
an antenna on the building rooftop requires the
issuance of a Conditional Use Permit or other variance or permit. AIso, FCC lice'nses are required to
use telecom transmission equipment. Owners
should consult with their lawyers or code consultants to determine if the telecom user is in conrpliance with the required permits, and the users should
produce copies of the issued permits to the owners
or managers for their approval prior to any installation of equipment.
No lnterference; Right to Relocate -The telecom
Iicensee should be required under the license agree-

ment to avoid any interference caused by its equipment or antennae with any other equipment or
antennae installed in or on the building bv other
licensees. The license agreement should give the
owner the right to relocate a licensee's antenna or
other equipment to another suitable place on the
rooftop or in the building if that equipment interferes with the owner's ability to provide space for
future telecom users, as lonS as the operation of the
antenna and equipment are not impaired.
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telecom proaiders. Real estate lawuers
should be corrsulted to assure that
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cornpanies are drafted lL,ith ptoper

protections for the ouner,

Tenn; Right to Tenninate - One of the most
important issues for the building owner and manager to consider in entering into a liccnsL. agreement

is what term the license should have and what
circumstances should permit termination of the
agreement. If the license agreement produces significant revenue, the owner will want that revenue
tobe included as part ofthebuilding's netcashflow
for purposes of future loans or investments by third
parties in the building. In this case, the license
agreement should have a specific term so a poten-

tial lender or investor can count on the

Iicense

revenue during that period. On the other hand, if
the rcvenue from the license is not significant and
the owne'r foresees increasing demand by telecom
users for access to the building's rooftop, risers, or
equipmcnt rooms, the owner will want to keep the
term of the license shorter, or have right to terminate the license early, or increase the license fee if
the market license fees increase. For major telecom
facilities (such as switch rooms or major fiber optic
installations in a building involving a large capital
investment), the licensee will generally insist on a
Ionger license term so the capital investment can be
recouped. Regardless ofthe term agreed upon *,ith
the licensee, the owner will need the right to terminate the license agreement upon a monetary or nonmonetary breach by the user, or if the telecom
facility is ever found to cause harm to tenants of the
building or third parties (including, without limitation, through the release of any hazardous materials or other contamination).
Assignment and Subleasing -The owner should
retain the right in the Iicense agreement to approve any transfer of rights, whether by assignment or sublease, by the telecom user. Owners
often permit the licensee to assitn the license as
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contamination. Assessment reductions may also be
viewed as a penalty to the public forced to bear
these additional burdens. They especially penalize
those taxpayers who take responsible measures
and make investments to keep their propertv free
from contamination.

A number of courts, including the high courts
Jersey, have considered
these questions of environmental and tax policy
and rejected them. While finding that they have
some intellectual appeal, these courts have nonetheless held that public policy concerns cannot
subordinate statutory and state constitutional requirements to assess property at its "full" or
"true" value. Notwithstanding these results in
the courts, however, state legislatures may still
elect to tax owners of contaminated property
whose assessments have been reduced. In Minnesota, for instance, the legislature enacted a novel
"contamination tax" based on the amount of value
reduction received on account of the presence of
contamination.r;*r,

of New York and New
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pronote essential public interests. Competing with this interest are
the rights of landon,ners, who find themselves hurdling ever-ri5in8
regulatory barriers delaying, adding-to costs, or barring development
altogether in somc cases, effectively "taking" their property. Fueling the controversy is the inexact rendering of the Constitution's Fifth
Amtndment which prohibits the appropriation of private property
without iust compensation. In the'last l2 years the United States
Supreme Court has, in the minds of many critics, actively pursued a
policy geared toward restricting thc government's right to regulate.
However, permits remain in governmental hands. With the latest
Supreme Court decision on regulatory takings, the controversy continues.

ln Cily of Monterq i'. Del Monte Dwrcs 526 U.S. , 119 S.Ct. 1624
(1999), the United States Supreme Court capped nearly 13 years of
litigation involving a developer, a city, and a 37-acre oceanfront
parcel. ln the five yc'ars prior to filing the action, the developer had
submitted 19 different site plans and received five different denials.
Attached to each denial was the City of Monterey's demand for even
greater restrictions on the proposed 190-unit housing development
project, until the developer gave up and took it to court. A key
question hom the case was presented to a iury in the United States
District Court for the Northern District of California: had the Citv's
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Long distance telephone companies, comPuter
networks, wireless networks, CLECs, lLECs, and
Internet service providers all require access to riser
space, but this space is finite'and often cannot be
increased without enormous cost to the building
owner. Owners are now charging tenants separate
rent for use of riser space in addition to rent for their
premises, and are charging telecom providers for
access to the riser space, in addition to charges for
use of equipment rooms and rooftops. As new
technologies come on-line, the pressure on riser
space will only increase, and owners need to retain
the right to charge for access to that space in their
leases, especially if the demand for riser space
overtakes the supply.

Pouer and Cooling Capacity - Owners/managers that are contemplating agreements with tenants or telecom providers that will permit access to
equipment rooms, the rooftop, and riser areas, must

consider the electrical power and cooling capacity
of the building. Telecom switches are high power
users, generating significant heat in concentrated
areas, often beyond the specifications for which
building cooling and power systems were designed,
especially in older buildings. This means that the
power and cooling systems in the building may
have to be upgraded (and air conditioning must

often be supplemented with additional units) in
order to accommodate the equipment that comes
with the new telecom technologies, especially if the
provider is locating a switch in the building. Owners should consult with their advisers and agents to
determine the ability of owners in the local market
to pass the costs of these upgrades on to the telecom
providers.
In addition to demanding significant electrical
power capacity from a building, telecom providers
also often need access to an uninterrupted power
supply (UPS) system and a backup emergency
power generator, in order to assure their users
continuous service even in local emergencies. If the
telecom company is installing a maior switch, it
may want to install its own generator and UI'S
system, but this adds to the space requirements and
may not be feasible in many existing buildings.
Building generators can usually be dedicated to
provide emergency power to specific tenants or
telecom providers, but owners must carefully ration access to the limited Benerator capacity of their
buildings to avoid depleting the power necessary
for essential building functions and future demands
by new tenants or outside providers. Any tenant or
telecom provider who is given dedicated capacity

lntersections Betueen Real Estate
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from the building generator or UPS system should
charged for that access. Owners should have
thL'ir consultants determine how to charge for this
access in the local market: the charge could bebased
on the cost savings to the tenant or the telecom
provider of connecting to the existing system as
compared to installing a separate system, or the
charge could be based on the actual cost to tht'
owner of providing and maintainin8 the generator
and UPS systems, including labor, depreciation
and administrative costs, and a profit factor.
be,

lmpact oa Building and Tenants - Owners and
managers need to consider the impact of telecom
agreements on their building and its tenants, beyond the obvious advantages of providing desirable telecommunications services. For example,
owners should carefully analyze whether a proposed antenna will be visible from street level, or
from other adjacent buildings, and whether such a
visible antenna would detract from the value of the

building. Also, the owner should consider the issues of equipment weight; safety of other activities
on the rooftop (such as window cleaning equipment use); damage to waterproofing and the integrity of the rooftop (including by the penetration of
the rooftop for cables and conduits); and any associated environmental concerns caused by the
telecom equipment. Finally, consideration should
be given to the perceptions of other tenants in the
building if large portions of the office space in an
office building are leased to telecom providers for
equipment rooms, switches and the like: other tenants may perceive these uses as less desirable than
office uses, which could negatively impactthevalue

of the building.

IMPORTANT LEGAL ISSUES FOR
BUILDING OWNERS AND MANAGERS
Building owners and managers who are considering entering into an agreement with a telecom provider or a tenant to allow access to the rooftoP or
other area ofthe building for telecom purposes face
all of the legal issues they deal with in leasing space
to a tenant. In addition, they will face some issues
unique to the telecom world:
License as Lease - A license is a contract right,

and does not create a leasehold interest in the
building. A lease creates a leasehold estate, givinS
the exclusive right of possession of the space to the
tenant during the term of the leasehold. Telecom
agreements with tenants and telecom providers are
usually structured as licenses, and not as leases,
because the area or space being provided for the
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competitive purposes, unless the provider has an
affirmative obligation to provide telecom services and is seeking to serve an unserviced area.
-177
also prohibits exclusive telecom access
SB
agrL'ements (which owners generally resist anyway).
ii). While AB 651 was originally introduccd to
prohibit the PUC from adopting orders or making
decisions that interfere with the ability of owners
ofprivate property to freely negotiate with telecom
providers, it has bec.n ame.nded so it now would
require building owners to allow telecom access
to their buildings. AB 651 denies owners the right
to allocate riser and closet space', denics owners
fair compensation for space used by providers,
and imposes costs on owners for responding to
provider access requests. This bill would also
require owners ofnew buildings to provide space
to accommodate all future telecom provider equipment and would permit the first provider in a
building to grab as much space as possible, effectively shutting out future competitors from that
building, who will need space in risers and closets.
These bills are now being considered by the
California legislature and would have a dramatic
impact on building owners in California, if passed.

IMPORTANT BUSINESS ISSUES FOR
BUILDING OWNERS AND MANAGERS
AND THEIR ADVISERS
It is imperative that building ownt'rs and managers
review thc phvsical infrastructure of their buildings and review their policies affecting telecom
services to tenants. Real estate consultants u'ho
advise owners and managers necd to be familiar
with the new telecommunications technologies and
the options available to their clients in dealing with
the demands of both telecom providers and the
tenants,/ users.

Rooftop and Communicatiols Closefs - Owners and manage.rs should make sure they know
wha t capacity and space theirbuildings have available for rooftop antennae and what areas can be
used for supporting communications equipment.
Owners of buildings with valuable rooftops must
carefully allocate the rooftop area and available
equipment room space among tenants and outside
telecom providers for antennae and equipment
only after careful study of the value of the rights
being granted. T()o often, owners and their agents
give tenants rooftop antenna rights or rights to
equipment rooms for Iittle or no rental, giving up

Real estate consultants zt;ho aclaise
ozoners and ,nanagers fleed to be farfiiliLr

zuith the fleu telecomfiunicatiofls
technologies afld the options aaailable

to their clients in dealing with
the demands of both telecom prottiders
and the tenants/users.
the right to significant future revenue streams
from that space during the lease term. In addition,
owners often undercharge for the use of their
building infrastructure by telecom providers, on
the basis that it is more important to offer thc
services to tenants rather than charge a higher fee
for access to the building. With thc proliferation of
telecom service providers and the scarcitv of prime
rooftop space in many urban areas, building owners should be very careful not to give away valuable rooftop access or equipment room rights with-

out a thorough understanding of the market for
those rights.

Owners also must avoid giving one provider or
one tenant rights to an entire rooftop or to all of the
equipment spact' available: the space must be rationed so the owner retains the flexibility to offer
spacc to n('w ten.rnts or to inlroduce new sert ices or

providers to the building in the future, permitting
future CLECs to compete for access to the building.
Obviously, thesc issue's are more important if the
owner commits to telecom licenses for any significant term without early termination rights.
Risers, Shafts, and Sleeaes - Owners and managers need to inventory their riser space and the
cabling and wiring in the riser space so it can be
properly allocated to competing users. The vertical
and horizontal pathways in buildings are the routes
for telecom providers to access tenants for all tech-

nologies, whether it is over copper or fiber optic
cable, and whcther it is from a rooftop wireless
antenna, a cable or a traditional telephone line.
Consultants can assist owners in projecting future
demand for building riser space and survey competing buildings to assign values to the. use of the
risers, so the owner/manager can properly allocatc
and charge for access to the space. Building managers should require tenants who vacate space or
replace their systems or telecom providers who are
no longer providing service to the building to make
sure decommissioned cable is removed from the

building risers.
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actions denied the developer the economically-viable use of the property, or did the City's decision to

reiect the development serve a legitimate public
purpose?
The jury awarded the developer $1.45 million in
damages and the City appealed to the United Statts
Supreme Court which, in May of this year, upheld
the award.

GOVERNMENTAL TAKINGS:
THE CONSTITUTIONAL BACKGROUND
The framework of this issue is the Constitution's
Fifth Amendment, which prohibits the taking of
private property for public use without iust compcnsation. This prohibition is nrade applicable to
the states by way of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Underlying the powe'r of regulation is the inherent
right of governmenttrl bodies to exercise their "poIict power," that is, a liberal warrant to regulate
private activity to protect the health, safety, and
welfare of the public. The fundamental legal authoritv for state and local governments to regulate
real property matters was articulated by Justice
William O. Douglas in Bcrnmn t'. Pirker, 348 U.S. 26,
33 0954):

"The concept of the public welfare is broad and
inclusive... the values it repres.'nts are spiritual as
well as phvsical, acsthetic as well as monctary. It
is within the power of the legislaturc to determine
that the community should be beautiful as well as
healthy, spacious as wcll as clean, well-balanced
as well as carefully patrolled."

Adding to the interpretive nature of the argument is the opposing boundary. The limitation
on government's right to regulate was articulated by Oliver Wendell Holmes in Pennsqlttnnia
Conl u. McMqhon,260 U.S. 393, 4"15 (1927\:
"The genc'raI rule... is that while property may
be regulated to a certain extent, if the regulation
goes too far it will be recognized as a taking."

barring the manufacture or sale of alcoholic beverages was a valid exercise of the state's police power,
even though it deprived the owner of the usage of
his property, Mrrglcr t,. Kansns,723 U.5.623,66'I-662
(1887). The Court hcld that the state statute which
declarer-l that brewing was an improper activity did
not involve a taking, because the prohibited activity
was the equivalent of a public nuisance. ld. at 673.
Later, thL' Court in Villagc of Euclid t,. Amblar Reahy
Co.,272 U.5.365,397 (7926\ upheld a zoning ordinance precluding development of anything other
than single-family dwellings in a suburb of CleveIand, even though it deprived the owner of nearly
three-quarters of the valuc of the parcel. Furthermore, in Penn Central Transportatiotl Co. t,. Citv of
Nczo York, 438 U.S. 104,124 (1978), the

Court found

no taking when the City of New York denied a
permit to build an office tower over New York
City's Grand Cr:ntral Terminal on the basis that tht'
denial was a mere reduction in the value of the land
and did not destroy the owner's "reasonable investment-backed expectations."

At the same time, the Supreme Court rulings did
acknowledge a taking where a regulatory infringement either deprived the owner of any realistic use
of the property or involved the physical invasion of
the property. ln Pcnnsyluania Coal Co.t,. McMahon,
260 U.S. 393, 413 (1922), the Supreme Court overturned a statute designed to prevent mining by thc
o*'ner of the subsurface rights, finding that the
regulation "has very nearly the same effect for
constitutional purposes as appropriating ordestroying it." In anotherexample, in Urriled Stntest'. Causby,
3?8 U.S. 256, 261. (1946), the Court found a taking
where overflights of military aircraft reduced the
value ofa farm, in effectcausing a physical invasion
of the property. Likewise, in Kniser Aetnn o. the
Un i ted S ta t es, 444 U.S. 7 64, 179 -180 (1979), the Court
found a taking when a permit issued by the'United
States Army Corps of Engineers, authorizing the
dredging of the mouth of a privatcly-owned lagoon, required the public to be given access to the
Iagoon.

Until the late 1980s, the Supreme Court's rulings
limited the application of the takings doctrine, in
matters involving governmental regulation of property rights, to either physical invasions or regulations tantamount to the deprivation of practically
all use and enjoyment of the property- Scc, Philip
Weinberg, Drl Motttt Dunts t,. Citv of Monternl: lNill
tlrc Strprune Court Slretch lhe Takings Clausc Belond
ttu Brenking Poirn?, 26 B.C. Envtl. Aff. L. Rev. 315
(.1999). In 1887, the Supreme Court ruled that a law

Wtose Proltertq ls lf? Tlrc Lnlast or Rtgulatory Takitrgs

Despite these examples, prior to the late 1980s, it
was very difficult to establish a regulatory taking
unless the regulation was so pervasive as to prevcnt

any realistic use of the property, or, even more
extreme, the rcgulation constituted a physicaI invasion of the property. The basic standard h determine whether a regulatory taking has occurred was
outlined in Agins t,. CitV of Tiburon, M7 U.5.255,
(1979). This case held that a regulation amounts to
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a takinB if it does not substantially advance a legitimate state interest or it denies the owner the economically viable use of the land. ltl. at260.

LANDMARK CASES:
SETTING PRECEDENCE
ln the late 1980s, a number of Supreme Court cases
bcgan what many consider to be a dangcrous erosion of governmental regulating powers.

In Nollrrrr

r,. Cttlifornin Cosstal Ctnnntissiol, 483 U.S.
825 (19U7), in an opinion written byJustice Antonin

Scalia, the Court found a compcnsable taking when
tht' California State Coastal Commission imposed,
as a condition for a coastal permit, the obligation
that the landowner dedicate public access along the

beach in front of the property owner's home. The
requirement was based on the objective of preserving the view to the ocean from the adjacent inland
areas. The Court hcld that there was no essential
"nexus" between lateral access to the beach and
preserving views of the ocean from the highway
bchind the rcsidence. ll. 837

In that same year, the Supreme Court's ruling in
First E,tglish Erunylical Lutlrran Church t's. Cotnty
of Los Angeles, 482 U.S. 304, 318 (1987), further
established a right to compensation for regulatory
takings based upon the Fifth Amendment. In the
aftermath of a flood which de'stroyed all of the
buildings of a church-owned facility for retarded
childrcn, the County of Los Angeles adopted an
interim ordinance prohibiting construction or reconstruction of anv buildings in a designated flood
protection area. Tht'decision in this case overruled
California precedent, holding that a property owner
aggrievcd by an invalid rcgulakrry taking was only
entitled k) set asidc the regulation. ld. at 372.
Later, in Dolnrr r. City of Tigord,512U.S.374, (1994\,
the Court struck down a condition imposcd upon

an owner set'king the cxpansion of a plumbing
supply store, which would havc'required the owner
to dedicate approximately 10 percent of the parcel
for flood drainage and a path for pedestrians and
cyclists. The Court held that the required dedication was not "roughly proportionate" to the city's
goal of avoiding construction in a flood plain and
attemptinB to limit automobile traffic by encouraging the use of bicycling. Id. at 391.

Lucns r. South Carolitur Coastal Council,505 U.S.
'1003 (1992),

ln

the Court answered the question of
whether a governmental authority could justify
depriving the owner of all economic value of the
owner's land by claiming the protection of public
safety. The Lrrcns case involved a state statute which
prohibited construction of permanent residenccs
on South Carolina's beachfront areas, predicated
on concems of coastal erosion and flooding. The
Court ruled that when a regulation effectively deprives the owner of all reasonable investmentbacked expectations, the govcrnmcntal entity is
required to compensate the owner. ['i. at l034.

Critics of the Supreme Court's rulings in No/lar,
Dt an, Lucas, and First Etrglish, all of which limited
state and local governments' ability to implement
Iand use controls, have variously characterized the
dtcisions as an "assault" on the ability of government to exercise land use controls, or as part of a
grander plan to require' the government to pay
compensation whenever its rcgulations impose a
significant impingement upon a property right. Scc,
Weinberg, srrpra, and Douglas T. Kendall & Charlcs
P. Lord, Ihc Takitgs Projcct: A Criticnl Annhlsis nnLl
Assssnlolt ol Progrtss So Far, 25 B.C. Envtl. Aff. L.
Rev. 3'15 (1998). Tht'se same critics charge that iudi-

cial activism drives the majority rulings of Nollan,
Dolan, Lucas, and companion decisions. Tht'se critics interpret the outcomes as an extraordinary expansion of the takings clause of the Fifth Amendment to unnecessarily restrict the government's
regulatory powers,
One of the chief fcars of the Nollal-era critics is
Justice Scalia's theoretical precept that the state's
requirement to impose access rights by strangers
over private property, as a condition of a development permit, violated an "essential stick" in the
bundle of rights that are commonly characterized
as property. ln that case, it was the right to exclude
strangers from one's propertv. This holding ofproperty rights consisting ofindividual component parts
appears troublesome to the Supremc Court's critics
since it would, if cxpanded, allow landowners to
assert that any one or more of the component parts
havebeen taken as a result ofgovernmental regulations.l
DEL MONTE DUNES; THE IMPLICATIONS
MLtnte Dunes is a mixed-bag rtsult for those
advocating that state and local govcrnments be
limited by only minimal restrictions on thtir regulatory power, as well as those who would urge the
Supremc Court to require compensation for anv

Dtl

In both No//al and Dlln , the Court negated requirements that the landou,ner open its property to
physical invasion by strangers as a condition of
development approva[.
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integrity of the wiring and may have potential
liability b tenants for anv failure in tht wiring,

Federal and state regulators and
the courts haoc issued regulations

depending on thc language in the tenant leascs.

and made rulings that haae significant
The FCC has clarified that ILECs cannot unilat-

impacts on the rcspectiae rights
of buililing oToners, tenants, and
telecon plouiilels. One central issue

crally change the demarcation point to the MPOE
(and thereby force a building owner to t.1ke responsibility for the building's cabling and wiring), if the
ILEC provided service to the building as of 1992,
when the FCC initially issued its rules on demarcation points. The FCC does permit ILECs to establish
the MPOE as the demarcation point in new or
renovated buildings from and atter 7992.
If the building owner has responsibiliW for the
building's wiring, tenant leases should address the
issues of who has liability for any sen'icc interruption; who maintains insurance on the wiring and
how the cost is shared; and the allocation of responsibility between landlord and tenant for any work
on wiring lvithin or outside of a tenant's premises,
including rules on access to building telephone
closets and risers.

Antenna Installation - A 1998 FCC ruling expanded prohibitions on antennae restrictions to
include both residential and commercial property
rented by the viewer. The FCC ruling preempts any
lease restrictions that unreasonably restrict a
viewer's ability to receive a signal. However, reasonable restrictions by the building owners on antennat' and equipment, (such as limitations on
changes to the building structure and rcgulations
protecting safety), are enforceable. The ruling does
nol alkrw tcnants to use common areas (such as a
building rooftop) to place antennae or equipment.
Also, an owner may restrict the installation of individual antennae if there is a central antenna available to all tenants without unreasonable delay or
exPense.

Forced Access - Prior to the Telecommunications Act of 1996, some states passed mandatory
access laws or regulations to force building owners
to allow competitive telecom services to their tenants. Texas, Ohio, and Connecticut passed such
laws, granting CLECs theright to access a building's
wiring infrastructure, on a non-discriminatory basis, in return for reasonable compensation. As many
as 12 states are considcring this issue; however,
legislatures in Illinois, Colorado, Maryland, and
lndiana have rejected these proposals as violative
of the United States and state constitutions. ConBress reiected mandatory access laws when the
Telecommunications Act was passed. In Lor(lto t,.

lnters.clions BcttLtettt Red Estatc

tr

is who has control of access to a

buililing's wiriflg, tlre crucial liflk
betzueen prooiders afld the efid-users
ol te lecommun ic a tions seraices,
TelePrornltter Mnnlmttau CATV, the United States

Supreme Court, in 1982, invalidated a mandatory
access television cable statute in the State of Ner+'
York, and courts have similarly rejected mandatory
access laws for television cableand telecom providers over the past several years.

Most commentators believe that the Telecommunications Act of 1996 has created market forces
sufficient to assure competition within the telecom
industry, so that mandatory access laws are not
necessary for a healthy competitive environment.
ln fact, therc appears to be no greater competition
among telecom providcrs in states in which mandatory access laws have been passed than in other
states.

The California I'ublic Utilities Commission

(PUC) issued an order in October .l998, that prohibited tclecom providers (including ILECs) from en-

tering into agreements with building owners that
have the effect of restricting access by other telecom

providers to a multi-tenant building. If a telecom
provider is unable to reach a mutually satisfactory
agrecment with the building owner to permit access to the wiring, or if it claims it has been unfairly
discriminated against, it can seek redress with a
court or file a complaint with the I'UC. The PUC
also stated in its ruling that telecom providers that
are "telephone companies" have the right of eminent domain and can gain access to private property kr offer their sen,ices.
In response to this I'UC ruling, Senate Bill 177
(Peacc and Burton) and Assembly Bill 651 (Wright)
were introduced in the California Legislature:
i). SB 177 would eliminatc the right of a telecom
provider to use the pon er of eminent domain for
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are creating greater demand by building tenants for
access to telecommunications services. Tht'se new

technologies will allow data transfer up to 25 times
faster than the current rate for most users. Some of
the technologies now being offered are:
Wireless Broadbaxd - wire'less, competitive local exchange carriers (CLECs) offer telecom services to users at lower costs and faster spceds than
the incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs). Wireless CLECs offer voice, data, local area network
interconnections, video, and other advance'd uses.
This technology usts microwave dishes to transmit
wireless signals between a centralswitch and building rooftops that are within one to three miles of the
switch. From the building rooftop, the signals are
transmitted to users through existing wiring (fiberoptic or copper) in thc building.

over Category 5 copper wiring or fiber optic cable.
There is a hierarchy of T-Carrier lines (T-1, T-2, and
T-3) offering diffcrent transmission speeds. T-Carrier lines use a digital system carrying both voice
and data. Like DSL and wireless services, T-Carrier

lines make the existing wiring in buildings more
valuable as competition for access to services increases.

ISDN Lines - Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) service is offered by ILECs over the
existing copper n,iring. This was one of the first
technologies offercd by ILECs to increasL'data trans-

mission over existing wiring. While ISDN technology does not have some of the technical limitations
of DSL, it is becoming outdated in many areas as
other services arc becoming more widely available.
Cable - With recent acquisitions and mergers in

In 1998, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) auctioncd a large spectrum of wavelengths for communications, permitting the wireIess CLECs to offer "fiber-in-thc-sky" quality service to users. The wireless CLECs, such as WinStar
and Teligent, have increasing requirements for access to building rooftops to krcate their antennae
and equipment in ordcr to bridge the so-called "last
mile" between their central switches and the buildings housing the users.

lecommunications industry, it is clear that
will be a strong competitor for telecom
users, with cable subscribers being able to use their
cable not only for television reception, but also for
full-time Internet connection and telephonic and
data communications. The cable industry infrastructure is not as extensive- and reliablc as that of
the ILECs or CLECs, but cable servicc is often less
expensivethan DSL service (although therc'is heated
price competition among DSL and cable providers).

Digital Subscriber Lize - Both CLECs and ILECs
offer Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) service. DSL
provides advanced broadband tclt'com services ovcr
existing building wiring, allowing both voice and
data to travel as digitized packe'ts over the same
analog-trvisted pair line. DSL scrvice is lcss expensive than the T-l lines currentlv being offcred by
most ILECs. However, DSL service is currently
limited to areas within three miles of the provider's
central switch. Therefore, it is not offered in more
outlying areas and DSL is subjcct to technical limitations on the number of circuits available over the
same wires. DSL providers ha vc' to access the buildings using either fiber-optic cable or traditional
copper wiring in the streets.

REGULATING THE RIGHTS OF
BUILDINC OWNERS, TENANTS AND
TELECOM PROVIDERS
Fede'ral and statc regulators and the courts have
issued rcgulations and madc rulings that have significant impacts on the respective rights of building
owners, tenants, and telecom providcrs. One central issuc is who has control of access to a building's
wiring, the crucial link betwecn providers and the
end-users of telccommunica tions servicL's.

There are a variety of DSL technologics now
beingoffered,withncwonesbcingdeveloped which
will further expand the bandwidth capacity of copper wires, making the cxisting wiring in buildings
more valuable than ever to owners, tenants, and
telecom providers.

T-Canier Lines - T-Carrier lines are offcred by
most ILECs to providc broad bandwidth and speed
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Demarcation Points - ln 1997, the FCC ruled
that a building owner can declare the point where
telecom wiring enters the building, known as the
minimum point of e.ntry (MPOE), as the "demarcation point," marking wherc the owner takes ownership and control of telecommunications cabling. If
the building olvner or the ILEC declarcs the MPOE
as the demarcation point, the owner takt's on nership and control of the cabling inside his building,
allowing the owner to set fecs for telecom providers
to use the wiring, equipment rooms, ancl the building rooftop, and to control access to the building by
telecom providers. At the same time, the owner also
assumes responsibility for thc maintcnance and
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restriction on ownership or impediment to develas a result of governme'nt regulation.

opment rights

On the one hand, the Court specifically denie.d
applying the Dolan test of "rough proportionality"
to an action challenging a bcal authority's denial of
development permit. Instead, the Court leavcs the
test of "roup;h proportionality" to apply only to
cases involving the imposition of cxactions or conditions. On the other hand, the Court found it
proper to submit to a jurv the largely fact-based
,Alirrs test of whether thc develope'r had been denicd all economically-viablc use of its land, or
whether the city's decision did not substantially
advance a legitimate public purpose.
a

Whether the potential for jury verdicts in cascs
involving regulatory takings will chill state and
local governments from imposing Iand use controls
on private property is an open question. The Iikellr
answer to tho question, however, is, "doubtful,"
especially when considering that the deveklper of
the' Del Morrfu' Drincs project spent five years in
p;overnmental processing before it could even establish that its case was ready for a legal challenge,
and then had to wait another 12 years for final
determination. The stamina and financial resources
required to mount such a campaign is staggering.
Critics allege that compensation should continuc to
be available only for regulations involving physical
invasions or de facto takings. Hoivever, the fact
remains that in light of thc. painful delays and thc

difficulttests thatmust be met toovcrturn a govcrnmental action, a project proponent is ncarly always
hopelesslv out-matched in a case involving a project
denial or challenged exaction or condition. Proiect
proponents are'also well aware that when critics of
the Nollar decision stress the need to preserve
government's right to regulate, it is often the disguised effort to grant government the unrestrictcd
regulatory power to prohibit devektpment altogether.

financial ruin) to spend on environme'ntal
remediation proiects without, in many cases, any
connection b€'tween the cleanup and the health
danger which is said to justify them. In another
example, The Americans With Disabilities Act will
cause billions to be spent (and paid for by the
public) to comply with specilic regulatory rtquirements ancl for risk avoidance with respect to the
open-endc.d claim opportunities against property
owners which are embedded in thc Act.

Although safeguarding the environment and ensuring that disabled Americans be included in the
workplace are' worthy and essential goals, government has largelv abandoned the "direct" approach
of raising taxes, with specific appropriations for
designated projects. lnstead, it has adopted broadbased regulations that imposebillionsof additional
indirect taxes on the public in order to achieve
loosely-defined legislatrve agendas. These regulations and indirect taxcs rarely reccive the open-air
debate of law-making and the essential accountability factors nhich our democratic process requires.
CONCLUSION
The victories for propcrtv owncrs in the Nollalera-invalidating the forced dedication of an easement for public use; invalidating a prohibition of all
developmt'nt rights for property; adding a right of
compensation for a regulatorv taking to the previously-existing sole remedy of declaring thc regr.rla-

tion invalid-were, nothing but nicks in
government's regulatory armor. The Dd Mttnte
Drrnes decision, which confirms the right to have a
jury determine the question of rvht,ther a regulation
advances a legitimate governmental interest or deprives an owner of the economically viable uscofits
land will do little to limit governments' regulabry
appetite, but will no doubt add to the ongoing
debate.*r,

NOTES

1.
Fear of the government's ongoing willingness or

ability to regulate, based on Nolan-era decisions, are
misplaced or exaggerated: federal, state, and local
governments are continuallv expanding their regulatory powers. All levcls of government now routinely use their regulatory power to impose enormous and often crippling "indirect" taxes on property owners and the public at large. For example,
fe'deral, state, and local governments have imposetl
billions of dollars of indirect taxes on the American
economy by forcing landowners (under pain of

Wrosc Property ls lt? Tfu LatL,st on Rc.gtlnkrry la,kirrgs

Criticsheredoappear to:itrikea bull's"eve in arFuing that the
Supremc Courl s dmisiLrns in the Mrllarr cra reflcci.r good
dealof "judicialactivism."Clearly,theSupremeCourt handpicked a number ofdecisions in order b expand the regulatory takings doctrine and in doing so not only expilnded
existing procedent, but also overlmked a number oI pr<)Ce-.
dural defccts in the plainti[fs'cases. Kendall & Lord, srrl;ro.
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In the wake of the Supreme Court's Daubert ruling, the real estate
I expert witness faces a strintent new set of criteria for admissibility of expert evidence and testimony. Even experts who have previously been accepted by the courts now find the admissibility of their
testimony questioned. As attorncys increasingly realize the Potential
exclusion of evidencc' from the opposing side through a Daubert
challenge, the bar for e'xpert witness engagement will be raised even
higher. The real estate expert who engages in litigation suPPort will
find that Daubert has become the governing paradigm for testimony
and evidence development.
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THE DEMAND FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
IS EXPLODING
The demand for high-speed, broadband telecommunications is dramatically increasing, and tht' telecommunications industry is responding with new technologies at a faster pace. Tenants want Internet accessi
wireless telecom service; paging; cellular; and traditional hard wired
telecom senices. Data transmission is now exceeding voice transmission across telecom lines. Data traffic is growing at an annual rate of 30

THE CLASSICAL STANDARD FOR EXPERT

Alphonso Frye was accused of murder. Frye' claimed that his passing
of the systolic blood pressure deception test, an extremely rough
precursor to the polygraph, proclaimed his innocence. His expert
witness, the scientist who conducted the test, testified on Frye's
behalf. However, the Supreme Court ruled that since the systolic
blood pressure deception test had not gained "general accePtance" in
its fielcl, it nas inadmissible. The resulting "general acceptancc"
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income and value from their buildings through the surge' of new

telecommunications technologies and the demand for access to
building tenants and users by an expanding number of telecommunications companies. The interscctions between buildings and telecommunications are providing property orvnt'rs with the abilitv, litcrally, to
turn copper into gold.

This article addresses the evolving standards of real estate exPert
evidence and opinion in Court by developing and discussing the
foundations of admissibility. It then discusses realistic guidelines for
real estate professionals in preparing evidence and opinion for admission to court.

ADMISSIBILITY-FRYE
For manv years, the admissibility of an expert's testimony was
dependent on the standards set forth in Fnlt tt. Unitad Sfates. James

uilding owners are in the Position today to reap additional
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percent or more. Video conferencing is becoming more common as the
technology improves, and video and audio messages are goinB to be an
increasing part of e-mail communications. Building owners are facing
explosive growth in demancl by their tt'nants for access to new tclecommunications services, and demands for access by competing telecom
providers to get to those tenantsi these demands will onlv increase as the
latest communications networks come on-line, with telecom providers
seeking more customers and with businesses dcmanding full-time
Internet access and the right to choose among telecom provide'rs

WHAT IS HAPPENING ON THE TECHNOLOGICAL FRONT?
A variety of technologies art'available for broad bandwidth users that
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Exhibit preparation
Visual aids can be great
tools with which to inform, (and hopefully persuade), the judge and jury and serve as excellent
reminders for the attorney and the expert. These
may include photographs, maps, lists, demographics, calculations, tablc's, graphs, etc. The attorney
will make the final selection, sometimes altered
during the trial, and will plan his or her introduction and acceptance by the Court as identified exhibits for the record. In these days of computerbased geographic information systems, customized mapping can be economically available, sometimes through on-line services, through governmental agencies such as planning or assessor/revenue functions, or through some colleges and universities.

Organizing, outlining, and highlighting
thoughts
- This list can be mental or written,
depending upon not only the expcrt's preferences,
but more importantly, those of the attorney. If the
list is a written outline, it should be sufficient to
trigger key points, but not detailed enough to cause
canned answers or provide a discoverable treasure
map for the opposing attorney. The attorney may
request a report to use in the trial. Whether using a
report, outline, or neither, the expert witness still
must know his or her subject thoroughly
an
outline or report does not replace or relieve the-need
for the expert's knowledge. The expert's opinions
and their foundation need to be firmly in his or her

mind.

StageW-TheTial:
The Culmination of the Process
Discovery during trial
The attorney can call

upon the expert for counsel- or for further pursuit
and discovery as a result of testimony brought out
during other parts of the trial.
Direct examination
- The witness responds to
the questions from his or her attorney. This is the
expert's opportunity to teachusing his or her expertise by presenting facts uncovered and opinions
formed during the foregoing steps of this process.
However, the court has different rules than the
classroom
this is not an opportunity to lechtre
beyond the- scope of the questions asked by the
attorneys. The judge sets the rules and the attorney
calls the plays. A firm and courteous manner creates positive perceptions in the minds of both the
judge and the jury, thereby reinforcing credibility.

to damage the expert's credibility. The expert r.r,itness, aided by the attorney, should anticipate the
areas of cross examination and possible lines of
questioning. Calm, solid answers toopposing counsel enhance credibility. Again, the expert listens
carefully to the questions. Expert witnesses are
entitled to explain their answers and should not

compromise their concluded opinions nor accept
any mis-characterizations of their testimony. From
a positive perspective, reinforcement of key points
thruugh answers to qucstions from opposing counsel discourages further aggression. Cross examination may be'followed by redirect examination by the
client's attorney to help draw out and frame those
answers and to take further advantage of openings
which may appear during cross examination.
WHY A COUNSELOR OF REAL ESTATE (CRE)?
The growing need for real estate counselors in
litigation, including emincnt domain, results from
the expanding infrastructure and redevelopment of
our cities, coupled with the increasing complexities
of modern day real estate and its valuation. An
experienced counselor provides added flexibility to
customize the preparation and presentation of a
case. While not all are suited and not all are willing,
many times appropriately qualified realestate counselors provide the needed attributes. However, they
must be disciplined to the challenges and rigors of
such litigation and be comfortable with that role.
Ultimately, credibility becomes the real key in the
courtroom. Commitment and adherence to the Code
of Ethics and the Standards of Professional Practicd of The Counselors of Real Estate provide an
excellent foundation.*0,
NOTES

1.

A.C. Schwethelm,CRE: "Counselingand Eminent Domain,"
Real Estal? Issues, Yolume 14, Numbei 1, Spring/Summer
1989, The Counselors of Real Estate (a.,t.a.r American Society
of Real Estate Counselors).

2. tbid.

3.

1999 Mtmber Direclory, The Counselors of Real Estate.

Seven decades after Frye, the US Supreme Court in
Dnubert r'. Merrell Dozt, Phnnruccuticnls, ftlc.,r an-
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The rules----especially Rule 702-place appropriate
limits on the admissibility of purportedly scientific

evidence by assigning to the trial judge the task of
insuring that an expert's testimony both rests on a
reliaDlc foundation and is rclrz,rrn I to the task at hand.
Rule 702 provides:

nounced that the Federal Rules of Evidence had
displaced Frye as the standard for admitting expert
scientific testimony in a federal trial.
DAUBERT CHANGES THE
EVIDENTIARY LANDSCAPE
The Daubert family claimed that the serious birth
defects of their two minor children stemmed from
the mother's prenatal ingestion of medication produccd by Dow. The original decision in appellate
court did not allow the Daubert expert witness's
testimony into evidence, primarily because the
Court ruled the evidence did not meet the "general
acceptance" standard for the field. While Iinkage
of birth defects to the drug had been shown clearly
in animals, there was not clear documentation of
that impact in humans. The Daubert's countered
by arguing that the Frye guidelines for the admissibility of expert evidence should not apply and
that the Federal Rules of Evidence should take
precedence.

If scientific, technical, or other specialized
knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue,
a witness qualified as an expert by knowledge,
skill, experience, training, or education, may testify thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise.i
Nothing in Rule 702 establishes "general

accep-

tance" as an absolute prerequisite to admissibility,
according to the Court.
The First Admissibility Criteion Under Daubert:
Reliability
The court focused on the words "scientific...
knowledge" as the basis for the first prong ofanalysis-"reliabililv."6 The court found that the word
"scientific" involved a grounding in the "methods
and procedures of science," and that the term

"knowledge" referred to "any body of known facts
or to any body of ideas inferred from such facts or
accepted as truths on good grounds."'

The court agreed. It held that "such a rigid standard

(in Frye) would be at odds with the rules' liberal
thrust and their general approach of relaxing the
traditional barriers to 'opinion' testimony."2 In
Daubert, the Court outlined a handful of factors kr
broaden the judgers analysis relative to the acceptability ofexpert testimony.lf the expert's testimonv
could not meet the restrictive gencral acceptability
standards set forth in Frye, a court could employ
other factors to qualify the expert's testimony for
admission. At firstglance, the Daubert factorsseemingly offered a more liberal approach to scientific
expert testimony. If the expert fails one factor, there
are other factors under which the expert might
qualify. Since Daubcrt u. Merrell Dow, however, far
more experts have been excluded from the courtroom than admitted (under Daubert).r

Under Daubert, the trial judge must determine at
the outset whether the expert is proposing to testify
to scientific knowledge that will assist the trier of
fact to understand or determine a fact in issue. "This
entails, according to the court, a preliminary assessment of whether the reasoning or methodology
underlying the testimony is scientifically valid, and
of whether that reasoning or methodology properly
can be applied to the facts in issue."a

Cross examination
- The opposing attorney
tries to refute the evidence offered by the expert or
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benchmark became the standard for admissibility
of scientific evidence and expert witness testimony.

Sumrnation of Eoidentiary Rules

lor

Real Estste

Expe

s

This interpretation of Rule 702leaves it up to the
trial court, as opposed to the scientific community,
to consider the methodology of the evidence for
purposes of determining the admissibility of the
expert testimony.
The court specifically outlined several "considerations" which will bear on the analysis of admittance:

1. Whether the theory or technique in question can

2.

be (and has been) tested;
Whether it has been subjected to peer review and

publication;

3. It has a known or potential error rate; and
4. Whether it has attracted general acceptance
within a relevant scientific communitv.
In cases of scientific testimony offerings, the
Daubert factors can be evaluated like performance
statistics: rate of error, publication, etc. The court
may then compile scores to determine whether the
expert may testify.3 ln testing whether the reasonableness of the data and methodology are appropriate, and in evaluating whether an expert's methodology is reasonable under the circumstances,

Mandated by Daubert a. Menell Dow Phannaceutictls, ltlc
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the standards of the particular profession can
be useful.'
The court went on to note that the inquiry
should be a flexible one, and its focus must be
"solely on principles and me'thodology, not on the
conclusions that they generate."r"

Admissibility Criterion: Relea ance
The court found that even if a trial court finds

The Seeond

expert testimonv reliable, the court must also comply vvith the second prong of Rule 702-relevance.
This test requires judges to function as "gatekeepers"
of scientific expert testimony. The test is that testimony "assist the finder of fact to understand the
evidence or to determine the fact in issue." In order
to be of assistance to the jury, this testimony mustbe
"sufficiently tied" to the issue in question and the
facts of the case. The court called the linkage between testimony and the case at hand, "fit.""
The court went on to further state that crossexamination, presentation of contrary evidence, and
careful instruction on the burden of proof, rather
than wholesalc cxclusion under an uncomprrtmising "general acceptance" standard, is the appropriate means by which evidence based on valid principles may be challenged.

EXPANSION OF DAUBERT TO NON.
SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE AND TESTIMONY
This year, the Supreme Court extended the Daubert
criteria to non-scientific experts in the Kwnho Tire
Companrl 7'. Cdrn clfitlll case. At issue in this case
was the testimonv of a tirc failure expert for the
plaintiff who offered the opinion that a tire on the
vehicle driven by the plaintiff suffered from a defect
and did not fail from misust' by the plaintiff. After
decisions and reversals in lower courts, the Supreme Court held that Daubert did apply. In speaking for the court, Justice Brt've'r wrote that it would
be "difficult, if not impossible" for district court
judges h sort out experts based on "a distinction
between 'scientific' knowledge and 'technical' or
'other spt'cialized' knowL'dge." Cheered by business, this decision means that non-scientific experts, including real estate appraisers, accountants,
social scientists, and others who do not base their
opinions on scientific knowlcdge will be subjected
to the same Daubert criteria as scientific cxperts:
testable hypothe'sis, subject to peer revien', rates of
error, and gt'neral acceptance.
Quasi-scientific experts are also affected by the
expansion of the Daubert test. An example of a
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In cases of scientific testimony offeings,
the Daubert factorc can be eaaluated like
pe4onnance statistics: rate of enor,
publicatiotr, etc. The court ,nay then
cornpile scorcs to detennine uthether the
expert ,nay testify. ln testing whether tlrc
reasonableness of the data and
,nethodology are appropiate, and in
eaaluating uhetlrcr an expert's
fiethodolory is rcasonable undel the
ciraonstances, the stafulafis of the
particular prcfession cafl be useful.

Recent tax appeals arrd loafl documents on

Subsequent
Revisits to the subi€ct property
revisits to and photographing of the property and
surrounding area frequently lead to new discoveries. Sometimes such visits are needed to further
verify, explore, or expand upon insight gained else-

income property cafl proaide both insight

and rcleaant ilata. The attoruey and
couflselor may be looking for eaitlence of
the propensity of a contr unity to allozo a

rvhere.

Review of and visits to comparable properties-Visiting and analyzing comparable properties used by the appraisers, especially theadversa4/s
comparables, can shed some light and produce real
ammunition.

change in use or deny thc deztelopment of a

Networking
- Networks of other professionals and officials usually produce new information
relevant to the case or suggest other areas for further
exploration. Access to such networks of expertise is
an invaluable asset provided by the real estate
counselor which is greatly appreciated by the attor-

afld can lead to further discoz;eries.

property. Although tt may seem refiote,
history of the subiect property afld the
sufioundiflg area cafl be aery enlightening

prejudgment. Once armed with the broader and
more complete picture, new details and insights
can become apparent.

ney.

quasiscientific expert is a mechanical engineer.
Such an enginer'r bases his opinion on expericnce
and training; training that includes scientific principles at its core. However, the testimony is not
"scientific knowlcdge."rr
Carmichael is t'spt'cially important to environme'ntal lawyers.l{ Environmental larv relies heavily on

both applied and environmental sciences. Courts
and litigators increasingly call on experts using
non-experimental tools to offer opinions on site
conditions, environmental affects on health, behavioral implications, and valuation impacts.
EXAMPLES OF TESTIMONY ADMISSIBILITY
AD]UDICATED UNDER DAUBERT
Moore Drums, lnc. a. Lockheed Corporation
This real estatL' appraisal example involved a
property contamination case in rvhich Moore Drums
allcged that its property had been contaminated as
a result of acts and omissions of Lockheed. Moore
Drums operated a drum reconditioning busincss

on its property which is located in an industrial
park in Charleston, SC. Since 1967, Lockheed operate'd an airplane parts manufacturing plant on an
adiacent propcrty. Moore Drums claimed its property was contaminated with trichloroethylene (TCE),
a "degreaser" to remove oil from parts in process by

Stage lV

Solo brainstorming Some mav vielv this as
mental gymnastics. Tht process needs to fit the
individual expert and his or her mental style but
great rewards can come from this techniclue. Personal computers with word processing, spreadsheet, dcsktop publishing and graphics software,
and InternL't access can be most useful. Depending
upon the case, this step could include calculations
and analyses. After assembling as much insight as
possiblt', often in outline format, the counselor can
reorganize, and rearrange'such intelligence to coincide with mental paths, and look for 'connections'
or 'mental Ieaps.' Highlighting the most significant
insights or returning b an outline helps, discarding
that u,hich may mislead or sideline clirection. ln
this way, a path to opinions and conclusions can be
forged.

The Deposition

ing climinution in value offered through Moore
Drums' real estate expert failed to establish diminution in value on either a permanent or temPorary

Rrer Esr,rrr lssuEs, Eall
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and the

while trying to expand the dimensions of the as-

Review and correction Recognizing that the
transcript can be used to benefit the opposing attorney in trial, cvcn in subsequent trials, the exPert
witness normally should not waive signature but
rather review and correct the record. Reviews of
depositions also can become tools to learn more
about the other side and their strategy. (The witness
should advise his or her attorney if his or her
position subsecluently changes, so the attorne'y can
conform to court rules.)

foregoing stePS

Tial

Preparatiotr :

Prcpaing
for the Witness Stand
Repeats of the discovery chain
this step can be beneficial.

Repeats of the discovery chain This consists oI repcating all or parts of the above chain,
as needed, in an iterative process, but without

in Litigaliorr: Illustrated by Emircnt

will

signment when the questions attempt to limit such
scope. The witness should listen to the questions
and avoid confirming any mis-characterizations of
his or her testimony, which mav be offered by the
opposing attorney in the form ofquestions misleadingly restating the testimony. The witness can respond by carefully restating the testimony in his or
her own words.

Stage V

Real Estalc Cotorseling

The opposing attorney

basis for those conclusions, while also trying to box
or confine the scope of Iater testimony at trial. Prior
guidance from the witness' attorney can be imPortant. The expert, in response, should limit the information disclosed in deposition to responses to the
specific questions, not volunteering added insights,

pursue for insight.
will point to other sources to-The

Lockheed reasoned that the testimony regard-

Process:

try to determine the-expert's conclusions

Sharing of insight among
Group discussions
the attorneys and other experts involved hclps each
participant understand, learn, confirm, and challenge. However, the potential brainstorming which
could occur should be done only with the concurrence and guidance of the attorney. The attornev
may wish to avoid direct communications beth'een
independent consultants before initial opinions are
determined.

Exploring new channels

Lockheed.

Deposition
Being Discooered

Dolraaitt

- If needed,
59

Designs

applicability of a particular real estate counselor as
an expert witness. This rcquires a candid discussion of the case, thebasic issues, the expert's credentials, and potential conflicts.

Consultants
Engineers
Architects
Planners
Attorneys
Experience
Real estate networks
Repeated visits to the property and tours of the
surrounding area broaden discoveries and deepen
knowledge; they are esscntial to be ready for cross
examination where lack of first-hand insight can be
damaging. Some expert witnesses prefer to shoot
the'ir own photographs as field notes and future
exhibits in order to capture what is needed; to
significantly case introductioni to support testimony; and b participate in exhibit selection and
design. Candor and rapport with city and county
officials, coupled with knowledge of what to seek in
govemment documents and records, provide vital
evidence and insight. Recent tax appeals and loan
documents on income property can provide both
insight and relevant data. The attorney and counselor may be looking for evidence of the propensity of
a community to allow a change in use or deny tht'
development of a property. Although it may seem
remote, history of the subje'ct property and the
surrounding area can be very enlightcning and can
lead to further discoveries. Attorneys should encourage their experts' further investigation and
pursuit of relevant evidtnce for preparation and
trial, setting a tenor for expansion of resources and
continued search. A final visit to the property and
the surrounding area iust before testimony at trial
often results not only in reinforcement but also in
additional discovery.

THE PROCESS
THE REAL ESTATE
- WORK
COUNSELOR AT
AS AN
EXPERT WITNESS
Obviously, thL. attorney and the expert need to
temper the dc'pth of the process and preparation to
cost-effectively match thc magnitude of the case
and the roles of other experts, while ensuring sufficient information and prc.paration to draw valid
and supportablc. conclusions. The attorney can gain
from undcrstanding the stages of a real estate,
counselor's approach to a litigation engagement
involving eminent domain. Although the approach
to tach case should be customized, the following
outlines steps to pursue.
Stage

I - Initialization: Starting the

Process

Consideration - The attorney dL'termines the

5rJ

Engagement
- Clear understandings are recluired about thc objectives in engaging the expert;
the, rvorking relationship betrveen the attorney and
the e.xpert, as well as other experts in the case; and
the !'xpert's compcnsation and the party responsible
for payment, particularly if it is a new relationship.

Assignment
- Ideallv, the assignnrent should
be reasonably well-defined, but subject to further

modification as investigation and discovery proceeds. Almost invariably, the scope will increase
bevond that originally anticipated. Sometimes the
Counselor is engaged initially as a consultant in
support of the litigation, with the decision deferred
until later on whether to use the Counselor as an
expert witness. There are cases where the CounseIor may be used for support and discovery, but not
for testimony.
Stage

ll

Gatheing

Basic Foundatiotr:
the

against Lockhee.d, stated that "a trial judge must
insurc that any and all (expert) testimonv or evidencc admitted is not only relevant but re'liable,"'i
citing Daubert. While noting that the plaintiffs'
approach to damages in this casc was appealing in
its simplicity, the court held that his methodologv
ra,.rs not the basis upon which any court rvill allotv
an expert in real cstate appraisal to form an opinion
as to va]ue.
Moore Drums' original e'xpert, an MAl, and an
acknowledged expert in the appraisal of real estate,
performed a full rcal estate appraisal on thc Moore
Drums' property in an unimpaired condition. Rather
than performing a full appraisal of the property in

its actual contaminated condition, the expert instead kxrk the position that thc property was worthless because lenders would not readily makc loans
for the purchaseof the property. The onlv testimony

Initial lnsight

Assemblage of the basic facts
This should
include a preliminary unde'rstanding- of the subject
property. This vitw should incorporate the expert's
basic real estate backgrouncl; a property visit and
inspection; initial review of property descriptions
and data available from the attorney; and review of
readily availablc documents. These documents
could include such basics as USGS topographic
maps; street maps; municipal or county ownership maps; zoning maps; municipal or county land
use or comprehensive plans; agricultural soil mapping and reports; utility maps; and flood insurance
maPS.

Stage lll
Chain or Loop:
- TheandDiscoaery
Finding facts
Reaching Opinions
Many of the most relevant facts and insights, as
well as evidence and exhibits, come from this core
part of the process.

Discovery of additional facts and insights
Information can come from a number of sources.
Examples include depositions, appraisals, municipal or county documents regarding the specific
property or surrounding area, interviews with planning and zoning officials, analysis of proposed
development, demographic studies and reports,
etc. The Internet can provide a source for research
which should not be overlooked.

Rrer Esurr Issurs, Fall

basis. Specifically, Lockheed argued that Moore
Drums' expert did not appraise' the property on the
basis of it being contaminated and thus there was
no evidence regarding whether there would be anv
diminution in value of the property after cleanup.
The appellate judge, in overturning a jury verdict
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he offered to support that opinion was a small
tele'phone survey limited in scope and time . He did
not give respondents the characteristics or description of the contaminated propL'rty. He did not tell
them that Lockheed had a DHDC approved permit
and that it had acknowledgtd responsibility to
remeciiate the property. He did not differcntiate

betwcen contamination which Moore had caused
to thesubject property and the contamination caused
by Lockheed. He did not tell them the estimated
cost of cleaning up the Moorc property. Most of the
conversation with bankers took lcss than five minutes, and some did not take three minutes. Most of
the lenders he spoke with were not interested in
property that was contaminated at all from any
source. Others would have to examine the property
on a case-by-case basis and make a risk asscssment
which included Moore Drums' contamination of its
own property. As to what market existed for contaminated properties, the expert was uninformed
and made little effort to find out whether there was
a market for this particular property.
There are sevcral problems the court cited with
the approach of the Moore Drums expert. First, he

abandoned the methodology of the professional
appraiser, i.e., the three approaches to value, and
completely replaced it with a telephone survey of
bank and savings and loan officers as to their lending practices. Second, he acknowledged that there

was a market for contaminated properties, and
conceded that he had no special expertise in valuing contaminated properties (which rvas not fatal to
his rendering an opinion). He further conceded that
he did not appraise the property in a contaminated
state, which was fatal (according to the Court) b his
ability to render an opinion as to its value. Third,
even if the bank survey h,ere accepted as an appropriate basis for rendcring an cxpert opinion, the
expert acknowledBed that the majority of bankers
to whom he spoke indicated tht'y would not loan
monev on any contaminated propertv. This undermined the plaintiff's approach be.cause Moore contaminated the propcrty itself as did Lockheed.
Fourth, the plaintiff's approach ignored the fact that
the defendant had acknowledged the responsibility for cleanup of the property and is presently

working on-site under DHDC permits from the
State of South Carolina.'o

Whether Moore Drums' expert had any special
expertise in appraising contaminated property is a
moot issue according to the court, because he did
not appraise the property in its contaminated condition. If he had done so using his usual methodologv, thc court would have accepttd his opinion in
evidenceand allowecl the jury toevaluate hisexper-

tise of contaminated properties and decide how
much wcight to give it. The court goes on to say that
the second major recluirement of Rule 702 is that the
expert must testify to scientific, or technical, or
other specialized knowledge that will assist the trier
of fact per Daubert. "Rule 702 requires that an
expert's opinion must be based on the methocls and
procedurcs of a science or profession rather than on
subjective belief or unsupported speculation. The
record is clear that the expert totally disregarded the
methods of the appraising profession in reaching
his second opinion, i.e., that the property is worthless. Consequently, that part of his testimony was
deemed unreliable."r7

In addition to reliability, the court citecl Rule
702 requiring that the expert's testimony must assist the trier offact, and characterizes this as the "fit"

requirement per Daubert. Admissibility depends in
part on the connection between the technical research or testing presented, and the particular disputed factual issue's in the case. The expert's test!
mony about the value of this property in its contaminated propertv does not fit.'B

In ruling out the expert's testimony, the court
found the verdict in favor of Moore Drums could
not be allowed to stand, citing that the plaintiff

Summation of Euidcnliory Rules for Rcal Estatc E\tetts Marulalad by Daubcrt u. Merrell DotLt Phannaceulicals,lnc
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failed to provide a sufficient basis for assessment of
actual damages.l'

Plannnceuticals, Irrc., Issues that appellate courts

have addressed sincc Daubert include:

How to assess the reliability of research done in
anticipation of litigation as opposed to independent from litigation;
How far an expert can go in extrapolating data to
reach an opinion not directly supported by the

Subanr anil Euji a. Comptotr and Product
Liability Ailztisory Council, lnc.

This example is instructive due to the arguFu ji which might now
be interpreted with a different result under the
extension of Daubert to non-scientific expertsments offered by Subaru and

data;

When an expert has adequately accounted for
obvious alternative explanations for results, and
Whether experts have been as careful in their
paid litigation work as they would be in regular
professional work outside of the litigation consulting.r'

Steven D. Compton brought a products liability
action after sustaining severe injuries in an automobile rollover accidc'nt. Mr. Compton sued the auto-

mobile manufacturer, Fuji Heavy Industries, Ltd.,
and its distributor, Subaru of America, Inc., alleging

the accident vehicle was defectively designed. Af-

ter a jury trial, Subaru and Fuji were found
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judgment wasentered against
them in the amount of over $6 million- On appeal,
Subaru and Fuji contended the district court erroneously admitted the testimony of Compton's design
expert and thus failed to carry out its gatekeeping
percentat fault, and

a

function as required under Daubert.2'r

Under Daubert's test for the admissibility of

The Advisory Committee has proposed to incorporate Daubert into Rule 702, to state that when scien-

tific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will
assist the trier offact, expert testimony is admissible
"provided:
1

.

2.

The testimony is adequately based upon reliable
underlying facts, data or opinions;
The testimony is based upon reliable principles

scientific evidence, Subaru and Fuji argued that the
testimony of plaintiff expert Mr. Bihlmeyer, an aerospacc and mechanical enginet'r, should be have
been excluded because it lacked reliability and was
not grounded in any particular reasoning or meth-

and methodology; and
3. The principles and methodology employed by
the witness have been applied reliably to the
facts of the case."rl

odology. They contended Bihlmever's tt'stimony
was nothing more than his personal opinion that
the roof of the vehiclc was not sufficiently rt'sistant

Intentionally absent from the amendment is any
provision regarding the procedure trial judges
will follow in making a reliability assessment.
Says U.S. District Judge Fern Smith, Chair of the
Advisory Committee, "The cases since Daubert
have shovvn that the courts are capable of considerable flexibility and ingenuity in considering
Daubert challenges and we expect that to continue
under the new rule."rr

tocrush. Further, Subaru and Fuji asserted Bihlmeyer

did not rely on industry data and did not refer to
any scientific principles or knowledge supporting
his personal standard for roof crush resistance.
Accordingly, becausc there was no peer rcview, no
testing, and no evidence of gcneral acceptance of
Bihlmeyer's theory, Subaru antl Fuji argued that his
testimony should be excluded. In response,
Compbn contended Daubert was inapplicable to
Bihlmcyer's non-scientific testimony. The court
agreed, stating that Daubert simply "had little bearing on Bihlmeye/s testimony'' as a non-rientific expert. The court, ruling prior to expansion of the Daubert principal to all experts, concluded that Daubert
was not appropriate to be applied in this case.

FORMAL INTEGRATION OF DAUBERT
INTO RULE 702
The Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules of the
American Bar Association has approved the postamendments to Federal Rules of Evidence 701, 702,
and 703 considere d inlighlofDaubert u. Merrcll Dow

2E

refute the expert's actual testimonv and to chalIt'nge his or her opinions. The questions and the
permitted answers deal with the facts and opinions
in the case. The ability to recognize and capitalize
on such openings and use them to broaden and
reinforce the expert's testimony discourages further aggression from the opposing attorney. Other
questions tar8et the witness' credibility and rePutation, often by inferring bias. Rates and compensation are often a prime target to imply prejudice.
These are normal frontal challenges which should
be anticipated. The capable expert witness PrePares
for such attacks and addresses them calmly.

THE ASSIGNMENT
Frequently, real estate counselors fill in the missing
pieces of the puzzle, sometimes by taking the issues
apart piece by piece and then putting them back
together in a way that is casily understood. Counselors help the attorney tie together the overall pic-

ture, then portray a broader, mor!'easily understood view. Counselors serve as real estate mentors
teaching attorneys some of the unique real estate

issues and the answers: for example, the varied

factors affecting value in a condemnation case.
Attorneys should demand such a learning opportunity.
Usually, the real estate counselor brings multiPle
litigation. Real
estate counselors are not created from a single
mold. Each applies his or her own education, experiences, and professional networks to the thought
processes needed. CREs are diverse in their backgrounds and abilities, enabling an attorney to customize available advice and testimony, once they
understand the particular CRE's talents.
areas of expertise and experience to

The Advisory Committee was scheduled to present
the amcndments to the Judicial Conference Standing Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure
in Junc, 1998. If the Standing Committee approves

the proposals,

it

was to submit them for public

comment.

Some CREs are also certified appraisers. Counseling can be conducted in conjunction with valuation

tcstimony. However, some of the complementary
benefits of the two separate roles in a complex case
could be lost. The attorney may prefer to keep the
real estate counselor, as an expert witness, from
being limited by the previously established rules of
appraisal, some of which have been subject to chalIenge.

POSSIBLE APPROACH FOR REAL ESTATE
EXPERTS IN ADDRESSING
THE DAUBERT TEST

A synthesis of current legal opinion sought by
Mundy & Associates suggests the following paradigm to organize a real estate expert's case relative
to meeting the Daubert challenge.} The subjects fall
into four categories:
Rr,rr Esreru lssues, Fall'1999

Thus, in eminent domain cases, a counselor's assignments may exclude valuation but include providing input which provides a foundation and
support for an appraisal being prepared by a recognized appraiser. Examples include highest and best
use; factors affecting value; feasibility and economic viability of contemplated or proposed uses;

Real Estale Counseling in Litigation: Illuslrated W Eminenl Domain

and land or building economics, (including chalIenges and costs to develop, as well as the likelihood
of success if developed). The assignment can also
include the review of appraisals. "The counselor
can help the attorney understand the' premise on
which an appraisal is based and its strengths and
weaknesses; the counselor also apprises the attorney of mathematical errors, unrealistic assumPtions, etc."r
Counselors can contribute' and suggest challenges
to the other sicle, possible rebuttals, and questions
for cross examinations. These contributions can
include critique and review of the other side's experts, including their reports, depositions, testi-

mony, designs, and assumptions. The opposing
testimony may suggest other countering witnesses
for the counselor to recommend.
From a more positive view, the counselor, using the
insight and knowledge gained, can help develop
strategies for negotiations and settlements, which
may save the costs of further litigation. The counselor often can provide an understanding of the other
side's reasoning, motivations and concerns,

strengths and weaknesst's, and even their mistakes.
Htxvever, settlement also may require the counselor to provide a candid evaluation that could differ
from the client's perceptions, suggesting values
which may be higher or lower.

APPROACHES AND METHODS
A broad list of the approaches and methods used to
gather insight and draw conclusions reflects the
comprehensiveness of investigation. While focus
can be important, blinders are not appropriate. A
generalized list of resources and approaches used
by a counselor in an eminent domain engagement
might include, but not be limited to, the following:
Property visits
Area tours
History of the property and area
Photographs
Documents
Property files
Transactions
Studies/Analyses
Research
Database search and review
Govemmental agencies & officials

Ordinances & regulations
Tax appeals

Loan applications
Marketing efforts
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do not

- not all are willing. Many exPerts
want the exposure, potential conflicts, adversarial
witnesses

challenges of cross examination, and schedules

Capable experts ilo not stretch a
toeak poirlt. They ailmit zohen they

subject to the timing of the judicial systc'm. Many do

ilo not know afi aflsu)er, rather than bluff.

not want to commit the time nor wish to appear in

Eff ectiz: e exp erts c ornmurri c at e
zoith the judge and jury, demonstrating

opposition to others in their own industry. Some
cannot endure thc frustration sometimes resulting
from the legal process. Properly cxecuted litiSation
detailed, thorough,
support is demanding work
and tedious, and frequently pursued solo during
preparation. The expert needs to be able to testify
thoroughly regarding his or her view and hou' he or
she got there. Over reliance on subordinates or
detachment from the discovery and analyses can be
catastrophic in cross examination.

Obviously, credentials such as education, experience, and professional acceptance and recognition
provide a key foundation. They are the traPPings
and initial measures of the counselor's expertist'.
However, such credentials must not be exaggerated or over-stated, or they can backfire. Rather,
these credentials can be reinforced by the expert's
testimony at tdal.
Most important of all is an expert's credibility and
the perception of that credibility by the judge and
jury when on the stand. A lot depends upon the
expert's confidence in his or her opinions and the
foundation for those opinions. The expert should
be perceived as fair and unbiased. The opposing
counsel will try to negate, damage, or at least question that perception. That perception will be the
ultimate measure of the Counselor's expertise as far
as the trial is concerned. Perceptions become realitv
in the minds of the jury, iust as they do in the real
market place.
Good expert witnesses are committed to and com-

fortable with their role. They form firm opinions,
demonstrably supportablc and defendable. Expert
witnesses should prepare thoroughly. An opinion
based solely upon an egotistical view of their own
competence likely will not stand up before a judge
or a jury. Real estate counselors must be qualified kr
understand and perform the detailed and analytical studies, research, and investigations needed to
form and support an opinion, soundly based upon
years of experience as well as the data discovered.
They are inquisitive, dig for more insight, and know
where and what to look for in the investigation and
preparation. They recognize the 'red' and 'yellow'
flags. They stay current through education, professional participation, review of the current literature, maintenance' of a network of professionals in
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firmness in a courteous afld flon-abusiae
,nanfler. They realize that perceptiotrs
of the iury and the iudge can
become reality. Expert TDitflesses

1. What is the applicable relevant body of knowledge?

2. ls the expert trulv an expert in the field?
3. What are the appropriate methodologies in the
field?

4. Has the expert applied the relevant methodologies appropriately-is the evidence and opinion
rcliable and relnafit?

The "generally acceptable" criteria of Frye are reflected in the first threc issues. Daubert addresses
and adds a significant layer of complexity to the
fourth question.

teach, infonn, anil persuade,

rather thafl sell.

real estate and related fields, and a diverse Practice
which increases and broadens experience.

Experienced trial attorneys know the rules of litigation and the Iegal .lspects of the cases they Present.
But real estate counselors serving as exPert witnesses know real estate, their subject, too. Neither
judge, jurors, nor attorneys are likely to know as

much about many of the technical and Practical
aspects of real estate. Counselors, as real estate
experts in the courtroom, grasp and present the big
picture, yet can get into detail when needed. However, the expert witness recognizes that theattorney
is the captain, the manager, and the quarterback.
The expert n'itness surrenders
the court and the attorneys

a

degree of control to
shows respect for

-and
witnesses are not arrogant, yet

both. Good expert
have a deserved confidence in their comPetence
and their opinion, because they are both knowledgeable and well prepared. These same attributes
in turn help the attorney feel confident and well
prepared. Capable experts do not stretch a weak
point. They admit when they do not know an answer, rather than bluff. Effective experts communicate with the judge and jury, demonstrating firmness in a courteous and non-abusive manner. Thev
realize that perceptions of the jury and the iudge can
become reality. Expert witnesses teach, inform, and
persuade, rather than sell.
Expert witnesses should not fear thc challenges of
the witness stand, including the adversarial questions of cross examination, and need to take the
heat, the abuse, and the hostility, when it occurs.
Cross examination can be an opportunity to find
beneficial openings and reinforce key points. Most
helpful openings occur with questions aimed to
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7. What is the releaant body of knotolerlgc?

Probably the simplest and surest answer to this
question is to define what is taught under the rubric
of "real estate" in the nation's collep;es and univcrsities. Real estate is and has been taught at the
nation's leading universities for virtually all of this
century. It is currently a mainstay of the curriculum
at most leading business schools.

Typically, the study of real estate at the college
will include significant coursework in finance,
economics, and marketing, n'ith related work in
geography (principally GIS and economic g,eography) and business law.
Ievel

Clearly this is an important definitional point.
The expert witness in real estate values would be a
person trained and experienced in these fields. The
real estate trained witness would not be exPected or
allowed to offer testimony or evidence in, for ex-

ample, structural engineering aspects of a case.
Conversely, the valuation testimony offered by a
civil engineer would probably be ruled inadmissible.
The pertinent issue for real estate appraisal and
the assessment of impaired property is the relevant
body of knowledge in that specific field. One approach to defining the relevant body of knowledge
is that contained inthe Appraisnl lounal;the lournal
of Real Eslate Rasearch; Real Estatt Econonics, and
appropriate real estate appraisal texts and publica-

tions.
Because a survey component is increasin€ily
used as a complement to the traditional appraisal
approaches, especially when markets operate without full knowledge (as frequently is the case in
impaired property scenarios and where there is a

limited market for the proPerty), the applicable
relevant body of knowledge is markcting and

Typically, the study of real estate at the
college leztel uill include sigrificant
coursework in finance, ecoflot rics, anil
,narketiflg, with related uork in
geography (principally GIS and ecorromic
geography) and business lazo. Tlrc expert
Toitness in real estate oalues zoould be a

person trained dnd experierrced in these

fields. The real estate trained zuihrcss
woulil not be expected or allowed to offer
testimony or eoiilence in, f or example,
stntctutal engifleeiflg aspects of a case,
Conztersely, the a aluation testimony
offered

br1

a cioil engineer would

probably be ruled inadmissible.
survey research texts and journals, as well as behavioral research and statistical sources.
The relevant body of knowledge govems both
the expert and the evidence. For example, income
producing property valuation models are financial
in nature, and hence the governing body of knowledge draws upon that field. Engine'ers may be interested in valuation formulas, and may be perfectly
capable of the mathematical manipulation needed

to arrivc at justifiable results. However, the
engineer's training and experience u'ould not lend
him or her to be a credible witness as to the reasonableness or appropriateness of thc'results of that
mathematical exercise. Hence both the u,itness ald
the evidence would be inadmissible.

2.Is the expert truly an expert in that releaantbody
of knozoledge?
What defines a "master" carpenter from a "iourneyman" carpenter? It is usually years of experience; a broad array of knowledge in the field; the
ability to lead and train others; certification (often
through union or craft guild membership and testing). An "expert" witness in ProPerty valuation
must show credible evidence of expertise within
the field of real estate.
In the pre-Daubert era, once an expert testified,
he or she was often tcnured into the expert frater-

nity. Beyond simply extendin8 the Frye criteria,
however, Daubert has stimulated

a

wholc new Iook
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by judges into the credentials of experts. It is clear
that acceptance of an expert will include such criteria as:
Educational attainment, both preparatory and
continuinS;
Scholarly publication in generally recognized
real estate journals;
Licensing;
Certification by recognized body; and
Experience as a teacher or practitioner in the
field.
This list is neither all-inclusive nor exhaustive,
but experts in the major litigation cases will clearly
need to have substantial credentials in all five of
these areas.

standard, and so the court was not obliged to determine the proper use of the methods (the step below), but only obliged to determine if the methodologies themselves were relevant.l'
4. Has the expert applied the releoant
me tho d o logie s appropiate ly?
The Daubert ruling has certainly focused

additional attention on the first three criteria. However,
Daubert adds this additional role to the court's
gatekeeper function in the federal courts and in 29
ofthestates. With the 1999 application of Daubert to
non-scientific testimony (e.g., real estate valuation),
it is still not apparent just how the courts will rule in
real-estate specific evidence and testimony chalIenges. However, a glance at the Daubert rulings in
scientific cases give some indication as to what can
be expected.

3. What are the appropiate ,nethotlologies in
the field?

Again, the governing criteria will be most easily
met by looking to the academic profession. The
texts, rournals, and economic societies will set forth
the methodologies acceptablc to the courts.

One of the tests which will bc applied in real
estate opinion screening by the court is that to be
"helpful," the opinion must "fit the facts." That is,
the testimony and /or evidence mustbe "sufficiently
tied" to the issue in question and the facts of the
case.

In terms of traditional appraisal methodologies, including sales comparison, costs, and income, which one or more is appropdate to the
valuation issue for the subject property? Examples
of survey methodologies which might be used as
complements to the traditional methods are perceived diminution of affected and,/or control group
property owners or users, contingent valuation,
and conjoint analysis. Questions which should be
anticipated include the following. Are the methodologies being utilized published in journals in the
applicable body of knowledge that are peer reviewed? Have studies using the methodologies
been published not only to outline theories, but to
also show empirical results which build upon a
foundation of thc'ory?

Daubert also requires the court to determine
whether the offered testimony and evidence is reliable. The four general guidelines rr,hich are likely to
be employed by a Court in evaluating real estate
evidence and opinion include:
Whether the theory or technique "can be (and
has been) tested";
Whether the theory or technique "has been subjected to peer review and publication";
The "known or potential rate of error" of the
theory; and
How widely accepted the theory or technique is
in the professional appraisal community.
The Daubert factor analysis also dictates that

[n one recent state court case, valuation test!
mony was challenged because the expert used
multiple regression as a supporting approach. The
other side opined that the legal texts and law journals made no provision for use of multiple regression in a valuation model. The expert, however,
showed the court that recent issues of the leading
real estate journals all contained valuation studies
which uscd regression models. The judge very
quickly ruled that the evidencc was admissible, and
that real estate iournals, not Iaw journals, were the
governing criteria for admissibility. Notably, this
ruling occurred in a state operating under the Frye
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the testimony is not scientific testimony unless it is

based on the scientific method.z6 Has the knowl-

edge and testimony regarding the subject issue
followed the steps of the scientific method including observation, formulation of hypotheses, prediction and testing?r7 For example, the following will
demonstrate the use of the scientific method in
applying survey research based components to
damage assessment, where such surveys are used
due to the lack of full knowledge of the market
relative to a contamination situation. The first
step, observation, recognizes the contamination
situation, including the existence and nature of the
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Typically, in eminent domain, the legal system
rclied upon the appraiser as the primary expert,
usually testifying to value or changes in value.
Primary disputes were over value itself, the ultimate determining factor of compensation for a taking. A traditional example would be the difference
in values before. and after a partial taking for high\a'ay right-of-way in order to determinc' just compensation. In an uncomplicated taking of an entire
tract of ground, relying solely upon an appraiser
may be satisfactory. Even then, highest and best use

is always relevant and can complicate the valuation. Partial takings can become more difficult.
Claimed changes from present use can drastically
affect value. These and other complicating circumstances affecting valuation and analysis call for
more innovative thinking in order to address the
overall challenge, going beyond conventional appraisal and into the field of real estate counseling.r
Real estate counseling surfaced as an enlightened
and encompassing approach to current real estate
complexities. A determination of highest and best
use serves as a foundation for valuation. The firmness of this foundation is a key. The real estate
counselorcan focus not only on an experienced and
relevant approach to highest and best use but also
on the many other factors affecting value. These
factors include markct and marketability, economic
viability, developability, accessibility, traffic conditions, governmental regulations, and community
wants and needs, ,ust to name a few.

Attomcys, juries, and judges are often not satisfied
with an over-simplistic approach, yet share a need
for lucid and simple explanations to facilitate their
understanding of thc facts and the issues. The issues have broadened in perspective. For example,
judges in Missouri havepermitted juries to hearany
testimony that a buyer or seller would consider or
that clarifies factors affecting value. Real estate
counseling has emerged as an answer. Increasingly, our complicated economic and real estate
issues require complementary Iitigation consult-

testimony- from both appraisers and real
estate counselors, as well as engineers, land planners, or architects, depending upon the issues inants and

volved.
While this manuscript relies upon eminent domain
for its focus and illustrations, the same characteristics of a real estate counselor offer similar advantages for other real estate litigation. The seasoned
CRE's reputation, credibility, professional presence,
and ability to persuasively communicate his or her

Rcal Estale Counscling

in Litigalion: lllustrated by Eninent Domain

expertise to those outside of the field, strengthens
his/her role on the stand.

THE STEPS
In using a Counselor of Real Estate, the attorney
should pursue the following steps:
Determine the need for a Real Estate Counseand knowledge needed
relevant to the issues involved, especially those
not provided by traditional appraisers, whose
valuations are still a necessary part of the eminent domain process;

lor-the particular skills

Select and qualify the Counselor
recognizing
his or her ability on the witness stand, not only in
terms of past lihgation support or reference checks
with other attorneys, but also his/her real estate

experience and reputation, particularly in the
issues likely to be encountered in the case;

Define the assignment--{ustomize and adapt
the qualifications of the Counselor to the case,
but also broaden to allow the Counselor to pursue avenues of knowledge and insight as they
unfold, including full use of the Counselor's
network of resources;
Question and challenge the Counselor -demand
to be taught, notonly to bein a position to present
the Counselor and his or her insights and opinions, but also to learn and understand the
Counselor's perspective of real estate in order to
develop and best present the case in trial;

input from the Counselor-relating to the real estate issues involved; the ap-

Seek strategic

proaches being considered in presenting the case;

the other witnesses on both sides; the strategy
and possible testimony of the other side; and
cross examination; and,
Confidently present the Counselor as an integral
part of the case-the real estate counselor can
help the attorney tie the case together.
ATTRIBUTES OF A SUCCESSFUL
EXPERT WITNESS
The needs of the litigator dictate the attributes required or desired in a real estate counselor to serve
well as an expert witness. Expertise in the field of
the particular litigation or property is essential, but
that expertise alone is not all that is needed.

Notall realestate experts are well suited to be expert
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impairment. It may also be observed that property
values near the contamination have not been affected by market forces as fully as the analyst might
expect. This lr:ads to the hypothesis generating stage.
The hypothesis in this case might be that the lack of
information about the contamination and its effects
has a lower impact than if the market had full
knowledge about the impairment. The prediction
phase suggests that if the market is given full information that behavior will adjust accordinglv and
market value's will be lorver than without full information. The fourth step is testing the prediction
through survey-based means in which reliable
samples are surveyed and when given full information about tht' contamination likelv behaviors are
measured.
The known or potential rate of error of a theory

should be clearly expressed in addressing the
Daubert test. This not only relates to the validity of
the theory or technique, but also to thc variance

EnarurNr DoMATN

associated with data developcd in the testing phase,

by Richard C. Shepard, CRE

including such measures as standard dcviations
and sampling deviations.

What is the most effective procedure for challenging validity of an expert's opinion prior to
trial?
Will Daubert change the law in state court jurisdictions which have a pre-existing body of law
on the subject?

SUMMARY
A half century after Frye, Daubert has changed the
face of evidence admissibility assessment from expert witncsses in a historical manner. Thc expansion of the Daubert principles to non-scientific as
well as scientific expcrts broadens its implications
and applicability.
While thc Daubert ruling was originally intended to

promote the admissibility of expert testimony,
broadening the umbrella of admissibility beyond
the stricter Frye "general acceptability" test, time
has proved that much expL'rt testimony has been
excluded under Daubert. The court appears to have
intended, however, for the courtroom under Daubert
tobe a battleground ofexperts to which any particular methodology and opinion will be challenged in

order for the trier of fact to determine its

1-!
I
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ROwrr.rc ROLE oF THE REAL ESTATE COUNSELOR
rN LtTtGATToN tNCLUDTNG EMTNENT DoMATN

Incrcasing complcritics of both law and real estate, including its valuation, created a growing need for real estate counselors in
litigation, particularly in cminent domain or condemnation. This
manuscript presents the perspectives ancl obseryations of a Counselor of Real Estatc (CRE) who serves as an cxpert witness in support of
real estate Iitigation.

As a profession, real estate counselors have responded to this increased real cstate complexitv in all aspects, not iust Iitigation. Counselors of Real Estate are increasingly involved in high impact decisions and complex transactions. More high-profile and respected
industry leaders have joined the ranks of The Counselors of Real
Estate, further expanding the capabilities and network of its memABOUT THE AUTHOR

bers. The Counselors of Real Estate was founded in 1953 by real estate

Richard C. Shepard, CRE. is prirci
pal and founder of Reql Estate Strutegiesand Adtisory Scn,ices i Sl.Louis.

leaders seeking to enhance the quality of respected professional
advice available on real property matters. Their CRE Designation
recognizes the invited counselor's demonstrated rudgmcnt, integrity,
and experience in real estate.
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Counselor ol Renl Estate lo (orlloratiotts, inrtestors, asset ms ag!:rs, property managcrs, deoelolters, architects,
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27 years. Ht is a member of Thc Corutselors of Real Estote and thr llrban
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There are many aspects of real estate subject to lihgation which require
the insights of experts. Eminent domain has been a dominant field for
real estate counselors in support of litigation, usually as an expert
witness, but also as a litigation consultant b the attorney and his or
hcr client. However, other complexities of modern real estate, as they
involve litigation, have also pulled upon the real estate counselor's
talents and experience. Govcmmental regulations, tax increment financing, and regulatory takings are prominent current-day examples.
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The acceptance of the theory or technique in the
relevant "scientific" community can be supported

by similar studies accepted as evidence in other
cases/ peer reviewed publication, and following
recognized guidelines developed for the specific

admissibility."o,
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Neighbors, city planners, community agencies, and
local businesses worked on committees to choose
from a list of possible restoration projects including
tree planting, street paving, sign improvements,
Iow- and no-interest home loans. The city contributed 94.8 million to the proiect, n,hich helped to
revitalize six of Tucson's older neighborhoods. The
rest of the project was funded by private enterprise
and sweat equity contributed by residents.

ln other areas of the country, new initiatives
will give the public increased poner in basic land
community planning. For example, voters in Ventura County, California, overwhelmingly approved the Save Open
Space and Agricultural Resources initiative (SOAR)
in November 1999. SOAR requires every proposed
development that needs a zoning change to be
approved by a public referendum. Similar measures were passed in four individual cities within
the countv.

urban growth areas. Densities of one or two homes
per acre are generally not allowed because of the
high costs of providing urban services at such densities.

On the other hand, scientists haT,e found a correlation between residential density and the health of

aquatic habitat needed for salmon. Densities of
over four units per acre statistically have greater
adverse impacts on water courses than the one unit
per acre de,nsities that are to hard to efficiently

Dauncn AwnRDS AS
Punuc PoucY IN INVERSE
CoNpEMNATIoN LIrtcauoN

serve.

use dc'cision-making used in their

GMA vs. ESA: A TALE OF URBAN DENSITIES
UNDER STATE AND FEDERAL LAW
The Puget Sound region also offers a unique examplc of how state and federal Iaws may be working krward similar e,nvironmental objectives, but at
cross-purposes in terms of their impact on growth
management and Iivability. Whert' contradictions
occur, communities face complex choices and developers and land owners may fact' yet another
series of complications and restrictions.

ln March

1999, the Puget Sound Chinook salmon

and several other salmon species were listed under
the Endangered Specie's Act (ESA). " In the26years
since Congress passed the ESA, no other listing has
affected such a large, urbanized region-currently
populated by more, than three million people and

grorving. Chinook salmon habitat extends along
Puget Sound's waterfront, into western
Washington's most densely populated urban and
suburban centers, and into the farm, timber, and
natural areas. More than 20,000 miles of watershed,
shoreline, and streams will likely be protected under the ESA, which has obvious land use and permitting implications for commercial, residential,
and industrial development.
Setting urban densities dramatically illustrates the
challenges posed by competing Iivability objectives
framed by the CMA and ESA.
On the one hand, the GMA generally requires res!
dential densities of at least four units per acre in
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The ESA is also likely to shift the role of standard
setting from the local level to the state and federal
governments. If not done carefully, we can expect
the new regulations to Benerate a property rights
backlash that will add pressure in Congress to
amend the' ESA.
Land use attorneys, real estate agents, and developers face significant challenges in keeping up-tospeed on changes in local and state development
regulations. lt can often be overwhelming to understand the legalities and accommodate the
practicalities of multiple layers of growth-related
legislation, some of which is contradictory and
much of which places clear limits on land use,
growth, and development. Federal statute's introduce furthe'r complexities re'lative to smart gro\^'th
and comprehensive planning. Nonetheless, compliance at all levels is nccessary. It is not yet clear
how the salmon crisis will be resolved, or how
similar situations will play out in other regions. But,
as growth occurs in othe.r dt'nsely populatt'd areas,
some of which are also home to unique animal and
plant life, it is likely that the ESA and other federal
legislation will similarly impact state and local
growth management initiatives across the nation.

PUBLIC AND POLITICAL WILL AT THE
HEART OF THE ISSUE
In theory, most Americans support the idea of
growth management and limiting urban sprawl.
Most strongly favor clcant'r air and water, shorter
commute times, lots of green spaces, and parks in
which to enjoy leisure and recreational activities.
However, theory and reality do not always go hand
in hand. A recent national survey conducted by the
National Association of Home Builders (NAHB)
showed that 75 percent of those polled felt that
when managed properly, growth is good for the
community; 5,1 percent said it creates jobs; 48 percent said it generates economic growth; and ,14 percent said it results in better shopping and services.
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Chester C. McGuire, CRE

rI VoLUTIoN oF THE ISSUE
N f n" Fifth Amendment to the Constitution states, among other
I-J things, that privatc property shall not be taken without paying

just compensation, a provision known as the "takings clause." Just
compensation has usually meant fair market value for the ProPerty in its
highest and best use. The government has two Iawful means to obtain
private property: outright purchase and eminent domain. Both measures result in the government purchasinB the property and taking title.
ln eminent domain procedures, the property is legally condemned, and
a fair price negotiated throuBh the appraisal process, or litigation. Either
way the private property owner is compensated for the loss of the use
of the property.
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Governments, however, have another way to acquire the use of private
property, by regulatory intervention, in the name of the public interest-government regulation to strip away the right of an owner to use
a property. This is reasonable when that use is a nuisance'or danger to
the community. For example, a person may be prohibited from using
property as a garbage dump in a residential area. The courts would not
consider this a regulatory taking. However, consensus among most
legal scholars is that landowners should generally receive compensation for regulations, except when the offending land use would be
prohibited by nuisance law (Epstein 1985).

Governments restrict the use of private property for a variety of reasons-for example, zoning regulations. The courts have held that there
must be a reason and nexus between the property and a public purpose
for the regulation to be lawful. However, when regulations are arbitrary
or have no reasonable nexus between the property and a public purpose
the regulation may be a "regulatory taking."
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According to ustice Oliver Wendell Holmes in his
opinion in the Pennsylvania Coal case:
.f

A strong public desire to improve the public
condition is not enough to warrant achic'ving the
desire by a shorter cut than the constitutional way
of paying the charge. . . The general rule at least is
that while property may be regulated to a certain
extent, if regulation goes too far it will be recognized as a taking.r
Many landon ners have bcen so frustrated by local
governments that they have taken their gricvances
to court claiming inverse condemnation. Governments have enormous arsc.nals of delaying tactics
and drawn-out administrativc procedures that work
against thc property orvner. Therefore, property
owners are increasingly turning to the courts for
remedies when they are restricted from using their
property. Thc following dcscription was provided
for an actual case currcntly under review by the
Supreme Court (Mandelker 1997):
In 1981, the property ownerssubmitted a subdivision proposal to build 3,14 residential units. The
plan was rejected, and city planners informed
that a plan for 264 units would be reviewed favorabty. The owners then submitted a plan for 26.1
units; citv planners reiected it, and informed that
a plan for l90 units would be viewed favorably.
The owners then submittcd a plan for 190 units;
city planncrs rejected it, and the owncrs appealed
to the city council. The city council found the plan
"conceptually satisfactory," and granted a conditional l8-month use permit to commence construction for the project. Subsequently, the developer worked with planning board staff to meet
the city council's conditions for the 190-unit development. Staff recomme.nded approval of the
site plan, but the planning board overrode staff's
recommL'ndation and issued a denial. The property owners then appealed this decision to the city
council, which this time denied the site plan for
190 units. Meanwhile, a scwer moratorium was
imposed, a request to extend the special use permit $'as re,ected, and the permit expired. The
local officials thus expected the developer to start
from square one. Following this Kafkaesque process, the federal district court dismisscd a taking
claim for lack of ripeness, but the appellate court
then reversed it.l

REMEDIES FOR REGULATORY TAKINGS
There are two kinds of re'medies available to plaintiffs: 1). invalidating the regulation; or 2). monetary

3{

damages. lf the plaintiff succee'ds in proving inverse condemnation the court may simply invalidate the regulation (ordinance) and allow the property owner to proceed with development or other
use of the propertv. Or, the court may award actual

monetary damages.
The Supremc'Court has definecl temporary regul;rkrry takings as "those regulatory takings that are
ultimately invalidated by the courts."3 But even if

the taking is temporary, the ticlay caused by the
regulation may be compensable. If the regulatory
action forbids virtually all use of the property, then
the taking is complete and compensation for the
value of the property is the logical remedy. However, this is not altogether clear, as the courts have
ruled on both sides of this issue.
The

invalidation remedy has two drawbacks (Fischel

1986).

l.

lnvalidation provides no relief for delay of development, and the government has no incentive to act in a timely manncr.
2. Invalidation merely requires the community to
redo the ordinance, which does not always pro.
vide relief.
A monetary damages remedy ovtrcomes the probIems of the invalidation remedy since it provides
relief from delaying tactics. Furthermore, paying
damages may induce both parties to settle, which
may be the most important aspect of the damage

solution (Rolf 1983).

RATIONALE FOR LOST PROFITS AS THE
MEASURE OF DAMAGE
Most of the landmark cases in inverse condemnation have concerned individual property owners
rather than commercial devekrpers n ho are in the
business of developing real estate. For the noncommercial individual landowner, the appropriate
remedy is usually either invalidating the regulation
or paying for lost land value as damage. But for the
real estate developer, who is in the business of
devc'loping property, the regulatory taking eliminates a business opportunitv. Thc proper remedv
for lost business opportunity is Iost profits, defined
as thc diffcrcncc between the firm's actual profits
during the damage period and the profits it would
have made but for the unlawful regulatory action.

The courts have been reluctant to consider lost
profits from real cstate development in awarding
c-lamages, even when inverse condemnation can be
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Property ights issues. Cullurally, Americans
place considerable importance on individual liberties. Property ownership and the rights of property
are as strongly held as the desire for livability. In
Washington State, a potc'nt property rights movement emerged after the first five years of implementing the CMA. While' many factors explain this
political trend, the movement focused much of its
efforts on enacting an initiative that would have
dramatically increased municipal liability for regulations, such as those rcquired under the GMA, and
their impacts on property values. Striking the balance between individual property rights and the
desire for liveable communities will be key to advancing the"'Livability Agenda."
Economic competititteness. The Livabilitv
Agenda gives a nod to economic competitiveness
by "nurturing a high quality of life that attracts
well-trained workers antl cutting-edge industries."
In practice, effective environmental protection is
only half of the equation. Cutting-edge industries,
as is the case with other businesses, place a premium on local governments that have predictable
Iand use codes that can efficiently process approvals. Growth management must increase permitting
predictability and certainty, as well as protect environmental amenities to gain the support of the
business communitv.
Comprehensive plans that are thorough and
well documented can lead to fast,legally defensible
permitting. For example, when Intel sought to locate a major new facilitv, it required local governments to commit to expedited permit review and
processing. Intel ultimately selected the City of
DuPont, a small community, 30 miles south of
Seattle, which had a complete comprehensive plan
that theCity had successfully used before kr quickly
approve major developmcnt. For the last fivc, years,
Washington State has tried kr build on the concept
of using growth management as a principal engine
for consolidating many of its environmental processes. Any national effort to promote livability in
the name of economic competitiveness still should
include further efforts to eliminate unnecessary
inefficiencies in the regulatory process.
Eunding infrastruchre. One of the most difficult issues is obtaining sufficient funds for infrastructure and public services to absorb grortth.
Washington's GMA retluires Iocal govcrnments to

identify needed infrastructure and funding. ln practice, obtaining necessary funds in time to responcl to
growth is very difficult.

Izgislalitrg Liubility: Can Grcuth Maiagqnenl

Succeed?

ln theory, ,nost Arnericans support
the idea of yowth ,flanagernent afld

limiting urbafl spralol. Most strongly
faoor cleaner air and zoater,
shorter cornrnute times, lots of green
spaces, afld pqrks in which to enjoy

leisure and recreatioflal actiaities,
Howezter, theory ancl reality

do not always go hand in hand.
Hillsboro, Oregon, also offers one of the more
unusual examples of a municipality raising the
funds necessary to meet the demands of growth.
The city struck a deal with the' Intel Corporation to
limit the number of jobs it would create at its new
plant.lntel will pay a "growth impact fee" of $.1,000
.1,000
per excess worker if it exceeds a ceiling of
new
jobs on top of the 4,000 it already employs in the
area. In theory, the fees would be used to ease the
strain on schools, roads, utilities, and other services. But the me'ssage that is heard loud and clear
is that the city does not want the growth - period.
Other states have become property owners in
the interest of managing growth. Last November,
68 percent of the voters in New Jersey supported
Covernor Christine Whitman's $1 billion bond issue to set aside half of the state's remaining two
million acres of open space over the next 10 years.

(hunership hr the platning process. The Livability Agencla properly identifies the importance
of public and private involvement in local planning. In practice, it is difficult to stimulate sustained
interest in conceptual comprchensive planning.
People understandably, but unfortunately, are' most
Iikely to get involved n hen development in their
immediate neighborhood is imminent. Forexample,
neighborhood opposition is currently delaying a
major redevelopment in Seattle's Northgate urban
center, despite the fact that the proposal, as approved by the Citv, would comply nith the local
plan. Washington's GMA tries to resolve major
disputes during the planning stage by making it
difficult to change comprehensive plans and development regulations to address specific projects.

Fostering community ownership in the planning process is a "work in progress." In Tucson,
Arizona, the "Back to Basics" plan engaged residents

in planning their own downtown revitalization.
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Figure

The concept of the "urban growth area," one of

2

the CMA's most significant provisions, has obvious

Smart Grcu;th Trend
(May,lune 1999)

States

with Smart Growth Initiatives
Alaska

Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia

Illinois
Louisiana

Maryland
I

Massachusetts

Michigan
Minnesota

Mississippi

Missouri
Nebraska

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
Ohio
New York
North Carolina
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Texas

Utah

Virginia
Wisconsin
Washington

.

develop comprehensive plans to guide state projected growth over 20 years.ro

The CMA's objective is to give local jurisdictions the tools with which to plan for and manage
development in accordance $,ith state goals. The
GMA requires local governments to conserve resource Iands for agriculture, timber, and mineral
extraction, and protect environmentally sensitive
areas. The GMA also promotes steady "smart"
growth within already existing cities and towns
and designated regions resulting in "urban growth
areas" that are served bv the necessary infrastructure to support that growth, like transportation
systems and public utilities.
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implications for commercial and residential development. Each urban growth area specifies geographical boundaries. While urban growth areas
will help curb sprawl, some people identify a number of down sides. Opponents say that growth
management raises the costs of development and
housing by creating an artificial scarcity of land,
and it reduces the value of property excluded from
development. Also, cities must choose to provide
the services and facilities necessary to implement
the urban growth area concept, and people must
choose to live and work within them. This is not a
"given" and requires creativitv, flexibility, and even
modif ied expectations about property development,
property ownership, and our understanding of
"community."

proved. There are several reasons for this reluctance. One objection is that real estate development
is speculative, and the damage claim is based on
something that might happen in the future. In this
respect, real estate development is different from
some other businesses. For examplc, if the inverse
condemnation harmed an existing business, such as
a grocery store or factory, that cnterprisc will have
had a history of operations and any forecast of
future lost profits can be based on actual experience.

Perhaps courts have been reluctant to award dam-

in
typical cases, especially involving large projects.
Appropriate damages may seem exaggerated because the aggrieved developer may seek payment
ages because the damage amount looms so large

for the total value of

a

project, which can run into the

millions of dollars, and have the appearance of
The past decade of expcrience identifies the
challenges of implementing the Livability Agenda
at the state level and provides lessons as the issue
"goes national."

lMo

sets the standards? Preserving green

spaces, promoting clean water, and sustaining fish

and wildlife (the Livability Agenda's first goal) are
key goals of Washington's GMA. The Act requires
that local governments designate critical areas such
as wetlands and creek and river corridors and to
protect such areas from developmcnt. The GMA
leaves it up to local governments to determine what
constitutes sufficient protection.

Core's Livability Agenda currently appears to
on incentives to encourage the goals
rather than new regulations; however, if the federal
government becomes more involved in managing
growth, the question of what level of government
sets the standards for protecting habitat will become a central issue.
bc. focused

Limits on changing behaoior. Even the most
comprehensive growth planning cannot address
all the variables necessary to change people's fundamental choice of where to live- As discussed
above, a principle tenet of Washington's growth
strategy is focusing growth in dense urban areas.
Families with children choose their homes in large
part based on the quality of the school system, a
variable not directly addressed by the GMA. Seattle, Washington's largest city, has taken major
steps to build confidence in its public schools. Success at this task will be a maior element in encouraging growth in the urban centers.
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overcompensation (Fischel'l 985).

Another reason may be that lost profits from a land
development venture tend to be large amounts of
money, and defendants and the courts may consider that amount an "unjust windfall." Note that
the words "unjust" and "windfall" are not economic concepts.

Although the real estate developer has a much
harder task in proving lost profits, it is not an
impossible task. However, a careful case must be
made that the land developer has the capacity,
capability, and a reasonable project.

DAMAGES AS EFFICIENT PUBLIC POLICY
I'ublic officials have both a public interest and a
budgetary interest that must be balanced (Miceli
1995). If government officials view their actions as
having zero cost it will create what Justice Holmes
described as "fiscal illusion."

A claim for lost profits from afl urrldwfully
f or e clo se d busine ss opp ortunity, tulre tlrer
from land deoelopment, or any otltet
ocflhfie, is firmly grounded in both
ecoflornics and the law, In sone areas of
the lau:, notably afltitrust litigation, the
concept of lost profits has been accepted
ard established. Seaeral analy tical
metho.ls used to quantifu lost profits haoe
been aetted successfitlly

in litigation.

to a restrictive degree and the court decides that it
is a taking, the community should be given the

option of rescinding the regulation or paying dam.1983).
ages (Fischel 1985 and Rolf
From a social
standpoint this is more efficient than tht' all<rrnothing approach implied by invalidation alone.
Damages remedy provides areas of compromise
between the litigants.

A claim for lost profits from an unlawfully foreclosed busine'ss opportunity, whether from land
development, or any other venture, is firmly
grounded in both economics and the law. In some
areas of the lan', notably antitrust litigation, the
concept of lost profits has been accepted and established. Several analytical methods used to quantify
Iost profits have been vetted successfully in litigation. The antitrust cases provide a useful mtldel that
could bc emulated in seeking inverse conde'mnation damages. According the American Bar Association:

Public policy may be best served by litigation that
claims damages for lost profits, even if the dollar
amount of such claims is large. If the threat of large

Profit is the cornerstone concept in assessing
damages in antitrust cases. When the legal system
awards damages to make a plaintiff whole, the
award should be the profit that the plaintiff rvould
have made but for the defendant's unlawful conduct. In principle, the plaintiff's damages should

judicial awards will caution government officials
against unreasonable and irresponsible actions it
will serve the public purpose, as compensation may

given the unlawful conduct and the profit that thc
plairrtiff would have earned had it been unaf-

curb government excesses. In this sense the damage
threat serves the same purpose in inverse condemnation as it does in product liability, medical mal-

be the difference between the plaintiff's profit

fected by unlawful conduct.a

practice, patent infringement, and antitrust.

Damages arising from Iand development losses in
unlawful takings should have the same respect in
the courts as any other type of litigation. The objec-

The threat of damages may also lead the parties
constructively toward a negotiated settlement. For
example, if the community rezones a parcel of land

tive of damages is to leave the landowner, or any
other plaintiff, with the same net worth as if the
project had not been denied.*.,

Danuge Autards as Public Policy
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existing transportation systems, and expanding
use of alternative transportation.
Restore a sense of community by fostering citizen and private sector involvement in local planning, including the placemcnt of schools and
other public facilities.
Promote collaboration among neighboring communities--{itics, suburbs, or rural areas-to develop regional growth stratcgies and address
common issues like crime.
Enhance economic competitiveness by nurturing a high quality of life that attracts well-trained
workers and cutting-edge industries.
President Clinhn has asked Congress to approve
nearly a billion dollars in nal spending (nearly l0
billion overall for livability initiatives) as part of thc
FY 2000 budget. He has also asked for $6..1 billion
for public transit proiects, a 16 percent increase over
last vear, inclrrding $1.6 billion for state and local
projects that rcduce traffic congestion and improve
air qualitv.r State and local officials, who recognize
an opportunity to receive money for their states and
cities by supporting the plan, havt, begun unveiling
their own proposals for managed growth and livable communitie's. Trade organizations such as the
National Association of Home' Builders (NAHB)
and National Association of REALTORS (NAR)
have also established or are u,orking to establish
"smart growth" policies, recognizing the need to
adapt to a rapidly changing deve lopment climate.

give up to achieve u,hat everyone seems to \a,ant in
theory? While the Puget Sound region faces some
unique land use issues as a result of geography, as
one of the fastest growing regions in the country, it
can also servc as a useful case study for communities elsewhere as they attempt to make the Livability Agenda a functional reality.

RECORD GROWTH IN AMERICA'S CITIES
According to the Slnle of thc Naliuis Hottsirtg '1999
Report issut'd by Harvard University's Joint Centt'r
for Housing Studics, home ownership rates, homc
sales, and the value of residc,ntial construction
reached all time highs in 1998. The eight fastest
growing metropolitan areas added more than
200,000 homes between 1990 and 1997 and anotht'r
.100,000
2.1 areas addcd more than
homes.a This has
raised strong concerns about urban sprawl, espe'
cially sinct' thc report indicatc-s that most new construction is occurring in medium- and lower-densitv
counties at the metropolitan fringe.

As Vice President Core makes "livability" one of

Grouth Man agetnet t Act
The Pugct Sound region is a poster-child for
what is happening nationwidt. Traffic congestion
in the greater-Seattle area, having increased by
more than 2l percent in the last decade, is among
the worst in the nation, not far behind that of much
larger cities such as Los Angeles and New York.'
Population growth is projected at 22 percent over
the next decade, with more tharr 400,000 new state
residents arriving in the next four years. Seattle
itself is only cxpected to grow by 21,000-72,00{)
people, w'hich means many new rcsidents will bt'
moving to other areas in King, Snohomish, and
Pierce Counties, all of which arc within 20-30
miles of downtown Seattle." Other parts of the
state are also growing quickly. Where newcomers
and current rtsidents will be able to live and work
is significantly affected by Washington State's
Crowth Managcment Act, which includes grridelines for transportation, land usc, and environmen-

the main focuses of his campaign, many people are

tal protection.

However, before the Clinton administration ever
announced thc Livability Agenda, more than .40
states already had begun to implemcnt legislation
to manage growth and contain urban sprawl.l
Washington State enacted its Growth Management
.1990.
Act (GMA) in
Since then, many local jurisdictions across the state have adopted comprehensive
plans to implement the CMA.

asking just how effective is growth management?
How well do comprehensive plans, the cornerstones of many growth management strategies, help
communities balance economic concerns and environmental ideas to achieve livabilitl,? Nearly a decade after the State of Washington passed its Grorl,'th
Management Act, these questions rcmain a source
of debate. Several key questions are at the heart of
this debate: who pays for what? How do land
developers and real estate planners navigate the
new regulations required to managc growth? And
\,,,hat are busin!'sses and,/or home buyers willing to

{lJ

W ashingt on's

In an effort to responsibly accommodate significant growth, Washington's GMA requires cities
and counties to:
designate and protect critical areas such as wetlands, steep slopes, river corridors, and flood

plans.i
designate and conserve farm, timber, and mineral resource lands.3
identify urban growth areas within which to
concentrate new population growth.'q
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Anp Lnnsr RENEwar OpuoNS
n Goon IpEa?
by LlorlLl D. Hanford,lr., CRE

ease ncgotiations, more

oftt'n than not,lead to a rcquest from the
for renc'wal options. And, iust as often, suci options are
.LJfreelv given, lr'ithout much thought or negotiation, by er,,en the
most sophisticated owners and managers. Yet, lease renewal options
(LROs), Iike other kinds of options, raise some very fundamental
questions. This manuscript examines the question of LROs, from the
standpoint of the lessor, with a goal of being able to decide whether or
not thev are a good idea.
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Iessee

THE POSITION OF THE LESSEE IS EASY TO UNDERSTAND
It is very easy to understand the position of a lessee asking for a renewal
option. It is relatively safe to concludc that, for a lesst'e, a LRO is never
a bad idea regardless of the terms of that option. There is no mandatory
requirement that the lessee must exercise a renewal option in order to be
able to renew a lease. [n all cases, a LRO is a "free ridc" for the lessee. lf
the markct conditions were such that the option is beneficial to the
lessee, then the option would probablv be exercised if the lessee intended toremainin thespace. On the other hand, if the k'ssee determines
that the terms of the option are not beneficial, the lessee can always opt
to renegotiate instead of exercising the option. Accordingly, the lessee
has absolutely nothing to lose whtn granted a renewal option, particularly rvhen, as is most often the case, that option is givtn free of any
charge.

LEASE RENEWAL OPTIONS ARE BINDING ON THE LESSOR
LROs raise some scrious questions from the viewpoint of a lessor. There
are several different basic option formulas, Each has its own particular
sct of problems. However, the common problem, regardlcss of formula,
is that the te'rms and conditions of the option provision are, most
probablv, absolutclv and irrevocablv binding on tht'lcssor n,hile being
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binding on the lessee onlyif the lessee exercises. The
possible exception to this would be the case u,here
the option is no more than an agreement to agree
without remedy in the event agreement can not be
reached. In many jurisdictions options based on an
agreement to agree are not enforceable. In short, the
lessor is bound by the terms of the renewal option if
the lessee u,ishes it so but, if not, the lessee can
choose to renegotiate. This situation transfers some
of the control, over the future of the propertv or
space, to the lessee. The fact that the lessee can
choose whether to exercise or renegotiate sets up a
"playing field" that is not "level" since the lessor
has no such right (i.e. the right to decide to let the
lessee exercise an option or, instead, to require a
new negotiation).
EACH TYPE OF RENEWAL OPTION HAS
ITS OWN PROBLEMS
Renewal options at preagreed rents are a problem
from the standpoint that market rL.nts at the time of
exercise may be substantially higher than the agreed
option rent. In this case, the lessee has everyinducement to exercise the renewal option. But, in the
event that market rents are Iower than the agreed
rent, there is evory reason to believe that the lessee
will opt to renegotiate rather than exercising the
renewal option. However, a perccived benefit of
options at a specified dollar rent amount is that they
do not Iead to controversy or disputc at the time of
exercise.
LIIOs based on the percentage increase in the CPI or
some similar index have the samc problem. There is
no correlation, other than purely accidental, be-

tween the change in the CPI and the change in
market rents. Market rent is drive'n by the forces of
supply and dc'mand for the particular type of space
in question. During the period of 1986-'1996 there is
substantial evidence to suggest that rents for office
space, in many markets across the country, declincd
in the face of oversupply while the rate of inflation
continued upwards. Similarlv, in the period from
1996 to the present, the surge of demand for many
types of spaces, in many markets, has pushed rents
up in double-digit steps while the CPI has been
increasing at a vL'ry benign rate. Accordingly, it
may be concluded that the probability of a CPI or
other index tracking the real estate rental market is
minuscule. CPI or index rent adjustments during a
lease term are theoretically different from options
at specific dollar amounts in that they are perceived
to maintain a purchasing power parity of the rent
dollar during the period between ncw negotiations.
Like specific dollar options, CPI adjustments do not
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present any controversy since the determination of

adiusted rent is accomplished based on a fixed
formula where the inputs are factually established.

The failure of specified dollar options or index
adjustments to parallel the actual rental market
changes led owners and managers to generally
favor some type of market rate renewal option over
other types of options. In theory, this is an excellent
idea. No ola'ner or manager should expect to get
more rent from an existing, renewing lessee, than
would be available in the market place if the space

LTIrILITY:
CaN GnowrH MANAGEMENT
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were vacant and available for lease. If the lessee
moved out, that is the rent that would probably
result from the space offering.
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF MARKET RATE
OPTIONS IS A MAJOR DIFFICULTY
The major difficulty with market rate renewal options lies in the implementation of the process and
procedures for determining market rent. In a different age, before the major shift to institutional ownership, lessor and lessee were both "risking" their
o\l'n money when thev failed to reach agreement
and were forced to initiate the remedy spelled out in
the lease such as arbitration. [n that environment
moving to arbitration was viewed by both parties as
a risk and reasonable efforts were usually made to
forge an agree'ment. Today, one orboth parties have
no personal, vested interest in the outcome of arbitration. Either the lessor is a corporate or institutional owner whose manager/ ncgotiator is not personally at risk or the lessee is a corporate lessee with
the same characteristics. In these instances, the party
negotiator is only at risk of criticism (or secondguessing) for agreeing to a transaction that persons
to whom the negotiator reports might challenge.
Stated differently, the negotiator's job may be the
only real thing at risk as far as the negotiator is
concerned. Thus, for one or both party negotiators
there may be no personal, economic inducement to
agree to any rent other than the rent originally
proposed by them. This tends to be the case even
n here the opening rent number was developed by
an independent, outside appraiser or consultant. It
is even more forcefully the case when a written,
independent appraisal has been procured before
the parties begin their negotiations. In this situation, manv people on both sides may have reviewed, and signed off, on the respective appraisals, thus creating an expectancy of achieving the
rent number established in their appraisal. In the
vernacular, thc feet of the parties become "set in
concrete." The most defensive position for a negotiator or staff person charged with negotiating a
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SuccrED?
by Eric S. lnscheuer, Esq

A liaable suburb or city is one that lets

fast-so we can
time stuck in traffic. ...1t is

us get home after work

spend more time with friends and t'amily, and less
one thnt preserxes among the new deuelopment some nao family farms and
green sryces--io thal exen in the age of cyberspace, kids can still grmo up
knowing uth-at it' s like t o eat locally-grown produce , or toss a ball in an open t'ield

on a summer exening. ...A liaable community cares about parks as well as
parking lots, and deTtelops in a way that draws on local strength and uniqur
ness-resisting the 'cookie-cutter monster' that has made so much of our

country look all the

same.

- Vice President Al Gore
"Livable Communities for the 21st Century"
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Or, Irn.lr.u I l. 1999. Vice President Al Gore unveiled the "Livability eg"nai," *hich is designed to help communities across America
grow in ways that ensure a high quality of life and strong, sustainable
economic growth. This initiative could ultimately have a substantial
impact not only on real estate developers and sellers but on the way we
practice land use and real estate law. Washington State's decade long
experience with its Growth Management Act' highlights the promise
and pitfalls of "Legislating Livability."

I

THE CLINTON-GORE LIVABILITY AGENDA
According to a White House press release, the goals of the Livability
Agenda are to:
Preserve green spaces that promote clean airand clean water, sustain

wildlife, and provide families with places to walk, play, and relax.
Ease traffic congestion by improving road planning, strengthening

Legislating LiLabilily: Can Gruoth Management Succeed?

known with certainty. However, it is essential to
establish a strong empirical foundation in the estimation of the value boundaries, and every effort
should be made to establish as narrow a range as
possible. This is intended to provide helpful guidance to the court in reaching a fair and reasonable
conclusion without having to "buy" into a single

renewal rent under an option exercise may be to
force the issue to arbitration by refusing to reach
agreement. Under this scenario, an ultimate award
decision against that person's position can be explained aJ beyond tlieir control in that "those"
arbitrators (w,ho obviously were in error) decided
it. On the other hand, if the arbitration results in a
number that is favorable, the negotiator can take
full credit for the genius involved in having "engineered" the situation to arbitration.

value.

CONCLUSION
Starting with the first offering of CNMA securities
in the early 1970s, the real estate industry has been
in a state of rapid change. The securitization of the
mortgage markets, institutional ownership, investment trusts, globalization, and information technology have fostered a new era in valuation analysis and the people who do it. The scope of real estate
valuation has grown beyond the original boundaries defined by traditional appraisals. The parallel
Browth in litigation counseling has created demand
for real estateanalysts who bring specialized knowledge of valuation theories, capital markets, and
other emerging real estate issues to the litigation
process. The traditional use of appraisals is not
diminished, but merely used only when and where
appropriate. The Counselors of Real Estate is a
unique organization composed of real estate experts from numerous disciplines. Many members
of The Counselors come from these emerging real
estate market segments and can offer the legal
community an enhanced array of economic, financial, and real estate valuation methods.*.,

ln recent vears, the process has become even more
complex with the deep involvement of attorneys
beginning with the initial exercise of a market rent
renewal option. Attorneys, as advocates, should be
expected to seek out any possible interpretation of
the lease (or market) that might lead to a favorable
outcome for the client, regardless of how plausible
or realistic the interpretation might be. Thus, be'fore
a disputed rent matter moves forward to arbitration
or some other form of dispute resolution, certain
issues may have to be legally resolved and/or extensive research must be undertaken to rebut interpretations believed to be in error. In the end, the
result of legal maneuvering may be a formal submission agreement containing all party stipulations
for use in the arbitration. Howc'ver, the legal cost of
this process can be very substantial.
As indicated above, when market rate options are
granted, the lessor should anticipate that the lessee
would employ the most favorable interpretation of
Iease language and develop their rental proposal to

fit that interpretation. The use of the words "market
rental value" or "fair market rental" etc. will most
probably not protect against self-interest interpre-

tations. [t is true that self-interest should be expected to motivate both parties. However, since the
question being examined is the advisability of a
lessor granting a lessee a renewaI option at a market
rent, the fact that a lessor would act in its own selfinterest in negotiations or arbitration is not relevant
to the question.

THE "GAME"
Self-interest aside, market rate renewaloptions have
a strong tendency to set up a " Bame." Assuming
that both parties are equally well informed, it is fair
to assume that each is aware of what the market is
doing. However, the lessorcan notexpect to achieve
a rent higher than market and from the viewpoint of

the lessee, market rent is the worst anticipated
outcome. Under conditions of this type, the lessee
has little to lose in "playing the game." After all, if
the matter proceeds to arbitration, isn't there a
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Are Lease Renewal Options a Cood ldea?

ln rccent years, the process has become
eaer, fltore corrrplex with the deep
inaolztement of attort eys beginning zoith
the

initial

exercise of a market rent renewal

option. Attomeys, as adaocates, should
be expected to seek out any possible
interpretation of the lease (or market) that

night lead to a faaorable outcorfle fot the
client, regardless of hou) plausible ot
realistic the interpretation might

be.

chance that rent will be concluded at less than
market? From the lessee's viewpoint, lsn't there a
chance that if enough issues are introduced into the
proceedings, by the lessee, the confusion created
may obfuscate the facts and result in a more favorable determination for the lessee? The observation

of numerous rental arbitrations, over the

years,

indicates that the "game" is most frequently started

when the dollars involved are very significant.

OPTION LANGUAGE IS USUALLY THE
REAL PROBLEM
The real problem for lessors usually lies in the
option language which, more often than not, is
lacking in specificity. On the other hand, there is a
practical difficulty in developing option Ianguage
that is specific enough to eliminate any controversy
as to how market rent will be determined. In order
to illustrate this point, it is useful to examine the
issues that might arise when, as is frequently the
case, the lease language states nothing more than,
"The lessee is granted the option to re'new this lease
for a period of five years at the then market rent. If
lessor and lessee can not agree as to market rent, the

matter shall be determined by arbitration (appraisal)."

How is the term "market rent" or "fair market
rent" to be defined? [n a case several years ago,
the lessee took the position that the word "fair"
meant fair for both Iandlord and tenant and that
the economics of the specific tenant's business
(i.e. affordability) did come into play.
Is the reference to "market rent" or "fair market
rent" restricted to the specific use? This is an
important question in retail situations where the

current business may not be the best type of
business for the space. If the lease is restrictive as
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to use, somc' jurisdictions have held that the
interprL'tation of "market rL'nt" is to be market
rent for that use and not some other use. Thus, if
a lessor intends to achieve market rent for the
highest and best use of the property, the option
language must be very specific.
Is the reference to "market rent" or "fair market
rent" rsstricted to market rcnt for renewals only
or cloes it include new leases? There have been

cases where the tenant argucd

that

the
restricted
to
renewal
situations
comparabk's are
and should not include new lease transactions.
Do references to "marke't rent" or "fair market
rent" mean "net effective" rent to the le.ssor?
There have been numerous situations where tenants have argued the notion that renewals do not

expose tht' landlord to lrase commissions or
dovyn time between leases. Thus, the market rent
indicated by examination of comparables should
be adjusted by deducting thc lease commission
and down time to parallel the net a landlord
would receive.

What is the impact of tenant improvement allowances? For example, if comparable leases
include new lease transactions with, say, $25 per
square foot in tenant improvements, is the $25
amortized over the renewal term and deducted
from "markct rent" in determining renewal rt'n t?
Or, on rencrval, does the tl'nant receive a tenant
improvement (TI) allow,ance of $25 per square
foot? Tenants have argued that, were they a new

tenant coming into the property, they would
receive the fullTI package at the market rent and,
that as a renewing tenant, they should receivt. a
credit against market rent in the amount saved
by the landlord who does not have to provide
these TIs on renewal. [n this instance, what the
tenant would be seeking is the "net effective"
rent to the landlord which, by definition, is different from "market rent" or "fair market rent."
This interpretation also overlooks the fact that
the landlord, in most instances, provided the
tenant improvements when the renewing tenant
originally moved into the space being renewed.
On the other hand, if lease renewal comparables
(vs. new lcascs) had, as a rc'ne'wal condition, the
provision of paint and neiv carpets, adiustmL'nt
for this factor rvould probably be appropriate in
setting renewal rent.
What size space unit

is comparable? If the subject

space is 20,000 square feet are space units of 1,000

JO

up to 20,000 square feet reasonable comparables?

Or, would units substantially larger than 20,000
square feet be reasonable comparables?

What are the timc limits within which the parties must reach agreement before referring the
matter to the alternative dispute rt'solution
method set forth in the lcasc?

In

case's

of long-term ground leases involving

development ofa proie'ct, the issues become very
complex. What market conditions might exist
and what other conditions and valuation methodologies might be appropriate in 30, 50, 60, or
75 vears hence $,hen renewal options might be
e,xercised? If option rent is to be based on the
value of the land as if free and clear of improvencnts, what will happen if, at the time, there are
no comparable sale.s? Or, what might happen if,
at the time, the area has been complt'telv built up
(no more r.acant land) for more than 10 years?

Should rental valuc assume the highcst and best
usc of the land or is the then use to be considered
as highest and best use?
Where there is an absence of relevant land
sales data is the use of a land residual technique appropriate?
If the matter is rcfcrred to an alternative dispute
resolution methodology, what format will apply? The follou'ing are some of the choices:

There are different structures that might
apply in an appraisal process where there is no
dialog between appraisers. For example: 1). If
the appraisals of the two party appointed appraisers are within l0 percent, the avc'rage becomes the "market rent." lf tht difference is
greater than 10 percent then the party appraisers select a third appraiser and the appraisal
most distant from the middle number is discardcd with the remaining two appraisals being averaged.2). The party appraisal closest to
the third appraisal is the market rcnt. This form.rt is similar to "baseball" arbitration. The
major difficulty with any "averaging" of results
is that it most probably will produce the wrong
answer, either on the high side or low side and
the'problem of "baseball" is that the selected
rent is not necessarily the correct rent based on
the market.

'

.

An appraisal process where the appraisers
are directed to meet in order to determine
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until sufficient data had been gathered or the analysis had been completed. Until then, many experts
withheld opinions that may or may not have supported a particular claim orposition. That process is
now accelerated by Web technology. Real estate
experts will better serve their attorney clients by
providing timely opinions to assist in settlement
negotiations or to establish their willingness and
ability to support positions favorable to the client. Conversely, if unable to support the client,
sufficient time remains to search for an expert of
differing opinion. In either case, thr: trial attorney
is provided with valuable advance notice. In effect, real estate experts are now able to utilize Web
technology to customize research and lvork product without the encumbrance of unnecessary,
costly, and time-consuming research. I{emembering our example of the public securities markets,
surely real property is no more or lc'ss financially or
physically complex than a business enterprise. Whv
not streamline the analysis while lowering cost and
adding data?

MAINTAINING EXPERT CREDIBILITY:
SET REALISTIC BOUNDARIES
For one reason or another, appraisals.rre

a fact of life
Lender
apthe
real
industrv.
throughout
cstate

praisals, tax assessment appraisals, insurance appraisals, and a host of other transaction-based situ-

ations clearly require the preparation of an appraisal report drafted in accordanct' with tradc
organization appraisal standards, Uniform Stanclards of Professional Appraisal Practice' (USPAP),
or state licensure retluirements. Thc purpose of this
article, is not to diminish the importance of the
appraisal process or the professional appraisers
chargc'd with the responsibility of thcir preparation.
Instead, my purposc is to point out the advantages
of utilizing real estate experts outside the appraisal profession when the required analysis falls
clearly outside the scope of an appraisal document.
Cost and timeliness provide obvious advantages to

attorneys and their clients. But an equally, if not
morc important advantage, lies in the area of expert
credibility. Notwithstanding the inherent credibilityof a member ofThe Counselors of Real Estate, the
Appraisal Institute, or other credentialed individual
members of prrfessional real estatc organizations,
the analytical technique, theory employed, or presentation of the result may add meaning and reasonableness to the crpcrt s opinion.
Whcn subjective opinions are called for, they should
given within a reasonable rangc of possibilities.

bc.

Rrul Estate Erperls: Sol/,tt Further Obsen'atio

s

dnta uas both
expensiue dnd tirne-consurfling to collect.
In the absence of adequate infonnation,
expert opinions were oftefl delayed until
sufficient data had bcen gatherecl or the
analysis had been completed. Until then,
mafiy experts zuithheld opiniofis that may

Prior to lntemet

access,

ot ,fidy not haoe supported a partia at
claim or position. That process is now
accelerated by Web technology. Real estate
experts zuill better serue their attomey
clients by prooiding timely opinions to
assist ifl settlefient negotiations or to
establish their willingness anil ability to
support positions faaorable to the client.
The traditional appraisal format typically presents
a single estimated value. No one expecls a real
estate Counselor or any othcr expert to provide
perfect answcrs. We rely on observations, forecasts,
and historical data. Simple point estimates are very
often counterproductivc. Attorneys and the courts
appreciate candor, reason, and the inherent difficulty of providing perfect answers to subjective
questions. Hence, while the analysis may be generally close to what the true ansh'ers are, the probability that any single point estimate is correct, is nearly
zero. In my view, certified appraisals suffer from
two inherent flaws rendering them less useful to

attorneys and the courts. First, they are drafted
according to narrow standards of appraisal practice
which can frequently lead to the collection of unnecessary general information which adds to the
cost of the document and time of preparation. Secondly, the conclusions are nearly always presented
as singlt' point estimates which invite opposing
scrutiny and claims of inaccuracy or bias.

A much more practical and defensible valuation
analysis would present a damage claim, value, or
performance measure conclusion within a plausible range of values. By presenting expert opinions

within a range of possiblc values, the real estate
expert is demonstrating his or her willingness to
consider alternative assumptions and possibilities
without sacrificing credibility to the court. Simply
put, the best real estate experts carefully present
what they know and freely admit what cannot be
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that there are economic theories, specifically hedonic pricing theory, u,hich deal lvith the valuation
of "lost recreational pleasure" or "use." Standard
appraisal methodology is not designed for or et en
remotely applicable to this unusual case. The case
ultimately settled, eliminating the need for each

analysts, regional economists, institutional managers, and a host of other real estate experts able to
employ financial, economic, and real estate valua-

side to prepare the nece,ssary analysis. Despite the
"land use" character of the claim, an appraisal
report employing traditional appraisal methods
would hardlyapply to thevaluationof such a claim.
And although hedonic pricing and property values
have been considered in appraisal Iiterature before,

COUNSELORS AND APPRAISERS CAN
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE TECHNOLOGY
According to a reccnt research report published by
the U.C. Berkeley Fisher Center for Real Estate
Studies, analysts ostimate that bv the year 2000,
there n'ill be approximately,l00-500 million Inttrnet
users in the world, and the total number of Web
sites will exceed seven million. Willingly or not,
every Iawyer, professional practice, or real t:state
expert is being lecl or dragged into the informati()n
age. Some experts will make the shift smoothly
while others will fail by continuing to rely upon
stale experience and armchair wisdom.

it is doubtful

that cven the most accomplishe'd

appraisers have even considered its use, much less
applied it as a possiblc valuation tool. I am not
advocating hedonic pricing or any other specific
analytical methodology. But I do believe that valuation analyses go beyond "appraisal" and often
require the education, skills, and experience of real
estate analysts, institutional managers? or real estate forensic specialists outside the appraisal profession.

All appraisals are' founded on the principles of
economic valuation theory. But the vast majority of
real estate analyses do not require strict adherence
to appraisal standards or methods. Perhaps the best
example ofthis point is the valuation process exhibited by the public securities markets. On any given
business day, every publicly traded business enterprise is revalued resulting in the repricing of all
classes of outstanding stock. Reappraisal would
require adherence to prescribed appraisal method-

ology and documentation. For each issue traded,
every parcel of property, business asset, and expected earnings stream is revalued on virtually a
minute-to-minute basis. Various securities analysts,
researchers, and economists collect and interprct
the new information; make assumptions about future economic conditions; and apply stringent L'conomic models and theories as every shred of new
market information is instantaneously digested and
repriced with each stock transaction. In the U.S.
alone, some 1.5 to 2 billion equity shares change'
hands every business day. To the extent that real
estate debt and equity markets are increasingly
securitized and the nature of the underlying assets
fall into institutional ownership and managemcnt,
the analysis and valuation process must also evolve
to reflect the changing nature of the industry. The
legal community should recognize these changes as
well as the appropriate use of traditional appraisals.
More importantly, the securitization and globalization of real estate has ushered in an entirely new
Beneration of investment bankers, capital market

.t-1

tion methods more suitable to the current legal
environment .rn!i its constituencies.

The best experts have embraced Web technology
not merely for its e-mail or e-commerce value, but
for the enormous information access it provides.
Government records and statistics, univcrsity research centers, professional trade organizations,
and numerous private organizations routinely put
their data or information on the Web, much of it at
no cost to the user. [n sum, the volume of available
and accessible information has increased geometrically, while the cost of compilation has fallen ac-

cordingly. As real estate analysts, we can do more in
one hour at thL'computer than could be accomplished in days at the desk or the library.

Armed with the capacity to search a global Web
network for empirical data provides at least two
immediate benefits to our attorney clients. First, we
are able to present a more comprehensive empirical
basis for value conclusions. Correctly or not, an
expert is often viewed as an advocate of the client
rather than an expert to the court. Solid empirical

foundation significantly helps to overcome this
perception. Nothing speaks louder than the "numbers." This allows the expert to be the messenger,
not the message. In the way that the federal courts
have imposed "Daubert" standards for expert testimony to insure thc' proper foundation and reliability of expert testimony, the World Wide Web gives
us a new and effective weapon to meet and even
exceed the highest standards at an effectivc'cost.
Secondly, the spced at which opinions may be
reached has been drastically accelerated. Prior to
lntemet access, data was both expensive and timeconsuming to collect. In the absence of adequate
information, expert opinions were often delayed
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whether or not they can agree or reconcile their
differences to within 10 percent in which event
the average would prevail. [f no agreement
were reached the party appraisers would select
a third appraiser with two out of three being
decisive. Once the appraisers are directed to
meet, the process becomes an arbitration process and may be sr.rbject to the arbitration statutes in some jurisdictions.

.

Arbitration with mandatory mediation as a
pre-condition.

.

"Baseball" arbitration where lessor and lesjointly select an arbitrator and present their
respective rental positions to that arbitrator.
The arbitrator selects whiclrever of the two positions that is closest to his or her opinion to be
the awarded rent. In theory, "baseball" arbitrasee

tion is supposed to force both parties to propose
a very reasonable position and attempt to agree
before arbitrating. Howe'ver, in practice, the
process is often more akin to a poker game than
to determining market rent in that, after negotiating, each party knows the other's position.
The number finally submitted to the arbitrator
becomes a "poker" number.

.

An arbitration process conducted under the
rules and auspices of the American Arbitration
Association (AAA) or a similar alternative dispute resolution organization.

.

An arbitration process where each party
appoints its arbitrator and the two party arbitrators appoint the third arbitrator. This process
raises its own issues:
. Do the arbitrators prepare formal appraisals before commencing the process?
. Will other experts present the market
rent positions?
. Will the process call for an open hearing
where the parties present evidence to the
arbitrators?
. If the arbitrators are also the appraisers,
should they share all data (but not analysis)
before meeting?
. Are there any appropriate party stipuIations?
. What qualifications must an arbitrator
(or appraiser in an appraisal process) posses?

.

Must the third arbitrator be someone
without any business or social relationship
with the parties?
. What time constraints will operate?

Are ltase Renewal Options a Cood ldea?

For the multitude of smaller lease

transactions, the legal costs of
fl ego ti ating and ilr afting clet ail e d,
specific language and
the cost of implementing a
highly - structured pr o ce ss
for resolaing any dispute may be
unacceptable to both landlord and tenant.
The above are some, but by no means all, of the
issues that can come up under lease renewal options
at market rent. Market rate renewal options may
contain some guidelines for determining rent. But,
what happens when a guideline is no longer appli-

involving an
older lease was conducted under lease guidelints
specifying that market r€.nt was to be based on
recent leases in comparable one-story buildings
within a defined are'a. Hovyever, at the time of
arbitration there were no more one-story buildings
within the defined area.
cable? Several years ago an arbitration

MARKET RATE RENEWAL OPTIONS
SHOULD BE DETAILED AND SPECIFIC
In order for a lessor to be assured that market rate
renewal option provisions contain adequate protections against unintended interpretations, it becomes necessary for those provisions to be very
detailed and specific. In effect, the lease provisions
sctting forth the option terms and remedies if thc.
parties fail to agree (i.e. arbitration) would takt' on
many of the characteristics of a detailed arbitration
submission agreement. Where lease transactions
are large and involve major rentdollars, such specificity maybe practicaland affordable. However, for
the multitude of smaller Icase transactions the legal
costs of negotiating and drafting detailed, specific
language and the cost of implemenhng a highlystructured process for resolving any dispute may
be unacceptable to both landlord and tenant.
Absent specific lease language that has the character of a submission agreement or absent a formal
submission agreement, party arbitrators (or an arbitration panel) may have to develop a submission
agreement for approval by the parties, before commencing the process, in order to protect the integrity of any award. Such an agreement would spell
out the matter or matters to be decided as well as
detail the rules and procedures under which the
arbitration will be conducted. This process, in and
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of itself, may increase the cost of arbitration, as well
as protracting the time for reaching a decision.
Further, if the arbitrators (or parties) cannot agree
on the language of the submission agreement, the
matte'r may have to be resolved by a court before the

customary may, in the future when the option is
exercised, prove to be a very serious error for the
lessor.*.,

arbitration itself can movc forward.

AN ALTERNATIVE TO RENEWAL OPTIONS
Aside from attemptin8 to gain an advantage, the
main concern of the lessee, in seeking renewal options, is being able to provide for continuity of
occupancy in the leased space. One means of providing a lessee comfort relative to the future is to
include a "First Right to Negotiate." This type of
provision assures that the lessor will not lease the
space to someone else before negotiating with the
present lessee. This type of "right" does notbind the
lessor to anv rent but probably does bind the lessor
to conduct "good faith" negotiations whether or
not such is spelled out in the "Right." Provisions of
this type usually include a date by which the lessee
must opt to commence' negotiations and a date by
which the lessor is free to begin negotiating with
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Tn the December 1994 Edition of Real Estate lssuts,l presented several
I issues pertaining k) the proper role of real estaie Counselors as

CONCLUSION
The conclusion that must be reached is that lessors'

Iexpert

should avoid freely granting lease renewal options,
as usually, they are not a very good idea. Renewal
options are only of benefit to a tenant. They can
cause some very complex and unanticipated problems in arriving at the future rental value. They do
not enhance the value of the property or the owner's
position. And, they may give the tenant an element
of control over the future that may be unintended.
There is no question that lessors are frequently
compelled, by competitive pressures to grant renewal options. And, equally often, the lessor makes
a business decision to unde'rtake whatever risks the
LRO may present becaust, of the competitive pressures. The larger the tenant the greater the pressure
on the lessor to provide inducements to the tenant
when the rental market is highly competitive. However, in markets where the lessor is in the stronger
position, inducements are unnecessary. And, where
tenants are occupying small amounts of space there
may be many reasons for avoiding LROs-not the
Ieast of which is providing for the possible expansion of other tenants.

real estate expert versus client advocate conflict. This manuscriPt
attempts to go one step further in distinguishing how real estate
counseling differs from real estate appraisal and how attorneys may
better utilize real estate Counselors as experts.
The great maiority of real estate Counselors are not real estate apprais-

typically do not write or certify appraisal reports. However,
they are still real estate valuation, feasibility, and investment exPerts.
They frequently offer expert advice regarding the valuation of fee
interests, mortgage instruments, leaseholds, easements, cash flows,
rights of way, profitability, feasibility, pricing strategies, phasing plans,
and a myriad of other opinions regarding the value or the investment
performance of real estate assets. I think the time has come to clarify the
common view that valuation analysis and appraisal are one and the
same. They are not! Most real estate analyses are not drafted as certified
appraisal reports. Frequently, the total work product consists ofnothing
more than a summary of data, statement of assumptions, calcuJations,
and conclusions. On other occasions, a certified or narrative rePort may
be inapplicable as the following case illustrates.
ers. They
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very carefully thought out and negotiated as vigorously as any other material business terms of the
lease. Treating lease renewal options as benign and
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years ago, a moderate oil spill along the Southern California
coastline had forced the closure of several miles of public beaches. ln
addition to direct clean-up costs and lost tax revenues from temporary
business closures, the city attorney felt the city was also entitled to the
value of the temporary loss of use (i.e. recreational use) of the public
beach. As with any claim for damage, appropriate technical analysis
and foundation is requisite to establish a defensible claim. It so happens
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that there are economic theories, specifically hedonic pricing theory, u,hich deal lvith the valuation
of "lost recreational pleasure" or "use." Standard
appraisal methodology is not designed for or et en
remotely applicable to this unusual case. The case
ultimately settled, eliminating the need for each

analysts, regional economists, institutional managers, and a host of other real estate experts able to
employ financial, economic, and real estate valua-

side to prepare the nece,ssary analysis. Despite the
"land use" character of the claim, an appraisal
report employing traditional appraisal methods
would hardlyapply to thevaluationof such a claim.
And although hedonic pricing and property values
have been considered in appraisal Iiterature before,

COUNSELORS AND APPRAISERS CAN
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE TECHNOLOGY
According to a reccnt research report published by
the U.C. Berkeley Fisher Center for Real Estate
Studies, analysts ostimate that bv the year 2000,
there n'ill be approximately,l00-500 million Inttrnet
users in the world, and the total number of Web
sites will exceed seven million. Willingly or not,
every Iawyer, professional practice, or real t:state
expert is being lecl or dragged into the informati()n
age. Some experts will make the shift smoothly
while others will fail by continuing to rely upon
stale experience and armchair wisdom.

it is doubtful

that cven the most accomplishe'd

appraisers have even considered its use, much less
applied it as a possiblc valuation tool. I am not
advocating hedonic pricing or any other specific
analytical methodology. But I do believe that valuation analyses go beyond "appraisal" and often
require the education, skills, and experience of real
estate analysts, institutional managers? or real estate forensic specialists outside the appraisal profession.

All appraisals are' founded on the principles of
economic valuation theory. But the vast majority of
real estate analyses do not require strict adherence
to appraisal standards or methods. Perhaps the best
example ofthis point is the valuation process exhibited by the public securities markets. On any given
business day, every publicly traded business enterprise is revalued resulting in the repricing of all
classes of outstanding stock. Reappraisal would
require adherence to prescribed appraisal method-

ology and documentation. For each issue traded,
every parcel of property, business asset, and expected earnings stream is revalued on virtually a
minute-to-minute basis. Various securities analysts,
researchers, and economists collect and interprct
the new information; make assumptions about future economic conditions; and apply stringent L'conomic models and theories as every shred of new
market information is instantaneously digested and
repriced with each stock transaction. In the U.S.
alone, some 1.5 to 2 billion equity shares change'
hands every business day. To the extent that real
estate debt and equity markets are increasingly
securitized and the nature of the underlying assets
fall into institutional ownership and managemcnt,
the analysis and valuation process must also evolve
to reflect the changing nature of the industry. The
legal community should recognize these changes as
well as the appropriate use of traditional appraisals.
More importantly, the securitization and globalization of real estate has ushered in an entirely new
Beneration of investment bankers, capital market

.t-1

tion methods more suitable to the current legal
environment .rn!i its constituencies.

The best experts have embraced Web technology
not merely for its e-mail or e-commerce value, but
for the enormous information access it provides.
Government records and statistics, univcrsity research centers, professional trade organizations,
and numerous private organizations routinely put
their data or information on the Web, much of it at
no cost to the user. [n sum, the volume of available
and accessible information has increased geometrically, while the cost of compilation has fallen ac-

cordingly. As real estate analysts, we can do more in
one hour at thL'computer than could be accomplished in days at the desk or the library.

Armed with the capacity to search a global Web
network for empirical data provides at least two
immediate benefits to our attorney clients. First, we
are able to present a more comprehensive empirical
basis for value conclusions. Correctly or not, an
expert is often viewed as an advocate of the client
rather than an expert to the court. Solid empirical

foundation significantly helps to overcome this
perception. Nothing speaks louder than the "numbers." This allows the expert to be the messenger,
not the message. In the way that the federal courts
have imposed "Daubert" standards for expert testimony to insure thc' proper foundation and reliability of expert testimony, the World Wide Web gives
us a new and effective weapon to meet and even
exceed the highest standards at an effectivc'cost.
Secondly, the spced at which opinions may be
reached has been drastically accelerated. Prior to
lntemet access, data was both expensive and timeconsuming to collect. In the absence of adequate
information, expert opinions were often delayed
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whether or not they can agree or reconcile their
differences to within 10 percent in which event
the average would prevail. [f no agreement
were reached the party appraisers would select
a third appraiser with two out of three being
decisive. Once the appraisers are directed to
meet, the process becomes an arbitration process and may be sr.rbject to the arbitration statutes in some jurisdictions.

.

Arbitration with mandatory mediation as a
pre-condition.

.

"Baseball" arbitration where lessor and lesjointly select an arbitrator and present their
respective rental positions to that arbitrator.
The arbitrator selects whiclrever of the two positions that is closest to his or her opinion to be
the awarded rent. In theory, "baseball" arbitrasee

tion is supposed to force both parties to propose
a very reasonable position and attempt to agree
before arbitrating. Howe'ver, in practice, the
process is often more akin to a poker game than
to determining market rent in that, after negotiating, each party knows the other's position.
The number finally submitted to the arbitrator
becomes a "poker" number.

.

An arbitration process conducted under the
rules and auspices of the American Arbitration
Association (AAA) or a similar alternative dispute resolution organization.

.

An arbitration process where each party
appoints its arbitrator and the two party arbitrators appoint the third arbitrator. This process
raises its own issues:
. Do the arbitrators prepare formal appraisals before commencing the process?
. Will other experts present the market
rent positions?
. Will the process call for an open hearing
where the parties present evidence to the
arbitrators?
. If the arbitrators are also the appraisers,
should they share all data (but not analysis)
before meeting?
. Are there any appropriate party stipuIations?
. What qualifications must an arbitrator
(or appraiser in an appraisal process) posses?

.

Must the third arbitrator be someone
without any business or social relationship
with the parties?
. What time constraints will operate?

Are ltase Renewal Options a Cood ldea?

For the multitude of smaller lease

transactions, the legal costs of
fl ego ti ating and ilr afting clet ail e d,
specific language and
the cost of implementing a
highly - structured pr o ce ss
for resolaing any dispute may be
unacceptable to both landlord and tenant.
The above are some, but by no means all, of the
issues that can come up under lease renewal options
at market rent. Market rate renewal options may
contain some guidelines for determining rent. But,
what happens when a guideline is no longer appli-

involving an
older lease was conducted under lease guidelints
specifying that market r€.nt was to be based on
recent leases in comparable one-story buildings
within a defined are'a. Hovyever, at the time of
arbitration there were no more one-story buildings
within the defined area.
cable? Several years ago an arbitration

MARKET RATE RENEWAL OPTIONS
SHOULD BE DETAILED AND SPECIFIC
In order for a lessor to be assured that market rate
renewal option provisions contain adequate protections against unintended interpretations, it becomes necessary for those provisions to be very
detailed and specific. In effect, the lease provisions
sctting forth the option terms and remedies if thc.
parties fail to agree (i.e. arbitration) would takt' on
many of the characteristics of a detailed arbitration
submission agreement. Where lease transactions
are large and involve major rentdollars, such specificity maybe practicaland affordable. However, for
the multitude of smaller Icase transactions the legal
costs of negotiating and drafting detailed, specific
language and the cost of implemenhng a highlystructured process for resolving any dispute may
be unacceptable to both landlord and tenant.
Absent specific lease language that has the character of a submission agreement or absent a formal
submission agreement, party arbitrators (or an arbitration panel) may have to develop a submission
agreement for approval by the parties, before commencing the process, in order to protect the integrity of any award. Such an agreement would spell
out the matter or matters to be decided as well as
detail the rules and procedures under which the
arbitration will be conducted. This process, in and
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to use, somc' jurisdictions have held that the
interprL'tation of "market rL'nt" is to be market
rent for that use and not some other use. Thus, if
a lessor intends to achieve market rent for the
highest and best use of the property, the option
language must be very specific.
Is the reference to "market rent" or "fair market
rent" rsstricted to market rcnt for renewals only
or cloes it include new leases? There have been

cases where the tenant argucd

that

the
restricted
to
renewal
situations
comparabk's are
and should not include new lease transactions.
Do references to "marke't rent" or "fair market
rent" mean "net effective" rent to the le.ssor?
There have been numerous situations where tenants have argued the notion that renewals do not

expose tht' landlord to lrase commissions or
dovyn time between leases. Thus, the market rent
indicated by examination of comparables should
be adjusted by deducting thc lease commission
and down time to parallel the net a landlord
would receive.

What is the impact of tenant improvement allowances? For example, if comparable leases
include new lease transactions with, say, $25 per
square foot in tenant improvements, is the $25
amortized over the renewal term and deducted
from "markct rent" in determining renewal rt'n t?
Or, on rencrval, does the tl'nant receive a tenant
improvement (TI) allow,ance of $25 per square
foot? Tenants have argued that, were they a new

tenant coming into the property, they would
receive the fullTI package at the market rent and,
that as a renewing tenant, they should receivt. a
credit against market rent in the amount saved
by the landlord who does not have to provide
these TIs on renewal. [n this instance, what the
tenant would be seeking is the "net effective"
rent to the landlord which, by definition, is different from "market rent" or "fair market rent."
This interpretation also overlooks the fact that
the landlord, in most instances, provided the
tenant improvements when the renewing tenant
originally moved into the space being renewed.
On the other hand, if lease renewal comparables
(vs. new lcascs) had, as a rc'ne'wal condition, the
provision of paint and neiv carpets, adiustmL'nt
for this factor rvould probably be appropriate in
setting renewal rent.
What size space unit

is comparable? If the subject

space is 20,000 square feet are space units of 1,000

JO

up to 20,000 square feet reasonable comparables?

Or, would units substantially larger than 20,000
square feet be reasonable comparables?

What are the timc limits within which the parties must reach agreement before referring the
matter to the alternative dispute rt'solution
method set forth in the lcasc?

In

case's

of long-term ground leases involving

development ofa proie'ct, the issues become very
complex. What market conditions might exist
and what other conditions and valuation methodologies might be appropriate in 30, 50, 60, or
75 vears hence $,hen renewal options might be
e,xercised? If option rent is to be based on the
value of the land as if free and clear of improvencnts, what will happen if, at the time, there are
no comparable sale.s? Or, what might happen if,
at the time, the area has been complt'telv built up
(no more r.acant land) for more than 10 years?

Should rental valuc assume the highcst and best
usc of the land or is the then use to be considered
as highest and best use?
Where there is an absence of relevant land
sales data is the use of a land residual technique appropriate?
If the matter is rcfcrred to an alternative dispute
resolution methodology, what format will apply? The follou'ing are some of the choices:

There are different structures that might
apply in an appraisal process where there is no
dialog between appraisers. For example: 1). If
the appraisals of the two party appointed appraisers are within l0 percent, the avc'rage becomes the "market rent." lf tht difference is
greater than 10 percent then the party appraisers select a third appraiser and the appraisal
most distant from the middle number is discardcd with the remaining two appraisals being averaged.2). The party appraisal closest to
the third appraisal is the market rcnt. This form.rt is similar to "baseball" arbitration. The
major difficulty with any "averaging" of results
is that it most probably will produce the wrong
answer, either on the high side or low side and
the'problem of "baseball" is that the selected
rent is not necessarily the correct rent based on
the market.

'

.

An appraisal process where the appraisers
are directed to meet in order to determine
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until sufficient data had been gathered or the analysis had been completed. Until then, many experts
withheld opinions that may or may not have supported a particular claim orposition. That process is
now accelerated by Web technology. Real estate
experts will better serve their attorney clients by
providing timely opinions to assist in settlement
negotiations or to establish their willingness and
ability to support positions favorable to the client. Conversely, if unable to support the client,
sufficient time remains to search for an expert of
differing opinion. In either case, thr: trial attorney
is provided with valuable advance notice. In effect, real estate experts are now able to utilize Web
technology to customize research and lvork product without the encumbrance of unnecessary,
costly, and time-consuming research. I{emembering our example of the public securities markets,
surely real property is no more or lc'ss financially or
physically complex than a business enterprise. Whv
not streamline the analysis while lowering cost and
adding data?

MAINTAINING EXPERT CREDIBILITY:
SET REALISTIC BOUNDARIES
For one reason or another, appraisals.rre

a fact of life
Lender
apthe
real
industrv.
throughout
cstate

praisals, tax assessment appraisals, insurance appraisals, and a host of other transaction-based situ-

ations clearly require the preparation of an appraisal report drafted in accordanct' with tradc
organization appraisal standards, Uniform Stanclards of Professional Appraisal Practice' (USPAP),
or state licensure retluirements. Thc purpose of this
article, is not to diminish the importance of the
appraisal process or the professional appraisers
chargc'd with the responsibility of thcir preparation.
Instead, my purposc is to point out the advantages
of utilizing real estate experts outside the appraisal profession when the required analysis falls
clearly outside the scope of an appraisal document.
Cost and timeliness provide obvious advantages to

attorneys and their clients. But an equally, if not
morc important advantage, lies in the area of expert
credibility. Notwithstanding the inherent credibilityof a member ofThe Counselors of Real Estate, the
Appraisal Institute, or other credentialed individual
members of prrfessional real estatc organizations,
the analytical technique, theory employed, or presentation of the result may add meaning and reasonableness to the crpcrt s opinion.
Whcn subjective opinions are called for, they should
given within a reasonable rangc of possibilities.

bc.
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dnta uas both
expensiue dnd tirne-consurfling to collect.
In the absence of adequate infonnation,
expert opinions were oftefl delayed until
sufficient data had bcen gatherecl or the
analysis had been completed. Until then,
mafiy experts zuithheld opiniofis that may

Prior to lntemet

access,

ot ,fidy not haoe supported a partia at
claim or position. That process is now
accelerated by Web technology. Real estate
experts zuill better serue their attomey
clients by prooiding timely opinions to
assist ifl settlefient negotiations or to
establish their willingness anil ability to
support positions faaorable to the client.
The traditional appraisal format typically presents
a single estimated value. No one expecls a real
estate Counselor or any othcr expert to provide
perfect answcrs. We rely on observations, forecasts,
and historical data. Simple point estimates are very
often counterproductivc. Attorneys and the courts
appreciate candor, reason, and the inherent difficulty of providing perfect answers to subjective
questions. Hence, while the analysis may be generally close to what the true ansh'ers are, the probability that any single point estimate is correct, is nearly
zero. In my view, certified appraisals suffer from
two inherent flaws rendering them less useful to

attorneys and the courts. First, they are drafted
according to narrow standards of appraisal practice
which can frequently lead to the collection of unnecessary general information which adds to the
cost of the document and time of preparation. Secondly, the conclusions are nearly always presented
as singlt' point estimates which invite opposing
scrutiny and claims of inaccuracy or bias.

A much more practical and defensible valuation
analysis would present a damage claim, value, or
performance measure conclusion within a plausible range of values. By presenting expert opinions

within a range of possiblc values, the real estate
expert is demonstrating his or her willingness to
consider alternative assumptions and possibilities
without sacrificing credibility to the court. Simply
put, the best real estate experts carefully present
what they know and freely admit what cannot be

J5

known with certainty. However, it is essential to
establish a strong empirical foundation in the estimation of the value boundaries, and every effort
should be made to establish as narrow a range as
possible. This is intended to provide helpful guidance to the court in reaching a fair and reasonable
conclusion without having to "buy" into a single

renewal rent under an option exercise may be to
force the issue to arbitration by refusing to reach
agreement. Under this scenario, an ultimate award
decision against that person's position can be explained aJ beyond tlieir control in that "those"
arbitrators (w,ho obviously were in error) decided
it. On the other hand, if the arbitration results in a
number that is favorable, the negotiator can take
full credit for the genius involved in having "engineered" the situation to arbitration.

value.

CONCLUSION
Starting with the first offering of CNMA securities
in the early 1970s, the real estate industry has been
in a state of rapid change. The securitization of the
mortgage markets, institutional ownership, investment trusts, globalization, and information technology have fostered a new era in valuation analysis and the people who do it. The scope of real estate
valuation has grown beyond the original boundaries defined by traditional appraisals. The parallel
Browth in litigation counseling has created demand
for real estateanalysts who bring specialized knowledge of valuation theories, capital markets, and
other emerging real estate issues to the litigation
process. The traditional use of appraisals is not
diminished, but merely used only when and where
appropriate. The Counselors of Real Estate is a
unique organization composed of real estate experts from numerous disciplines. Many members
of The Counselors come from these emerging real
estate market segments and can offer the legal
community an enhanced array of economic, financial, and real estate valuation methods.*.,

ln recent vears, the process has become even more
complex with the deep involvement of attorneys
beginning with the initial exercise of a market rent
renewal option. Attorneys, as advocates, should be
expected to seek out any possible interpretation of
the lease (or market) that might lead to a favorable
outcome for the client, regardless of how plausible
or realistic the interpretation might be. Thus, be'fore
a disputed rent matter moves forward to arbitration
or some other form of dispute resolution, certain
issues may have to be legally resolved and/or extensive research must be undertaken to rebut interpretations believed to be in error. In the end, the
result of legal maneuvering may be a formal submission agreement containing all party stipulations
for use in the arbitration. Howc'ver, the legal cost of
this process can be very substantial.
As indicated above, when market rate options are
granted, the lessor should anticipate that the lessee
would employ the most favorable interpretation of
Iease language and develop their rental proposal to

fit that interpretation. The use of the words "market
rental value" or "fair market rental" etc. will most
probably not protect against self-interest interpre-

tations. [t is true that self-interest should be expected to motivate both parties. However, since the
question being examined is the advisability of a
lessor granting a lessee a renewaI option at a market
rent, the fact that a lessor would act in its own selfinterest in negotiations or arbitration is not relevant
to the question.

THE "GAME"
Self-interest aside, market rate renewaloptions have
a strong tendency to set up a " Bame." Assuming
that both parties are equally well informed, it is fair
to assume that each is aware of what the market is
doing. However, the lessorcan notexpect to achieve
a rent higher than market and from the viewpoint of

the lessee, market rent is the worst anticipated
outcome. Under conditions of this type, the lessee
has little to lose in "playing the game." After all, if
the matter proceeds to arbitration, isn't there a
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Are Lease Renewal Options a Cood ldea?

ln rccent years, the process has become
eaer, fltore corrrplex with the deep
inaolztement of attort eys beginning zoith
the

initial

exercise of a market rent renewal

option. Attomeys, as adaocates, should
be expected to seek out any possible
interpretation of the lease (or market) that

night lead to a faaorable outcorfle fot the
client, regardless of hou) plausible ot
realistic the interpretation might

be.

chance that rent will be concluded at less than
market? From the lessee's viewpoint, lsn't there a
chance that if enough issues are introduced into the
proceedings, by the lessee, the confusion created
may obfuscate the facts and result in a more favorable determination for the lessee? The observation

of numerous rental arbitrations, over the

years,

indicates that the "game" is most frequently started

when the dollars involved are very significant.

OPTION LANGUAGE IS USUALLY THE
REAL PROBLEM
The real problem for lessors usually lies in the
option language which, more often than not, is
lacking in specificity. On the other hand, there is a
practical difficulty in developing option Ianguage
that is specific enough to eliminate any controversy
as to how market rent will be determined. In order
to illustrate this point, it is useful to examine the
issues that might arise when, as is frequently the
case, the lease language states nothing more than,
"The lessee is granted the option to re'new this lease
for a period of five years at the then market rent. If
lessor and lessee can not agree as to market rent, the

matter shall be determined by arbitration (appraisal)."

How is the term "market rent" or "fair market
rent" to be defined? [n a case several years ago,
the lessee took the position that the word "fair"
meant fair for both Iandlord and tenant and that
the economics of the specific tenant's business
(i.e. affordability) did come into play.
Is the reference to "market rent" or "fair market
rent" restricted to the specific use? This is an
important question in retail situations where the

current business may not be the best type of
business for the space. If the lease is restrictive as
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binding on the lessee onlyif the lessee exercises. The
possible exception to this would be the case u,here
the option is no more than an agreement to agree
without remedy in the event agreement can not be
reached. In many jurisdictions options based on an
agreement to agree are not enforceable. In short, the
lessor is bound by the terms of the renewal option if
the lessee u,ishes it so but, if not, the lessee can
choose to renegotiate. This situation transfers some
of the control, over the future of the propertv or
space, to the lessee. The fact that the lessee can
choose whether to exercise or renegotiate sets up a
"playing field" that is not "level" since the lessor
has no such right (i.e. the right to decide to let the
lessee exercise an option or, instead, to require a
new negotiation).
EACH TYPE OF RENEWAL OPTION HAS
ITS OWN PROBLEMS
Renewal options at preagreed rents are a problem
from the standpoint that market rL.nts at the time of
exercise may be substantially higher than the agreed
option rent. In this case, the lessee has everyinducement to exercise the renewal option. But, in the
event that market rents are Iower than the agreed
rent, there is evory reason to believe that the lessee
will opt to renegotiate rather than exercising the
renewal option. However, a perccived benefit of
options at a specified dollar rent amount is that they
do not Iead to controversy or disputc at the time of
exercise.
LIIOs based on the percentage increase in the CPI or
some similar index have the samc problem. There is
no correlation, other than purely accidental, be-

tween the change in the CPI and the change in
market rents. Market rent is drive'n by the forces of
supply and dc'mand for the particular type of space
in question. During the period of 1986-'1996 there is
substantial evidence to suggest that rents for office
space, in many markets across the country, declincd
in the face of oversupply while the rate of inflation
continued upwards. Similarlv, in the period from
1996 to the present, the surge of demand for many
types of spaces, in many markets, has pushed rents
up in double-digit steps while the CPI has been
increasing at a vL'ry benign rate. Accordingly, it
may be concluded that the probability of a CPI or
other index tracking the real estate rental market is
minuscule. CPI or index rent adjustments during a
lease term are theoretically different from options
at specific dollar amounts in that they are perceived
to maintain a purchasing power parity of the rent
dollar during the period between ncw negotiations.
Like specific dollar options, CPI adjustments do not
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present any controversy since the determination of

adiusted rent is accomplished based on a fixed
formula where the inputs are factually established.

The failure of specified dollar options or index
adjustments to parallel the actual rental market
changes led owners and managers to generally
favor some type of market rate renewal option over
other types of options. In theory, this is an excellent
idea. No ola'ner or manager should expect to get
more rent from an existing, renewing lessee, than
would be available in the market place if the space

LTIrILITY:
CaN GnowrH MANAGEMENT

LEcr srATrNG

were vacant and available for lease. If the lessee
moved out, that is the rent that would probably
result from the space offering.
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF MARKET RATE
OPTIONS IS A MAJOR DIFFICULTY
The major difficulty with market rate renewal options lies in the implementation of the process and
procedures for determining market rent. In a different age, before the major shift to institutional ownership, lessor and lessee were both "risking" their
o\l'n money when thev failed to reach agreement
and were forced to initiate the remedy spelled out in
the lease such as arbitration. [n that environment
moving to arbitration was viewed by both parties as
a risk and reasonable efforts were usually made to
forge an agree'ment. Today, one orboth parties have
no personal, vested interest in the outcome of arbitration. Either the lessor is a corporate or institutional owner whose manager/ ncgotiator is not personally at risk or the lessee is a corporate lessee with
the same characteristics. In these instances, the party
negotiator is only at risk of criticism (or secondguessing) for agreeing to a transaction that persons
to whom the negotiator reports might challenge.
Stated differently, the negotiator's job may be the
only real thing at risk as far as the negotiator is
concerned. Thus, for one or both party negotiators
there may be no personal, economic inducement to
agree to any rent other than the rent originally
proposed by them. This tends to be the case even
n here the opening rent number was developed by
an independent, outside appraiser or consultant. It
is even more forcefully the case when a written,
independent appraisal has been procured before
the parties begin their negotiations. In this situation, manv people on both sides may have reviewed, and signed off, on the respective appraisals, thus creating an expectancy of achieving the
rent number established in their appraisal. In the
vernacular, thc feet of the parties become "set in
concrete." The most defensive position for a negotiator or staff person charged with negotiating a
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SuccrED?
by Eric S. lnscheuer, Esq

A liaable suburb or city is one that lets

fast-so we can
time stuck in traffic. ...1t is

us get home after work

spend more time with friends and t'amily, and less
one thnt preserxes among the new deuelopment some nao family farms and
green sryces--io thal exen in the age of cyberspace, kids can still grmo up
knowing uth-at it' s like t o eat locally-grown produce , or toss a ball in an open t'ield

on a summer exening. ...A liaable community cares about parks as well as
parking lots, and deTtelops in a way that draws on local strength and uniqur
ness-resisting the 'cookie-cutter monster' that has made so much of our

country look all the

same.

- Vice President Al Gore
"Livable Communities for the 21st Century"
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Or, Irn.lr.u I l. 1999. Vice President Al Gore unveiled the "Livability eg"nai," *hich is designed to help communities across America
grow in ways that ensure a high quality of life and strong, sustainable
economic growth. This initiative could ultimately have a substantial
impact not only on real estate developers and sellers but on the way we
practice land use and real estate law. Washington State's decade long
experience with its Growth Management Act' highlights the promise
and pitfalls of "Legislating Livability."

I

THE CLINTON-GORE LIVABILITY AGENDA
According to a White House press release, the goals of the Livability
Agenda are to:
Preserve green spaces that promote clean airand clean water, sustain

wildlife, and provide families with places to walk, play, and relax.
Ease traffic congestion by improving road planning, strengthening

Legislating LiLabilily: Can Gruoth Management Succeed?

existing transportation systems, and expanding
use of alternative transportation.
Restore a sense of community by fostering citizen and private sector involvement in local planning, including the placemcnt of schools and
other public facilities.
Promote collaboration among neighboring communities--{itics, suburbs, or rural areas-to develop regional growth stratcgies and address
common issues like crime.
Enhance economic competitiveness by nurturing a high quality of life that attracts well-trained
workers and cutting-edge industries.
President Clinhn has asked Congress to approve
nearly a billion dollars in nal spending (nearly l0
billion overall for livability initiatives) as part of thc
FY 2000 budget. He has also asked for $6..1 billion
for public transit proiects, a 16 percent increase over
last vear, inclrrding $1.6 billion for state and local
projects that rcduce traffic congestion and improve
air qualitv.r State and local officials, who recognize
an opportunity to receive money for their states and
cities by supporting the plan, havt, begun unveiling
their own proposals for managed growth and livable communitie's. Trade organizations such as the
National Association of Home' Builders (NAHB)
and National Association of REALTORS (NAR)
have also established or are u,orking to establish
"smart growth" policies, recognizing the need to
adapt to a rapidly changing deve lopment climate.

give up to achieve u,hat everyone seems to \a,ant in
theory? While the Puget Sound region faces some
unique land use issues as a result of geography, as
one of the fastest growing regions in the country, it
can also servc as a useful case study for communities elsewhere as they attempt to make the Livability Agenda a functional reality.

RECORD GROWTH IN AMERICA'S CITIES
According to the Slnle of thc Naliuis Hottsirtg '1999
Report issut'd by Harvard University's Joint Centt'r
for Housing Studics, home ownership rates, homc
sales, and the value of residc,ntial construction
reached all time highs in 1998. The eight fastest
growing metropolitan areas added more than
200,000 homes between 1990 and 1997 and anotht'r
.100,000
2.1 areas addcd more than
homes.a This has
raised strong concerns about urban sprawl, espe'
cially sinct' thc report indicatc-s that most new construction is occurring in medium- and lower-densitv
counties at the metropolitan fringe.

As Vice President Core makes "livability" one of

Grouth Man agetnet t Act
The Pugct Sound region is a poster-child for
what is happening nationwidt. Traffic congestion
in the greater-Seattle area, having increased by
more than 2l percent in the last decade, is among
the worst in the nation, not far behind that of much
larger cities such as Los Angeles and New York.'
Population growth is projected at 22 percent over
the next decade, with more tharr 400,000 new state
residents arriving in the next four years. Seattle
itself is only cxpected to grow by 21,000-72,00{)
people, w'hich means many new rcsidents will bt'
moving to other areas in King, Snohomish, and
Pierce Counties, all of which arc within 20-30
miles of downtown Seattle." Other parts of the
state are also growing quickly. Where newcomers
and current rtsidents will be able to live and work
is significantly affected by Washington State's
Crowth Managcment Act, which includes grridelines for transportation, land usc, and environmen-

the main focuses of his campaign, many people are

tal protection.

However, before the Clinton administration ever
announced thc Livability Agenda, more than .40
states already had begun to implemcnt legislation
to manage growth and contain urban sprawl.l
Washington State enacted its Growth Management
.1990.
Act (GMA) in
Since then, many local jurisdictions across the state have adopted comprehensive
plans to implement the CMA.

asking just how effective is growth management?
How well do comprehensive plans, the cornerstones of many growth management strategies, help
communities balance economic concerns and environmental ideas to achieve livabilitl,? Nearly a decade after the State of Washington passed its Grorl,'th
Management Act, these questions rcmain a source
of debate. Several key questions are at the heart of
this debate: who pays for what? How do land
developers and real estate planners navigate the
new regulations required to managc growth? And
\,,,hat are busin!'sses and,/or home buyers willing to

{lJ

W ashingt on's

In an effort to responsibly accommodate significant growth, Washington's GMA requires cities
and counties to:
designate and protect critical areas such as wetlands, steep slopes, river corridors, and flood

plans.i
designate and conserve farm, timber, and mineral resource lands.3
identify urban growth areas within which to
concentrate new population growth.'q
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Anp Lnnsr RENEwar OpuoNS
n Goon IpEa?
by LlorlLl D. Hanford,lr., CRE

ease ncgotiations, more

oftt'n than not,lead to a rcquest from the
for renc'wal options. And, iust as often, suci options are
.LJfreelv given, lr'ithout much thought or negotiation, by er,,en the
most sophisticated owners and managers. Yet, lease renewal options
(LROs), Iike other kinds of options, raise some very fundamental
questions. This manuscript examines the question of LROs, from the
standpoint of the lessor, with a goal of being able to decide whether or
not thev are a good idea.
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Iessee

THE POSITION OF THE LESSEE IS EASY TO UNDERSTAND
It is very easy to understand the position of a lessee asking for a renewal
option. It is relatively safe to concludc that, for a lesst'e, a LRO is never
a bad idea regardless of the terms of that option. There is no mandatory
requirement that the lessee must exercise a renewal option in order to be
able to renew a lease. [n all cases, a LRO is a "free ridc" for the lessee. lf
the markct conditions were such that the option is beneficial to the
lessee, then the option would probablv be exercised if the lessee intended toremainin thespace. On the other hand, if the k'ssee determines
that the terms of the option are not beneficial, the lessee can always opt
to renegotiate instead of exercising the option. Accordingly, the lessee
has absolutely nothing to lose whtn granted a renewal option, particularly rvhen, as is most often the case, that option is givtn free of any
charge.

LEASE RENEWAL OPTIONS ARE BINDING ON THE LESSOR
LROs raise some scrious questions from the viewpoint of a lessor. There
are several different basic option formulas, Each has its own particular
sct of problems. However, the common problem, regardlcss of formula,
is that the te'rms and conditions of the option provision are, most
probablv, absolutclv and irrevocablv binding on tht'lcssor n,hile being
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The concept of the "urban growth area," one of

2

the CMA's most significant provisions, has obvious

Smart Grcu;th Trend
(May,lune 1999)

States

with Smart Growth Initiatives
Alaska

Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia

Illinois
Louisiana

Maryland
I

Massachusetts

Michigan
Minnesota

Mississippi

Missouri
Nebraska

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
Ohio
New York
North Carolina
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Texas

Utah

Virginia
Wisconsin
Washington

.

develop comprehensive plans to guide state projected growth over 20 years.ro

The CMA's objective is to give local jurisdictions the tools with which to plan for and manage
development in accordance $,ith state goals. The
GMA requires local governments to conserve resource Iands for agriculture, timber, and mineral
extraction, and protect environmentally sensitive
areas. The GMA also promotes steady "smart"
growth within already existing cities and towns
and designated regions resulting in "urban growth
areas" that are served bv the necessary infrastructure to support that growth, like transportation
systems and public utilities.

50

implications for commercial and residential development. Each urban growth area specifies geographical boundaries. While urban growth areas
will help curb sprawl, some people identify a number of down sides. Opponents say that growth
management raises the costs of development and
housing by creating an artificial scarcity of land,
and it reduces the value of property excluded from
development. Also, cities must choose to provide
the services and facilities necessary to implement
the urban growth area concept, and people must
choose to live and work within them. This is not a
"given" and requires creativitv, flexibility, and even
modif ied expectations about property development,
property ownership, and our understanding of
"community."

proved. There are several reasons for this reluctance. One objection is that real estate development
is speculative, and the damage claim is based on
something that might happen in the future. In this
respect, real estate development is different from
some other businesses. For examplc, if the inverse
condemnation harmed an existing business, such as
a grocery store or factory, that cnterprisc will have
had a history of operations and any forecast of
future lost profits can be based on actual experience.

Perhaps courts have been reluctant to award dam-

in
typical cases, especially involving large projects.
Appropriate damages may seem exaggerated because the aggrieved developer may seek payment
ages because the damage amount looms so large

for the total value of

a

project, which can run into the

millions of dollars, and have the appearance of
The past decade of expcrience identifies the
challenges of implementing the Livability Agenda
at the state level and provides lessons as the issue
"goes national."

lMo

sets the standards? Preserving green

spaces, promoting clean water, and sustaining fish

and wildlife (the Livability Agenda's first goal) are
key goals of Washington's GMA. The Act requires
that local governments designate critical areas such
as wetlands and creek and river corridors and to
protect such areas from developmcnt. The GMA
leaves it up to local governments to determine what
constitutes sufficient protection.

Core's Livability Agenda currently appears to
on incentives to encourage the goals
rather than new regulations; however, if the federal
government becomes more involved in managing
growth, the question of what level of government
sets the standards for protecting habitat will become a central issue.
bc. focused

Limits on changing behaoior. Even the most
comprehensive growth planning cannot address
all the variables necessary to change people's fundamental choice of where to live- As discussed
above, a principle tenet of Washington's growth
strategy is focusing growth in dense urban areas.
Families with children choose their homes in large
part based on the quality of the school system, a
variable not directly addressed by the GMA. Seattle, Washington's largest city, has taken major
steps to build confidence in its public schools. Success at this task will be a maior element in encouraging growth in the urban centers.
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overcompensation (Fischel'l 985).

Another reason may be that lost profits from a land
development venture tend to be large amounts of
money, and defendants and the courts may consider that amount an "unjust windfall." Note that
the words "unjust" and "windfall" are not economic concepts.

Although the real estate developer has a much
harder task in proving lost profits, it is not an
impossible task. However, a careful case must be
made that the land developer has the capacity,
capability, and a reasonable project.

DAMAGES AS EFFICIENT PUBLIC POLICY
I'ublic officials have both a public interest and a
budgetary interest that must be balanced (Miceli
1995). If government officials view their actions as
having zero cost it will create what Justice Holmes
described as "fiscal illusion."

A claim for lost profits from afl urrldwfully
f or e clo se d busine ss opp ortunity, tulre tlrer
from land deoelopment, or any otltet
ocflhfie, is firmly grounded in both
ecoflornics and the law, In sone areas of
the lau:, notably afltitrust litigation, the
concept of lost profits has been accepted
ard established. Seaeral analy tical
metho.ls used to quantifu lost profits haoe
been aetted successfitlly

in litigation.

to a restrictive degree and the court decides that it
is a taking, the community should be given the

option of rescinding the regulation or paying dam.1983).
ages (Fischel 1985 and Rolf
From a social
standpoint this is more efficient than tht' all<rrnothing approach implied by invalidation alone.
Damages remedy provides areas of compromise
between the litigants.

A claim for lost profits from an unlawfully foreclosed busine'ss opportunity, whether from land
development, or any other venture, is firmly
grounded in both economics and the law. In some
areas of the lan', notably antitrust litigation, the
concept of lost profits has been accepted and established. Several analytical methods used to quantify
Iost profits have been vetted successfully in litigation. The antitrust cases provide a useful mtldel that
could bc emulated in seeking inverse conde'mnation damages. According the American Bar Association:

Public policy may be best served by litigation that
claims damages for lost profits, even if the dollar
amount of such claims is large. If the threat of large

Profit is the cornerstone concept in assessing
damages in antitrust cases. When the legal system
awards damages to make a plaintiff whole, the
award should be the profit that the plaintiff rvould
have made but for the defendant's unlawful conduct. In principle, the plaintiff's damages should

judicial awards will caution government officials
against unreasonable and irresponsible actions it
will serve the public purpose, as compensation may

given the unlawful conduct and the profit that thc
plairrtiff would have earned had it been unaf-

curb government excesses. In this sense the damage
threat serves the same purpose in inverse condemnation as it does in product liability, medical mal-

be the difference between the plaintiff's profit

fected by unlawful conduct.a

practice, patent infringement, and antitrust.

Damages arising from Iand development losses in
unlawful takings should have the same respect in
the courts as any other type of litigation. The objec-

The threat of damages may also lead the parties
constructively toward a negotiated settlement. For
example, if the community rezones a parcel of land

tive of damages is to leave the landowner, or any
other plaintiff, with the same net worth as if the
project had not been denied.*.,
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According to ustice Oliver Wendell Holmes in his
opinion in the Pennsylvania Coal case:
.f

A strong public desire to improve the public
condition is not enough to warrant achic'ving the
desire by a shorter cut than the constitutional way
of paying the charge. . . The general rule at least is
that while property may be regulated to a certain
extent, if regulation goes too far it will be recognized as a taking.r
Many landon ners have bcen so frustrated by local
governments that they have taken their gricvances
to court claiming inverse condemnation. Governments have enormous arsc.nals of delaying tactics
and drawn-out administrativc procedures that work
against thc property orvner. Therefore, property
owners are increasingly turning to the courts for
remedies when they are restricted from using their
property. Thc following dcscription was provided
for an actual case currcntly under review by the
Supreme Court (Mandelker 1997):
In 1981, the property ownerssubmitted a subdivision proposal to build 3,14 residential units. The
plan was rejected, and city planners informed
that a plan for 264 units would be reviewed favorabty. The owners then submitted a plan for 26.1
units; citv planners reiected it, and informed that
a plan for l90 units would be viewed favorably.
The owners then submittcd a plan for 190 units;
city planncrs rejected it, and the owncrs appealed
to the city council. The city council found the plan
"conceptually satisfactory," and granted a conditional l8-month use permit to commence construction for the project. Subsequently, the developer worked with planning board staff to meet
the city council's conditions for the 190-unit development. Staff recomme.nded approval of the
site plan, but the planning board overrode staff's
recommL'ndation and issued a denial. The property owners then appealed this decision to the city
council, which this time denied the site plan for
190 units. Meanwhile, a scwer moratorium was
imposed, a request to extend the special use permit $'as re,ected, and the permit expired. The
local officials thus expected the developer to start
from square one. Following this Kafkaesque process, the federal district court dismisscd a taking
claim for lack of ripeness, but the appellate court
then reversed it.l

REMEDIES FOR REGULATORY TAKINGS
There are two kinds of re'medies available to plaintiffs: 1). invalidating the regulation; or 2). monetary

3{

damages. lf the plaintiff succee'ds in proving inverse condemnation the court may simply invalidate the regulation (ordinance) and allow the property owner to proceed with development or other
use of the propertv. Or, the court may award actual

monetary damages.
The Supremc'Court has definecl temporary regul;rkrry takings as "those regulatory takings that are
ultimately invalidated by the courts."3 But even if

the taking is temporary, the ticlay caused by the
regulation may be compensable. If the regulatory
action forbids virtually all use of the property, then
the taking is complete and compensation for the
value of the property is the logical remedy. However, this is not altogether clear, as the courts have
ruled on both sides of this issue.
The

invalidation remedy has two drawbacks (Fischel

1986).

l.

lnvalidation provides no relief for delay of development, and the government has no incentive to act in a timely manncr.
2. Invalidation merely requires the community to
redo the ordinance, which does not always pro.
vide relief.
A monetary damages remedy ovtrcomes the probIems of the invalidation remedy since it provides
relief from delaying tactics. Furthermore, paying
damages may induce both parties to settle, which
may be the most important aspect of the damage

solution (Rolf 1983).

RATIONALE FOR LOST PROFITS AS THE
MEASURE OF DAMAGE
Most of the landmark cases in inverse condemnation have concerned individual property owners
rather than commercial devekrpers n ho are in the
business of developing real estate. For the noncommercial individual landowner, the appropriate
remedy is usually either invalidating the regulation
or paying for lost land value as damage. But for the
real estate developer, who is in the business of
devc'loping property, the regulatory taking eliminates a business opportunitv. Thc proper remedv
for lost business opportunity is Iost profits, defined
as thc diffcrcncc between the firm's actual profits
during the damage period and the profits it would
have made but for the unlawful regulatory action.

The courts have been reluctant to consider lost
profits from real cstate development in awarding
c-lamages, even when inverse condemnation can be
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Property ights issues. Cullurally, Americans
place considerable importance on individual liberties. Property ownership and the rights of property
are as strongly held as the desire for livability. In
Washington State, a potc'nt property rights movement emerged after the first five years of implementing the CMA. While' many factors explain this
political trend, the movement focused much of its
efforts on enacting an initiative that would have
dramatically increased municipal liability for regulations, such as those rcquired under the GMA, and
their impacts on property values. Striking the balance between individual property rights and the
desire for liveable communities will be key to advancing the"'Livability Agenda."
Economic competititteness. The Livabilitv
Agenda gives a nod to economic competitiveness
by "nurturing a high quality of life that attracts
well-trained workers antl cutting-edge industries."
In practice, effective environmental protection is
only half of the equation. Cutting-edge industries,
as is the case with other businesses, place a premium on local governments that have predictable
Iand use codes that can efficiently process approvals. Growth management must increase permitting
predictability and certainty, as well as protect environmental amenities to gain the support of the
business communitv.
Comprehensive plans that are thorough and
well documented can lead to fast,legally defensible
permitting. For example, when Intel sought to locate a major new facilitv, it required local governments to commit to expedited permit review and
processing. Intel ultimately selected the City of
DuPont, a small community, 30 miles south of
Seattle, which had a complete comprehensive plan
that theCity had successfully used before kr quickly
approve major developmcnt. For the last fivc, years,
Washington State has tried kr build on the concept
of using growth management as a principal engine
for consolidating many of its environmental processes. Any national effort to promote livability in
the name of economic competitiveness still should
include further efforts to eliminate unnecessary
inefficiencies in the regulatory process.
Eunding infrastruchre. One of the most difficult issues is obtaining sufficient funds for infrastructure and public services to absorb grortth.
Washington's GMA retluires Iocal govcrnments to

identify needed infrastructure and funding. ln practice, obtaining necessary funds in time to responcl to
growth is very difficult.

Izgislalitrg Liubility: Can Grcuth Maiagqnenl

Succeed?

ln theory, ,nost Arnericans support
the idea of yowth ,flanagernent afld

limiting urbafl spralol. Most strongly
faoor cleaner air and zoater,
shorter cornrnute times, lots of green
spaces, afld pqrks in which to enjoy

leisure and recreatioflal actiaities,
Howezter, theory ancl reality

do not always go hand in hand.
Hillsboro, Oregon, also offers one of the more
unusual examples of a municipality raising the
funds necessary to meet the demands of growth.
The city struck a deal with the' Intel Corporation to
limit the number of jobs it would create at its new
plant.lntel will pay a "growth impact fee" of $.1,000
.1,000
per excess worker if it exceeds a ceiling of
new
jobs on top of the 4,000 it already employs in the
area. In theory, the fees would be used to ease the
strain on schools, roads, utilities, and other services. But the me'ssage that is heard loud and clear
is that the city does not want the growth - period.
Other states have become property owners in
the interest of managing growth. Last November,
68 percent of the voters in New Jersey supported
Covernor Christine Whitman's $1 billion bond issue to set aside half of the state's remaining two
million acres of open space over the next 10 years.

(hunership hr the platning process. The Livability Agencla properly identifies the importance
of public and private involvement in local planning. In practice, it is difficult to stimulate sustained
interest in conceptual comprchensive planning.
People understandably, but unfortunately, are' most
Iikely to get involved n hen development in their
immediate neighborhood is imminent. Forexample,
neighborhood opposition is currently delaying a
major redevelopment in Seattle's Northgate urban
center, despite the fact that the proposal, as approved by the Citv, would comply nith the local
plan. Washington's GMA tries to resolve major
disputes during the planning stage by making it
difficult to change comprehensive plans and development regulations to address specific projects.

Fostering community ownership in the planning process is a "work in progress." In Tucson,
Arizona, the "Back to Basics" plan engaged residents

in planning their own downtown revitalization.
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Neighbors, city planners, community agencies, and
local businesses worked on committees to choose
from a list of possible restoration projects including
tree planting, street paving, sign improvements,
Iow- and no-interest home loans. The city contributed 94.8 million to the proiect, n,hich helped to
revitalize six of Tucson's older neighborhoods. The
rest of the project was funded by private enterprise
and sweat equity contributed by residents.

ln other areas of the country, new initiatives
will give the public increased poner in basic land
community planning. For example, voters in Ventura County, California, overwhelmingly approved the Save Open
Space and Agricultural Resources initiative (SOAR)
in November 1999. SOAR requires every proposed
development that needs a zoning change to be
approved by a public referendum. Similar measures were passed in four individual cities within
the countv.

urban growth areas. Densities of one or two homes
per acre are generally not allowed because of the
high costs of providing urban services at such densities.

On the other hand, scientists haT,e found a correlation between residential density and the health of

aquatic habitat needed for salmon. Densities of
over four units per acre statistically have greater
adverse impacts on water courses than the one unit
per acre de,nsities that are to hard to efficiently

Dauncn AwnRDS AS
Punuc PoucY IN INVERSE
CoNpEMNATIoN LIrtcauoN

serve.

use dc'cision-making used in their

GMA vs. ESA: A TALE OF URBAN DENSITIES
UNDER STATE AND FEDERAL LAW
The Puget Sound region also offers a unique examplc of how state and federal Iaws may be working krward similar e,nvironmental objectives, but at
cross-purposes in terms of their impact on growth
management and Iivability. Whert' contradictions
occur, communities face complex choices and developers and land owners may fact' yet another
series of complications and restrictions.

ln March

1999, the Puget Sound Chinook salmon

and several other salmon species were listed under
the Endangered Specie's Act (ESA). " In the26years
since Congress passed the ESA, no other listing has
affected such a large, urbanized region-currently
populated by more, than three million people and

grorving. Chinook salmon habitat extends along
Puget Sound's waterfront, into western
Washington's most densely populated urban and
suburban centers, and into the farm, timber, and
natural areas. More than 20,000 miles of watershed,
shoreline, and streams will likely be protected under the ESA, which has obvious land use and permitting implications for commercial, residential,
and industrial development.
Setting urban densities dramatically illustrates the
challenges posed by competing Iivability objectives
framed by the CMA and ESA.
On the one hand, the GMA generally requires res!
dential densities of at least four units per acre in
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The ESA is also likely to shift the role of standard
setting from the local level to the state and federal
governments. If not done carefully, we can expect
the new regulations to Benerate a property rights
backlash that will add pressure in Congress to
amend the' ESA.
Land use attorneys, real estate agents, and developers face significant challenges in keeping up-tospeed on changes in local and state development
regulations. lt can often be overwhelming to understand the legalities and accommodate the
practicalities of multiple layers of growth-related
legislation, some of which is contradictory and
much of which places clear limits on land use,
growth, and development. Federal statute's introduce furthe'r complexities re'lative to smart gro\^'th
and comprehensive planning. Nonetheless, compliance at all levels is nccessary. It is not yet clear
how the salmon crisis will be resolved, or how
similar situations will play out in other regions. But,
as growth occurs in othe.r dt'nsely populatt'd areas,
some of which are also home to unique animal and
plant life, it is likely that the ESA and other federal
legislation will similarly impact state and local
growth management initiatives across the nation.

PUBLIC AND POLITICAL WILL AT THE
HEART OF THE ISSUE
In theory, most Americans support the idea of
growth management and limiting urban sprawl.
Most strongly favor clcant'r air and water, shorter
commute times, lots of green spaces, and parks in
which to enjoy leisure and recreational activities.
However, theory and reality do not always go hand
in hand. A recent national survey conducted by the
National Association of Home Builders (NAHB)
showed that 75 percent of those polled felt that
when managed properly, growth is good for the
community; 5,1 percent said it creates jobs; 48 percent said it generates economic growth; and ,14 percent said it results in better shopping and services.
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Chester C. McGuire, CRE

rI VoLUTIoN oF THE ISSUE
N f n" Fifth Amendment to the Constitution states, among other
I-J things, that privatc property shall not be taken without paying

just compensation, a provision known as the "takings clause." Just
compensation has usually meant fair market value for the ProPerty in its
highest and best use. The government has two Iawful means to obtain
private property: outright purchase and eminent domain. Both measures result in the government purchasinB the property and taking title.
ln eminent domain procedures, the property is legally condemned, and
a fair price negotiated throuBh the appraisal process, or litigation. Either
way the private property owner is compensated for the loss of the use
of the property.
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Governments, however, have another way to acquire the use of private
property, by regulatory intervention, in the name of the public interest-government regulation to strip away the right of an owner to use
a property. This is reasonable when that use is a nuisance'or danger to
the community. For example, a person may be prohibited from using
property as a garbage dump in a residential area. The courts would not
consider this a regulatory taking. However, consensus among most
legal scholars is that landowners should generally receive compensation for regulations, except when the offending land use would be
prohibited by nuisance law (Epstein 1985).

Governments restrict the use of private property for a variety of reasons-for example, zoning regulations. The courts have held that there
must be a reason and nexus between the property and a public purpose
for the regulation to be lawful. However, when regulations are arbitrary
or have no reasonable nexus between the property and a public purpose
the regulation may be a "regulatory taking."
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At the samc time, only one-third of those polled
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they could not afford to purchase the house of their
choice, 58 percent chose a location farther from
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The Growth Management Act, the Endangered
Species Act, and local ordinances all provide Washington State with a legal framen'ork in u'hich to
accomplish "smart" Srowth and preserve natural
resources
in other words. to create livable communities. This framework, like any other Iivability
legislation throughout the country, is not without
controversy and contradictions. nor is it carved in
stone. Washington's experience has been a mixture
of success and challenge, and therefore effectively
illustrates the complexity of implementing growth
management initiatives. Beyond the legalities of
growth management, cooPeration and creativitv
are perhaps the most critic.ll clements to achieving
the objectives of the Livability Agenda and those set
out in detailed, comprehcnsive plans. Developers
and landowners expect reasonable Profits. Residents and businesses expect to be able b live and
operate in desirable areas. The salmon's need for
habitat to migrate, spawn, and grow affects all
these expectations. The challenge, as always, is
arriving at a suitable compromise so that everyone
gets at least some of what they want in a sustain-
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impairment. It may also be observed that property
values near the contamination have not been affected by market forces as fully as the analyst might
expect. This lr:ads to the hypothesis generating stage.
The hypothesis in this case might be that the lack of
information about the contamination and its effects
has a lower impact than if the market had full
knowledge about the impairment. The prediction
phase suggests that if the market is given full information that behavior will adjust accordinglv and
market value's will be lorver than without full information. The fourth step is testing the prediction
through survey-based means in which reliable
samples are surveyed and when given full information about tht' contamination likelv behaviors are
measured.
The known or potential rate of error of a theory

should be clearly expressed in addressing the
Daubert test. This not only relates to the validity of
the theory or technique, but also to thc variance

EnarurNr DoMATN

associated with data developcd in the testing phase,

by Richard C. Shepard, CRE

including such measures as standard dcviations
and sampling deviations.

What is the most effective procedure for challenging validity of an expert's opinion prior to
trial?
Will Daubert change the law in state court jurisdictions which have a pre-existing body of law
on the subject?

SUMMARY
A half century after Frye, Daubert has changed the
face of evidence admissibility assessment from expert witncsses in a historical manner. Thc expansion of the Daubert principles to non-scientific as
well as scientific expcrts broadens its implications
and applicability.
While thc Daubert ruling was originally intended to

promote the admissibility of expert testimony,
broadening the umbrella of admissibility beyond
the stricter Frye "general acceptability" test, time
has proved that much expL'rt testimony has been
excluded under Daubert. The court appears to have
intended, however, for the courtroom under Daubert
tobe a battleground ofexperts to which any particular methodology and opinion will be challenged in

order for the trier of fact to determine its

1-!
I
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ROwrr.rc ROLE oF THE REAL ESTATE COUNSELOR
rN LtTtGATToN tNCLUDTNG EMTNENT DoMATN

Incrcasing complcritics of both law and real estate, including its valuation, created a growing need for real estate counselors in
litigation, particularly in cminent domain or condemnation. This
manuscript presents the perspectives ancl obseryations of a Counselor of Real Estatc (CRE) who serves as an cxpert witness in support of
real estate Iitigation.

As a profession, real estate counselors have responded to this increased real cstate complexitv in all aspects, not iust Iitigation. Counselors of Real Estate are increasingly involved in high impact decisions and complex transactions. More high-profile and respected
industry leaders have joined the ranks of The Counselors of Real
Estate, further expanding the capabilities and network of its memABOUT THE AUTHOR
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There are many aspects of real estate subject to lihgation which require
the insights of experts. Eminent domain has been a dominant field for
real estate counselors in support of litigation, usually as an expert
witness, but also as a litigation consultant b the attorney and his or
hcr client. However, other complexities of modern real estate, as they
involve litigation, have also pulled upon the real estate counselor's
talents and experience. Govcmmental regulations, tax increment financing, and regulatory takings are prominent current-day examples.
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The acceptance of the theory or technique in the
relevant "scientific" community can be supported

by similar studies accepted as evidence in other
cases/ peer reviewed publication, and following
recognized guidelines developed for the specific

admissibility."o,
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Examples of relevant questions to be ansrvered
in relation to this dimension of the Daubert test
include the following: Have we used these meth-
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issue. An example of the latter for contingent t,alua-

tion and othe'r similar surveys is follon'ing the
guidelines of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration published in thc Fcderal

odologies and approaches in a way that is congruent with the applicable body of knowledge?
Have we shora,n that u,e hat'e applied the methodologies in the same way that has been exhibited in peer reviewed publications? Does the
methodology "fit" the case and the facts? Does the
methodology assist the trier of fact to undcrstand or
determine a fact and issue? ls the method valid and
reliable?

There are still some unanswered questions
raised by Daubert:3
Should the Daubert criteria be applicd to both
the methodology utilized as well as the conclusions offered by a testifying expert?

ct.2786 (r993).

2. Daubert,Summary.
3. 'The Limitatbns Of

Daub€rt And lts Misapplication To

ofExperts)
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8.
9.

rbid.

16.

Ibid.,p.20.

Washburn LawJoumal, p. 145.
Ibid., p.155.
10. Daubert, Summary.
11. Daubert, at 2796.
12. knnho Tit? Cornryny, Ltd., ct al. !. Carfiichoel, ct al.,lJ.S.
Supreme Court, No. 97-1709, decided March 23,1999.
13. Washbum Law Joumal, p. 147.
14. Targ and Feldman, p. 511.
13. Moore Drums l c-,1,- Iocqtcd Corpomtior, United States District Court for the District of South Carolina, Charleston
division, decided June 18, 1998, p. 14.

t7.lbid.,p.22.
18. Ibil., p.23.
19. As an aside, this cas€ was

retried, using an appraiser with
expertise in valuing environmentally impaired property,
h'ith a successful outcome for Moore Drums.
20. Subaru ol America,Inc., Fuji l dustries, Inc. rt. Produc t Liability
Adoisory Council,lnc., United States Court of Appeals, Tenth
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by judges into the credentials of experts. It is clear
that acceptance of an expert will include such criteria as:
Educational attainment, both preparatory and
continuinS;
Scholarly publication in generally recognized
real estate journals;
Licensing;
Certification by recognized body; and
Experience as a teacher or practitioner in the
field.
This list is neither all-inclusive nor exhaustive,
but experts in the major litigation cases will clearly
need to have substantial credentials in all five of
these areas.

standard, and so the court was not obliged to determine the proper use of the methods (the step below), but only obliged to determine if the methodologies themselves were relevant.l'
4. Has the expert applied the releoant
me tho d o logie s appropiate ly?
The Daubert ruling has certainly focused

additional attention on the first three criteria. However,
Daubert adds this additional role to the court's
gatekeeper function in the federal courts and in 29
ofthestates. With the 1999 application of Daubert to
non-scientific testimony (e.g., real estate valuation),
it is still not apparent just how the courts will rule in
real-estate specific evidence and testimony chalIenges. However, a glance at the Daubert rulings in
scientific cases give some indication as to what can
be expected.

3. What are the appropiate ,nethotlologies in
the field?

Again, the governing criteria will be most easily
met by looking to the academic profession. The
texts, rournals, and economic societies will set forth
the methodologies acceptablc to the courts.

One of the tests which will bc applied in real
estate opinion screening by the court is that to be
"helpful," the opinion must "fit the facts." That is,
the testimony and /or evidence mustbe "sufficiently
tied" to the issue in question and the facts of the
case.

In terms of traditional appraisal methodologies, including sales comparison, costs, and income, which one or more is appropdate to the
valuation issue for the subject property? Examples
of survey methodologies which might be used as
complements to the traditional methods are perceived diminution of affected and,/or control group
property owners or users, contingent valuation,
and conjoint analysis. Questions which should be
anticipated include the following. Are the methodologies being utilized published in journals in the
applicable body of knowledge that are peer reviewed? Have studies using the methodologies
been published not only to outline theories, but to
also show empirical results which build upon a
foundation of thc'ory?

Daubert also requires the court to determine
whether the offered testimony and evidence is reliable. The four general guidelines rr,hich are likely to
be employed by a Court in evaluating real estate
evidence and opinion include:
Whether the theory or technique "can be (and
has been) tested";
Whether the theory or technique "has been subjected to peer review and publication";
The "known or potential rate of error" of the
theory; and
How widely accepted the theory or technique is
in the professional appraisal community.
The Daubert factor analysis also dictates that

[n one recent state court case, valuation test!
mony was challenged because the expert used
multiple regression as a supporting approach. The
other side opined that the legal texts and law journals made no provision for use of multiple regression in a valuation model. The expert, however,
showed the court that recent issues of the leading
real estate journals all contained valuation studies
which uscd regression models. The judge very
quickly ruled that the evidencc was admissible, and
that real estate iournals, not Iaw journals, were the
governing criteria for admissibility. Notably, this
ruling occurred in a state operating under the Frye
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the testimony is not scientific testimony unless it is

based on the scientific method.z6 Has the knowl-

edge and testimony regarding the subject issue
followed the steps of the scientific method including observation, formulation of hypotheses, prediction and testing?r7 For example, the following will
demonstrate the use of the scientific method in
applying survey research based components to
damage assessment, where such surveys are used
due to the lack of full knowledge of the market
relative to a contamination situation. The first
step, observation, recognizes the contamination
situation, including the existence and nature of the
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Typically, in eminent domain, the legal system
rclied upon the appraiser as the primary expert,
usually testifying to value or changes in value.
Primary disputes were over value itself, the ultimate determining factor of compensation for a taking. A traditional example would be the difference
in values before. and after a partial taking for high\a'ay right-of-way in order to determinc' just compensation. In an uncomplicated taking of an entire
tract of ground, relying solely upon an appraiser
may be satisfactory. Even then, highest and best use

is always relevant and can complicate the valuation. Partial takings can become more difficult.
Claimed changes from present use can drastically
affect value. These and other complicating circumstances affecting valuation and analysis call for
more innovative thinking in order to address the
overall challenge, going beyond conventional appraisal and into the field of real estate counseling.r
Real estate counseling surfaced as an enlightened
and encompassing approach to current real estate
complexities. A determination of highest and best
use serves as a foundation for valuation. The firmness of this foundation is a key. The real estate
counselorcan focus not only on an experienced and
relevant approach to highest and best use but also
on the many other factors affecting value. These
factors include markct and marketability, economic
viability, developability, accessibility, traffic conditions, governmental regulations, and community
wants and needs, ,ust to name a few.

Attomcys, juries, and judges are often not satisfied
with an over-simplistic approach, yet share a need
for lucid and simple explanations to facilitate their
understanding of thc facts and the issues. The issues have broadened in perspective. For example,
judges in Missouri havepermitted juries to hearany
testimony that a buyer or seller would consider or
that clarifies factors affecting value. Real estate
counseling has emerged as an answer. Increasingly, our complicated economic and real estate
issues require complementary Iitigation consult-

testimony- from both appraisers and real
estate counselors, as well as engineers, land planners, or architects, depending upon the issues inants and

volved.
While this manuscript relies upon eminent domain
for its focus and illustrations, the same characteristics of a real estate counselor offer similar advantages for other real estate litigation. The seasoned
CRE's reputation, credibility, professional presence,
and ability to persuasively communicate his or her

Rcal Estale Counscling

in Litigalion: lllustrated by Eninent Domain

expertise to those outside of the field, strengthens
his/her role on the stand.

THE STEPS
In using a Counselor of Real Estate, the attorney
should pursue the following steps:
Determine the need for a Real Estate Counseand knowledge needed
relevant to the issues involved, especially those
not provided by traditional appraisers, whose
valuations are still a necessary part of the eminent domain process;

lor-the particular skills

Select and qualify the Counselor
recognizing
his or her ability on the witness stand, not only in
terms of past lihgation support or reference checks
with other attorneys, but also his/her real estate

experience and reputation, particularly in the
issues likely to be encountered in the case;

Define the assignment--{ustomize and adapt
the qualifications of the Counselor to the case,
but also broaden to allow the Counselor to pursue avenues of knowledge and insight as they
unfold, including full use of the Counselor's
network of resources;
Question and challenge the Counselor -demand
to be taught, notonly to bein a position to present
the Counselor and his or her insights and opinions, but also to learn and understand the
Counselor's perspective of real estate in order to
develop and best present the case in trial;

input from the Counselor-relating to the real estate issues involved; the ap-

Seek strategic

proaches being considered in presenting the case;

the other witnesses on both sides; the strategy
and possible testimony of the other side; and
cross examination; and,
Confidently present the Counselor as an integral
part of the case-the real estate counselor can
help the attorney tie the case together.
ATTRIBUTES OF A SUCCESSFUL
EXPERT WITNESS
The needs of the litigator dictate the attributes required or desired in a real estate counselor to serve
well as an expert witness. Expertise in the field of
the particular litigation or property is essential, but
that expertise alone is not all that is needed.

Notall realestate experts are well suited to be expert
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do not

- not all are willing. Many exPerts
want the exposure, potential conflicts, adversarial
witnesses

challenges of cross examination, and schedules

Capable experts ilo not stretch a
toeak poirlt. They ailmit zohen they

subject to the timing of the judicial systc'm. Many do

ilo not know afi aflsu)er, rather than bluff.

not want to commit the time nor wish to appear in

Eff ectiz: e exp erts c ornmurri c at e
zoith the judge and jury, demonstrating

opposition to others in their own industry. Some
cannot endure thc frustration sometimes resulting
from the legal process. Properly cxecuted litiSation
detailed, thorough,
support is demanding work
and tedious, and frequently pursued solo during
preparation. The expert needs to be able to testify
thoroughly regarding his or her view and hou' he or
she got there. Over reliance on subordinates or
detachment from the discovery and analyses can be
catastrophic in cross examination.

Obviously, credentials such as education, experience, and professional acceptance and recognition
provide a key foundation. They are the traPPings
and initial measures of the counselor's expertist'.
However, such credentials must not be exaggerated or over-stated, or they can backfire. Rather,
these credentials can be reinforced by the expert's
testimony at tdal.
Most important of all is an expert's credibility and
the perception of that credibility by the judge and
jury when on the stand. A lot depends upon the
expert's confidence in his or her opinions and the
foundation for those opinions. The expert should
be perceived as fair and unbiased. The opposing
counsel will try to negate, damage, or at least question that perception. That perception will be the
ultimate measure of the Counselor's expertise as far
as the trial is concerned. Perceptions become realitv
in the minds of the jury, iust as they do in the real
market place.
Good expert witnesses are committed to and com-

fortable with their role. They form firm opinions,
demonstrably supportablc and defendable. Expert
witnesses should prepare thoroughly. An opinion
based solely upon an egotistical view of their own
competence likely will not stand up before a judge
or a jury. Real estate counselors must be qualified kr
understand and perform the detailed and analytical studies, research, and investigations needed to
form and support an opinion, soundly based upon
years of experience as well as the data discovered.
They are inquisitive, dig for more insight, and know
where and what to look for in the investigation and
preparation. They recognize the 'red' and 'yellow'
flags. They stay current through education, professional participation, review of the current literature, maintenance' of a network of professionals in
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firmness in a courteous afld flon-abusiae
,nanfler. They realize that perceptiotrs
of the iury and the iudge can
become reality. Expert TDitflesses

1. What is the applicable relevant body of knowledge?

2. ls the expert trulv an expert in the field?
3. What are the appropriate methodologies in the
field?

4. Has the expert applied the relevant methodologies appropriately-is the evidence and opinion
rcliable and relnafit?

The "generally acceptable" criteria of Frye are reflected in the first threc issues. Daubert addresses
and adds a significant layer of complexity to the
fourth question.

teach, infonn, anil persuade,

rather thafl sell.

real estate and related fields, and a diverse Practice
which increases and broadens experience.

Experienced trial attorneys know the rules of litigation and the Iegal .lspects of the cases they Present.
But real estate counselors serving as exPert witnesses know real estate, their subject, too. Neither
judge, jurors, nor attorneys are likely to know as

much about many of the technical and Practical
aspects of real estate. Counselors, as real estate
experts in the courtroom, grasp and present the big
picture, yet can get into detail when needed. However, the expert witness recognizes that theattorney
is the captain, the manager, and the quarterback.
The expert n'itness surrenders
the court and the attorneys

a

degree of control to
shows respect for

-and
witnesses are not arrogant, yet

both. Good expert
have a deserved confidence in their comPetence
and their opinion, because they are both knowledgeable and well prepared. These same attributes
in turn help the attorney feel confident and well
prepared. Capable experts do not stretch a weak
point. They admit when they do not know an answer, rather than bluff. Effective experts communicate with the judge and jury, demonstrating firmness in a courteous and non-abusive manner. Thev
realize that perceptions of the jury and the iudge can
become reality. Expert witnesses teach, inform, and
persuade, rather than sell.
Expert witnesses should not fear thc challenges of
the witness stand, including the adversarial questions of cross examination, and need to take the
heat, the abuse, and the hostility, when it occurs.
Cross examination can be an opportunity to find
beneficial openings and reinforce key points. Most
helpful openings occur with questions aimed to

REAL EsrArE
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7. What is the releaant body of knotolerlgc?

Probably the simplest and surest answer to this
question is to define what is taught under the rubric
of "real estate" in the nation's collep;es and univcrsities. Real estate is and has been taught at the
nation's leading universities for virtually all of this
century. It is currently a mainstay of the curriculum
at most leading business schools.

Typically, the study of real estate at the college
will include significant coursework in finance,
economics, and marketing, n'ith related work in
geography (principally GIS and economic g,eography) and business law.
Ievel

Clearly this is an important definitional point.
The expert witness in real estate values would be a
person trained and experienced in these fields. The
real estate trained witness would not be exPected or
allowed to offer testimony or evidence in, for ex-

ample, structural engineering aspects of a case.
Conversely, the valuation testimony offered by a
civil engineer would probably be ruled inadmissible.
The pertinent issue for real estate appraisal and
the assessment of impaired property is the relevant
body of knowledge in that specific field. One approach to defining the relevant body of knowledge
is that contained inthe Appraisnl lounal;the lournal
of Real Eslate Rasearch; Real Estatt Econonics, and
appropriate real estate appraisal texts and publica-

tions.
Because a survey component is increasin€ily
used as a complement to the traditional appraisal
approaches, especially when markets operate without full knowledge (as frequently is the case in
impaired property scenarios and where there is a

limited market for the proPerty), the applicable
relevant body of knowledge is markcting and

Typically, the study of real estate at the
college leztel uill include sigrificant
coursework in finance, ecoflot rics, anil
,narketiflg, with related uork in
geography (principally GIS and ecorromic
geography) and business lazo. Tlrc expert
Toitness in real estate oalues zoould be a

person trained dnd experierrced in these

fields. The real estate trained zuihrcss
woulil not be expected or allowed to offer
testimony or eoiilence in, f or example,
stntctutal engifleeiflg aspects of a case,
Conztersely, the a aluation testimony
offered

br1

a cioil engineer would

probably be ruled inadmissible.
survey research texts and journals, as well as behavioral research and statistical sources.
The relevant body of knowledge govems both
the expert and the evidence. For example, income
producing property valuation models are financial
in nature, and hence the governing body of knowledge draws upon that field. Engine'ers may be interested in valuation formulas, and may be perfectly
capable of the mathematical manipulation needed

to arrivc at justifiable results. However, the
engineer's training and experience u'ould not lend
him or her to be a credible witness as to the reasonableness or appropriateness of thc'results of that
mathematical exercise. Hence both the u,itness ald
the evidence would be inadmissible.

2.Is the expert truly an expert in that releaantbody
of knozoledge?
What defines a "master" carpenter from a "iourneyman" carpenter? It is usually years of experience; a broad array of knowledge in the field; the
ability to lead and train others; certification (often
through union or craft guild membership and testing). An "expert" witness in ProPerty valuation
must show credible evidence of expertise within
the field of real estate.
In the pre-Daubert era, once an expert testified,
he or she was often tcnured into the expert frater-

nity. Beyond simply extendin8 the Frye criteria,
however, Daubert has stimulated

a

wholc new Iook
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failed to provide a sufficient basis for assessment of
actual damages.l'

Plannnceuticals, Irrc., Issues that appellate courts

have addressed sincc Daubert include:

How to assess the reliability of research done in
anticipation of litigation as opposed to independent from litigation;
How far an expert can go in extrapolating data to
reach an opinion not directly supported by the

Subanr anil Euji a. Comptotr and Product
Liability Ailztisory Council, lnc.

This example is instructive due to the arguFu ji which might now
be interpreted with a different result under the
extension of Daubert to non-scientific expertsments offered by Subaru and

data;

When an expert has adequately accounted for
obvious alternative explanations for results, and
Whether experts have been as careful in their
paid litigation work as they would be in regular
professional work outside of the litigation consulting.r'

Steven D. Compton brought a products liability
action after sustaining severe injuries in an automobile rollover accidc'nt. Mr. Compton sued the auto-

mobile manufacturer, Fuji Heavy Industries, Ltd.,
and its distributor, Subaru of America, Inc., alleging

the accident vehicle was defectively designed. Af-

ter a jury trial, Subaru and Fuji were found
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judgment wasentered against
them in the amount of over $6 million- On appeal,
Subaru and Fuji contended the district court erroneously admitted the testimony of Compton's design
expert and thus failed to carry out its gatekeeping
percentat fault, and

a

function as required under Daubert.2'r

Under Daubert's test for the admissibility of

The Advisory Committee has proposed to incorporate Daubert into Rule 702, to state that when scien-

tific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will
assist the trier offact, expert testimony is admissible
"provided:
1

.

2.

The testimony is adequately based upon reliable
underlying facts, data or opinions;
The testimony is based upon reliable principles

scientific evidence, Subaru and Fuji argued that the
testimony of plaintiff expert Mr. Bihlmeyer, an aerospacc and mechanical enginet'r, should be have
been excluded because it lacked reliability and was
not grounded in any particular reasoning or meth-

and methodology; and
3. The principles and methodology employed by
the witness have been applied reliably to the
facts of the case."rl

odology. They contended Bihlmever's tt'stimony
was nothing more than his personal opinion that
the roof of the vehiclc was not sufficiently rt'sistant

Intentionally absent from the amendment is any
provision regarding the procedure trial judges
will follow in making a reliability assessment.
Says U.S. District Judge Fern Smith, Chair of the
Advisory Committee, "The cases since Daubert
have shovvn that the courts are capable of considerable flexibility and ingenuity in considering
Daubert challenges and we expect that to continue
under the new rule."rr

tocrush. Further, Subaru and Fuji asserted Bihlmeyer

did not rely on industry data and did not refer to
any scientific principles or knowledge supporting
his personal standard for roof crush resistance.
Accordingly, becausc there was no peer rcview, no
testing, and no evidence of gcneral acceptance of
Bihlmeyer's theory, Subaru antl Fuji argued that his
testimony should be excluded. In response,
Compbn contended Daubert was inapplicable to
Bihlmcyer's non-scientific testimony. The court
agreed, stating that Daubert simply "had little bearing on Bihlmeye/s testimony'' as a non-rientific expert. The court, ruling prior to expansion of the Daubert principal to all experts, concluded that Daubert
was not appropriate to be applied in this case.

FORMAL INTEGRATION OF DAUBERT
INTO RULE 702
The Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules of the
American Bar Association has approved the postamendments to Federal Rules of Evidence 701, 702,
and 703 considere d inlighlofDaubert u. Merrcll Dow

2E

refute the expert's actual testimonv and to chalIt'nge his or her opinions. The questions and the
permitted answers deal with the facts and opinions
in the case. The ability to recognize and capitalize
on such openings and use them to broaden and
reinforce the expert's testimony discourages further aggression from the opposing attorney. Other
questions tar8et the witness' credibility and rePutation, often by inferring bias. Rates and compensation are often a prime target to imply prejudice.
These are normal frontal challenges which should
be anticipated. The capable expert witness PrePares
for such attacks and addresses them calmly.

THE ASSIGNMENT
Frequently, real estate counselors fill in the missing
pieces of the puzzle, sometimes by taking the issues
apart piece by piece and then putting them back
together in a way that is casily understood. Counselors help the attorney tie together the overall pic-

ture, then portray a broader, mor!'easily understood view. Counselors serve as real estate mentors
teaching attorneys some of the unique real estate

issues and the answers: for example, the varied

factors affecting value in a condemnation case.
Attorneys should demand such a learning opportunity.
Usually, the real estate counselor brings multiPle
litigation. Real
estate counselors are not created from a single
mold. Each applies his or her own education, experiences, and professional networks to the thought
processes needed. CREs are diverse in their backgrounds and abilities, enabling an attorney to customize available advice and testimony, once they
understand the particular CRE's talents.
areas of expertise and experience to

The Advisory Committee was scheduled to present
the amcndments to the Judicial Conference Standing Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure
in Junc, 1998. If the Standing Committee approves

the proposals,

it

was to submit them for public

comment.

Some CREs are also certified appraisers. Counseling can be conducted in conjunction with valuation

tcstimony. However, some of the complementary
benefits of the two separate roles in a complex case
could be lost. The attorney may prefer to keep the
real estate counselor, as an expert witness, from
being limited by the previously established rules of
appraisal, some of which have been subject to chalIenge.

POSSIBLE APPROACH FOR REAL ESTATE
EXPERTS IN ADDRESSING
THE DAUBERT TEST

A synthesis of current legal opinion sought by
Mundy & Associates suggests the following paradigm to organize a real estate expert's case relative
to meeting the Daubert challenge.} The subjects fall
into four categories:
Rr,rr Esreru lssues, Fall'1999

Thus, in eminent domain cases, a counselor's assignments may exclude valuation but include providing input which provides a foundation and
support for an appraisal being prepared by a recognized appraiser. Examples include highest and best
use; factors affecting value; feasibility and economic viability of contemplated or proposed uses;

Real Estale Counseling in Litigation: Illuslrated W Eminenl Domain

and land or building economics, (including chalIenges and costs to develop, as well as the likelihood
of success if developed). The assignment can also
include the review of appraisals. "The counselor
can help the attorney understand the' premise on
which an appraisal is based and its strengths and
weaknesses; the counselor also apprises the attorney of mathematical errors, unrealistic assumPtions, etc."r
Counselors can contribute' and suggest challenges
to the other sicle, possible rebuttals, and questions
for cross examinations. These contributions can
include critique and review of the other side's experts, including their reports, depositions, testi-

mony, designs, and assumptions. The opposing
testimony may suggest other countering witnesses
for the counselor to recommend.
From a more positive view, the counselor, using the
insight and knowledge gained, can help develop
strategies for negotiations and settlements, which
may save the costs of further litigation. The counselor often can provide an understanding of the other
side's reasoning, motivations and concerns,

strengths and weaknesst's, and even their mistakes.
Htxvever, settlement also may require the counselor to provide a candid evaluation that could differ
from the client's perceptions, suggesting values
which may be higher or lower.

APPROACHES AND METHODS
A broad list of the approaches and methods used to
gather insight and draw conclusions reflects the
comprehensiveness of investigation. While focus
can be important, blinders are not appropriate. A
generalized list of resources and approaches used
by a counselor in an eminent domain engagement
might include, but not be limited to, the following:
Property visits
Area tours
History of the property and area
Photographs
Documents
Property files
Transactions
Studies/Analyses
Research
Database search and review
Govemmental agencies & officials

Ordinances & regulations
Tax appeals

Loan applications
Marketing efforts
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Designs

applicability of a particular real estate counselor as
an expert witness. This rcquires a candid discussion of the case, thebasic issues, the expert's credentials, and potential conflicts.

Consultants
Engineers
Architects
Planners
Attorneys
Experience
Real estate networks
Repeated visits to the property and tours of the
surrounding area broaden discoveries and deepen
knowledge; they are esscntial to be ready for cross
examination where lack of first-hand insight can be
damaging. Some expert witnesses prefer to shoot
the'ir own photographs as field notes and future
exhibits in order to capture what is needed; to
significantly case introductioni to support testimony; and b participate in exhibit selection and
design. Candor and rapport with city and county
officials, coupled with knowledge of what to seek in
govemment documents and records, provide vital
evidence and insight. Recent tax appeals and loan
documents on income property can provide both
insight and relevant data. The attorney and counselor may be looking for evidence of the propensity of
a community to allow a change in use or deny tht'
development of a property. Although it may seem
remote, history of the subje'ct property and the
surrounding area can be very enlightcning and can
lead to further discoveries. Attorneys should encourage their experts' further investigation and
pursuit of relevant evidtnce for preparation and
trial, setting a tenor for expansion of resources and
continued search. A final visit to the property and
the surrounding area iust before testimony at trial
often results not only in reinforcement but also in
additional discovery.

THE PROCESS
THE REAL ESTATE
- WORK
COUNSELOR AT
AS AN
EXPERT WITNESS
Obviously, thL. attorney and the expert need to
temper the dc'pth of the process and preparation to
cost-effectively match thc magnitude of the case
and the roles of other experts, while ensuring sufficient information and prc.paration to draw valid
and supportablc. conclusions. The attorney can gain
from undcrstanding the stages of a real estate,
counselor's approach to a litigation engagement
involving eminent domain. Although the approach
to tach case should be customized, the following
outlines steps to pursue.
Stage

I - Initialization: Starting the

Process

Consideration - The attorney dL'termines the

5rJ

Engagement
- Clear understandings are recluired about thc objectives in engaging the expert;
the, rvorking relationship betrveen the attorney and
the e.xpert, as well as other experts in the case; and
the !'xpert's compcnsation and the party responsible
for payment, particularly if it is a new relationship.

Assignment
- Ideallv, the assignnrent should
be reasonably well-defined, but subject to further

modification as investigation and discovery proceeds. Almost invariably, the scope will increase
bevond that originally anticipated. Sometimes the
Counselor is engaged initially as a consultant in
support of the litigation, with the decision deferred
until later on whether to use the Counselor as an
expert witness. There are cases where the CounseIor may be used for support and discovery, but not
for testimony.
Stage

ll

Gatheing

Basic Foundatiotr:
the

against Lockhee.d, stated that "a trial judge must
insurc that any and all (expert) testimonv or evidencc admitted is not only relevant but re'liable,"'i
citing Daubert. While noting that the plaintiffs'
approach to damages in this casc was appealing in
its simplicity, the court held that his methodologv
ra,.rs not the basis upon which any court rvill allotv
an expert in real cstate appraisal to form an opinion
as to va]ue.
Moore Drums' original e'xpert, an MAl, and an
acknowledged expert in the appraisal of real estate,
performed a full rcal estate appraisal on thc Moore
Drums' property in an unimpaired condition. Rather
than performing a full appraisal of the property in

its actual contaminated condition, the expert instead kxrk the position that thc property was worthless because lenders would not readily makc loans
for the purchaseof the property. The onlv testimony

Initial lnsight

Assemblage of the basic facts
This should
include a preliminary unde'rstanding- of the subject
property. This vitw should incorporate the expert's
basic real estate backgrouncl; a property visit and
inspection; initial review of property descriptions
and data available from the attorney; and review of
readily availablc documents. These documents
could include such basics as USGS topographic
maps; street maps; municipal or county ownership maps; zoning maps; municipal or county land
use or comprehensive plans; agricultural soil mapping and reports; utility maps; and flood insurance
maPS.

Stage lll
Chain or Loop:
- TheandDiscoaery
Finding facts
Reaching Opinions
Many of the most relevant facts and insights, as
well as evidence and exhibits, come from this core
part of the process.

Discovery of additional facts and insights
Information can come from a number of sources.
Examples include depositions, appraisals, municipal or county documents regarding the specific
property or surrounding area, interviews with planning and zoning officials, analysis of proposed
development, demographic studies and reports,
etc. The Internet can provide a source for research
which should not be overlooked.
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basis. Specifically, Lockheed argued that Moore
Drums' expert did not appraise' the property on the
basis of it being contaminated and thus there was
no evidence regarding whether there would be anv
diminution in value of the property after cleanup.
The appellate judge, in overturning a jury verdict
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he offered to support that opinion was a small
tele'phone survey limited in scope and time . He did
not give respondents the characteristics or description of the contaminated propL'rty. He did not tell
them that Lockheed had a DHDC approved permit
and that it had acknowledgtd responsibility to
remeciiate the property. He did not differcntiate

betwcen contamination which Moore had caused
to thesubject property and the contamination caused
by Lockheed. He did not tell them the estimated
cost of cleaning up the Moorc property. Most of the
conversation with bankers took lcss than five minutes, and some did not take three minutes. Most of
the lenders he spoke with were not interested in
property that was contaminated at all from any
source. Others would have to examine the property
on a case-by-case basis and make a risk asscssment
which included Moore Drums' contamination of its
own property. As to what market existed for contaminated properties, the expert was uninformed
and made little effort to find out whether there was
a market for this particular property.
There are sevcral problems the court cited with
the approach of the Moore Drums expert. First, he

abandoned the methodology of the professional
appraiser, i.e., the three approaches to value, and
completely replaced it with a telephone survey of
bank and savings and loan officers as to their lending practices. Second, he acknowledged that there

was a market for contaminated properties, and
conceded that he had no special expertise in valuing contaminated properties (which rvas not fatal to
his rendering an opinion). He further conceded that
he did not appraise the property in a contaminated
state, which was fatal (according to the Court) b his
ability to render an opinion as to its value. Third,
even if the bank survey h,ere accepted as an appropriate basis for rendcring an cxpert opinion, the
expert acknowledBed that the majority of bankers
to whom he spoke indicated tht'y would not loan
monev on any contaminated propertv. This undermined the plaintiff's approach be.cause Moore contaminated the propcrty itself as did Lockheed.
Fourth, the plaintiff's approach ignored the fact that
the defendant had acknowledged the responsibility for cleanup of the property and is presently

working on-site under DHDC permits from the
State of South Carolina.'o

Whether Moore Drums' expert had any special
expertise in appraising contaminated property is a
moot issue according to the court, because he did
not appraise the property in its contaminated condition. If he had done so using his usual methodologv, thc court would have accepttd his opinion in
evidenceand allowecl the jury toevaluate hisexper-

tise of contaminated properties and decide how
much wcight to give it. The court goes on to say that
the second major recluirement of Rule 702 is that the
expert must testify to scientific, or technical, or
other specialized knowledge that will assist the trier
of fact per Daubert. "Rule 702 requires that an
expert's opinion must be based on the methocls and
procedurcs of a science or profession rather than on
subjective belief or unsupported speculation. The
record is clear that the expert totally disregarded the
methods of the appraising profession in reaching
his second opinion, i.e., that the property is worthless. Consequently, that part of his testimony was
deemed unreliable."r7

In addition to reliability, the court citecl Rule
702 requiring that the expert's testimony must assist the trier offact, and characterizes this as the "fit"

requirement per Daubert. Admissibility depends in
part on the connection between the technical research or testing presented, and the particular disputed factual issue's in the case. The expert's test!
mony about the value of this property in its contaminated propertv does not fit.'B

In ruling out the expert's testimony, the court
found the verdict in favor of Moore Drums could
not be allowed to stand, citing that the plaintiff
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the standards of the particular profession can
be useful.'
The court went on to note that the inquiry
should be a flexible one, and its focus must be
"solely on principles and me'thodology, not on the
conclusions that they generate."r"

Admissibility Criterion: Relea ance
The court found that even if a trial court finds

The Seeond

expert testimonv reliable, the court must also comply vvith the second prong of Rule 702-relevance.
This test requires judges to function as "gatekeepers"
of scientific expert testimony. The test is that testimony "assist the finder of fact to understand the
evidence or to determine the fact in issue." In order
to be of assistance to the jury, this testimony mustbe
"sufficiently tied" to the issue in question and the
facts of the case. The court called the linkage between testimony and the case at hand, "fit.""
The court went on to further state that crossexamination, presentation of contrary evidence, and
careful instruction on the burden of proof, rather
than wholesalc cxclusion under an uncomprrtmising "general acceptance" standard, is the appropriate means by which evidence based on valid principles may be challenged.

EXPANSION OF DAUBERT TO NON.
SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE AND TESTIMONY
This year, the Supreme Court extended the Daubert
criteria to non-scientific experts in the Kwnho Tire
Companrl 7'. Cdrn clfitlll case. At issue in this case
was the testimonv of a tirc failure expert for the
plaintiff who offered the opinion that a tire on the
vehicle driven by the plaintiff suffered from a defect
and did not fail from misust' by the plaintiff. After
decisions and reversals in lower courts, the Supreme Court held that Daubert did apply. In speaking for the court, Justice Brt've'r wrote that it would
be "difficult, if not impossible" for district court
judges h sort out experts based on "a distinction
between 'scientific' knowledge and 'technical' or
'other spt'cialized' knowL'dge." Cheered by business, this decision means that non-scientific experts, including real estate appraisers, accountants,
social scientists, and others who do not base their
opinions on scientific knowlcdge will be subjected
to the same Daubert criteria as scientific cxperts:
testable hypothe'sis, subject to peer revien', rates of
error, and gt'neral acceptance.
Quasi-scientific experts are also affected by the
expansion of the Daubert test. An example of a
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In cases of scientific testimony offeings,
the Daubert factorc can be eaaluated like
pe4onnance statistics: rate of enor,
publicatiotr, etc. The court ,nay then
cornpile scorcs to detennine uthether the
expert ,nay testify. ln testing whether tlrc
reasonableness of the data and
,nethodology are appropiate, and in
eaaluating uhetlrcr an expert's
fiethodolory is rcasonable undel the
ciraonstances, the stafulafis of the
particular prcfession cafl be useful.

Recent tax appeals arrd loafl documents on

Subsequent
Revisits to the subi€ct property
revisits to and photographing of the property and
surrounding area frequently lead to new discoveries. Sometimes such visits are needed to further
verify, explore, or expand upon insight gained else-

income property cafl proaide both insight

and rcleaant ilata. The attoruey and
couflselor may be looking for eaitlence of
the propensity of a contr unity to allozo a

rvhere.

Review of and visits to comparable properties-Visiting and analyzing comparable properties used by the appraisers, especially theadversa4/s
comparables, can shed some light and produce real
ammunition.

change in use or deny thc deztelopment of a

Networking
- Networks of other professionals and officials usually produce new information
relevant to the case or suggest other areas for further
exploration. Access to such networks of expertise is
an invaluable asset provided by the real estate
counselor which is greatly appreciated by the attor-

afld can lead to further discoz;eries.

property. Although tt may seem refiote,
history of the subiect property afld the
sufioundiflg area cafl be aery enlightening

prejudgment. Once armed with the broader and
more complete picture, new details and insights
can become apparent.

ney.

quasiscientific expert is a mechanical engineer.
Such an enginer'r bases his opinion on expericnce
and training; training that includes scientific principles at its core. However, the testimony is not
"scientific knowlcdge."rr
Carmichael is t'spt'cially important to environme'ntal lawyers.l{ Environmental larv relies heavily on

both applied and environmental sciences. Courts
and litigators increasingly call on experts using
non-experimental tools to offer opinions on site
conditions, environmental affects on health, behavioral implications, and valuation impacts.
EXAMPLES OF TESTIMONY ADMISSIBILITY
AD]UDICATED UNDER DAUBERT
Moore Drums, lnc. a. Lockheed Corporation
This real estatL' appraisal example involved a
property contamination case in rvhich Moore Drums
allcged that its property had been contaminated as
a result of acts and omissions of Lockheed. Moore
Drums operated a drum reconditioning busincss

on its property which is located in an industrial
park in Charleston, SC. Since 1967, Lockheed operate'd an airplane parts manufacturing plant on an
adiacent propcrty. Moore Drums claimed its property was contaminated with trichloroethylene (TCE),
a "degreaser" to remove oil from parts in process by

Stage lV

Solo brainstorming Some mav vielv this as
mental gymnastics. Tht process needs to fit the
individual expert and his or her mental style but
great rewards can come from this techniclue. Personal computers with word processing, spreadsheet, dcsktop publishing and graphics software,
and InternL't access can be most useful. Depending
upon the case, this step could include calculations
and analyses. After assembling as much insight as
possiblt', often in outline format, the counselor can
reorganize, and rearrange'such intelligence to coincide with mental paths, and look for 'connections'
or 'mental Ieaps.' Highlighting the most significant
insights or returning b an outline helps, discarding
that u,hich may mislead or sideline clirection. ln
this way, a path to opinions and conclusions can be
forged.

The Deposition

ing climinution in value offered through Moore
Drums' real estate expert failed to establish diminution in value on either a permanent or temPorary
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and the

while trying to expand the dimensions of the as-

Review and correction Recognizing that the
transcript can be used to benefit the opposing attorney in trial, cvcn in subsequent trials, the exPert
witness normally should not waive signature but
rather review and correct the record. Reviews of
depositions also can become tools to learn more
about the other side and their strategy. (The witness
should advise his or her attorney if his or her
position subsecluently changes, so the attorne'y can
conform to court rules.)

foregoing stePS

Tial

Preparatiotr :

Prcpaing
for the Witness Stand
Repeats of the discovery chain
this step can be beneficial.

Repeats of the discovery chain This consists oI repcating all or parts of the above chain,
as needed, in an iterative process, but without

in Litigaliorr: Illustrated by Emircnt

will

signment when the questions attempt to limit such
scope. The witness should listen to the questions
and avoid confirming any mis-characterizations of
his or her testimony, which mav be offered by the
opposing attorney in the form ofquestions misleadingly restating the testimony. The witness can respond by carefully restating the testimony in his or
her own words.

Stage V

Real Estalc Cotorseling

The opposing attorney

basis for those conclusions, while also trying to box
or confine the scope of Iater testimony at trial. Prior
guidance from the witness' attorney can be imPortant. The expert, in response, should limit the information disclosed in deposition to responses to the
specific questions, not volunteering added insights,

pursue for insight.
will point to other sources to-The

Lockheed reasoned that the testimony regard-

Process:

try to determine the-expert's conclusions

Sharing of insight among
Group discussions
the attorneys and other experts involved hclps each
participant understand, learn, confirm, and challenge. However, the potential brainstorming which
could occur should be done only with the concurrence and guidance of the attorney. The attornev
may wish to avoid direct communications beth'een
independent consultants before initial opinions are
determined.

Exploring new channels

Lockheed.

Deposition
Being Discooered

Dolraaitt

- If needed,
59

Exhibit preparation
Visual aids can be great
tools with which to inform, (and hopefully persuade), the judge and jury and serve as excellent
reminders for the attorney and the expert. These
may include photographs, maps, lists, demographics, calculations, tablc's, graphs, etc. The attorney
will make the final selection, sometimes altered
during the trial, and will plan his or her introduction and acceptance by the Court as identified exhibits for the record. In these days of computerbased geographic information systems, customized mapping can be economically available, sometimes through on-line services, through governmental agencies such as planning or assessor/revenue functions, or through some colleges and universities.

Organizing, outlining, and highlighting
thoughts
- This list can be mental or written,
depending upon not only the expcrt's preferences,
but more importantly, those of the attorney. If the
list is a written outline, it should be sufficient to
trigger key points, but not detailed enough to cause
canned answers or provide a discoverable treasure
map for the opposing attorney. The attorney may
request a report to use in the trial. Whether using a
report, outline, or neither, the expert witness still
must know his or her subject thoroughly
an
outline or report does not replace or relieve the-need
for the expert's knowledge. The expert's opinions
and their foundation need to be firmly in his or her

mind.

StageW-TheTial:
The Culmination of the Process
Discovery during trial
The attorney can call

upon the expert for counsel- or for further pursuit
and discovery as a result of testimony brought out
during other parts of the trial.
Direct examination
- The witness responds to
the questions from his or her attorney. This is the
expert's opportunity to teachusing his or her expertise by presenting facts uncovered and opinions
formed during the foregoing steps of this process.
However, the court has different rules than the
classroom
this is not an opportunity to lechtre
beyond the- scope of the questions asked by the
attorneys. The judge sets the rules and the attorney
calls the plays. A firm and courteous manner creates positive perceptions in the minds of both the
judge and the jury, thereby reinforcing credibility.

to damage the expert's credibility. The expert r.r,itness, aided by the attorney, should anticipate the
areas of cross examination and possible lines of
questioning. Calm, solid answers toopposing counsel enhance credibility. Again, the expert listens
carefully to the questions. Expert witnesses are
entitled to explain their answers and should not

compromise their concluded opinions nor accept
any mis-characterizations of their testimony. From
a positive perspective, reinforcement of key points
thruugh answers to qucstions from opposing counsel discourages further aggression. Cross examination may be'followed by redirect examination by the
client's attorney to help draw out and frame those
answers and to take further advantage of openings
which may appear during cross examination.
WHY A COUNSELOR OF REAL ESTATE (CRE)?
The growing need for real estate counselors in
litigation, including emincnt domain, results from
the expanding infrastructure and redevelopment of
our cities, coupled with the increasing complexities
of modern day real estate and its valuation. An
experienced counselor provides added flexibility to
customize the preparation and presentation of a
case. While not all are suited and not all are willing,
many times appropriately qualified realestate counselors provide the needed attributes. However, they
must be disciplined to the challenges and rigors of
such litigation and be comfortable with that role.
Ultimately, credibility becomes the real key in the
courtroom. Commitment and adherence to the Code
of Ethics and the Standards of Professional Practicd of The Counselors of Real Estate provide an
excellent foundation.*0,
NOTES

1.

A.C. Schwethelm,CRE: "Counselingand Eminent Domain,"
Real Estal? Issues, Yolume 14, Numbei 1, Spring/Summer
1989, The Counselors of Real Estate (a.,t.a.r American Society
of Real Estate Counselors).

2. tbid.

3.

1999 Mtmber Direclory, The Counselors of Real Estate.

Seven decades after Frye, the US Supreme Court in
Dnubert r'. Merrell Dozt, Phnnruccuticnls, ftlc.,r an-
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The rules----especially Rule 702-place appropriate
limits on the admissibility of purportedly scientific

evidence by assigning to the trial judge the task of
insuring that an expert's testimony both rests on a
reliaDlc foundation and is rclrz,rrn I to the task at hand.
Rule 702 provides:

nounced that the Federal Rules of Evidence had
displaced Frye as the standard for admitting expert
scientific testimony in a federal trial.
DAUBERT CHANGES THE
EVIDENTIARY LANDSCAPE
The Daubert family claimed that the serious birth
defects of their two minor children stemmed from
the mother's prenatal ingestion of medication produccd by Dow. The original decision in appellate
court did not allow the Daubert expert witness's
testimony into evidence, primarily because the
Court ruled the evidence did not meet the "general
acceptance" standard for the field. While Iinkage
of birth defects to the drug had been shown clearly
in animals, there was not clear documentation of
that impact in humans. The Daubert's countered
by arguing that the Frye guidelines for the admissibility of expert evidence should not apply and
that the Federal Rules of Evidence should take
precedence.

If scientific, technical, or other specialized
knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue,
a witness qualified as an expert by knowledge,
skill, experience, training, or education, may testify thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise.i
Nothing in Rule 702 establishes "general

accep-

tance" as an absolute prerequisite to admissibility,
according to the Court.
The First Admissibility Criteion Under Daubert:
Reliability
The court focused on the words "scientific...
knowledge" as the basis for the first prong ofanalysis-"reliabililv."6 The court found that the word
"scientific" involved a grounding in the "methods
and procedures of science," and that the term

"knowledge" referred to "any body of known facts
or to any body of ideas inferred from such facts or
accepted as truths on good grounds."'

The court agreed. It held that "such a rigid standard

(in Frye) would be at odds with the rules' liberal
thrust and their general approach of relaxing the
traditional barriers to 'opinion' testimony."2 In
Daubert, the Court outlined a handful of factors kr
broaden the judgers analysis relative to the acceptability ofexpert testimony.lf the expert's testimonv
could not meet the restrictive gencral acceptability
standards set forth in Frye, a court could employ
other factors to qualify the expert's testimony for
admission. At firstglance, the Daubert factorsseemingly offered a more liberal approach to scientific
expert testimony. If the expert fails one factor, there
are other factors under which the expert might
qualify. Since Daubcrt u. Merrell Dow, however, far
more experts have been excluded from the courtroom than admitted (under Daubert).r

Under Daubert, the trial judge must determine at
the outset whether the expert is proposing to testify
to scientific knowledge that will assist the trier of
fact to understand or determine a fact in issue. "This
entails, according to the court, a preliminary assessment of whether the reasoning or methodology
underlying the testimony is scientifically valid, and
of whether that reasoning or methodology properly
can be applied to the facts in issue."a

Cross examination
- The opposing attorney
tries to refute the evidence offered by the expert or
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benchmark became the standard for admissibility
of scientific evidence and expert witness testimony.

Sumrnation of Eoidentiary Rules
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This interpretation of Rule 702leaves it up to the
trial court, as opposed to the scientific community,
to consider the methodology of the evidence for
purposes of determining the admissibility of the
expert testimony.
The court specifically outlined several "considerations" which will bear on the analysis of admittance:

1. Whether the theory or technique in question can

2.

be (and has been) tested;
Whether it has been subjected to peer review and

publication;

3. It has a known or potential error rate; and
4. Whether it has attracted general acceptance
within a relevant scientific communitv.
In cases of scientific testimony offerings, the
Daubert factors can be evaluated like performance
statistics: rate of error, publication, etc. The court
may then compile scores to determine whether the
expert may testify.3 ln testing whether the reasonableness of the data and methodology are appropriate, and in evaluating whether an expert's methodology is reasonable under the circumstances,

Mandated by Daubert a. Menell Dow Phannaceutictls, ltlc
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In the wake of the Supreme Court's Daubert ruling, the real estate
I expert witness faces a strintent new set of criteria for admissibility of expert evidence and testimony. Even experts who have previously been accepted by the courts now find the admissibility of their
testimony questioned. As attorncys increasingly realize the Potential
exclusion of evidencc' from the opposing side through a Daubert
challenge, the bar for e'xpert witness engagement will be raised even
higher. The real estate expert who engages in litigation suPPort will
find that Daubert has become the governing paradigm for testimony
and evidence development.

I
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Gorn

THE DEMAND FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
IS EXPLODING
The demand for high-speed, broadband telecommunications is dramatically increasing, and tht' telecommunications industry is responding with new technologies at a faster pace. Tenants want Internet accessi
wireless telecom service; paging; cellular; and traditional hard wired
telecom senices. Data transmission is now exceeding voice transmission across telecom lines. Data traffic is growing at an annual rate of 30

THE CLASSICAL STANDARD FOR EXPERT

Alphonso Frye was accused of murder. Frye' claimed that his passing
of the systolic blood pressure deception test, an extremely rough
precursor to the polygraph, proclaimed his innocence. His expert
witness, the scientist who conducted the test, testified on Frye's
behalf. However, the Supreme Court ruled that since the systolic
blood pressure deception test had not gained "general accePtance" in
its fielcl, it nas inadmissible. The resulting "general acceptancc"
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income and value from their buildings through the surge' of new

telecommunications technologies and the demand for access to
building tenants and users by an expanding number of telecommunications companies. The interscctions between buildings and telecommunications are providing property orvnt'rs with the abilitv, litcrally, to
turn copper into gold.

This article addresses the evolving standards of real estate exPert
evidence and opinion in Court by developing and discussing the
foundations of admissibility. It then discusses realistic guidelines for
real estate professionals in preparing evidence and opinion for admission to court.

ADMISSIBILITY-FRYE
For manv years, the admissibility of an expert's testimony was
dependent on the standards set forth in Fnlt tt. Unitad Sfates. James

uilding owners are in the Position today to reap additional
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percent or more. Video conferencing is becoming more common as the
technology improves, and video and audio messages are goinB to be an
increasing part of e-mail communications. Building owners are facing
explosive growth in demancl by their tt'nants for access to new tclecommunications services, and demands for access by competing telecom
providers to get to those tenantsi these demands will onlv increase as the
latest communications networks come on-line, with telecom providers
seeking more customers and with businesses dcmanding full-time
Internet access and the right to choose among telecom provide'rs

WHAT IS HAPPENING ON THE TECHNOLOGICAL FRONT?
A variety of technologies art'available for broad bandwidth users that

lntersectiols Betu,een Rcal Estale O Telecofimunicaliorts: Tuming Copper
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are creating greater demand by building tenants for
access to telecommunications services. Tht'se new

technologies will allow data transfer up to 25 times
faster than the current rate for most users. Some of
the technologies now being offered are:
Wireless Broadbaxd - wire'less, competitive local exchange carriers (CLECs) offer telecom services to users at lower costs and faster spceds than
the incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs). Wireless CLECs offer voice, data, local area network
interconnections, video, and other advance'd uses.
This technology usts microwave dishes to transmit
wireless signals between a centralswitch and building rooftops that are within one to three miles of the
switch. From the building rooftop, the signals are
transmitted to users through existing wiring (fiberoptic or copper) in thc building.

over Category 5 copper wiring or fiber optic cable.
There is a hierarchy of T-Carrier lines (T-1, T-2, and
T-3) offering diffcrent transmission speeds. T-Carrier lines use a digital system carrying both voice
and data. Like DSL and wireless services, T-Carrier

lines make the existing wiring in buildings more
valuable as competition for access to services increases.

ISDN Lines - Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) service is offered by ILECs over the
existing copper n,iring. This was one of the first
technologies offercd by ILECs to increasL'data trans-

mission over existing wiring. While ISDN technology does not have some of the technical limitations
of DSL, it is becoming outdated in many areas as
other services arc becoming more widely available.
Cable - With recent acquisitions and mergers in

In 1998, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) auctioncd a large spectrum of wavelengths for communications, permitting the wireIess CLECs to offer "fiber-in-thc-sky" quality service to users. The wireless CLECs, such as WinStar
and Teligent, have increasing requirements for access to building rooftops to krcate their antennae
and equipment in ordcr to bridge the so-called "last
mile" between their central switches and the buildings housing the users.

lecommunications industry, it is clear that
will be a strong competitor for telecom
users, with cable subscribers being able to use their
cable not only for television reception, but also for
full-time Internet connection and telephonic and
data communications. The cable industry infrastructure is not as extensive- and reliablc as that of
the ILECs or CLECs, but cable servicc is often less
expensivethan DSL service (although therc'is heated
price competition among DSL and cable providers).

Digital Subscriber Lize - Both CLECs and ILECs
offer Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) service. DSL
provides advanced broadband tclt'com services ovcr
existing building wiring, allowing both voice and
data to travel as digitized packe'ts over the same
analog-trvisted pair line. DSL scrvice is lcss expensive than the T-l lines currentlv being offcred by
most ILECs. However, DSL service is currently
limited to areas within three miles of the provider's
central switch. Therefore, it is not offered in more
outlying areas and DSL is subjcct to technical limitations on the number of circuits available over the
same wires. DSL providers ha vc' to access the buildings using either fiber-optic cable or traditional
copper wiring in the streets.

REGULATING THE RIGHTS OF
BUILDINC OWNERS, TENANTS AND
TELECOM PROVIDERS
Fede'ral and statc regulators and the courts have
issued rcgulations and madc rulings that have significant impacts on the respective rights of building
owners, tenants, and telecom providcrs. One central issuc is who has control of access to a building's
wiring, the crucial link betwecn providers and the
end-users of telccommunica tions servicL's.

There are a variety of DSL technologics now
beingoffered,withncwonesbcingdeveloped which
will further expand the bandwidth capacity of copper wires, making the cxisting wiring in buildings
more valuable than ever to owners, tenants, and
telecom providers.

T-Canier Lines - T-Carrier lines are offcred by
most ILECs to providc broad bandwidth and speed
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Demarcation Points - ln 1997, the FCC ruled
that a building owner can declare the point where
telecom wiring enters the building, known as the
minimum point of e.ntry (MPOE), as the "demarcation point," marking wherc the owner takes ownership and control of telecommunications cabling. If
the building olvner or the ILEC declarcs the MPOE
as the demarcation point, the owner takt's on nership and control of the cabling inside his building,
allowing the owner to set fecs for telecom providers
to use the wiring, equipment rooms, ancl the building rooftop, and to control access to the building by
telecom providers. At the same time, the owner also
assumes responsibility for thc maintcnance and
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restriction on ownership or impediment to develas a result of governme'nt regulation.

opment rights

On the one hand, the Court specifically denie.d
applying the Dolan test of "rough proportionality"
to an action challenging a bcal authority's denial of
development permit. Instead, the Court leavcs the
test of "roup;h proportionality" to apply only to
cases involving the imposition of cxactions or conditions. On the other hand, the Court found it
proper to submit to a jurv the largely fact-based
,Alirrs test of whether thc develope'r had been denicd all economically-viablc use of its land, or
whether the city's decision did not substantially
advance a legitimate public purpose.
a

Whether the potential for jury verdicts in cascs
involving regulatory takings will chill state and
local governments from imposing Iand use controls
on private property is an open question. The Iikellr
answer to tho question, however, is, "doubtful,"
especially when considering that the deveklper of
the' Del Morrfu' Drincs project spent five years in
p;overnmental processing before it could even establish that its case was ready for a legal challenge,
and then had to wait another 12 years for final
determination. The stamina and financial resources
required to mount such a campaign is staggering.
Critics allege that compensation should continuc to
be available only for regulations involving physical
invasions or de facto takings. Hoivever, the fact
remains that in light of thc. painful delays and thc

difficulttests thatmust be met toovcrturn a govcrnmental action, a project proponent is ncarly always
hopelesslv out-matched in a case involving a project
denial or challenged exaction or condition. Proiect
proponents are'also well aware that when critics of
the Nollar decision stress the need to preserve
government's right to regulate, it is often the disguised effort to grant government the unrestrictcd
regulatory power to prohibit devektpment altogether.

financial ruin) to spend on environme'ntal
remediation proiects without, in many cases, any
connection b€'tween the cleanup and the health
danger which is said to justify them. In another
example, The Americans With Disabilities Act will
cause billions to be spent (and paid for by the
public) to comply with specilic regulatory rtquirements ancl for risk avoidance with respect to the
open-endc.d claim opportunities against property
owners which are embedded in thc Act.

Although safeguarding the environment and ensuring that disabled Americans be included in the
workplace are' worthy and essential goals, government has largelv abandoned the "direct" approach
of raising taxes, with specific appropriations for
designated projects. lnstead, it has adopted broadbased regulations that imposebillionsof additional
indirect taxes on the public in order to achieve
loosely-defined legislatrve agendas. These regulations and indirect taxcs rarely reccive the open-air
debate of law-making and the essential accountability factors nhich our democratic process requires.
CONCLUSION
The victories for propcrtv owncrs in the Nollalera-invalidating the forced dedication of an easement for public use; invalidating a prohibition of all
developmt'nt rights for property; adding a right of
compensation for a regulatorv taking to the previously-existing sole remedy of declaring thc regr.rla-

tion invalid-were, nothing but nicks in
government's regulatory armor. The Dd Mttnte
Drrnes decision, which confirms the right to have a
jury determine the question of rvht,ther a regulation
advances a legitimate governmental interest or deprives an owner of the economically viable uscofits
land will do little to limit governments' regulabry
appetite, but will no doubt add to the ongoing
debate.*r,

NOTES

1.
Fear of the government's ongoing willingness or

ability to regulate, based on Nolan-era decisions, are
misplaced or exaggerated: federal, state, and local
governments are continuallv expanding their regulatory powers. All levcls of government now routinely use their regulatory power to impose enormous and often crippling "indirect" taxes on property owners and the public at large. For example,
fe'deral, state, and local governments have imposetl
billions of dollars of indirect taxes on the American
economy by forcing landowners (under pain of

Wrosc Property ls lt? Tfu LatL,st on Rc.gtlnkrry la,kirrgs

Criticsheredoappear to:itrikea bull's"eve in arFuing that the
Supremc Courl s dmisiLrns in the Mrllarr cra reflcci.r good
dealof "judicialactivism."Clearly,theSupremeCourt handpicked a number ofdecisions in order b expand the regulatory takings doctrine and in doing so not only expilnded
existing procedent, but also overlmked a number oI pr<)Ce-.
dural defccts in the plainti[fs'cases. Kendall & Lord, srrl;ro.
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a takinB if it does not substantially advance a legitimate state interest or it denies the owner the economically viable use of the land. ltl. at260.

LANDMARK CASES:
SETTING PRECEDENCE
ln the late 1980s, a number of Supreme Court cases
bcgan what many consider to be a dangcrous erosion of governmental regulating powers.

In Nollrrrr

r,. Cttlifornin Cosstal Ctnnntissiol, 483 U.S.
825 (19U7), in an opinion written byJustice Antonin

Scalia, the Court found a compcnsable taking when
tht' California State Coastal Commission imposed,
as a condition for a coastal permit, the obligation
that the landowner dedicate public access along the

beach in front of the property owner's home. The
requirement was based on the objective of preserving the view to the ocean from the adjacent inland
areas. The Court hcld that there was no essential
"nexus" between lateral access to the beach and
preserving views of the ocean from the highway
bchind the rcsidence. ll. 837

In that same year, the Supreme Court's ruling in
First E,tglish Erunylical Lutlrran Church t's. Cotnty
of Los Angeles, 482 U.S. 304, 318 (1987), further
established a right to compensation for regulatory
takings based upon the Fifth Amendment. In the
aftermath of a flood which de'stroyed all of the
buildings of a church-owned facility for retarded
childrcn, the County of Los Angeles adopted an
interim ordinance prohibiting construction or reconstruction of anv buildings in a designated flood
protection area. Tht'decision in this case overruled
California precedent, holding that a property owner
aggrievcd by an invalid rcgulakrry taking was only
entitled k) set asidc the regulation. ld. at 372.
Later, in Dolnrr r. City of Tigord,512U.S.374, (1994\,
the Court struck down a condition imposcd upon

an owner set'king the cxpansion of a plumbing
supply store, which would havc'required the owner
to dedicate approximately 10 percent of the parcel
for flood drainage and a path for pedestrians and
cyclists. The Court held that the required dedication was not "roughly proportionate" to the city's
goal of avoiding construction in a flood plain and
attemptinB to limit automobile traffic by encouraging the use of bicycling. Id. at 391.

Lucns r. South Carolitur Coastal Council,505 U.S.
'1003 (1992),

ln

the Court answered the question of
whether a governmental authority could justify
depriving the owner of all economic value of the
owner's land by claiming the protection of public
safety. The Lrrcns case involved a state statute which
prohibited construction of permanent residenccs
on South Carolina's beachfront areas, predicated
on concems of coastal erosion and flooding. The
Court ruled that when a regulation effectively deprives the owner of all reasonable investmentbacked expectations, the govcrnmcntal entity is
required to compensate the owner. ['i. at l034.

Critics of the Supreme Court's rulings in No/lar,
Dt an, Lucas, and First Etrglish, all of which limited
state and local governments' ability to implement
Iand use controls, have variously characterized the
dtcisions as an "assault" on the ability of government to exercise land use controls, or as part of a
grander plan to require' the government to pay
compensation whenever its rcgulations impose a
significant impingement upon a property right. Scc,
Weinberg, srrpra, and Douglas T. Kendall & Charlcs
P. Lord, Ihc Takitgs Projcct: A Criticnl Annhlsis nnLl
Assssnlolt ol Progrtss So Far, 25 B.C. Envtl. Aff. L.
Rev. 3'15 (1998). Tht'se same critics charge that iudi-

cial activism drives the majority rulings of Nollan,
Dolan, Lucas, and companion decisions. Tht'se critics interpret the outcomes as an extraordinary expansion of the takings clause of the Fifth Amendment to unnecessarily restrict the government's
regulatory powers,
One of the chief fcars of the Nollal-era critics is
Justice Scalia's theoretical precept that the state's
requirement to impose access rights by strangers
over private property, as a condition of a development permit, violated an "essential stick" in the
bundle of rights that are commonly characterized
as property. ln that case, it was the right to exclude
strangers from one's propertv. This holding ofproperty rights consisting ofindividual component parts
appears troublesome to the Supremc Court's critics
since it would, if cxpanded, allow landowners to
assert that any one or more of the component parts
havebeen taken as a result ofgovernmental regulations.l
DEL MONTE DUNES; THE IMPLICATIONS
MLtnte Dunes is a mixed-bag rtsult for those
advocating that state and local govcrnments be
limited by only minimal restrictions on thtir regulatory power, as well as those who would urge the
Supremc Court to require compensation for anv

Dtl

In both No//al and Dlln , the Court negated requirements that the landou,ner open its property to
physical invasion by strangers as a condition of
development approva[.
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integrity of the wiring and may have potential
liability b tenants for anv failure in tht wiring,

Federal and state regulators and
the courts haoc issued regulations

depending on thc language in the tenant leascs.

and made rulings that haae significant
The FCC has clarified that ILECs cannot unilat-

impacts on the rcspectiae rights
of buililing oToners, tenants, and
telecon plouiilels. One central issue

crally change the demarcation point to the MPOE
(and thereby force a building owner to t.1ke responsibility for the building's cabling and wiring), if the
ILEC provided service to the building as of 1992,
when the FCC initially issued its rules on demarcation points. The FCC does permit ILECs to establish
the MPOE as the demarcation point in new or
renovated buildings from and atter 7992.
If the building owner has responsibiliW for the
building's wiring, tenant leases should address the
issues of who has liability for any sen'icc interruption; who maintains insurance on the wiring and
how the cost is shared; and the allocation of responsibility between landlord and tenant for any work
on wiring lvithin or outside of a tenant's premises,
including rules on access to building telephone
closets and risers.

Antenna Installation - A 1998 FCC ruling expanded prohibitions on antennae restrictions to
include both residential and commercial property
rented by the viewer. The FCC ruling preempts any
lease restrictions that unreasonably restrict a
viewer's ability to receive a signal. However, reasonable restrictions by the building owners on antennat' and equipment, (such as limitations on
changes to the building structure and rcgulations
protecting safety), are enforceable. The ruling does
nol alkrw tcnants to use common areas (such as a
building rooftop) to place antennae or equipment.
Also, an owner may restrict the installation of individual antennae if there is a central antenna available to all tenants without unreasonable delay or
exPense.

Forced Access - Prior to the Telecommunications Act of 1996, some states passed mandatory
access laws or regulations to force building owners
to allow competitive telecom services to their tenants. Texas, Ohio, and Connecticut passed such
laws, granting CLECs theright to access a building's
wiring infrastructure, on a non-discriminatory basis, in return for reasonable compensation. As many
as 12 states are considcring this issue; however,
legislatures in Illinois, Colorado, Maryland, and
lndiana have rejected these proposals as violative
of the United States and state constitutions. ConBress reiected mandatory access laws when the
Telecommunications Act was passed. In Lor(lto t,.

lnters.clions BcttLtettt Red Estatc

tr

is who has control of access to a

buililing's wiriflg, tlre crucial liflk
betzueen prooiders afld the efid-users
ol te lecommun ic a tions seraices,
TelePrornltter Mnnlmttau CATV, the United States

Supreme Court, in 1982, invalidated a mandatory
access television cable statute in the State of Ner+'
York, and courts have similarly rejected mandatory
access laws for television cableand telecom providers over the past several years.

Most commentators believe that the Telecommunications Act of 1996 has created market forces
sufficient to assure competition within the telecom
industry, so that mandatory access laws are not
necessary for a healthy competitive environment.
ln fact, therc appears to be no greater competition
among telecom providcrs in states in which mandatory access laws have been passed than in other
states.

The California I'ublic Utilities Commission

(PUC) issued an order in October .l998, that prohibited tclecom providers (including ILECs) from en-

tering into agreements with building owners that
have the effect of restricting access by other telecom

providers to a multi-tenant building. If a telecom
provider is unable to reach a mutually satisfactory
agrecment with the building owner to permit access to the wiring, or if it claims it has been unfairly
discriminated against, it can seek redress with a
court or file a complaint with the I'UC. The PUC
also stated in its ruling that telecom providers that
are "telephone companies" have the right of eminent domain and can gain access to private property kr offer their sen,ices.
In response to this I'UC ruling, Senate Bill 177
(Peacc and Burton) and Assembly Bill 651 (Wright)
were introduced in the California Legislature:
i). SB 177 would eliminatc the right of a telecom
provider to use the pon er of eminent domain for
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competitive purposes, unless the provider has an
affirmative obligation to provide telecom services and is seeking to serve an unserviced area.
-177
also prohibits exclusive telecom access
SB
agrL'ements (which owners generally resist anyway).
ii). While AB 651 was originally introduccd to
prohibit the PUC from adopting orders or making
decisions that interfere with the ability of owners
ofprivate property to freely negotiate with telecom
providers, it has bec.n ame.nded so it now would
require building owners to allow telecom access
to their buildings. AB 651 denies owners the right
to allocate riser and closet space', denics owners
fair compensation for space used by providers,
and imposes costs on owners for responding to
provider access requests. This bill would also
require owners ofnew buildings to provide space
to accommodate all future telecom provider equipment and would permit the first provider in a
building to grab as much space as possible, effectively shutting out future competitors from that
building, who will need space in risers and closets.
These bills are now being considered by the
California legislature and would have a dramatic
impact on building owners in California, if passed.

IMPORTANT BUSINESS ISSUES FOR
BUILDING OWNERS AND MANAGERS
AND THEIR ADVISERS
It is imperative that building ownt'rs and managers
review thc phvsical infrastructure of their buildings and review their policies affecting telecom
services to tenants. Real estate consultants u'ho
advise owners and managers necd to be familiar
with the new telecommunications technologies and
the options available to their clients in dealing with
the demands of both telecom providers and the
tenants,/ users.

Rooftop and Communicatiols Closefs - Owners and manage.rs should make sure they know
wha t capacity and space theirbuildings have available for rooftop antennae and what areas can be
used for supporting communications equipment.
Owners of buildings with valuable rooftops must
carefully allocate the rooftop area and available
equipment room space among tenants and outside
telecom providers for antennae and equipment
only after careful study of the value of the rights
being granted. T()o often, owners and their agents
give tenants rooftop antenna rights or rights to
equipment rooms for Iittle or no rental, giving up

Real estate consultants zt;ho aclaise
ozoners and ,nanagers fleed to be farfiiliLr

zuith the fleu telecomfiunicatiofls
technologies afld the options aaailable

to their clients in dealing with
the demands of both telecom prottiders
and the tenants/users.
the right to significant future revenue streams
from that space during the lease term. In addition,
owners often undercharge for the use of their
building infrastructure by telecom providers, on
the basis that it is more important to offer thc
services to tenants rather than charge a higher fee
for access to the building. With thc proliferation of
telecom service providers and the scarcitv of prime
rooftop space in many urban areas, building owners should be very careful not to give away valuable rooftop access or equipment room rights with-

out a thorough understanding of the market for
those rights.

Owners also must avoid giving one provider or
one tenant rights to an entire rooftop or to all of the
equipment spact' available: the space must be rationed so the owner retains the flexibility to offer
spacc to n('w ten.rnts or to inlroduce new sert ices or

providers to the building in the future, permitting
future CLECs to compete for access to the building.
Obviously, thesc issue's are more important if the
owner commits to telecom licenses for any significant term without early termination rights.
Risers, Shafts, and Sleeaes - Owners and managers need to inventory their riser space and the
cabling and wiring in the riser space so it can be
properly allocated to competing users. The vertical
and horizontal pathways in buildings are the routes
for telecom providers to access tenants for all tech-

nologies, whether it is over copper or fiber optic
cable, and whcther it is from a rooftop wireless
antenna, a cable or a traditional telephone line.
Consultants can assist owners in projecting future
demand for building riser space and survey competing buildings to assign values to the. use of the
risers, so the owner/manager can properly allocatc
and charge for access to the space. Building managers should require tenants who vacate space or
replace their systems or telecom providers who are
no longer providing service to the building to make
sure decommissioned cable is removed from the

building risers.
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actions denied the developer the economically-viable use of the property, or did the City's decision to

reiect the development serve a legitimate public
purpose?
The jury awarded the developer $1.45 million in
damages and the City appealed to the United Statts
Supreme Court which, in May of this year, upheld
the award.

GOVERNMENTAL TAKINGS:
THE CONSTITUTIONAL BACKGROUND
The framework of this issue is the Constitution's
Fifth Amendment, which prohibits the taking of
private property for public use without iust compcnsation. This prohibition is nrade applicable to
the states by way of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Underlying the powe'r of regulation is the inherent
right of governmenttrl bodies to exercise their "poIict power," that is, a liberal warrant to regulate
private activity to protect the health, safety, and
welfare of the public. The fundamental legal authoritv for state and local governments to regulate
real property matters was articulated by Justice
William O. Douglas in Bcrnmn t'. Pirker, 348 U.S. 26,
33 0954):

"The concept of the public welfare is broad and
inclusive... the values it repres.'nts are spiritual as
well as phvsical, acsthetic as well as monctary. It
is within the power of the legislaturc to determine
that the community should be beautiful as well as
healthy, spacious as wcll as clean, well-balanced
as well as carefully patrolled."

Adding to the interpretive nature of the argument is the opposing boundary. The limitation
on government's right to regulate was articulated by Oliver Wendell Holmes in Pennsqlttnnia
Conl u. McMqhon,260 U.S. 393, 4"15 (1927\:
"The genc'raI rule... is that while property may
be regulated to a certain extent, if the regulation
goes too far it will be recognized as a taking."

barring the manufacture or sale of alcoholic beverages was a valid exercise of the state's police power,
even though it deprived the owner of the usage of
his property, Mrrglcr t,. Kansns,723 U.5.623,66'I-662
(1887). The Court hcld that the state statute which
declarer-l that brewing was an improper activity did
not involve a taking, because the prohibited activity
was the equivalent of a public nuisance. ld. at 673.
Later, thL' Court in Villagc of Euclid t,. Amblar Reahy
Co.,272 U.5.365,397 (7926\ upheld a zoning ordinance precluding development of anything other
than single-family dwellings in a suburb of CleveIand, even though it deprived the owner of nearly
three-quarters of the valuc of the parcel. Furthermore, in Penn Central Transportatiotl Co. t,. Citv of
Nczo York, 438 U.S. 104,124 (1978), the

Court found

no taking when the City of New York denied a
permit to build an office tower over New York
City's Grand Cr:ntral Terminal on the basis that tht'
denial was a mere reduction in the value of the land
and did not destroy the owner's "reasonable investment-backed expectations."

At the same time, the Supreme Court rulings did
acknowledge a taking where a regulatory infringement either deprived the owner of any realistic use
of the property or involved the physical invasion of
the property. ln Pcnnsyluania Coal Co.t,. McMahon,
260 U.S. 393, 413 (1922), the Supreme Court overturned a statute designed to prevent mining by thc
o*'ner of the subsurface rights, finding that the
regulation "has very nearly the same effect for
constitutional purposes as appropriating ordestroying it." In anotherexample, in Urriled Stntest'. Causby,
3?8 U.S. 256, 261. (1946), the Court found a taking
where overflights of military aircraft reduced the
value ofa farm, in effectcausing a physical invasion
of the property. Likewise, in Kniser Aetnn o. the
Un i ted S ta t es, 444 U.S. 7 64, 179 -180 (1979), the Court
found a taking when a permit issued by the'United
States Army Corps of Engineers, authorizing the
dredging of the mouth of a privatcly-owned lagoon, required the public to be given access to the
Iagoon.

Until the late 1980s, the Supreme Court's rulings
limited the application of the takings doctrine, in
matters involving governmental regulation of property rights, to either physical invasions or regulations tantamount to the deprivation of practically
all use and enjoyment of the property- Scc, Philip
Weinberg, Drl Motttt Dunts t,. Citv of Monternl: lNill
tlrc Strprune Court Slretch lhe Takings Clausc Belond
ttu Brenking Poirn?, 26 B.C. Envtl. Aff. L. Rev. 315
(.1999). In 1887, the Supreme Court ruled that a law

Wtose Proltertq ls lf? Tlrc Lnlast or Rtgulatory Takitrgs

Despite these examples, prior to the late 1980s, it
was very difficult to establish a regulatory taking
unless the regulation was so pervasive as to prevcnt

any realistic use of the property, or, even more
extreme, the rcgulation constituted a physicaI invasion of the property. The basic standard h determine whether a regulatory taking has occurred was
outlined in Agins t,. CitV of Tiburon, M7 U.5.255,
(1979). This case held that a regulation amounts to
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pronote essential public interests. Competing with this interest are
the rights of landon,ners, who find themselves hurdling ever-ri5in8
regulatory barriers delaying, adding-to costs, or barring development
altogether in somc cases, effectively "taking" their property. Fueling the controversy is the inexact rendering of the Constitution's Fifth
Amtndment which prohibits the appropriation of private property
without iust compensation. In the'last l2 years the United States
Supreme Court has, in the minds of many critics, actively pursued a
policy geared toward restricting thc government's right to regulate.
However, permits remain in governmental hands. With the latest
Supreme Court decision on regulatory takings, the controversy continues.

ln Cily of Monterq i'. Del Monte Dwrcs 526 U.S. , 119 S.Ct. 1624
(1999), the United States Supreme Court capped nearly 13 years of
litigation involving a developer, a city, and a 37-acre oceanfront
parcel. ln the five yc'ars prior to filing the action, the developer had
submitted 19 different site plans and received five different denials.
Attached to each denial was the City of Monterey's demand for even
greater restrictions on the proposed 190-unit housing development
project, until the developer gave up and took it to court. A key
question hom the case was presented to a iury in the United States
District Court for the Northern District of California: had the Citv's
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Long distance telephone companies, comPuter
networks, wireless networks, CLECs, lLECs, and
Internet service providers all require access to riser
space, but this space is finite'and often cannot be
increased without enormous cost to the building
owner. Owners are now charging tenants separate
rent for use of riser space in addition to rent for their
premises, and are charging telecom providers for
access to the riser space, in addition to charges for
use of equipment rooms and rooftops. As new
technologies come on-line, the pressure on riser
space will only increase, and owners need to retain
the right to charge for access to that space in their
leases, especially if the demand for riser space
overtakes the supply.

Pouer and Cooling Capacity - Owners/managers that are contemplating agreements with tenants or telecom providers that will permit access to
equipment rooms, the rooftop, and riser areas, must

consider the electrical power and cooling capacity
of the building. Telecom switches are high power
users, generating significant heat in concentrated
areas, often beyond the specifications for which
building cooling and power systems were designed,
especially in older buildings. This means that the
power and cooling systems in the building may
have to be upgraded (and air conditioning must

often be supplemented with additional units) in
order to accommodate the equipment that comes
with the new telecom technologies, especially if the
provider is locating a switch in the building. Owners should consult with their advisers and agents to
determine the ability of owners in the local market
to pass the costs of these upgrades on to the telecom
providers.
In addition to demanding significant electrical
power capacity from a building, telecom providers
also often need access to an uninterrupted power
supply (UPS) system and a backup emergency
power generator, in order to assure their users
continuous service even in local emergencies. If the
telecom company is installing a maior switch, it
may want to install its own generator and UI'S
system, but this adds to the space requirements and
may not be feasible in many existing buildings.
Building generators can usually be dedicated to
provide emergency power to specific tenants or
telecom providers, but owners must carefully ration access to the limited Benerator capacity of their
buildings to avoid depleting the power necessary
for essential building functions and future demands
by new tenants or outside providers. Any tenant or
telecom provider who is given dedicated capacity
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from the building generator or UPS system should
charged for that access. Owners should have
thL'ir consultants determine how to charge for this
access in the local market: the charge could bebased
on the cost savings to the tenant or the telecom
provider of connecting to the existing system as
compared to installing a separate system, or the
charge could be based on the actual cost to tht'
owner of providing and maintainin8 the generator
and UPS systems, including labor, depreciation
and administrative costs, and a profit factor.
be,

lmpact oa Building and Tenants - Owners and
managers need to consider the impact of telecom
agreements on their building and its tenants, beyond the obvious advantages of providing desirable telecommunications services. For example,
owners should carefully analyze whether a proposed antenna will be visible from street level, or
from other adjacent buildings, and whether such a
visible antenna would detract from the value of the

building. Also, the owner should consider the issues of equipment weight; safety of other activities
on the rooftop (such as window cleaning equipment use); damage to waterproofing and the integrity of the rooftop (including by the penetration of
the rooftop for cables and conduits); and any associated environmental concerns caused by the
telecom equipment. Finally, consideration should
be given to the perceptions of other tenants in the
building if large portions of the office space in an
office building are leased to telecom providers for
equipment rooms, switches and the like: other tenants may perceive these uses as less desirable than
office uses, which could negatively impactthevalue

of the building.

IMPORTANT LEGAL ISSUES FOR
BUILDING OWNERS AND MANAGERS
Building owners and managers who are considering entering into an agreement with a telecom provider or a tenant to allow access to the rooftoP or
other area ofthe building for telecom purposes face
all of the legal issues they deal with in leasing space
to a tenant. In addition, they will face some issues
unique to the telecom world:
License as Lease - A license is a contract right,

and does not create a leasehold interest in the
building. A lease creates a leasehold estate, givinS
the exclusive right of possession of the space to the
tenant during the term of the leasehold. Telecom
agreements with tenants and telecom providers are
usually structured as licenses, and not as leases,
because the area or space being provided for the
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antennae or cquipment is often not exclusive (i.e.,
several antennae can be located in an area of the
rooftop, multiple cables occupy the riser space, and
more than one telecom switch may be located in an
equipment room). If space is dedicated exclusively
to the telecom companv (e.g., where the telecom
provider takes possession of a dedicated equipment room or closet), the agreement is often structured as a lease. Whenever possible, the owner will
want to avoid creating a leasehold interest in favor
of the telecom company and will want to grant only
a license to use portions of the building for antennae, equipment, cabling, and the like, so the owner,
at least theoretically, retains the right to control the
conditions under which the space can be used and
to terminatc the license if the conditions of use are
violated, without the telecom company clriming
the legal protections available to tenants. However,
if the telecom agreement is structured as a license
but ends up giving the user rights equivalent to a
tenant, the agreement may be construed by a court
as a lease, with the telecom company having a
leasehold estate in the building.

Permits and Approoals - Building owners and
managers should require, in their license agrerments with tenants or telecom companies, that the
users assume all responsibility for procuring and
maintaining, in effect, all permits and approvals
required by any governmental authority for the
installation and operation ofthe antennae and equipment. Forexample, in many cities, the installation of
an antenna on the building rooftop requires the
issuance of a Conditional Use Permit or other variance or permit. AIso, FCC lice'nses are required to
use telecom transmission equipment. Owners
should consult with their lawyers or code consultants to determine if the telecom user is in conrpliance with the required permits, and the users should
produce copies of the issued permits to the owners
or managers for their approval prior to any installation of equipment.
No lnterference; Right to Relocate -The telecom
Iicensee should be required under the license agree-

ment to avoid any interference caused by its equipment or antennae with any other equipment or
antennae installed in or on the building bv other
licensees. The license agreement should give the
owner the right to relocate a licensee's antenna or
other equipment to another suitable place on the
rooftop or in the building if that equipment interferes with the owner's ability to provide space for
future telecom users, as lonS as the operation of the
antenna and equipment are not impaired.
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Real estate brokers and consultants
can provide an understanding of
the marketplace so an ozl)fler cafl

accurately assess the aalue of each
part of the brililing to tenants and
telecom proaiders. Real estate lawuers
should be corrsulted to assure that
agreeffieflts TDith tendnts and telecorn
cornpanies are drafted lL,ith ptoper

protections for the ouner,

Tenn; Right to Tenninate - One of the most
important issues for the building owner and manager to consider in entering into a liccnsL. agreement

is what term the license should have and what
circumstances should permit termination of the
agreement. If the license agreement produces significant revenue, the owner will want that revenue
tobe included as part ofthebuilding's netcashflow
for purposes of future loans or investments by third
parties in the building. In this case, the license
agreement should have a specific term so a poten-

tial lender or investor can count on the

Iicense

revenue during that period. On the other hand, if
the rcvenue from the license is not significant and
the owne'r foresees increasing demand by telecom
users for access to the building's rooftop, risers, or
equipmcnt rooms, the owner will want to keep the
term of the license shorter, or have right to terminate the license early, or increase the license fee if
the market license fees increase. For major telecom
facilities (such as switch rooms or major fiber optic
installations in a building involving a large capital
investment), the licensee will generally insist on a
Ionger license term so the capital investment can be
recouped. Regardless ofthe term agreed upon *,ith
the licensee, the owner will need the right to terminate the license agreement upon a monetary or nonmonetary breach by the user, or if the telecom
facility is ever found to cause harm to tenants of the
building or third parties (including, without limitation, through the release of any hazardous materials or other contamination).
Assignment and Subleasing -The owner should
retain the right in the Iicense agreement to approve any transfer of rights, whether by assignment or sublease, by the telecom user. Owners
often permit the licensee to assitn the license as
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contamination. Assessment reductions may also be
viewed as a penalty to the public forced to bear
these additional burdens. They especially penalize
those taxpayers who take responsible measures
and make investments to keep their propertv free
from contamination.

A number of courts, including the high courts
Jersey, have considered
these questions of environmental and tax policy
and rejected them. While finding that they have
some intellectual appeal, these courts have nonetheless held that public policy concerns cannot
subordinate statutory and state constitutional requirements to assess property at its "full" or
"true" value. Notwithstanding these results in
the courts, however, state legislatures may still
elect to tax owners of contaminated property
whose assessments have been reduced. In Minnesota, for instance, the legislature enacted a novel
"contamination tax" based on the amount of value
reduction received on account of the presence of
contamination.r;*r,

of New York and New
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Liability: Does liabilitv for cleanup affect the
value of contaminated property? The various statutes that govern remediation of contamination often cast a wide net holding multipk, parties responsiblc for cleanup. When a responsible partv is sol-

vent, the cleanup cost itself should not lower a
contaminated property's value, since a purchaser
would not expect to bear that cost in its entirety.
However, the value of contaminated property may
still be affected by the contamination. Certainly no
rational purchaser would pay full price and "buy"
a lawsuit against a responsible party, particularly
when the purchaser, as a new owner, might also
become a responsible party by opcration of law.
Nevertheless, no rational seller o[ contaminated
property, rvho is a responsible party, would both
sell the property discounted by the cost to cure and
also expect to pay for the remediation. Clearly,
liability for environmental remediation would affect the amount that willing buvers and sellers
would agree to as the sales price for contaminated
property, and therefore affect value.

ln fact, some environmental st.ltutes preclude
the sale of contaminated property altogether. Taxpayers may argue that contaminated property sub,ect k) such a statute has no valuc whatsoevt'r; and
taxing authorities, in contrast, mav argue that the
value of such property is unaffected by contamination, since the property may only be sold upon cure.
But should a tax asscssment be.rffected by the
liabilities of particular inclividuals? The courts have

a split of opinion. As described above, the high
court of Massachusetts re,ected outright consideration of the owner's liability for cleanup in determining the assessment of contaminated property.
Similarly, an appellate court in California rcjtcted a
taxing authority's contention that the owner's li
ability for cleanup precluded consicleration of the
contamination in the valuation of the property.
In the same vein, the high court of Washington

approved a deduction of the cost of pollution control equipment from value even though the property owner assumed liability for such costs in a
consent order. In essence, this deduction nullified
the practical e'ffect of the consent order the
in
allocation of responsibility for cleanup costs
the marketplace. Similarly, the high court of New
York approved a deduction of environmental
cleanup costs from value in the face of a consent
order under which the owner assumed liability for
cleanup; but added that the ability to obtain indemnification in connection with a sale of the

lrt

property was at least a factor to be considered in
determining a tax assessment.
In contrast, the high court of New Hampshire,
and the Washington Board of Tax Appeals, have
held that when, as a practical matter, the cost of
environmental cleanup would not run with the'
land, a deduction of the cost to cure from value
would be unwarranted. These tribunals have upheld assessments that approximated the present
value of the contaminated property's value upon
remediation by the parties that would pay for the
remediation. And the Michigan Tax Tribunal reiected a deduction from value of cleanup costs
when the taxpayer had the benefit of an indemnity
from the former owner of the contaminated property. There, however, the value found by the tribunal was based on the sale price of the property with
the indemnitv in place.
Courts have good cause for their reluctance to
allow liability for cleanup by particular parties to
dictate the value ofcontaminated property. The real
property tax, after all, is assessed on thc property,
and not on individuals. Ordinarily, value for taxation is based on an objective standard; it is not the
value of the propertv in the hands of any particular
taxpaver, or the value of a particular taxpayer's
interest in the property. On the other hand, it would
be incongruous for courts to ignore the reality of
indemnities and liabilities in the marketplace, which
lift market values, while approving of zero or nominal values on the ground that property is unmarketable.

Enoironmertal Policy; Should environmental
policy override pure appraisal theory? Taxing authorities may argue that reductions in the assessed
value Of contaminated property that reflect cleanup
costs, effectively c'nable property owners responsible for cleanup to shift the cost of their cleanup
obligation to other taxpayers, contrary to the intent of environmental liability statutes to make
polluters and other privatc. parties-and not the
community-pay for cleanup. In cases where taxpayers seek a nominal or zero tax assessment,
which effectively exempts them from taxation, such
a result seems perverse, since contaminated property likely poses increased risks to public health as
well as an added burden on a taxing authority's
public safety resources, such as fire, police, emergency planning and response, and environmental
services- Such assessment reductions could be
viewed as a reward to owners of contaminated
property, some of whom may have caused the
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part of the transfer of all of its assets in a merger or
sale, and where the applicable FCC license is transferred.
Costs and Liabililies - The' owners of Class "A"
buildings can generally pass all costs of the telecom
installation, and the associated costs of any telecom
deals, including all installation costs, upgrades to
building svstems, permit fees, and operating costs
of the telecom system, through to the telecom companies. However, some CIass "B" building owners
who seek upgraded services for their tenants have
to pay CLECs to bring new telecom systems and
services to their buildings, since the CLECs are not
convinced that the tenant base will havc adequate
demand for their services. In a typical liccnse agreement, the building owner is generally not obligated
to make representations or warranties, or otherwise
assume any liability to the tenant or telecom com-

pany, other than to permit access by the telecom
user, on a limited basis, to the rooftop or other
designatcd equipment areas of the building. On the
other hand, the telecom licensee should give the
owner and manaBer full insurance for its activities
in and about the building, together with an indemnity in favor of the owner, the manager, their partners, ancl any lender on the building.
Credif - The credit of the telecom licensee must
be evaluated by the building owner and manager
before entering into a license agreement. Under the
agreement, the licensee's credit mustbe adequate to
assure the performance of its undertakings. Owners have learned that although there are some highly
capitalized telecom companies, there are also many

start-up telecom companies without any real net
assets, many of whom will not survive as the industry matures. Owners of Class "A" buildings, where
demand for access by providers is high, can be
selective in dealing, with telecom companies; owners of Class "8" buildings may not have the luxury

telecom companies to have access over thebuilding's

cabling infrastructure.
Increasingly, owners arc turning to telecom professionals, such as rooftop management companies, to
market and manage the telecommunications facili-

ties in their buildings. These professionals offer
expertise not available to most building owners,
allowing them to maximize the revenues from
telecom opportunities. Many Iarge property owners have brought the telecom expertise in-house,
and are undertaking regional or national programs
to increase the telecom revenues from their buildings. Real estate investment trusts (REITs) have
been permitted, undcr a series of recent Internal
Revenue Service Letter Rulings, to receive revenues
from telecom providers for providing their tenants
with a menu of non-customized telecommunication services that are customarily offered or provided to tenants of similar office properties located
in the same geographic markets where the REITs
own properties
- without losing their REIT status.
These Rulings will encourage REITs to explore
more revenue streams from offering telecom services to their tenants.
Real estate brokers and consultants can provide an
understanding of the marketplace so an owner can
accurately assc'ss the value of each part of the build-

ing to tenants and telecom providers. Real estate
lawyers should be consulted to assure that agreements wilh tenant5 and telecom companies are
drafted with proper protections for the owner.
Through these steps, building owners and managers have opportunities Iike never before to perform
the ultimate alchemy: turning their copper wire
into gold.*0,

of screening out the smaller providers, and thereby
take a higher credit risk.

TURNING COPPER INTO GOLD
Smart building owners and managers consult with
telecommunications experts to become familiarr.r'ith

the emerging telecom technologies and to determine how these technologies will intersect with
their buildings. Owners and managers can create
new revenue streams and add value to their buildings by leveraging off of the new technologies,
whether by providing a rooftop antenna site, leasing out unused basement or mechanical floor space
as a telecom equipment room, or licensing multiple
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TnE CHarucrNc

Rolr or

tnn CouNsnon
by Onkkigh l. Thorne, CRE
The practice of consulting/counseling, whereby an

individual studies population, housing, employment, income, and consumer trends in advance of
formulating a real estate dccision, began in thc late
1920s. The first formal step in real estate analysis was
documented by William J. Reilly in his 1929 treatise

on the "Law of Retail Gravitation."' Reilly con-

cluded that there was an inverse relationship bet\,!'een relative population densities and the distance
consumers will travel to access retail goods and
services. Over time, more sophisticated efforts,aimed
at fostering a better understanding of retail markets
and consumer spending patterns, were promoted,
initially by national food store chains looking for
new grocery store locations. Although regional hardware and lumber (home improvement) stores folIowed the lead, advances in retail store analysis
were slow to deve'lop.
The first suburban shopping center was dtlivered in Dallas, Texas, in.1931, and the first enclosed
shopping mall was delivered in 1956 in Southdale,
Minnesota. The rudimentary information and untested methodologies used to select both locations
signified that efforts were being taken to better understand the household income and consumer
spending patterns observed in Reilly's work. After
the invention of the automobile which quickly gave
rise to suburban areas outside urban cores, "retail
vacuums" were created. In other words, demand
was presence as evidenced by the population shifts;
however, there were no corresponding retail sites
or stores in these newly developed areas to satisfy
consumer demand. Nelson (see bibliography) expanded upon Reilly's prior work and added to the
body ofknowledge about how to improve the drawing and analysis of suburban retail trade areas. As
retail developers gained operational experience,
increasingly detailed information and historical
data were used to locate and develop expansion
stores. Grocery and department stores relied on "productivity" numbers (sales per foot per year) from
existing operations to supply the grist for future
feasibility analyses, (nor.r, rtferred to as "volume
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expectancy studies"), or projected sales volumes per

fod by merchandise line.
The budding advisory industry began to mature, and concepts were formed to define such factors as "primary and secondary trade areas" (formcrly known as "sectors"), "projection techniques,"

"travel time studies," "disposable household income," "absorption elements," and "site capture."
Large department stores were the pioneers, and
Macy's was the leader in acknowledging the benefits of investigating consumer spending habits and
demographics in order to control the best and most
successful locations. In the latc 1940s, J.C Penneys,
Hudsons, and Sears followed suit.
Following World War II, the advisory industry
evolved slowly. As real estate developers and lending industries gained experience and knowledge,
each group (the builders and thc lenders) developed
procedures to protect their specific interests, and
seldom was advisory talent sought- As long as real
estate market conditions moved forward and upward, the actual health of a specific project was of
little concern. Nevertheless, as general economic
business cycles waxed and waned, anxiety over
flawed real estate decisions became more commonplace, and attempts were made to safeguard against
repeated and potential future missteps. Most often,
rather than study the'causative factors leading to
failure, corrective action was taken and those involved moved on to other ventures. The deeper and
more prolonged the economic trough, however, the
greater the retrospective analysis. At some point in
the late 1950s, lenders began requesting "feasibility
studies" for proposed new construction. Most reports offered in response were market supply-oriented with a modest effort at fort'casting site-specific
absorption. Without access to computers, simple
cash flow projections resulted in the use of a singleyear pro forma.
During the early 1960s, lenders concerned about
their collateral in motels and hotels initiated requests for demand studies for new lodging projects
thereby giving rise to specialists with a concentration in hotel and motel feasibility analyses. Developers of retail proiects, on the other hand, were not
questioned about economics as anchor stores completed in-house tradearea consumer spending analyses for proposed locations. Likewise, lenders seldom required feasibility studies for proposed office,
residential, and industrial projects.
During the late 1960s and early 1970s, retailers
and other developers finally accepted that more
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restore to an environmentally acceptable state at a
cost well in excess of the taxing authority's estimate
of the property's value in an uncontaminated state.
The owner contended that the property was unmarketable and had no value.

The Board found that parties responsible for
cleanup other than the owner had been identified
and would pay for most if not all of the cleanup.
Relying on the principle of anticipation
- that
value is created by the expectation of benefits to be
derived in the future
- the Board found that the
property could derive income from fufure use upon
cleanup by the responsible parties, and accordingly, had some value in the present. Thus, the court

determined the present value of the property by
applying a l0 percent discount rate (sufficient to
account for the risks and stigma associated with the
.lS-year
contamination), for a
period, to an agreed
upon future value as if clean. Since that present
value was greater than the assessment at issue, the
taxpayer failed to sustain its burden of proof and
the assessment was upheld.
THE EFFECT OF USABILIry, LIABILITY,
AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ON
THE OUTCOME IN ASSESSMENT REVIEW

LITIGATION
Usability: ls contaminated property capable of
productive use really worth nothing? The case of
usable but non-marketable contaminated property
presents courts with a dilemma. When tht' cost of
t'nvironmental cleanup exceeds the value. of the
property upon cleanup, a taxpayer may legitimately
claim that the property has no market value, which
is the usual standard of value for ad talorcn taxation. If a property is not assessable for taxation,
however, it c'vades responsibility for contribution
to the pubic fisc for its impact on public health and
the public safety services that the municipality provides, including the police and fire protection that
directly bene'fit the property.
Furthermore, taxing authorities may argue that
if a property's value is rendered nominal by virtue
of the cost of environmental remediation, the tax
abatement resulting from a zero assessment would,
in essence, reward the worst polluters most, and
penalize careful taxpayers who kecp their property
free of contamination. Careful taxpayers are not
only ineligible for such a "polluter's abatement" of
taxes, but are burdened by additional taxes to compensate the municipal treasury for tax revenue lost
from the contaminated property.

As described above, the high courts of Iowa and

New York, and a North Carolina appellate court,
have rejected a zero assessment of contaminated
property that is in use, while the high court of
Minnesota has approved such a zero assessment.
Arguably, the New Jersey and Ohio courts n,ould
reject a zero assessment as well, brrt perhaps not
the Pennsylvania courts. The majority that reiects
a zero assessment seems to have the better argument.

Historically, the lack of marketability has not
precluded the assessment of property tor acl t alorcm
taxation. For instance, specialty property, which by
definition has no market, remains subiect to taxation even though there are no buyers for the property. The assessment of specialty property appears

to apply the general rule that the market value
standard for ad tnlorem taxation applies only when
the property, in fact, has a market value.'?- Absent
a market for the property, other tests of value must
be used.

One such test, promulgated by the lnternational Association of Assessing Officers (IAAO),
cited by the North Carolina Court of Appeals, considers a contaminated property's value in use, in
contrast to its market value, or value in exchange:
It]here is a tendency to discount Ithe unencum-

beredl value based on costs related to
remcdiating or isolating the environmental contamination. Fully deducting the costs may overstate the decline in value, because the value in
use concept would then be ignored. Value in
use suggests that a property which is still in use,
or which can be used in the near future, has a
value to the owner. This would be true even if
the cost to cure environmental problems exceeds the nominal, unencumbered value.:6
A value in use methodology sanctioned by the
IAAO, and used by the taxing authority's expert at
tial in Appeal of Camel City l-aundry Co., was approved by the North Carolina court, notwithstanding the market value standard for taxation enunciated in the state statutes. The NewJersey high court
said it would approve a value in use approach as
well.
Indeed, asse'ssing some tax on a usable property
better comports lvith the design of the real property

tax, which provides that e,ach taxpayer contribute
equitably to the public fisc. A contrary result seems
patently unfair.
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of compliance with the consent orders, in the absence of evidence of the effect of these costs on
value, or evidence of the amount or timing of the
costs.

Pennsylaania:In B -P. Oil Co. t,. Bd. of Assessnllrttt
Appeals o.f lefftrson County (1993),r'' the soil and
groundwater at a tmck stop were contaminated by
fuel leaks from underground storage tanks. The
lower court upheld the taxing authority's assessment of the property, finding that the taxpayer
failed to meet its burden of proof. An appellate
court reversed and remanded the case for a new
trial. The appellate court held that the taxpayer did
meet its initial burden of overcoming the presumptive validity of the assessment through unrebutted
expert testimony establishing i). the existence of
contamination; ii ). the cost and duration of cleanup;
and iii). a negative impact on value equal to the cost
to cure the contamination.
Earlier, in Monroe County Bd. of Asstssrnent Ap
pcals u. Miller (1990),'?r an appellate court affirmed a

lower court's finding of a nominal value for propcrty contaminated with benzene. The taxpayer's
appraiser testified that the contamination rendered
the property unmarketable. The appraiser's testimony was not only unrebutted by the taxing authority, but also corroborated by the taxpayer, who
testified that she was forced to abandon her residence on the property, and could neither sell nor
even list the property for sale.

Washington: ln Wtyerlmcuser Co. tt. Easter
(1995),rr a paper mill required pollution control
equipment to continue to operate in compliance
with federal and state environmental standards.
The mill also contained asbestos and PCBs, which
the taxpayer undertook to remediate voluntarily.
The state's highest court held that the anticiofthe pollution controlequipment represented an item ofcurable functional obsolescence to
be deducted as part of the cost approach to value.
The court also allowed a deduction from value of
the present value of anticipated remediation costs
for the asbestos and PCBs, upon proof of a business
necessity Ior such remcdiation.
pa ted cost

The court set forth the following three factors

to be proven by the taxpayer before a claim for
pollution control expenses, as a deduction from
value, could bc considered; l). the existence of
contamination; 2). the existence of a rc'quirement
for cleanup; and 3). a reasonably certain estimate of

l6

Histoicalhl, the lack of marketability
has not preclutled the assessmcnt of
property for ad oalorerfl taxation.
. . . Specialfu property rernains subject to
taxation eoen thouglt there are no
buyers for the property. The assessment
of specialty property appcars to
apply the general rule that the
,narket oalue standard for ad oalorern

taxation applies oflly zohen the propefi,
in fact, has a ,narket t,alue.
Absent a market for the property,

other tests of aalue must be used.
the costs of cleanup, including a formal plan and
timetable.

The Washington Board of Tax Appeals had
occasion to apply the Weyerhnuser test to determine
the value of a shipping terminal in Salmon Bay
Terminals z'. Noble (1996).:r The terminal, a former
plywood manufacturing facility, was contaminated
at the time of its purchase by the taxpayer in 1989.
The taxpayer negotiated a purchase price that re-

flected the contaminated condition. Thcreafter,
pursuant to a consent decree with the Washington
Department of Ecology, the taxpayer entered into
an e'nvironmental agreement with the seller to
remediate the contamination.

The Board found that, consistent with
Weyarlueustr, the taxing authority was required to
consider the environmental contamination in determining value, and had properly done so in valu-

ing the property at issue. The Board adopted the
taxing authority's valuation as of 7992, which reIied on the 1989 purchase price. To that amount,
the cost of capital improvements subsequently undertaken were added, as was the estimated cost of
cleanup, which presumably had becn undertaken
as well.
Previously, in Ljctland t,. Brtnut (1990),'?4 the
Board was presented with a challenge to the assessment of vacant land, used formerly as a log sorting
yard, that was contaminated with arsenic, lead,
copper, and zinc associated with that former use.
The property was designated a Superfund site, was
not in use, and would require l0 to 15 years to
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formal approaches to demographic
analysis wcre required to reduce
the risk inhcrent in rcal estate deci-

adapt during the 1990s as new financing products gained in prominence including CMBS pools; T.l.F.

sion-making. A number of white
papers, economic reports, books,
and demographic studies were
published on a wide variety ofsubjects, which elevated the awareness that economic data could, and
should, be employed to predict the
success of real est.rl('projects. (St'c
tht bibliogroTtlry for a list ofsonr ofthe
grou n d -breaki n g publ icat ions. )
Contemporaneously, a number
of universities established real estate programs chaired by highly
regarded professors, including
Paul F. Wendt, Arthur M. Weimer,
William N. Kinnard, Jr., CRE, the
late James Graaskamp, CRE, and
Homer Hoyt. One or two wellknown universities initiated degree-granting programs with aconcentration in real estate, and the
Urban Land Institute published its
Connnutlitv Buiklers Hrindbook in the
Iate 1960s, offering the best appro.rches to development of residential, industrial, and retail land

(Tax lncrement Financing); public,/ private joint-vent u res (6scal impacts); and MUDs (Municipal Utility Districts), all of which required
inno\,ative approaches to market
analysis and valuation. The rise in

uses.
Business opportunities forcon-

sultants and counselors evolved
more rapidly during the late 1970s
and early 1980s as their e\pertisc
began to transcend the typical feasibility study. Numerous forces
combined to promote the industry's
growth. For instance, more information became available for use in
analytical assignments, and rvelldefined paradigms were tested and
accepted by the advisory/consulting community, lenders, and developers in responsc to feasibility
questions. Further, the market
(traders and users) became more
sophisticated in its approach to

sophisticated land use controls and
related litigation also fostere,d a
dem.rnd for counselors. Emerging

new trends suggest that counselors must broaden their skill base,
increase their knowledge of indus-

try specialties, think globally, and
continue to maintain technological
and information resource awareNESS.

lting / advisory /
counseling activities generallv fall
into the following categories:

Today,

Consulting is the catch-all definition that may or may not include
allof the following: delivery of irr
formn

ti

on only, ndaice

nn

d recorntnen -

dafiors (action plans), and irnplementation.

Information delivery is considered consulting by manv in the
real estate industry- Market information vendors offer current stateof-tht'market reports without site-

specific recommendations; additionally, a number of vendors offer
intuitive observations about future

Counseling activities differ
from writing and/or expressing
opinions in that they concentrate
on implementation tasks. Although
the counselor may or may not have

been previously engaged in the
collection and analysis of information, the primary focus here is to
make the event occur to the satisfaction of, or on behalf oi the clicnt. Several practitioners in the real
estate industry rcfcr to implementation tasks as consulting.

The following tables reveal two
situations t)?ical of today's con-

market conditions. The reports concentratc on past trends and present
supply and demand factors. Some
vendors project future market conditions, but most merelv report the

sulting/counseling indusiry. Tdrle 1
describes four study types where a
site or sites are known to the parties, i.e., the client and vendor. Tnblc
2 assumes that no specific site is
under study, and four different client groups are listed.

Table

Table 2

decision-making, and lenders seeking to reduce collateral risks turned

to third-party vendors (consultants) for advice.

Structural changes in thr capital markets forced consultants to

co nsu

current market situation.
Advisory consulting assumes
that thc assignment's obiective is to
offer advice, opinions, recommendations, or an action plan for the
client. Issues such as whether to
lease, build, demolish, expand,
abandon, reorganize, o!!'n, renovate, arbitrate, and even litigate or
disengage the client from any one
of the above actions represent advisory assignments. The amount
of information, selection of its
source, and the analytical treatment
to support the advisor's opinions
are unbounded and result from the
complex nature of the work identified by the client's unique situation.

1

GIVEN A SPECIFIC SITE

GIVEN NO SPECIFIC SITE

Corporate Strategies
Impact Statements

Thc l;ortune 1000 Companies
Merchant Builder/Developer

Cerrificates of Need

The Public Sector

Dispute Rc-solution/Arbihation

Risk Analysis (lnstitutions)

I
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Figure 2 (pages77
and 72) are an extension of the two

F(urc 1 and

tables illustrated on page 69. The
flow chart is not a data dump of all
known consulting activitics but a
representation of the most prevalent assignment types. Sitr"'specific

feasibility studics have bcen ignored in this effort as an adequate

number of publications already
address most land usesThe parallel blocks in the flow
chart have only a common thread

when corporate assignments are
involved. The two columns, however, concentrate on two different
situations. Figrrrr 1 illustrates a few

prevalent where the company's
objectives are to reduce business
costs, capturc lower wages for the
same skills, or achieve lower transportation costs for its products.
Impact Studies are, at least non,
and in the foreseeable future, keep-

ing vendor consultants much
busier than typical site-specific feasibility reports. What is intriguing
about these endeavors is that: a).

the c0ntractor has its own reporting guidelines; b). thc'scope of work
is defined by legal counsel; or c).
the work tasks and deliverable are
defined by legislative bodies.

New Hotel Impact S tatements - All hotel chains com-

assignments whcre there is a
known site, and Figure 2 presents
thosc assignments when there is

plete an analysis of the supply
and demand for room nights in

no specific parcel under study, but
where regional or national issues

markets where a new proposed
hotel of thc same flag might com-

are under review.

pete ivith exishng hotels of the

The explanation below is not
intended to be an exhaustive recitation of infinite detail. Rather, the
intent is to educate readers about
the breadth, depth, and diversity
within today's consulting /counseling industry and the opportunities for business expansion. Each
column offers only four primarv
clients (Figrirc 7) or study groups

samc franchise. Thc objective is
to assure the existing competi-

(Figure 2).

ASSIGNMENTS WITH A
KNOWN SITE
Corporate Strategies asa study
group frequently involve companies retaining outside vendors to
assist facility managers with decisions about both contraction and
expansion plans. Regardless of the

mission's nature, the consultant
vendor's participation is governed
by the needs of his or hcr client.
When plants are abandoned, thc
effort by the consultant may be
limited to recommend i ng an
agency to list the plant for sale. By
contrast, the consultant's role in a
pl.rnt erp.rnsion or reloc.rtion is
much more intensive and demanding. Relocation studies are more

7t)

tion that sufficient demand exists for the new facility to avoid
injurious competition among the
franchisees. The vendor (Marriott
seldom goes outside its company
to complete the analysis) must

comply with the due diligt'nce
and reporting requirements of
each of his or her clients.
All chains have different recommended processes and reporting requirements. As an example,
Holiday lnn requires a study re-

stricted to the proposed hotel's
impact on the occupancy levels
of c'xisting facilities; other chains
seek the vendor's opinion on both
occupancy and rates, and still
others require redistribution of
fair shares, rack rates, occupancy
Ievels, and cash projection calculations.
The hotel chains do not use a
common process for their competitive surveys. [n fact, the lnternational Society of Hospitality Consultants recently published a white paper for its members' review to bettcr clarify and

standardize the methodologies
relating to competitive impact
studies.
Branch Bank Applications Admittedly, some states have no
mandates regarding how and
where compcting branch banks
locate'. Moreover, consolidation
of tho banking industry has reduced the number of consulting
opportunities. In light of potcntial public harm, the objective in
the investigative work is to assure the banking commission
that adding a new branch will
not gcneratc inlurious compctition for deposits. Each state has
its unique lexicon and legislative
process for communicating the
vendor's trpinions and tcstimuny beforc the banling commission. Common threads crist a mong the stud ics; hou evcr,
therc are substantive variations
among the jurisdictions, making
the use o[ unilorm guidelincs ineffective.
Land Use lmpact - In regions
wherc land usc controls are complex and a developer or property
owner seeks t() obtain a special
excepti('n or variance from byright zoning, a number of studies
m.ry bc compltted by severalcrperts, and testimony may bt, required beforc approvalis granted
to change the by-right zoning.
Each land use appeal is different
and is orchestrated by the attorney responsible for presenting
the case to the pertinent Iand use
authority. Study methodologies
vary by case-"before and after"
and "echo sounding" methods
are commonly practiced by vendor cxperts. Propertv typcs include dog kcnnels; drive-thru,

taxpayer- corporation's real estate dircctor
to be
- on
insufficient to establish the effect of compliancc
value. The state's intermediate appellate court upheld the Iower court's disallowance of assessment
reductions on/ among other things, public policy
grounds: to allow an abatement of taxes through a
reduced assessment, it reasoned, u,ould contravene the statutory schtme requiring the cleanup of
contaminated property.
The state's highest court rejected the appellate

court's public policy rationalc, reversed and remanded for reconsideration the determination regarding the Superfund site, and affirmt'd the dctermination regarding the asphalt plant disallowing
an assessment reduction. The court acknolvledged
that federal and state environmcntal law may affect
the value of contaminated propertv, but rejected a
dollar-for-dollar deduction of thc cost to cure from
value as a mattcr of law. Instead, the court left to the
appraisal community the measure of lvhatever "adiustment" to value was necessary to account for the
cost of cleanup in the face of environmental regulation. The court further directed that "normal assessment tcrhniquc.s" were b beemployed to valuc prop
erfies in use, since thev have value to their owncrs,
notwithstanding any legal prohibition of their sale.
Subsequently, in Uniz,ersity Plazn Realty Corp.a.
intermediate appellate court approved a dollar-for-dollar deduction of
the cost of asbestos abate'ment from the value of an
Hackensack (1993),r6 thc state's

office building. The court distinguished this case
from lnrnnr on the ground that the asbestos abatement was discretionarv, subjtct only to market
forces, and not legally mandated.
Neru York: ln Cornrnlce Holditg Corp. t. Bd. of
Assessors of tht Totttt of Bnbylon ("l,996),r' the soil and
groundwater were contaminated by the metal plating operations of a former tenant in the taxpayer's

industrial building, which was fully operational.
The property was designated a Superfund cleanup
site, and the taxpayer entered into a consent order
with the Environmental Protection Agency to
remediate the contamination.

vice restaur.rnts; communica-

The state's highest court upheld a lower court's
deduction of the present value of the remaining cost
to cure the contamination from the value of the

tions structures; adult care facilities; all typcs of medical, surgicdl, detox, and drug rehab cr'nters; and more.
A growing practicc of entitics

property in an uncontaminatL'd statc. The court
rejected the taxing authority's contentions that public policy considerations and the prcsence of the
consent order precluded such a deduction as a
matter of law.

[ast-service rcstaurants; table-ser-
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While prescribing no particular methodology
to value environmentally contaminated property,
the court approved the use of cleanup costs to
quantify tht diminution in value attributed to contamination. Additionally, the court set forth thc
following factors to be considered in valuing contaminated property:
The propcrty's status as a Superfund sitr,, the
extent of the contamination, the estimated
cleanup costs, the present use of the property,
the abilitv to obtain financing and indemnification in connection with the purchase of the
property, potential liability to third parties, and
the stigma remaining after cleanup.

The court indicated, however, that property
capable of productive use should not have a negative value.
North Carolina: ln ApTtLttl of Cantl City Unnulnl
Co. (1996),'" the taxpayer's soil and groundwater
were contaminated by a prior owner's coal gasification operation. An appellate court rejected a deduction of the present value of the cost to cure from
value. That analysis resulted in a zero valut', which
the court held to be legal error n,hen a propertv is
usable. The court approved the taxing authority's
value-in-use approach, which consisted of discounting the unimpaired value of the property for stigma
and non-liquidity, through a heightened capitaliza-

tion rate in the income approach, and also subtracted from value thc' present value of remediation
costs that were amortized ovcr 25 years, which was
the useful Iife of thc'building on the property.
Ohio: ln V ogel gesa ng t'. C ECOS I n t' 1., Inc. (1993),1"
the groundwaterwas contaminated at the taxpayer's

hazardous naste facility. There was a history of
intervention by federal and state environmental
authorities at the site, including a consent order
undt'r which the taxpayer was required kr build
structures designed to prevcnt groundwater contamination. The costs of building these structures
were incurred after the valuation date. Additionally, after tht'valuation date, the taxpayer closed the
facility, lost its operating permits, and entered into
another consent ordcr under which the taxpayer
would permanently close the facility and retain
liability for closure and post-closure costs.
The court rejected the taxpayer's negative value
conclusion. The court found that the appeals board

below properly declined to deduct from value all
the remediation and related closurt'costs, and costs

Toxic Tax Assessnents: The Ad Valorem Taxaliorr of Conlami aled Prolrffty
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comparison approach to value, and a heightened
capitalization rate when using the income approach
to value.

in Wcslling u. Coulty ol Milk Incs
1996),tt the same court approved the
tax court's finding of zero value for property, contaminated by the taxpayer, n,ho use'd a degreasing
However,

(Westling

lll,

chemical in the re-manufacturing of automotive
parts. The property was on the state Superfund list
and the taxpayer was named a responsible party
liable for cleanup by the state Pollution Control
Agency. To value the property as of -1992 and 1993,
which earned a substantial income, experts for both
the taxpaver and taxing authority took a deduction
from value for stigma and cleanup costs. The trial
court found the taxpayer's deduction, which exceeded the property's value, to be credible, and the
high court affirmed.
Previously, in Wcsllirrg L). Colottv of Milb lacs
(Westling l, 799q,11 the high court of Minnesota
reversed the tax court's finding of only nominal
value for the same property, as of 1991, grounded
on testimony that contaminated property was neither marketable nor mortgageable. The high court
held that the tax court determination of nominal
value was against the weight of the evidence because the property was purchased recently by the
taxpayers with money lent by banks for that purchasei the property's continued commercial use
generated an annual rental income; the presence of
a market for the property was never tested since the
taxpayers made no effort to sell the property; and
the taxpayers werc partly responsible for the
property's contamination. The court remanded the
case to the tax court to consider these factors, as well
as traditional appraisal techniques modified to account for the effects of environmental contamination on value.
On remand the tax court considered but gave
little or no weitht to the factors itemized by the high
court, and adopted the taxing authoritv's expert's
valuation analysis.'r That analysis deducted the
present value of the cost to cure, as wellas a 20 percent
discount for stigma, from the value of the property
as if unaffected by contamination. The resulting
values warranted an assessment reduction, but
n,ere substantiallv greater than the nominal values previously found by the tax court. The taxpayer
offered no alternativc valuation methodology.
Nezo Hampshire: ln rt Crcat Utkes Cortlniner
Corp. (1985),ra prescnted the high court of New

l.l

Hampshire n'ith the question of whether a former
barrel reconditioning plant that \,!,as contaminated
with hazardous waste, unusablc and the subject of
litigation to determinc liability for cleanup, was
entitled to an assessment reduction. The taxpayer
contended that the presence of the contaminants,
the pending lawsuit and the thrcat of liability to a
future owner, rendered the property unsalable and
thus untaxable. The taxpayer proffered anappraisal
report that found zero value for the property and
claimed that the circumstances did not allow for the
application of conventional methodologies for determining value.
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Payer marketed the property for an amount in
excess of the asscssed value. And second, because
the property lvould be cleaned up in the future, as
a result of the litigation, the propertv had the prospect of some future benefit. In response to the
taxpaycr's contention that potential liability for
cleanup effectively precluded any sale of the propertv, the court found that the taxpaver could have
sold the property with title transfer deferred until
after any court ordered cleanup was completcd,
thus freeing a future owner from potential liability.
The taxpayer offered no proof of the present value
of the property upon the judicial detcrmination of
liability for cleanup. Consequently, the court found
the taxpayer's evidencc insufficient to find that the

To better understand the high court's determination, a review of the procedural history of the
case is in order. The trial court disallowed a deduction of the cleanup cost from value on both properties. For the Superfund site sub,ect to CERCLA,
the trial court found that "no firm or fixed obligation" for cleanup had been incurred. For the property subiect to ECRA (a usable asphalt plant), the
trial court found the taxpayer's proof of the cost of
compliance with ECRA-mere estimates by the

A KNOWN

I

The court held that the contaminated property
did not have zero value for several reasons. First,
the taxpayer made no good faith attempt to sell the
property below its assessed value; in fact, the tax-

Neta lersey:The first challenge to a tax assessment of contaminated propertv to reach a state's
highest court was in NcwJersey. In Inmnr Associates
2,. Borough olCarlstadt (7988),1' two industrial properties were subject to government imposed requirements for environmental cleanup-in one instance,
CERCLA, and in the other, a state statute (ECRA),
that conditioned the sale of property upon environmental cleanup.
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liability under the consent judgment, nor theowner's
culpability, would be relevant factors in determining value for tax assessment purposes.

Figure 2

Michigan: ln Conmurtity Consrtlttttts, lnc.
REGIONAL FRAMEWOBK ASSIGNMENTS

I

I

operated as a domestic refuse and industrial waste
landfill. The property could not be put to any other

I

THE FOBTUNE l OOO
CORPOBATIONS

use because of the presence of hazardous waste. lt
was contaminated by PCBsand lead and u'as ranked
one ofthe state's top thrt'e most dangerous environmental contamination sites. The Michigan Tax Tribunal determined that the appropriate way to value
the property was through a market approach, but

I
I

t,.

BeLlford Tou'rrship (1985),t the property whose assessment was at issue was a vacant parcel formerly

-r----..
I

I

there was no ascertainable market by which value
could beexamined orextrapolated becauseof a lack
of comparable sales.

I

I

I

I
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OH DEVELOPER
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I

J
I

PUBLIC
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The taxpayer contended that the property rr'as
unmarketablc. The taxing authority concedt'd, and
the Tax Tribunal found, that it could not conceive of
any knowledgeable, prospective buyer who would
purchase the property. Morcover, the Tribunal determined that the cost of remediating the site "exceeds even the most optimistic value of an uncontaminated sitcof similar size,location, and zoning."
Consequently, the Tribunal found that the property
had only nominal valuc, and established a brightline rule that a nominal value must obtain in cases
where former hazardous waste disposal sites remain contaminated on any given valuation date,
and cannot be used for any lawful purpose. The
Tribunal made clear, however, that this rule should
not be construed as an indeterminate exemption for
such properties, nor did it apply to hazardous waste
disposal sites in current lawful operation.

ln Comerica Bank-Dr:troit Lt. Mctamora Tounship
(1989),6 on the default of the taxing authority, the
Tax Tribunal dettrmined that certain agricultural
land, which supported crops, had nominal value
because of stigma that resulted from uncertainties
surrounding the site's contaminated status. The
groundwater had been contaminated by some three
thousand barrels dumpcd by unknown parties that
Ieaked PCBs and other toxic substances.
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The Tax Tribunal considercd the property's
inclusion on Michigan's priority list of contami
nated sites, which is the state's analog to the federal
Superfund National Priorities List. lt also considered evidence that cleanup costs would amount to
$1.3 million, and that the taxpayer had already
spent $393,000 on a clc'anup effort. Those factors,

tt
l
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with "the many unanpertaining
to liability, containquestions
swered
ment, and future uncertainties involving Ithe] property, situated as it is within the shroud of toxicity,
stereotype it as untouchable even for speculative
purpose." Finding the property "uncommonly
tainted with stigma certain to adverselv affect its
marketability," the Tribunal valued the parcels at
issue at only 5100.
the Tribunal found, coupled

ln

Sarrr?sft'r, lrtc.

t.

Tottnshilt ol Scit (J,996),'

a

fully-usable, 47-acre industrial sitc suffered from
groundwater contamination, forcing the closure of
one drinking well and the commencement of construction of another. The former owner, Chrysler
Corporation, paid for bottled drinking water at the
site, as well as the drilling of the new well, pursuant
to an indemnitv clause in the purchase agreement
for the property between Chrysler and thc taxpayer.
The taxpayer contended the property had zero
value, based on an cnvironmental engincer's testimony that it might cost from $10 million to $20
million to clean up the site, although no amount

could be determined with certainty unle'ss further
study was done. Thc' taxpayer's value of the propcrty, as if unaffected bv contamination, ranged
from only $2 nrillion to $3.3 million.
The Tax Tribunal rejected the taxpayer's analysis and affirmed a lower tribunal's adoption of the

taxing authority's analysis, which valued the property as follows. From tht'actual sale price of thc
property with the indemnity agreement in place,
the cost of subsequent improvements to the proPerty was added, and a 10 percent reduction in value
for stigma was deducted. The tribunal found that
the indemnit_v clause, which guaranteed cleanup,
prohibited any reduction from the purchase price
paid by the taxpayer. Anv risks of present or future
contamination, it reasoned, were reflected by the
purchase price.

Minnesota: ln Altnor Corp. r. County of Hennepirr
(1997),r0 the taxpayer's soil and groundwater were
contaminated by wastewater that migrated from a
nearby tar plant. The state's highest court reiected a
deduction of the cleanup cost from the value of the
taxpaver's property to account for the contamination. The court reasoned that no cleanup had been
taken or planned, there nas no legal requirement to
remediate contamination, and a third party was
paying for monitoring on the taxpayer's property.
The court did, however, approve the lower court's

deduction from value for stigma, using the sales

Toxic Tax Assessments: The Ad Valorem Taxation ol Cottaminaled Propcrty
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these methodologies are mandated by law, or are
simply acceptable approaches to value, undcr the
facts of the case, when posited by credible experts.
This review looks behind the decisions to discern

T axp ay

ofl contafirinated ploperty are on the rise,
but therc are relatit,ely feu reporteil
decisions, and those focus ol limited legal
and policy issues addressiflg aery specific
sets of facts. ln all the reported decisions
reaiewed, the taxpayers made one or both
of the following arguments: that cleanup

n,hich facts might be said to dictate the results in the
litigation of a tax assessment of a contaminated
property, including the cost, timing, and probability of environmt'ntal cleanup; the usability of the
prop!.rty in its contaminated condition; the Iiability,
or potential liability, for cleanup of buyers, sellers,
and other parties; the stigma associated with a
property upon cleanup; and tax and environmental

costs ffiust be ileducted from the aalue of
their property or thflt tlreir property hfls

policy.

Califomia: ln Flrestone Tire ard Rubbar CLt. tt.

flo oalue at all on accourrt of its

Counttl of Montt'rry (1990),' the soil and groundwa-

ter were contaminated from chemical spills at the
taxpayer's tire manufacturing plant. Soon after the
valuation date, the taxpayer closed the plant for
reasons unrelated to the contamination. Then the
state health authorities apparently prohibited the
taxpayt'r from selling or using the propert), until it
was cle'aned.
The court upheld the property's assessment on
tht'ground that a purchaser of the property on the
valuation date would not have been aware of the
contamination. Accordingly, the court decline'd kl
address whether the cleanup expense would be an
appropriate measure ofvalue diminution. The court,
howevcr, rejccted the taxing authority's contention
that the value of the property would be unaffected
by contamination on account of the taxpayer's liability for cleanup.

Thereafter, Doninguez Energy, L.P. t'. Cttunty of
Los Arrgcles (.1997),' addressed the treatment of expenses for environmental cleanup. The taxpayer
had a property interest in an oil and gas lease and
performed and scheduled ongoing remediation of
oil contamination, despite no requirement to
remediate until a later date.
In valuing thc taxpayer's property interest, the
taxing authority took the cleanup cost as an expense in the income approach to value, but hypothetically postponed the remediation by allocating
the expense to the latest possible date. This approach diminished the effect of the expenses on the
present value of the taxpaver's property intcrcst.
The court rejected this approach. Under a standard
of prudent propertv management, the court found

that the cleanup costs should have been considered when actually spent by the taxpayer. Additionally, the court noted that it would be poor public

t2

er chall enge s t o asse ssments

unffiarketability. Sone courts haae
accepted these argwnents, while others
haae rejected them squarely.
policy to adopt a valuation methodology based on
imprudent management of environmental cleanup
which risked public responsibility for the cleanup.

(

lozua: lnBoekeloo tt. Bd. of Rt:rinL) of City of Clinton
1995),' the state's highest court rejected the taxpay-

L.rs'contention that their fully operational tavern
was unmarketable on account of groundwater contamination and without value. No government
agency required that the taxpayc'rs r€mediate the
contamination, and the cleanup cost was unknown.
The court found that the taxpayers failed to meet
their burden of proof, since thc testimony of the
taxpayer's real estate agents su88ested that if the
cleanup cost were known, the property could in fact
be sold.
Massachuselts: In Rc/tal[' Elcctront Fhrishing
Co., lrtc. r'. Bd. of Assessors ofCanton (1991),n a chemical spill, from the failure of a secondary containment system, contaminated the taxpayer's property. The taxpayer assumed liability for the cleanup
in a consent judgment and had bcgun some environmental remediation. Tht state's highest court
upheld the assessment on the ground that the taxpayer failed to meet its burden of proof. There was
no evidence of the contaminated condition of the
property on the valuation date, the anticipated cost
of cleanup, or how the contamination would affect
the property's value.
The Massachusetts court noted that had the
taxpayer established the effects of "proven environmental damage" on value, neither the owner's
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proposing or opposing sports
ir to engage consu ltants to illustrate the proposed
(or existing) stadium's effect on
the local community's quality of
life, regional emplovment fig-

stad iums

ures, and increased tax revenues.

The Public Sector and Public/
Private Joint-Ventures have proel uced this,.lecade's greatest dem.rnd for highly skilled and analytical professionals. Many studies are fiscal-related, addressing

employment, gross and net mul-

tiplier, and tdx revenue issues.
Tax increment financing (T.l.F.)
is f.rirly common when ajurisdiction seeks to offer its credit to
financc part or all oI a new development at a lon er cost by using
the {t.rtc's bond rating to sell tarexempt bonds. T.l.F. requires the
consultant vendor to project the
incremontal benefit to the community and bond holders to retirc the floatcd bonds. Moreover,
as the public sector seeks to enjoin the. development community
t(l revilalize neig hborhood s,
brown fields, waterfronts, and

associated with the staffing ofthese

departments encompass economics, engineering, architecture, construction and construction management, and finance. Although
real estatc. prices or values may be
impacted by the decision of the
panel, appraisers are seldom, if
ever, part of the process. Each case
is unique, and the dollar amount
varies from modest to millions. The
complexity of the cases and the
dollars at risk define the methods
used by the arbitrators to reach
equitable determinations. This sector is expected to offer great opportunities forcounselors over the next
decade.

REGIONAL FRAMEWORK
ASSIGNMENTS
Entities searching for a site require
a large geographic framework and
demand extcnsivc preliminary infrrrmatirrn bt'fore making a decision regarding a region's opportunities, assets, and viability.
C orp orations expanding and/
or relocating pursue a number of
avenues to obtain information on

abandoned rail stations, economic
and fiscal impact statements rvill

labor markets, public incentives of-

becomc more in demand.

cate, comparative land and

Certificates of N eed studies are
simil,rr to hotel franchise issues in
that standardized formats are nonexistent. Testimony is generallv not
required; however, as the general

public is at risk, legislative agendas of several states in the Northeast and Midwest dictate well-defined processes prior to issuance of
permits to build a wide range of
health c.rrc facilities. As with inju-

rious competition studies for
branch bank applications, the pres-

ence of adequate demand is required.
D i spu t e Re so luti on / Arbitrafior is an emerging industry that
produccs Sl00 million or more in
annual fees for the top five national
accounting firms. Skills usually

fered to induce companies to lo-

utility

costs, and transportation issues.
Thecontinuing pressure on increasing shareholder values implies
cost-effe'ctive site selection and ex-

pansion programs that meet facility budgets. In prioryears, thework
was completed by contacting and
traveling to the E.D.A. of the counties comprising the regions under
review. Today, almostall the work,
except for site selection, canbedone

remotely on the Internet. Not all
the factors listed are studied by
expanding companies. The firm
may be concerned only with labor
supply issues or access to new and
specific skills.
Merchant Builders or Deuelopers (especiallv national firms)
have an equally diverseset ofneeds,
only five of which arc illustrated in

CRE Perspective - Tlu Changing Role of the Counselor

the chart and some of which may
overlap. For example, a firm interested in sport and recreational activities may retain a consultant to

study regional participation rates
for golf, skiing, water sports, soccer, and tcnnis beforc considering
whether there is sufficient demand
to Beneratc further interest in their
project.

Market Segmentation and
Preference Surveys - Local and

national home builders qualify
markets with preference surveys
and segmentation studies. The
preference surveys can be posttransaction interviews of home
buyers to determine consumer
satisfaction. Segmentation studies uncover the depth and purchasing power of the market usu-

ally targeted to high-end products and different life styles.

The Prrblic Secfor offers the
greatest opportunities for consultants/counselors due to the need

for studies that relatc to ecunomic
base analysis, regi()na

I

competition

surveys and industry capture rates,
and land rcvit,rlization issues. figrrre 2 is relatively self-explanatory.

However, the RFP published by
the jurisdiction defines the scope
and deliverable. The public body
knows the problem, and the consulting vendor supplies the solution within the bid and scope.
Regional Studies are used by

cities, counties, and county
Sroups to.rssert or improve their
competitivc position in an effort
to inducc new.rnd relocating industries to select their community. Adequacy of serviced land,
schools, inexpensive transportation, resident employment skills,

and housing arc kev factors in
the site selection process. Ascommunities witness the capture of
neu,and relocating industries by
other regions, they seek to reposition and redefine the competitive odds by implementing
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Figure

arguments for assessment reductions. It is generally accc'pted in the legal and appraisal communities that environmental contamination may affect
property value. The threat of liability for cleanup
imposed on contaminated property owners by the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA)r and its
state counterparts, clean up costs, issues of indemnification, and the stigma associated with the actual
or pcrccived risks involved with owning or using
contaminated property all yield this conclusion.

3

FORENSIC ASSIGNMENTS
Could be a portfolio or an
individual properly; regardless,
the counselor usually arriws
al the curb levelin front of
lhe non-perlorming victim.
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CERCLA, commonly known as the Superfund law,
is the principal federal statute designed to protect
the public and environment from the release of
hazardous substances, and to ensure that hazardous substances are cleaned up. Congressional in-
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tent behind CERCLA is rooted in the "polluter
pays" principle which dictates that: 1). contaminated property which threatens public health and
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safety be restored to an environmentally acceptable
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condition; and 2). any parties benefitting from or
even involved with the use of hazardous substances
that ultimately contaminate property should bear
the cost of cleanup, starting though not necessarily
ending with the owner or operator of the contaminated property.
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CERCLA's liability scheme is strict, joint, several,
and retroactive. This means that the entire chain of
propertyowners, including both current and former
owners, and other potentially responsible parties,
such as le'nding institutions, other investors, and
even transporters who carried hazardous substances
to property that is contaminated, mav be liable for
costs associated with restoring that propertv to an
environmentally acceptable state. CERCLA imposes
liability on the current owner ofcontaminated property regardless of whether the owner caused the
contamination. And potential liability remains with
former owners who sell contaminated property,
even in cases where a purchaser agrees to assume
the risk of cleanup liability. Thus, acceptance of
liability by one party cannot absolve others of potential liability especially in cases where cleanup
costs exceed the financial capabilities of the party
assuming the risk.

OBSERVATIONS,

soLUroN(s), oR
ACTION PLAN(S)

I

Two decades of experience under CERCLA have
proved that it has a stigmatizing effect on property both before and after cleanup of contamination. In economic terms, stigma is a reduction in
value caused by the risk inherent in owning a
contaminated property. Thus, the level of risk involved in acquiring or even selling a contaminated
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R
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or formerly contaminated property

including the
of liability, as well as often unknown

uncertainties
cleanup and transaction costs, incrL'ased underwriting costs, litigation costs, indemnification, and
ultimately the threat of bankruptcy
- may outweigh any potential economic benefit of the transaction. Consequently, CERCLA may dramatically
affect the marketability and profitability of contaminated property.

Indeed, real estate investors and lcnding institutions are apprehensive about such purchases and
often demand extensive and costly site investigation before investment. And despite'recent ltnder
Iiability reforms enacted by Congress, lenders remain concerned about underwriting contaminated
properties because they view those properties as
having questionable collateral value even when the
property is fully usable.r Lenders fear they may be
held liable for cleanup in cases of foreclosure. Moreover, some owners of contaminated property, in an
t'ffort to avoid public detection of contamination
and liability, may decide not to sell their properties
at all, sometimes even opting to mothball them.
Consequently, the interplay of impaired marketability of contaminated property, with the statubry
scheme that obligates specific parties to clean up
contamination, has made the adjudication of claims
trI overdssessment particularly vering.
ASSESSMENT REVIEW LITIGATION
IN THE COURTS
Although the courts have not decided such cascs
with uniformity, it appears that most if not all courts
that have considered the question hold that cnvironmental contamination affects, or at least mav
affect, property value. Taxpayer challt'nge's to assessments on contaminated property are on the
rise, but there are relatively few reported decisions, and those focus on limited legal and policy
issues addressing very specific sets of facts. In all
the reported decisions reviewed, the taxpayersmade
one orboth ofthe following arguments: that cleanup
costs must be deducted from the value of their
property or that their property has no value at all on
account of its unmarketability. Some courts have
accepted these arguments, while others have rejected them squarely.
The review ofthe reported decisions below is aimed

at providing the real estate community and taxing
authorities with an analysis of the practical effects
that case law may have on methodologies used to
value contaminated property for the purpose of rd
?alorern taxation. Consideration is given to whether

Toxic Tax Asstssncnts: Tht Ad Valorem Taxation of Conlaninatui Property

needed changes to attract the
firms.

Risk Analysis represents the
next horizon for the.rdvisorv industry. Although a Iarge amount of
current work is performed inside
institutions (pension funds and Iife
companics), considerable expertisc
rvill soon be demanded from con-

sultants,/counselors by private
trusts, limited partnerships, and

Toxrc Tnx AssEssMENTS:
rHE An VaroREM TaxauoN
or CoNTAMTNATED PnopERTY

public commercial mortgage pools

(CMBS). Our capital-rich nation
and the five percent who control T0
percent of the nation's real estate
will need superior advice. CMBS
pools are leaderless and have not
matured. Although investors in the
high-risk tranche may write off
losses,

by Robert P. Carpar, Esq.

€.r

fn tax assessment review proceedings involving contaminated
! property, taxpayer:, typic.rllv contend that propertv value is subI stantially impaircd or erased by the presence of environmental
contamination. Some taxpayers contend contaminated property has
no value even when it is fully usable and the taxpayer is liable for the
cleanup. These cases present courts with difficult and compding
questions of law, equity, and public policy concerning the interplay
of ad t slornn taxationand sound environmental policy. Consequently,
the legal premise of nd ralorem taxation, *'hich is to assess taxes
a8ainst property at a certain rate upon its value, and the public policy
concerning environmental cleanup, namely that the polluter pays,
are often seemingly at odds.
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deep economic

troughwill

effect low-risk investors, prompting a need to review and re-price
portfolios within regional markets

Anthontl W. Croutell, Esq

Here, the authors review and analyze the reasoning of the courts
when addressing these, issues in the leading tax assessment review
cases involving contaminatcd property nationwide. The manuscript
first addresses issues affecting thc' marketabilitv of contaminated
property in the face of environmental liability statutes. Next, it
reviews the methodologies adopted by the courts in adjudicating
claims of assessment overvaluation. Finally, it considers the effect of
the usability of contaminated property; the cleanup obligation of
owners and purchasers of contaminated property; and the public
policy concerns of taxing authorities on the outcome in tax assessment revier,!' litigation.

ENVIRONMENTAL LIABILITY AND THE
REAL ESTATE MARKET
The impact of environmental liabilitv statutes on the marketability
and profitability of contaminated property is central to taxpayer
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and by product condition (occupancy, leasing status, and capital
needs).

Tu,o additional business lines are
considered, including forensic assignments (Figurt 3) and litigation
support.
Forensic Assignments are directly related to Risk Analysis
mentioned above. When an asset
or group of assets fails to meet expecta tions (f inancial or absorption),
individuals with appropriate skills
are directt'd to investiBate why intended goals were not achieved.
Real estate investment and/or
development is a complex mix of
ingredients, some of which can be
isolated while others are inextricably entwined with larger issues.
Regardless, thecommon or isolated
platforms for analysis include site
specific issues, exogenous (external) or market-related factors, and
project leadership.
Attention is usually directed
toward product design and location decisions that are identified
as errors. In some cases, both the

location and product are unsuitable for the market. Inappropriatc
project scale and amenities appear
to be major factors in the collapse
of projects.
Externalities may also lead tcr
failure, including poor timing with
respect to construction, renovation,
or acquisition. Betwt'r'n the decision to construct and the actual

delivery of the product, supplyside factors may worsen beyond a
plan's expectations.
Finally, tht' qualifications of the
developer or team leader may result in an asset's poor performance.
It is rare to find a developer with

solid credentials in the development, marketinB, and management
of all phases of residential, hotel,
retail, and office land uses, yet at-

tempts at such broad-reaching ac-

tivities are frequently madc. Occasionally, a homebuilder decides to
construct an office building. No
matter what the scale, something
in the design, timing of de'livery,
Iocation, ormarketing of the proiect
comes unglued in the process.
Moreover, developers have a tendency to overextend staff responsibilities, often resulting in delays
which cost the proiect lost opportunities.
ln other situations, marketing
materials completely miss the intended user. The promotion of a
project can be instrumental in its
success or failure. Moreover, advertising methods are very complex as consumers become more
sophisticatedLitigation activities have alwavs been profitable endeavors for
the counselor/consultant. However, support has moved beyond
testimony to the initial decision
whcther to litigate.
Beyond the scope of this article
is the growing use of GIS and its
impact on consulhng and site seIection teams used as vendors by
the grocery, food service, auto, and
communications industries.

CRE Perspective - The Chotrgitg Role of tlu Coutrsclor

CONCLUSION
What does thc future hold? Outstanding prospects lie ahead for
the real estate advisor if efforts are
made to increase skills, adapt to
changin2; technology, develop new
data sources, and enhance' global
perspectives. Dispute resolution,
portfolio risk analysis, and forensic assignments offer vast opportunities for counselors and consultants in the future.REr
NOTES
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of Retail Relationships" (Austin: Bureau

of
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Texas, 1929), p.16.
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INSIDER'S PERSPECTIVE
6.

7.

FOCUS ON REITs

Bnntam B('oks, 19q3, pp. 31-l5o prssinr.

8.

Fnov Evor-urroN To RrvolurroN

9.

by SanruL'l Zall

fhe near-demisc of the commercial real estate industry in 1990 was a
I watershed in the evolution of the business. The excesses of the 80s

a{

76

significantly influenced by .James C. Freund, Sr,r/t N.tofi
athg: How lo Mnke Gool Deals it the Redl world, New York,
Simon & Schuster. 1992, pp.21-29.
See David A. Lax and James K. Sebenius Thc Monagrr as
N..qofialor, New York, Free Press, 1986, pp. ltl-182.
William Ury, C.tling Pns, Nor N.8olidli,r8 Your Way from
Cotlfrotllttliotl l() Coopcration, Revised Edition, New York,

not only resulted in the greatest losses ever suffered by the lending community, but they also eliminated the primary rolc'played by banks, insurance companies, and savings & loans in the financing of real estate.
With traditional sources of capital effectively out of the business, the
industry was forced to approach the public capital markets for both debt
and equity financing. The capital markets allocated funds to publicly
traded companies, but on terms no longer exclusive to the attributes of a
single asset class. The criteria for debt and equity execution shifted from
evaluation of a specific asset to the assessment of a company and its ability to execute its strategies.
The vehicles created were variations on the REIT template created in
1960 but not fully accepted until the early 90s. As these entities wcre
launched, easily accessiblc capital created public real estate companies
with size and sophistication not previously seen. Far from being merely
an evolution in financing, the shift to public owne'rship has set in motion
a process of consolidation that represents a revolution on the landscape
of commercial real estate.
Capital intensive industries have traditionally been dominated by a
few very large, very efficient players. Auto, steel, aluminum, and semiconductor manufacturing, as examples, all have evolved from higNy fragmented groups to oligopolies as capital requirements make greater
demands on ownership. The real estate industry although capital intensive by nature, has historically been highly fragmented and local in practice. This fragmentation contributed to wide, cyclical swings and the
excessive nature of development cycles as neither developers nor lenders had any ability to understand the "big picture." With the emergence
of public reporting, the vastly improved flow of information acts swiftly
to correct market imbalance, real or perceived, as capital market activities in fall 1998 vividly demonstrated.
This long overdue consolidation of the commercial real estate indusjust as other capital intensive intry represents a recognition that it
dustries
is oligopolistic in nature. Bringing scale and operating
efficiencies to the real estate community represented new challenges,
however, to building ownership and operation. As the definition of competition changed from the building across the street to a network of commonly owned buildings, economies of scale and scope have become more
and more relevant in the competitive environment. Tenants recognize
and benefit from operating efficiencies as professional management has
taken on extraordinary significance.
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See Thomas R. Colosi, Or ani Off The Rdcor.l: Colosi on
N(.qot,rtior, New York, American Arbitration Association,
1993, passrft. The terms stabilizer, distabilizer, and quasimediator and their functions were formulated by Colosi.

See

10. Fisher, Ury and Patlon, op.cit., Wssim.
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Field Cuide lo Negoliation: A Glossary of
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else fails, it is available.
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17. As reported by Colosi, op.cit., p. 2.

Resoluing Rral Estale Disputes

9

which documents transactions and suggests
changes to reduce the volume of future disputes.
This program is accomplished in association with

In a classic negotiation each side retains control of
the outcome. In other methods, some or all control
is ceded to others. Yet, negotiation is at the foun-

legal counsel.r{

dation of all methods. If Clausewitz was right

An effective participant in any of these dispute
resolution methods should exhibit

a range of

cogni-

tive, behavioral, and process characteristics. An
individual's basic traits should include a considerable intelligence; a self-confident and balanced
ego; general business and specific industry knowledge; and a constructive focus on important isSUES.

when he said that: "War is regarded as nothing but
the continuation of politics by other means," then
all these dispute resolution methods are just the
continuation of negotiation by other means. One
goal of a civil society should be to provide peaceful
and sensible methods for resolving conflict.

ln lustica Without

Lau?, Jerold S. Auerbach provides us with a thought-provoking pcrspective for

considering the future of dispute resolution in
Useful behavioral dynamics include patience; ability to listen; tolerance of silence; coolness; forbearance combined with firmness in the face of provocation; credibility; reliability; discretion; trustwor-

thiness; ability to educate and persuade; and

America:

Among Scandinavian fisherman and the
Zapotec of Mexico, in Bavarian villages and certain African tribes, among the Sinai Bedouin and
in Israeli Kibbutzim, . ..the importance of enduring relations have made peace, harmony, and
mediation preferable to conflict, victory, and litigation. But in the United States, a nation of com-

a

respectful and dignified style.
Process skills include clear communication, effec-

tive note taking, cogent periodic summaries of

pctitive individuals and strangers, Iitigation is
encouraged; herc, the burden of psychological
deviance falls upon those who find adversary
relations to be a destructive form of human be-

progress, and a major contribution to the final ra'rit-

ten document.

Above all these traits, one must use power wisely:
"To resort to power one need not be violent, and to
speak to conscience one need not be meek. The most
effective action both resorts to power and engages
conscience."ri Sadly, not all participants will be
swayed by positions founded on conscience. We
must obtain the best result we can in an perfect
world.

CONCLUSION
Among these dispute resolution methods common
threads include opposing parties; conflicting goals;
differences in values and styles; varying degrees of
power and control; variations in methods for picking the neutrals; process design; and the binding or
non-binding nature of the results.

havior.ro

Although it is reported that only four percent of
cases ever reach the courtroom with 80 percent
being settled and 15 percent dismissed, why does
an overwhelming number of disputes pass so easily from negotiation to litigation?'7 The use of
alternative dispute resolution methods is, nonetheless and necessarily, gaining momentum in the
United States.nEr

1.

2.

specific dispute? One must first evaluate the nature
and relative importance of the issues in contention
and the dynamics of the individuals and entities

3.
4.

involved. Subsequently, one should select the
method rvhich provides the highest probability of a
cost-effective and timely resolution of the conflict
*'ith a minimum of disruption. Yet, it also must bc'
recognized that in many instances, the disputc resolution method to be cmployed has already been
chosen by the parties before any experts have had
an opportunity to provide counseling.

8

drive consolidation. Predictors of success include
customer satisfaction, ability to build a value-added
brand, and other performance measures associated
with operating company models.
The real estate marketplace is also far less Iikely
to sin again. The consolidation of the banking in-

dustry, well on its way to completion, has continued to diminish the sources of funding for new
projects. The reduction in the number of banks competing in any given market should preclude the
kinds of competition that in previous cycles resulted
in capital consumption, not capital investment. As
an industry tends toward fewer and more cautious
players, supply and demand imbalance decreases
and volatility diminishes.
This oligopolization will have very positive
long-term benefits for the commercial real estate
market. The revolution in progress lvill reduce the
number of participants, and create a transparent
marke't n'here both lenders and developers have a
much more realistic perception of the risks and rewards of the commercial real estate market.REr
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Samuel Zell, Chicago,is cha[rman ofthe board ofEquitrl
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Which of these methods should be chosen for

The effccts of public disclosure' and transparL'ncy
have reduced real estate's purely transactional opportunities. Competitive advantages stemming from
sophisticated positioning of products and services
to users of real estate now fuel differentiation and

q.

American Arbitration Ass(riation, ,4/iriflrtion Rules for the
Rrral Eslate Induslrv (lncluditlg a Medialion Alterna[il'e),
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sequently, the parties rcsume negotiation.

or cumulative dependinB on specific circumstances.

is a brit'f and informal "trial" conducted and presided over bv a neutral. The parties,
working with thc neutral, arrive at agreed upon
procedural rules; there may be limited discovery
and depositions. Each side presents its bcst case in

StasrLrry: rHE RrnlpolrrrK oF rHE CorrrNc Dncnor

G

choose the alternative to be followed. Voting may

Mini-Tial

FOCUS ON THE ECONOMY

,

lnput from the panel provides predictability about
how the matter might be decided in litigation. Sub-

NL'w Y()rkers have their ou'n rules of economic forecasting.
One ironclad axiom is, "Betting your money on three-card monte is a
definite leading indicator of a personal recession." The game is all about
misdirection, and few are those who can penetrate the dealer's sleight of hand.
Most traditional economists have little better success in predicting the
direction and magnitude of interest rate changes. And for a similar reason. Fed
watchers, financial journalists, and the public markets continue to look intently
at widely-published inflation indicators, including thc monthly Corsr unu Pricr:
lrzJcr and Produm Prict hdr-r reports, expecting that AIan Greenspan and
company will use these as guides in adjusting the price of money.
Such an assumption is, of course, the result of received academic training
and learned experience. We have all been taught that interest rates are built up
from a base of risk-free return on capital, an inflation premium, and additional
compensation for the risk assumc.d regarding return of capital. This is the
classical pricing modcl for bond rates. Furthermore, most of us have grown up
in the business world since 1967, when inflation became a significant factor in
the economy. For more than a quarter of a ccntury, we have watched interest
ratt's rise and fall in consonancc with shifts in the level of consumer prices. Wt
have bought inb the notion of a necessary correlation between the two.
What has not becn generally appreciated, though, is the degrec to which
that relationship has bee'n severed in the middle- to late-1990s. With only
mcrdest exaggeration, I will state that since 1993 there has been tro rtlation
z{r,rfso{'1,c/ between the direction and size of interest rate swings and underlying inflation. Fi.grrre I is familiar to CREs, as it has been a regular feature in Tlrc
Counselor newsletter. Note how the slope of short-term Treasuries dropped
steeply between 1990 and 1992, follou'ing the CPI down to an interest ratc
trough in 1993 and early 1994. Over the same. period, the 10-year T-Boncl also
showed a decline in its yield, albeit in a more gradual trend.
Thc.n a peculiar thing happened: inflation remained stableand lowovcrthe
course of the next year, but both long and short Treasury rates shot up
dramatically. What was going on? Simply this: the Fed, during the early
Nineties, kept its discount rate low to enable banks to borrow cheap capital for
reinvestment in Treasury issues, allowing teetering financial institutt)ns to
rebuild their capital bases using the arbitrage on the rates. By 1994, all large U.S.
banks had sufficiently rebuilt their capital to m€'et the Bank of International
Settlements reserve requireme'nts, and the Fed raised ratL's to eliminate the
subsidized arbitrage. This was a quiet strategy, and some may think it was a bit
of a shell game. But it was, in my view, a brilliantly conceived and executed
policy of Greenspan and the Board ofGovernors; it rescued the banking system
when a repeat of the 1930s was a real possibility.
Between 1995 and 1997, the relationship between inflation and interest rates
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abbreviated form. A senior exeotive from each
firm is present and is empowered to reach a settlement. If the cxecutives initially fail to agree, thc
neutral may offer an advisory opinion. lf a final
agreement is reached, it is reduced to a written
document before the proceeding is concluded.

Pittate "ludge," generally a retired iurist,

is

hired to hear the presentation of both parties and to
issue an advisory opinion outlining how he would
have ruled in a formal court proceeding. This docu-

ment often motivates the respective claimants to
reach a settlement without engaging in formal litigation.
Summary lury Trial consists of an abbreviated
non-binding version of a jury trial utilizing jurors
drawn from the regular pool who are made available by a judge. After hearing abbreviated presentations from both sides the' jurors arrive at an advisory
decision. Subsequr.nt to thc verdict, the parties and
their counsel may ask the jurors questions about
their perceptions of positivc and negative aspects of
each prescntation. After that point the jurors are.
dismissed and the parties rcsume negotiation with
a more realistic vicw of u,hat an actual jury might
decide. Subsequently, if the process fails and a trial
takes place, there will be a ner.r, judge and jury.

Auctions provide a forum for claimants to bid
in dollars or in the allocation of a limited universc
of points. Such a process may be open outcry or by
sealed bid. In a two-staBe auction thc bidders may
modify their bidding in the second stage bast'd on
the education they have received in the first phase.
Bidding patterns are classified as English (bidding
in ascending order)i Dutch (a bid as prices descend); or Vickrey (winning bidder acquires asset
but at the second highest bidder's price, thereby
cncouraging highe'r bids by attempting to avoid
"buyer's curse" or remorse).
Election or Referendum may be called for when
there is a large number of parties in the same
dispute. After structuring onc or more recommended courses of action a vote may occur to

ResLtlt

ing Real Estql( Disltutes

be

dircct, preferentially ranked, proportional, and/

Real e'state industry conflicts which may require
this process include the reorganization or liquidation of a public real estate entity and the me.rger or
acquisition of such an entity.

Negotiated Rule Makizgis a governmental process inviting key parties in an industry rvho would
beaffected by a proposed regulatory rule b provide
data and points of view concerning disputed industry issues prior to the issuance of a regulatory rule.
The rule issued is likely to be more relevant and
effective after use of such a process.
Common Text Negotiation involves a neutral
who rvrites a draft of an agreement u,ith identical
copies submitted to each side. The clrafter of the
document does not ask for acceptance or reiection
but only for comments and suggestions for modifications. This process may be repeated many times
and progress continually made. This method avoids
a partial agreement beforc knowing thc entire structure of the agreement. Only r.r,hen the neutral believes that the revised draft is thc'most likc.lv outcome, does he/she look for agreenent and closure.

Litigation is a formal legal process, involving
the parties, thcir legal counsel, expert and fact witnesses, judge, and, possibly, a jurv. The process
almost always involves discovery and, possibly,
de.positions. Usc of this method signifies that the
parties will not make the ultimate decision in the
matter.Judgeor jury may decide

a technical dispute
their
outside of
knowledge base. Litigation is the

most c'xpensivc', lengthy, and pote'ntially aggravating method of resolving a dispute.

Dispute Resohttion System Desigtr is a process
of evaluating an existing dispute resolution system
by identifying typical conflicts, case volumes, resolution processes utilized, and the level of costs and
bcnefits of the existing system. In designing a new
system, a focus is put on interests, Iinks to negotiationJike processes, low cost procedurcs, and building in prior consultation and subsequent feedback
activities. Arraying dispute resolution systcms on a
low to high cost basis and describing the necessary
resources, skills, and motivations required for each
alternativt', providts the basis for choosing a new
dispute resolution system.r'

Dispute Preoetttion Prcgram provide's a revielv of modes of doing business and the process

7

individually and privatelv allocate to the same array of assets; subsecluently, tentative winners are
identified for each asset based on the highest number of points allocated to the asset and adiustments
are then made to even out the total number ofpoints
each claimant assignc'd to assets he/she has won.
The tests of a wt'll-executed fair division technique
are proportionality, equitability, efficiency, and enw
freeness. The greater the variation in the relative
pricing perspectives of the claimants, the easier it is

to satisfy all thc claimants.'r

Appraisal Proceedizg is often a tripartite procedure. Each claimant chooses an appraiser; the two
professionals so chosen, agree on a third appraiser;
if they fail to agree on the selection, they may resort
to an outside selection mechanism. The decisionmaking process is often on a "documents only"
basis. Usually, the parties and the'ir legal counsel
arc not present.rnd, gcnerally, thcre is no provision
for depositions, discovery, or l+,itnesses. After informal dialogue and discussion, a valuation conclusion is reached by at least two of the three appraisers. This alternative provides less liability protection than arbitration.

Arbitration

is abitrding process in which

knowl-

edgeable professionals, after hearing the presentations of each side, reach a decision which is binding
on the parties and may be entered as a court order
to ensure enforcement. The arbitrator(s) may have

total or partial discretion or may be limited to a
"baseball clause" confining the scope of the decision to choosing the exact price submitted by one
party or the other. Arbitration often does not include discovery, depositions, a transcriPt, or strict
adherence to the legal rules of evidence or Procedure. As contrasted with litigation, arbitration often provides expeditious and inexpensive resolution of disputes by arbitrators possessing expert
knowledge acting in a process that maintains confidentiality in business relationships.
Non-Binding or Adtsisory Aftitration is a contradiction in terms. This process is the same as or a
constricted version of standard arbitration, e'xcePt
thc award is not binding on the parties but may be
accc.pted if they agree.

Mediation-Arbitration (MED-ARB) is, as the

The success of a negotiation is oftert

dependent on tohether there is an effectiae

bargaining continuun or afl oaerlap in the
"ask" and "settle" enil points in each side's
fonnulated span of acceptable negotiation
rcsults. lf there is ooerlap, there nay we Il
be an agreement; if an oaerlap is not
indic ate d, settl ernent is unlike Iy.

6

lnterest Rates and lnflation

\

I

decision.
M e di ati on- Arb i tr ati on - M e di a ti on (MED / ARB I

MED) is a three-stage process utilizing first phase
mediation w'hich mav narron' the issue. Yet, at
strong signs of an impasse, a second phast'arbitration process kicks in and serves as an educational

discor.ery experience for the disputants. Subsequently, they may have the motivation to pull back
and re-commence negotiations in a third phase
mediation process assisted by a mediator who may
have served as the arbitrator.
Case Eualuation is performed by a neutral experienced in the subject matter of the disPute. He

reviews the substantive case by listening to each
side's prescntation and by reading appropriate
documents and the posing of interrogatories. The
neutral highlights the strengths and weaknesses
of each position. Under his auspices, the Parties
may reach a resolution of the dispute. ln essence
this is a more abbreviated form of mini-trial procedure.

ludgellawyers Eoaluation Panel consists of a
credible judge and two lawyers specializing in litigation. Collectively they rendera non-binding opinion after hearing presentations from both sides.
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change in the inflation outlook.
What are thc lessons? The first is that we neL'd to
re-learn the nature of the inflation/ interest rate relationship. Our intellectual context needs to get be-

E
I

sqft.u5o4.fudh.r.q

Arbitr ation-Medi ati on (ARB -MED) consists of
a first phase arbitration which concludes in an
arvard undcr seal while the neutral attcmpts to
guide the parties to a mutual agreement settling
their conflict. Since the experience of the arbitration
procecding is informational and educational for
both parties, the chances of a successful mediation
are improved. If mediation fails, the arbitrator announces his award and the decision is final. The
underlying philosophy is that an agreement by the
parties is more satisfying to them than an imposed

market saw tremendous day-to-day volatility as investors, Wall Street analysts, and financial commentators continued to react to periodic signals of some

1

decision. Based on the agreement of the parties, this
arbitrator may or may not be the same person who
served as the mediator.

name implies, a blend of both mediation and arbi-

tration. The parties attempt to resolve the dispute
through mediation. If this phase fails kr produce a
settlement within a specificd time period, the issue
is referrt'd to arbitration for a final and binding

Figure

IAVrlIR

stayed basically stable, especially if wc use the thre'emonth bill rate as a benchmark. ln 1997, a drop in
sensitive materials prices causcd inflation to drop to

nearly the vanishing point. Short-term rates didn't
budge, though, as all of the so-called "managed
rates" (bankers' prime, the Fed Funds rate, and the
Fed discount rate) were held tight. I believe that our
central bankers recognized the combination of suddenly increased risks on the international scene and
the massive momentum sustaining the domestic
economy. The decision was to kcep U.S. "real" (inflation-adiusted) rates high to draw capital toward the
U.S. as a "safe harbor" while avoiding the untimely
stimulation of an already robust business cycle.
ln the autumn of 1998, of course, U.S. financirl
markets were quaking as a result of Asian banking
difficulties and the default in Russia's sovereign
bonds. The Fed adroitly engineered a three-steP
drop in rates, using thc flexibility afforded by the
immediately previous policy of keeping real rates
high, The concept was that the U.S. economy t'ould
be stimulated to forestall any potentialrecession and
that we would serve as the market of final resort for
the world's goods. The gambit worked, markets
stabilized, and the Fed (in due course) has moved
rates back toward the status q o arlle. Meanwhile,
inflation has stayed benignly in the same range it has
been since the start of 1997.
At this point, we should remind ourselves that
all of the post-1993 moves in interest rates caught
the financial markets only in a reactive mode. Stock
prices, in particular, failed to anticipate thc changes,
although they derived quite salutary effects once
the Fed's policies were put into place. Against that
general upward trend in stock prices, though, the

Insider's Perspective - Slability: the Realpttlitik

$

yond the bounds of the 1967 - 1990 period, when
inflation was indeed the greatest of economic issues.
As we look at 2000 and beyond, the key issues will be
world economic stability as a platform for improved
living standards. Stability is the rcal;xrlilik of the
coming decade. Central banking policy will be driven
by this imperative.
The second lesson returns us to the fundamentals of supply and demand in determining the price
of money. Just as the huge federal deficits of the
Eighties and early Nineties bid rates upward, the
present and anticipated budget surpluses of the next
few years will enable theTrcasury to retire debt, This
will free capital for more productive use, Promoting
real economic growth, and putting downward pressure on rates.

This is not a prediction of unremitting decline
in interest rates. Such a forecast would be as foolish
as trying to beat the monte-dealers at their own
game. Although I fully expect levels of interest rates
in the coming decade to resemble those of the Fifties
more than those of the Seventies, a krt could go
wrong to thwart such a hopeful outlook. My point is
much more modest. In this era - now already six
years old - the direction and magnitude of interest
rate change will be primarily a tool of international
policy, and only secondarily about consumer prices.
Those who continue to read the traditional inflation
indicators will only leave the table shaking their
heads, wondering why they can't keep track of the
elusive cards. Those who base their investment strategies on the rate/price correlation will, I'm afraid,
also wonder why their wallets seem continually
Iighter.*u,
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context, a professional has a foundation of knowledge for possibly choosing an alternative dispute
resolution method in a specific situation. Numer-

No matter uthat strategy is selected, many
negotiatiorls occur in a cornplex context

ous methods which can be selected are brieflv
described here:

with dynamics that maq only

Fact Finding is a neutral's determination of the
basic facts of a dispute and the identification of
areas of agreement and disagreement. Depending
on the scope of work agreed upon by tht'claimants,
the neutral may or may not make scttlement recommendations to the parties.

Mediation is a voluntary, non-binding method
of facilitated negotiation under the auspices of a
neutral third party. Its features include voluntary
exchange of information and presentations. The
mediator meets with both parties together and,

be

partially

reaealed at the bargaining table. Besides
the tzoo or ,flore parties negotiating, there

may be other cooert factors at TDotk
in sidebar conaersations, intemal

constraints, snd olganizational dialogue.

and organizational structure, togethcr with

improv-

inB information, communication, cooperation, and
consensus. The process often takes place before a
construction project begins.

subsequently, separately. The mt'diator can employ
"shuttlc diplomacv" in trving to reach an agree-

Dispute Reztieut Boaril (DKB) is particularly

ment. The process may feature a non-binding settle-

useful when there is a dynamic, fast moving situa-

ment proposal by the mediator, The mediator's
proposal may be accepted by the partic's or, under
the auspices of the mediator, thcy may reach thcir
oh,n settlement. An agreement, if achicved, is memorialized in writing and signed.

tion such as the construction phase of a rL'al estate
developmcnt. Each of the two or more parties involved chooses a panel member; jointly, those chosen pick one or more neutrals. The membc'rs of the
panel acquire knowledge about the particular development and are at,ailable as a group to resolve
early or subsequent disagrecments in the hope of
providing prompt decisions and avoiding the "snor,l'
balling" affccts of multiple layers of disagreemc.nt
causing a bac-l overall result for the re'al estate development.

Fact Finding-Mediation provides for a neutral
to issue a fact-finding report after using mediation
skills to obtain the parties acceptance of his conclusions prior to final issuance of the written document.

Conciliation is similar to mediation, but rvith a
stronger behavioral emphasis on restoring good
business relations among the claimants.
Facilitation consists of a neutral using negotiation and mediation skills to structure a process for
the mediation of complex bilateral or multilateral
disputes. At times, the facilitator's efforts are most
intense at the earliest stages of the process when
there is an emphasis on creating process rule.s acceptable to all parties.
Referee is a designated person who insures
compliance with agreed upon dispute resolution
rules. Helshe may or may not participate in the
formulation of the process.

Partneing is a non-binding collaborative process that focuses on activities keyed to preventing
proiect disputcs or reducing thcir scope. It is frequently used in the construction industrv and usually concentrates on role definition, team building,

&sollirrs Rral Eslat? Disllutes

Ombuclsperson is available to he'ar complaints
and formulates a recommended way of resolving
them. The ombudsperson considers "the facts" and
issues and providt's an advisory opinion leading to
a likely settlement of the matte'r. This method may
be particularly useful in landlord,/ tenant and emPloYer/emPloyee relations.

FairDiuision applies gamc theory to the allocation of a portfolio of assets. There arc a number of
different possibilities. In "Strict Alternation" the
parties takc turns choosing assets b,ith the first to
choose having an advantage. "Balanced Alternation" provides for variations in the'choosing pattem to balance the initial advantage of thc first to
choose. "Divide and Choose" calls for onc claimant
to divide the assets into two groups and the other
party to choose which group to acquire. "Buy or
Sell" calls for

a

party to state a price at which he will

willing to buy or sell a partnership asset.
"Adjusted Winner" consists of each party being
given the same number of points which they can
be equally

No, but they will have to employ tactics which
enable them to convince the other side that its
aggressive and competitive style will not be allowed to run roughshod over their position. Among
the tactics for deflecting an aggressive competitive
strategy are taking a breather to maintain one's
"cool"; listening, acknowledging, and agreeing,
when possible, thereby reinforcing respect for emotions and opinions; but requiring substantiation,
rcframing views and creating doubts that an aggrcssive strategy rvill achieve a total victory in the
negotiation. It is wise to leave the other party leeway for a dignified retreat and flexibilitv for the
concessions which are Iikely to accompany it.7
The Negotiation Dance consists of the pattern of
concessions by each side which attempt to close the
gap in substantivc positions. Negotiation tactics
include presentations, offers, probings of evidence,
and counter-offers, as well as more aggressive methods such as threats, ultimatums, bluffs, and tricks.
Cenerally, tactics lacking in credibility will work
against one's goal of reaching a satisfactory agreement.$

THE CONTEXT OF NEGOTIATION
No matter what strategy is selected, many negotiations occur in a complex context with dynamics that
may only be partially revealed at the bargaining
table. Besides the two or more partics negotiating,
there may be other covert factors at work in sidebar
conversations, intL'rnal constraints, and organizational dialogue.

Often in a sophisticated commercial negotiation,
the leader of e'ach negotiating team most also obtain

cooperation, support, and agreement from his own
team mt'mbers. Members of the team may be characterized as "stabilizers," "destablilizers," or "quasi-

mediators."' When a ntgotiation position is explained and backed up with persuasive data, stabilizers tends kr "go along" with the senior team
leader. Stabilizers tend to dislike conflict and are
flexible "good soldiers" in th€ir organizations.
Destabilizers are more headstrong and volatile. They
can disrupt both the other side and their own team
and usually believe they have all the right answers
and completely distrust the other party. However,
within bounds, they may serve a useful purpose in

strengthening resolve and in testing reality.
It is often best if the leader of the negotiatint team
is neither a stabilizer nor a destabilizer but a quasimediator who can build a good relationship both

.l

Experts' E Consultants' Guide

with his/her own team and with the leader and
members of the other tcam. He/she must also keep
his/he'r own senior management informed, because,
after all, they havc. the authority to ratify and close

to

on an agreement; they should not be surprised
during the negotiation processSeruice Categories

The senior team member must work constructively with the othe.r side and the membt'rs of his/
her own team. Helshe periodically calls a recess
from negotiating to caucus w,ith his/her team before stating or agreeing to a change in position in
order to think out an issue and maintain and build
support among other team members. The team
leader must contribute continuously to a reasonable negotiating climate with systenatic creation of
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DISPUTE RESOLUTION METHODS
If one is aware of the activities embedded in each
phase of the negotiation process and is familiar
with typical strategies and tactics which can be
deployed in a complex and subtle negotiation
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try to obtain improvements; if one is unable to
obtain enhancements, exercise BATNA.'0

is unlikely.'r

q u is it

ions,
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General

F.ntironmottal

Ironically, in order to achieve agreement, each team
lcader must be convinccd of the validity of some' of
the other party's arguments. He/she must become
the advocate of some opposing views; otherwise,
ratification and closure are unlikely since the leader
will fail to convince his/her own management to
make concessions.

The success of a negotiation is often dependent on
whethe'r there is an effective bargaining continuum
or an overlap in thr'"ask" and "settle" end points in
each side's formulated span of acceptable negotiation results. If there is overlap, there may well be an
agreement; if an overlap is not indicated, settlement

Ac quisit ions I Disposit
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appropriate doubts about the cogency of the other
party's views by employing constant communication, education, and persuasion. He/she often encourages mutual concessions to reach an appropriate businesslike closure. In a dispute which has
public interest and visibility, the se'nior negotiator
must pcrform media and public relations functions
effectively.

Before commencing any negotiation, one should
formulate thc best alternative to a negotiated settlement (BATNA). What are the reasonable alternatives and which is the best one of them? The best
altemative is the BATNA. If the negotiated offer is
better than BATNA, consider accepting it; if worse,
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sents his case in a constructive manner; supplies a
lot of information; employs seemin€ily moderate',
balanced, and feasible arguments; and may even
offer a minor initial unilateral concession. The governing assumption is that a constructive relation-
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gressive arguments variously embodying demands,
ultimatums, threats, tricks, and bluffs; and offers no
or few concessions. A compehtive strategy assumes
a zero sum game where one siders gain is the other
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and chaos is likely and the chance for a
positiae outcorne is much diminished.

been obtained, the transaction is closed and any
post-closing implemcntation or monitoring is per-
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Any specific negotiation often begins
Toith no rules and alzt,ays Toith no
accepted facts. The respectizte neSotiators

ment. This agreement is then embodied in a writing which must be ratified by all necessary constituencies including senior management and any
third party ratifiers. When all approvals have
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and bidding leading to "the crunch" or "...that
point in a negotiation when no decision becomes a
decision. Until the crunch, the parties will most
often hesitate before making any significant
changes in their positions. The crunch signals that
the time for decision-making has arrived n'ith rewards for the right decision and penalties for the
wrong one."r
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ship embodying respect, reliability, and trust will
produce a fair and equitable solution for both parties. On a trusting basis, each side may be motivated
to re-consider its own position as well as the other
sidds views and make reasonable adiustments to
arrive at an agreement and maintain a future relationship.
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ln an integratioe strategy, the negotiators do
not assume a zero sum game and after initial presentations, may use "brainstorming" sessions to try
to provide maximum benefits to both parties. In

Resol?irig Rtul Eslate Disputes

m

st reach a consefisus concerning
a set of rulcs for conducting

the negotiation; othenlise, confitsion

brainstorming, the existing conflict paradigm is
broken down and ncw ways of thinking about the
problem are encouraged. This results in additional
options for solving the problem, including opportunities for value creation rather than each side just
claiming an existing finitc value. The basic guidelines of this strategy are: "1). separate the people
from the problem; 2). focus on interests not positions; 3). invent options for mutual gain; and 4).
insist on obrective criteria."rThe goal of an integrative strategy is a fair settleme,nt arrived at in a
fricndly and efficient manner. Both parties may
equitablv share in a larger arrav of benefits beyond
those initially contemplated by the parties.
Ulllizing a composite cltoice strategy a negotiator must decide at each stcp of the prrcess whether
he should employ a competitive, cooperative, or
integrative approach. A composite set of choices
may embody leverage and seeking advantage but
also involves problem solving, creative thinking,
and a convincint rationale combined with balanced iudgmcnt. As the parties feel more comfortable with each other and are more willing to modify
thcir positions, a variant of this composite choice
strategy may occur where.in tht' parties move together from a competitivr. strategy to a cooperative
and /or integrative mode. The end goal is a reasonable outcome for each side.i
THE NEGOTIATOR'S DILEMMA AND
THE NEGOTIATION DANCE
Two other concepts which are worth considering
are the Negotiator's Dilemtna and lhe Negotiatiotr
Dan ce. Consider: one could choose a cooperative,
inte'grative, or composite choice strategy and energetically think about thc existing issues in new
ways of creating value. The other side uses a competitive strategy and iust claims value. Will the
party having taken the high road, necessarilv lose in
the negotiating process? n

3

lease agreement that grants the lessee a purchase

option at an unspecified price;
The market value of a partial interest in real
estate including a mortgage or an equity posi
tion, leased fee,leasehold estate, sandwich leasehold, sub-leasehold, air rights, transferable development rights, subsurface rights, easement,
and life estate and remainderman interests;
The market value of a fractional ownership interest in a property in orderto arrive at a "buyout"
price under the terms of a partnership or other
joint-ownership agreement;
The market value, if any, of a future purchase
option, right of refusal, right of last offer, and
similar features;
The appropriate remedy concerning a dispute
about the terms and conditions of a real estate
contract or partnership agreemenu
A decision in the construction phase of a real
estate development concerning timing, scope of
work, quality, and/or costs and the apportionment of obligations and benefits among the architect, owner, contractor, and tradesmen;
A decision on whether or not a real estate commission has been earned and is payable;
The appropriate remedy in a title dispute;
The appropriate remedy in a dispute about the
terms and conditions of a real estate loan or loan
default;
A decision rendered in a condominium, cooperativc, or owners' association dispute;
A decision in a tax certiolnri dispute;
A dccisiun eonccrning just compcnsation in a
property condemnation case;
The equitable allocation of a portfolio of real
estate assets among claimants arising from an
estate settlement, divorce settlement, the unwinding of a ioint-venture, or the dissolution of
a business entity;
Resolution of a dispute involving land use and
zoning issues;
The relative impact on real estale value of adverse environmental conditions;
A decision concerning a dispute involving hotels, motel, clubs, or casinos;
A decision in a dispute between real estate investors residing in different countries.r
THE NEGOTIATION PROCESS
Negotiation may resolve many of the generic disputes which have been categorized. It is an interestbased decision-making process with the participants
bargaining to resolve differenccs of opinion concerning the apportionment of responsibilities and
be'nefits. A great dispute resolution Practitioner,

Theodore W. Kheel has concluded, " lt is the primary te,chnique of conflict resolution."2 Negotiation is a frequently empkryed resolution method in
the economic, political, social, and personal spheres.

Litigatiofi Cot$ulting
Strate{!, continued
314.530.1337
fax 314.530.1356

Any specific negotiation often begins with no rules
and always with no accepted facts. The respective
negotiak)rs must rcach.r conscnsus concerning a
set of rules for conducting the negotiation; otherwise, confusion and chaos are Iikelv and the chance
for a positive outcome is much diminished.
Similarly, at the commencement of the negotiation
process there are no established facts or non-facts
(even if in the greater world beyond the negotiation
certain information is so classified). In a particular
negotiation, the conversion ofinformation toa "fact"
is dependent on its assertion as such by one of the
parties and whetheror not theotherparty accePts it,
implicitly concedes it, challenges it, or reiects it.
This dynamic is one that is constantly experienced
in negotiation. Relative degrees of power and persuasiveness determine which assertions become
recognized facts.
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The presentatiott and negotiatiofl phase con-

to achieve the'other party's understanding of your
point of view; to build trust; constructively question the opposing position; create doubt; and promote changes in points of vien,. Give and take has

hopefully begun and continues.
The intense negotiation pftase includes continual reframing of requirements, heary bargaining,
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sists of general comprehensive statements identifying positions and goals, non-negotiable issues, giveups, and reasons. The goal is to exercise best efforts
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The pre-negotiation phase consists of exploring, planning, and preparing a detailed presentation concerning the issues to be negotiated and the
formulation of strategies and tactics for achieving
one's goals. One should rank the relative importance of the range of identified issues. In this phase,
one seeks out as much information as possible
about the dispute and the composition of the other
nL.gotiating team and its viewpoints. Role-playing
may be utilized to develop many of the arguments
that could be used by the other party. Consequently,
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The stages of the ne'gotiation process can be segmented into phases. This author prefers a fourphase model:
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The appropriate remedy for lease disputes involving revenue issues,

expense escalation reimbursements, and operational, occupancy,
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and use issues;
The market value of land, improvements or both as provided in
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dvocacy and objectivity; paradox and ambiguity; conflict and resolution these are some of the characteristics of legal disputes. This
edition of Rdd/ Eslnlc Issrr.s is devoted to real estate and the law, common
prclblems in the legal and real estate communities, and stratcgies desip;ned to solve them.
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first manuscript, authored by General M, Lely, CRE, is an in-de'pth
discussion of the many and varied forms of arbitration, mediation, and
other forms of alternative dispute resolution (ADR). The second article,
which is equally comprchensive in scope, is a compilation and analysis
of case law across the nation dealing with property taxes and contamination. The authors, Robert P. Carver, Esq., and Anthony W. Crowell, Esq.,
provide a balanced presentation in an attempt to lend clarity and understanding to court decisions that arc sometimes contradictorv and often
raise more issues than they put to rest.

As part of its on-going effort to improve the format and content of Rral
Eslale Issrrcs, the Editorial Board has initiatcd several changes in this issue.
They include the introduction of new departments or columns that will
be authored by the same individuals on a regular basis. Some columns
will appear in every issue; others will appear in every second edition. The
columns will be known as "Inside/s Perspectives" and will focus on
REITs, tl.re economy, legal issues, research, the hospitality industry,
corporat!'real estate, etc. To inauBurate this program, Sam Zell and Hugh
Kelly. CRE, have authorcd columns on REITs and the economv, respectively. Some future contributors includt' Peter Korpacz and Raymond
Torto, CRE, (rcsearch), Biorn Hanson, CRE, (hospitalitv industry), and
Edwin Howe, Jr., CRE, (law). Other innovations will be introduce'd in the
Winter edition, which will mark the beginning of the 25th Anniversarv
year of Rr'a/ Esldfe Issres.
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kby M. Cohen, CRE
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ste. 111

Other articles deal with new, important evidentiary rules in qualifying
expert witnesscs (McLean, Kilpatrick, and Mundy), the countrv's evolving attitude toward property rights (Joyce, McGuire, Shepard), and a
number o( other intcresting k)pics.
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Anr Ltrsr ReNrweL OrnoNs A GooD

IDEA? hy Lloyd D. Hanforrl,lr.. CRE
Landlords frequently grant lease renewal options to tenants but is this practice wise from the viewpoint of tht'property owner? Lease renewal options induce a host of compler issues, which would lead to the logical conclusion that,
all things being equal, the granting of such options is not a good idea.

CoNrnt guron Iuronunrror.t
publishes four times annually (Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter). The journal reaches a lucrative
segment of the real estate industry as well as a r(,presentativc cross section of professi<xals in related industries.
Subscribers to Rcal Eslate lssues (REI) are primarily the owners, chairmen, presidents, and vice presidents of
real estate companies, financial corporations, property companies, banks, management companies, libraries,
and REALTORo boards throu8hout the country; professors and university personnel; and professionals in S&Ls,
insurance companies, and larv firms.
Real Estafr Issr./.s is published for the benefit of the CRE (Counselor of Real Estate) and other real estate professionals, planners, architects, developers, economists, government personnel, lawyers, and accountants. It focuses on providing up-to-date information on problems and topics in the field of real estate.
Real Estate lssues
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RE.AL EsrArr Exprnrs: Sonr FunrHun OnsrnvnrroNs iy Rocky A. Tarantello, CRE
Shrtin8 with the first offering of CNMA securities in the early 1970s, the real estate industry has been in a state of rapid
change. The securitization of thc mortgage markets, instituhonal ownership, investment trusts, globalization, and
information t(hnologv have fostered a new era in valuation analvsis and the peoplt'$ho do it. The scopc of real estate

43

valuation has grown beyond the original boundaries defined by traditional appraisals. The parallel growth in Iitigation
counseling has created demand for real estate analysts who bring specialized knowledge of valuation theories, capital
markets, and other c'merging rcal esLlte issues to the litigation proceis. The traditional use of appraisals is not
diminished, but merely used only when and where appropriate. The Counselors of Real Estate is a unique organization
composed of real estate experts from num.,rous disciplines. Manv members of The Counselors come from these
emerging real estate market segments and can offer the legal community an enhanced array of economic, financial, and
real estate valuation methorls.

REVIEW PROCESS
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Member and non-member authors are encouraged to submit their manuscripts to:
Real Estate lssues, c f o The Counselors of Real Estate, 430 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 6061t. All
manuscripts are reviewed by three members of the editorial board with the author's name(s) kept anonymous.
When accepted, the manuscript and any recommended changes is returned b the author for revision. If the
manuscript is not accepted, the author is notified by letter
The policy of Rlal Eslote lsstics is not to accept articles that directlv and blatantly advertise, publicize, or promote the author or the author's firm or products. This policy is not intended to excludc any mention of the
author, his,/her firm, or their activities. Any such prcsentations however, should be as general as possible, modest in tone, and interesting to a wide variety of readers. Potential conflicts of interest between the publication of
an article and its advertising value should also be avoided.
Every effort will be made to notify the author on the acceptancc or reiection of the manuscript at the earliest
possible date. Upon publication, copyri8ht is held by The Counsc-lors of Real Estate (American Society of Real
Estate Counselors). The publisher will not refuse any reasonable request by the author for permission to reproduce any of his/her contributions to the journal.
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REer Esrerr CouNsruNc IN LITTcATIoN: Irlusrnertn By EMTNENT Dov,rrl by Richtrd C. Sheytari, CRE
With thc increasing complcxities of real estate and its valuation, an experienced counselor provides added knowledgc
and flexibility to customizc the preparation and pr.'sentation of a case. While not all are suited and not all arc nilling,
appropriately qualified real estate counselors provide the needcd attributes. They must be disciplincd to the challenges of such litigation and be confidcnt in that role. Credibility becomes the real key in the courtroom.
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the CRE PERSPECTIVE: The R.dl Estale IiduslrV Parodox,b,v Scott R. Muldavin, CRE, (Vol. 24, No. 2, pgs.
66-68r, Iitut.1, Overall Capital Flows Ncar Hisbric Norms,'isbased on information fromThe Roulac Capital Flows Database
created and pr.'pared by Scott Muldavin while previously employed at The Roulac Group.
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CRE PERSPECTIYE: The Changing Role of tlrc Counselor by Oaklt,igh l. Thornt,, CRE
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THE BALLARD AWARD MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION INFORMATION

Brrwrrn RrlL

by Paul S. Rutter, Esq.
Building owners are in the position today to reap additional income and value from their buildings through the surge
in new telecommunications technologies and the demand for access k) building tenants and users by an expanding
number of telecommunications companies. The intersections between buildings and telecommunications are providint properw owners with the ability litcrally to turn copper into gold.

l.

The REI Ediiorial Board is accepting manuscripts in competition for the 1999 William S. Ballard Award. All .rrticles published in REl during the 1999 calendar year will be eligible for consideration, including member and
non-member authors. The $500 cash au,ard and plaque is presented annually each spring, during The Counselors' Midyear Meetings k) the author(s) whose manuscript best excmplifies the high standards of content maintained in the journal. The recipient is selected bv a three-person subcommittet comprised of members of The
Counselors of Real Estate. (The'1999 recipicnt will be honored at The Counselors 2000 Midyear Meetings.)

Dy Eric S. Lnscha,er, Esq.

:t+

See Editorial Calendar on inside back cover for deadlines

MANUSCRIPT/ILLUSTRATIONS PREPARATION
Manuscripts must be submitted on disk (along h'ith hard copy) in IBM or PC:tormaLonly-Mac files cannot
be accommodated: .txt (text) file format or Word for Windows 6.0. All submitted materials, including abstract,
text and notcs, are to be double-spaced on one side only per sheet, $'ith rvide margins. Number of manuscript
pages is not to exceed 25. Submit five copies of the manuscript accompanied by a 50- to 100-word abstract and
a brief biographical statement. Computer-created charts/tables should be in separate files from article text.
2. All notes, both citations and explanatory, are to be numbered consecutively in the text and placed at the g41! of
the manuscript.
3. Illustrations are to be considered as figures, numbered consecutively and submitted in a form suitable for
reproduction. Illustrations must either be submitted camera-ready or computer-tenerated as I'C compatible
ONLY DO NOT submit colorized computer files -- the illustrations must be created in grayscale or black and
white onl If possible, save in all of or at Ie,ast one of the following formats: .emf; .eps; .tif
4. Number all tables consecutively. All tables are to have titles.
5. Whenever possible, include glossy photographs to clarify and enhance the content in your article.
6. Article title should contain no more than six words including an active verb.
7. For uniformity and accuracy consistent with our editorial policy, refer to the style mles in The Associated Prtss

Gnowrs M,r.Necrlrrrur Succrro?

planning cann(,t address all the variable's necessary to change people's fundamtntal choicc of wlrere to live. The author
lfi)ks at the impact of Washington Statc's Crou'th Managt'ment Act and horr its successes and challenges can serve as
a model for thc rest of the country. He also examincs how federal laws such as thc lindangcred Species Act can oftcn
complicate and contradict state-mandated smart Broh,th initiatives.
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While most Americans agrce that sustainable gro!!'th is impofiant, in reality even the most comprehensive grou,th
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